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EDITORIAL
Covid-19 and a Reality in Flux*
This issue of Cairo Studies in English (CSE), entitled “Covid-19 and a
Reality in Flux,” explores changes in the areas of the humanities and social
sciences. Most academic research since the onset of the pandemic has focused
on science, technology and economics, setting aside pressing scholarly issues
concerning the impact of the pandemic on the lived experience of human beings
everywhere, as well as the cultural and artistic repercussions of these exceptional
times. The ten articles in this issue challenge the sense of futility and uncertainty
which has started with the pandemic and is still felt everywhere. Through
literary and linguistic analyses, the articles explore the fight for survival, and
investigate the coping mechanisms with states of anxiety, depression, and social
isolation. Though our reality is still in flux, it is important to start learning how
to navigate our way in a changing world, and take note of the lessons learnt from
this moment of crisis.
Although research on the effects of the panademic on the humanities is still
flimsy and literature written during quarantine has not yet been scrutinised, great
literature about previous plagues needs to be revisited through the unique lens
of living during COVID-19. Such literature, whether concerned with the
fictional or the real, is a treasure to explore. Artistic expressions about
panademics prove that the human imagination is capable of reconfiguring
reality. They are also capable of getting us to think about the human condition
in the midst of a global crisis, and about the possible paths towards healing.
Yasmine Ahmed Sweed in “Because Survival is Insufficient’: Pandemic
Narratives in the 21st Century” examines the paradigm shifting effect on people’s
ideas, beliefs, and social structures, in Such Is This World@sars.come by the
Chinese writer Hu Fayunm, and in Station Eleven by the Canadian American
author Emily St. John Mandel. Exploring the therapeutic effect of literature Heba
Sharobeem in “The World’s Tsunami Covid-19 and the Relief Aid of Literature”
examines four texts of different genres; two of which chronicle the occurrence
of Cholera, in Egypt, while the other two deal with the outbreak of a fictional
pandemic. The comparison of reality and fiction continues in “Unsettling
*
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Epiphanies: Rereading José Saramago’s Blindness in the time of Covid-19” by
Jaidaa Gawad Hamada, where she combines reflections on the reality of the
situation with that on fictional infectious diseases to realize epiphanic insights.
In “Civil and Uncivil Classes in the Light of the Pandemic: Postcolonial
Perspectives on the Question of Who Cares,” Caroline Rooney veers away from
pandemic literature and argues that the pandemic serves to
reveal class structures and social alignments that is long-entrenched, yet
insufficiently registered. Her analysis of Rohinton Mistry’s A Fine Balance and
Arundhati Roy’s The Ministry of Utmost Happiness shows how they offer
frameworks of ethics of social care for us to understand what the pandemic
requires us to re-consider.
In “Fear Generation and Policy Legitimization Through Proximization of
Threat in COVID-19 Discourse,” Safaa Mustafa Alshanawani discusses
proximation strategies that have been widely employed to communicate facts
and legitimize public discourses about the pandemic. Dalia Hamed deals with
the same theory in relation to children’s e-books in her article “Proximization
Theory and Threat Construction in Selected E-Storybooks for Children on
COVID-19.”
In “Representation of Social Actors in Medical Humanities: A Multimodal
Study of Selected English and Arabic Infographics on COVID-19,” Lubna Adel
Sherif addresses the establishment of a COVID-19 discourse which rests on hope
rather than fear. Abeer Abd El-Aal Sultan in “Fighting Covid-19 with Fun:
Multimodal Discourse Analysis of Egyptian Coronavirus Webcomics,” deals
with the the multimodal nature of the internet which gave room to creative
expressions allowed us to laugh at the pandemic as a a means of survival.
Another paper that focuses on the healing power of laughter is “Pictorial
Metaphors and Narrativity in Coronavirus Discourse” by Yomn Muhammad
SharafElDin and Nihal Nagi Sarhan. The study presents a contrastive analysis
of Egyptian and American memes to examine how they operate in both cultures.
And finally, Mervat Ahmed Mahmoud applies critical discourse analyses to
examine Trump’s negative othering of China on Twitter during the covid
outbreak in “Polarization and Negative-Other ‘China’ Presentation in US
President Trump’s COVID-19 Tweets: A Critical Discourse Analysis.”
In order to address this unique moment in history, in this issue of CSE, we
incude testimonials where writers and artists examine how their work has been
affected by the pandemic, and the way the creative mind deals with adversity. In
the seven testimonials plenty is shared; starting with Samia Badih’s exploration
of her motherhood and her notes on the transformations taking place in the art
scene, to Elmaz Abinader and a long-entangled relationship with Lebanon which
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climaxed in the Beirut explosion on August 4th 2020. May Temissany is
surprised by a “sudden explosion of creativity,” and Seni Seneverani speaks of
the pain as well as the “tendrils of hope” she keeps capturing. Siham Bent Sanya
w Abdelsalam’s attempts to find mobility during the quarantine. Terry Gifford
tells of how scientific data turned into poetry, and Ben Rivers realizes the need
to collect seed and water life.
The book review in this issue features Lawrence Wright’s The End of
October, which, according to Iman Jamal, prophetesses the Coronavirus.
The editors of this issue would like to extend a special thanks to Dr. Walid
Elhamamsy, for his earlier participation in this issue, and give him credit for its
title. Thanks are also due to all reviewers for the time and insightful remarks they
gave to this issue. We are also grateful to all contributors for their valuable
contributions, and their patience and understanding. Last but not least special
thanks go to Dr. Amira Fawzi, the editorial assistant, without whose dedication,
hard work and scrupulous leadership of the editing team, this issue would not
have been completed. An extended thank you is due to the team of copyeditors
for their careful reading of the papers: Aya El Shafei, Amira Zoheiry, and Samah
Awad.

Maha Elsaid (Cairo University)
Sahar Elmougy (Cairo University)
Amani Tawfik Attia (University of Pittsburg, USA)
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Fighting Covid-19 with Fun: Multimodal Discourse Analysis of
Egyptian Coronavirus Webcomics
Abeer Abd El-Aal Sultan*

Introduction
Egyptians are well known among the Arab societies as being a comic people
who always laugh, and distinctively mock every single aspect in their life. They
are even called "( "أوالد نكتةjokesters). Despite that fact, comics in Egyptian
society is not generally regarded as a serious form of art. This was clear during
the coronavirus crisis when the Egyptians resorted to creative online comics
(webcomics) that widely spread and circulated on social media to express their
emotions and evaluate the performance of their government in dealing with the
crisis. This triggered the criticism of many who claimed that the Egyptians are
immature in their reaction, and even accused them of belittling the crisis.
The phenomenon of webcomics in Egyptian society is a recent occurrence
and is an emerging media form. As admitted by Høigilt (2017,4), comics is
generally an art form that receives “little academic attention,” and little
“scholarly exploration” in Egypt, as well as in all Arab countries despite the fact
that Egyptian comic magazines and comic strips in newspapers have been a long
tradition before the Egyptian uprising in 2011. Furthermore, it is only since the
January 25 Revolution that young Egyptian comic writers and amateurs have
begun to use creative forms of satire, including webcomics, among other satirical
tools (Mehrez 2012; Høigilt 2017). Following the January 25 Revolution, online
comic strips have attracted much attention. However, very few attempts have
been made to theorize upon the issue, and there is no intensive scholarly
discussion in the field of webcomics studies. There is no accessible literature on
the topic.
The present research paper attempts to explore the online comics, associated
with the pandemic age in Egyptian society. The aim is to identify the complexity
of their nature, and therefore prove their status as being a unique means of
creative expression worthy of scholarly discussion. The study aims at
*
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highlighting the massive effect of webcomics in creating stereotypical
knowledge without verbalizing any word.
The study concerns itself with answering the following interrelated questions:
how do the Egyptians linguistically construct their social position towards a
certain political decision, such as lockdown and curfew rules in general and what
are the typical techniques used in their webcomics? What are the pragmatic
features underlying Egyptian webcomics? Do webcomics trigger a discourse of
inclusion and exclusion? To what extent can webcomics be considered an
effective medium of expression and an instance of cultural production in
Egyptian society?
The present research paper analyzes samples of Egyptian webcomics from
the period between March 2020 and July 2020. The samples have been collected
from various Facebook pages which are not categorized as political pages; rather
they are pages that publish content on current social issues. This type of
webcomics of laypeople is particularly chosen because they reflect the thoughts,
emotions, fears, dreams, and aspirations of the people. The samples collected are
grouped thematically based on a number of topics which were politically
significant at that time. These include: (i) the Egyptians under the quarantine and
their reaction to the government decisions of imposing the lockdown and curfew;
(ii) the crisis of the doctors with the Egyptian government (following the
Egyptian Prime Minister’s public criticism of doctors and his claim of their
responsibility for the rise in the death toll of coronavirus victims in Egypt).
Accordingly, the data is divided into two groups, tackling these two thematic
topics, respectively. They are more specifically chosen among many others
because at the time of their publication, they were widely spread and circulated,
in addition to the large number of likes they received. Some of them have the
signature of their author or their webpage on them, but others do not. Among
fifty collected webcomics, the study focuses on a total of nineteen.
The present study adopts a multidisciplinary approach, including a framework
of social semiotic analysis (in terms of visual discourse analysis and grammar
of visual design), pragmatic analysis (in terms of speech acts, implicature,
politeness), critical discourse analysis (in terms of Halliday’s Systemic
Functional Linguistics and the perspective of ideology), sociolinguistic
exploration (in terms of intertextuality), and with special glimpses to narrativity.
An eclectic approach is the most appropriate technique for tackling such a hybrid
medium, especially, because there are differences between printed comics and
webcomics, though they are both subcategories of comics.
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A Brief History of the Development of the Medium of Comics
The first manifestation of the art of comics was in a pure form of graphic and
textual cultural productions. The first form of the art of telling visual stories
accompanied with words appeared in cave paintings, in the Egyptian wall
paintings which combined images with inscriptions. It appeared also in the
medieval church wall paintings as an important “narrative art,” during the
eighteenth century (Ryan 2008, 4). Later, sketches and caricature art appeared,
and they were characterized by exaggerating physical appearance. Speech
balloons and bubbles were hence used, and the sketch was sometimes followed
by a commentary or caption accompanying the sketched image (17). However,
the first appearance of a series of “framed images,” linked together and
accompanied by words to tell a certain narrative was attributed to the Swiss
artist, Rodolphe Topffer, with his first published picture story, “Les amours de
M. Vieux Bois” (20).
The advance of the technological electronic scanning method where the
colored paintings could be easily produced, led to the appearance of “electronic
comics” where the artist was exempted from acquiring drawing skills with
his/her hands, pen and brush (Eisner 1985, 159). Furthermore, with the rapid
growth of communication technology, development in the field of comics was
achieved in modern times by the appearance of “graphic novels” (141) which
became the most popular comic art form.
What are Comics and Webcomics?
Comics is defined by Eisner (1985, 5) as “a means of creative expression, a
distinct discipline, an art and literary form that deals with the arrangement of
pictures or images and words to narrate a story or dramatize an idea.” As traced
by Eisner, it first appeared as a form of sequential art that varied from periodical
comics, graphic novels, to instructional manuals and storyboards. The function
of sequential art has been believed to be both instruction and entertainment.
Eisner classifies sequential comics into two types: “instructional comics” and
“attitudinal comics” (124).
On the other hand, Webcomics, according to Hicks (2009), are comics
published on the World Wide Web. A webcomic consists generally of an image
and a commentary that usually relates to current events or personalities. With the
creation of the World Wide Web and personal computers, the internet became
an amazing world which allowed anyone to participate in its content creation.
Webcomics, as a realm, is one of the mediums where internet users can express
their personal thoughts and ideas. Due to limitation of time and speed of the age,
nobody is interested in or even has the prosperity of reading a whole sequence
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of comics on one page or a number of pages. He or she would rather prefer very
short and to the point message delivery, as is the case with webcomics. One of
the first advocates of webcomics is Scott McCloud (2000) who believes that
webcomics are free expressions of ideas which are not confined to normal print
dimensions.
Theoretical Framework
This section introduces the theoretical framework of the study. The analysis
of the selected webcomics is based on a combination of tools from the
approaches discussed below. Since webcomics consist of an image and a
commentary, they are analytically broken into two parts: visual analysis and
language analysis.
1. Visual Analysis
1.1. Multimodality (MDA).
Webcomics include some characteristics of comic books and new media.
Accordingly, they are “multimodal” in the sense that they involve a shift from
mode (image) to another (language) (Serafini 2010, 95). Kress and van Leeuwen
(2001) explain the concept of multimodality as “the use of several semantic
modes in the design of a semiotic product or event” (20). Kukkonen (2011)
further clarifies multimodality as a notion referring to “combinations of different
modes in particular media; intermediality” (35). In agreement with them,
O’Halloran (2011) believes that MDA “extends the study of language per se to
the study of language in combination with other resources, such as images,
scientific symbolism, gesture, action, music and sound” (120). O’Halloran calls
these resources “semiotic resources” (121).
The interest of the present study is not only in the explanation of signs
(webcomics), but also in the explanation of the signification underlying the
signs. Therefore, webcomics are semiotically analyzed in terms of Kress and van
Leeuwen’s grammar of visual design and Albers’ model of visual discourse
analysis.
1.1.1 Kress and van Leeuwen’s Grammar of Visual Design
Interested in social semiotics, Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) refer to three
metafunctions of the structural design of an image, “representational,
interpersonal and compositional” (6–7). Firstly, their “representation” refers
simply to the way a certain semiotic act (an image) is presented. They stress the
importance of socio-cultural context as an important element of “representation”
which affects the reception and interpretation of any semiotic act.
7
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Secondly, Kress and van Leeuwen’s “interpersonal metafunction” is the
interactive relations between the depicted participants (i.e., people and places)
and interactive participants (i.e., producers and viewers). Interestingly enough,
Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) think that any semiotic act involves an interesting
sort of mediated communication where “the power of an image-producer must
be transferred on to one or more represented participants” (136). However silent
and static an image is, they believe that it “allows the viewer to scrutinize the
represented characters as though they were specimens in a display case” (43).
Thirdly, “composition” has to do with relating the representational and
interactive meanings of the image to each other. This relation depends on three
interrelated systems: (i) information value, defined as “the placement of
elements (participants and syntagms that relate them to each other and to the
viewer),” (ii) salience, defined as “the elements made to attract the viewer’s
attention to different degrees, as realized by such factors as placement in the
foreground or background, relative size, contrasts in tonal value (or colour),
etc.”; and (iii) framing, defined as “the presence or absence of framing devices
(realized by elements which create dividing lines, or by actual frame lines)”
(Kress and van Leeuwen 2006, 177).
1.1.2. Visual Discourse Analysis (VDA)
An important study located within social semiotics today is what is called
visual discourse studies (VDA). VDA is “a general term for an approach to
analyzing art as a language and its use” (Albers, 2007, 83). It is concerned with
studying structures and conventions within visual texts and how they are
received. It is a sort of a descriptive study of images,
addressing “the discourses that emerge within the
visual text” (84) with the aim of investigating the
intention of the image creator and its impact on the
emotions and thoughts of the receiver (viewer)/ how
meaning is mediated and represented.
The present study adopts Albers’ (2007) model of
analyzing visual texts. It is more specifically chosen
because it is a functional model that explores the inner
nature of image production and helps in highlighting its Figure 1. Albers’ model
complexity and, consequently, discrediting any claims of visual discourse
(Visual
of triviality. In an attempt to answer the questions: analysis
Discourse Analysis, 2007,
“What does the speaker intend to say to the viewer? 87).
How is the viewer implicated in the visual message (s)?
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What does the speaker want the viewer to think or believe from the viewing of
this text?” (87), Albers identifies a six-dimension model.
At one end of Albers’ model, there is the dimension, underpinning systems
which has to do with identifying the interpreting systems through which the
visual texts are read, interpreted, and created, and how identity is shaped by these
systems. Within these systems, visual texts usually have certain metaphorical
messages about reality to convey (metaphor). At the other end, it contains the
dimension of disciplinary knowledge which includes all features related to works
of art, in particular, and art in general, namely enclosure, sequences, the existing
language in the text, and the ideological signification that these features may
have. The concept of intertextuality is also there to set the relation between the
visual text and any other system of communication.
Another dimension underlined by Albers is the social acceptability through
which artists (writers/speakers) display different styles and techniques that are
accepted by society. More interesting is the dimension of apparent discourses
which assumes that creators of visual texts always do so to have a conversation
with the viewers and to transmit a certain identity to them.
2. Language Analysis
This section briefly highlights the main linguistic concepts in terms of which
the comments associated with the webcomic are analyzed.
2.1. Pragmatics
As pointed out by Leech (1983) pragmatics is a branch of linguistic research
concerned with language use and aims at helping understand how the user uses
language in text and how the receiver interacts with language used in a text to
interpret it. It has to do with meaning in relation to the speaker, hearer, or
particular situation. Its domain involves the study of speech acts, Grice’s
Cooperative Principle, and the theory of politeness (11).
2.1.1. Speech Acts and Implicatures
Under speech act analysis, utterances are not just described in terms of form
or meaning, but rather the social act accomplished by them is described.
According to Austin (1975), to consider an utterance as a speech act is to
acknowledge that the speaker, in uttering words and sentences, not only says
something but also does something. The thing done by the utterance is called by
Austin the “illocutionary force” through which language users make promises,
requests, issue commands, etc. Any utterance is composed of a “locutionary
act” (the utterance of the sentence with a certain specific sense and reference),
9
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an “illocutionary force” (the real intention behind the utterance), and a
“perlocutionary act” (the effect or consequence of the utterance on its recipient)
(109). Austin calls such utterances that perform actions, performatives (4).
Austin observes that it is not always the case that the illocutionary force of an
utterance is explicitly indicated through performative verbs as 'bet' or 'promise'.
but it is sometimes implicit in the utterance (32). For instance, “There is a bull
in the field” may be used as a kind of 'warning', and not just for giving
information about the scenery. A similar observation concerning utterances with
implicit illocutionary forces has been later made by Searle (1979), but in terms
of “direct” and “indirect” speech acts. Whereas the direct speech act is that
which has only one explicit illocutionary force, the indirect one is that which has
an implicit illocutionary force in addition to an explicit one (31).
Indirectness results in what Grice (1975) refers to as ‘implied meanings’
(‘implicatures’) which stands in contrast to what the speaker says in any
utterance. He believes that these implied meanings result from flouting the
maxims of the Cooperative Principle.
2.1.2. Grice’s Cooperative Principle
To account for how interpersonal communication takes place, Grice (1975)
formulates a Cooperative Principle stating, “Make your contribution such as is
required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of
the talk exchange in which you are engaged” (45). For the sake of guaranteeing
effective communication, Grice identifies four guiding principles (maxims)
governing cooperative talk: maxims of Quality (don’t say that which is false),
Quantity (don’t say that which is less or more informative than what is required),
Relevance (be relevant), and Manner (avoid ambiguity) (45-6). Since there is no
deviation without reason, politeness is one of the reasons for deviating from
Grice’s maxims and flouting them (Grice 1975). The same observation is
asserted by Searle (1979) who is of the opinion that the motivation behind most
indirect speech acts is politeness.
2.1.3 Politeness
Brown and Levinson (1987) have introduced a theory of politeness based on
the assumption that all language users have what they call “face”. That is, a kind
of 'self-esteem' or public 'self-image' that everyone wants to maintain (13). This
face is of two kinds: first, positive face which has to do with a person's need to
have a positive self-image and the desire to maintain this positive image, and
second, negative face which has to do with a person's need to have freedom of
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action as well as freedom from the imposition of any action. That is, one's desire
not to be ordered by others or required to do something, etc.
The actions which may threaten one's positive or negative face are regarded
by Brown and Levinson as Face Threatening Acts (FTA) (14). Whenever a
speaker has to perform a face-threatening act, he/she attempts to minimize the
face-threat to his/her hearer unless there is a certain reason to threaten the
hearer's face.
2.2. Critical Study of Language: Systemic Functional Linguistics
An important approach in critical studies of language is Halliday’s Systemic
Functional Linguistics (SFL). SFL is a framework used for highlighting power
and ideology through detailed analysis of texts in contexts of language use.
Halliday (1978) suggests that every choice of meaning is ideologically
motivated. He attempts to link language function with linguistic structure (form)
by relating the networks of choices to three metafunctions which he believes to
be “inherently involved in all uses of language” (47): the ideational/experiential,
interpersonal and textual functions. Halliday and Matthiessen (2004) represent
them as follows:
(i) Ideational/experiential metafunction which has to do with the way
language users' experience of the world and its phenomena is represented and
referred to in the text (their reactions, cognitions, perceptions, etc.…).
(ii) Interpersonal metafunction which has to do with the speaker's
attitudes, evaluations, and commitments towards a certain phenomenon, together
with his/her interaction with others (relations of power, solidarity, degree of
intimacy and familiarity).
(iii) Textual metafunction which has to do with the way a text is organized
and presented as a message. It has to do with the internal organization of the text
and its relation to context (29-30).
2.3. Ideology
Ideology, as defined by Eggins (2004) is “the values we hold (consciously or
unconsciously)” (10). A related definition is provided by Van Dijk (1996) who
considers ideology as a kind of “system of beliefs” and a “mental structure” that
has to do with “attitudes” and “beliefs in concrete models” (7). Furthermore, van
Dijk (1995) relates ideology to “social cognition shared by members of social
groups” (248), and, consequently, judges it as a kind of “group self-schema”
(249). The same view underlies Fairclough’s statement that ideology is “a
particular representation of some aspect of the world” (1995, 31). Fairclough
believes ideology to be “implicit assumptions” (6) that are “primarily located in
11
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the unsaid” (24) to perform the role of “functioning of power in modern
societies” (3). In agreement with these definitions, Kress and Hodge (1979) view
ideology as “a systematic body of ideas organized from a particular point of
view” (6).
A particular form of ideology is identity that has to do with group self-image.
The construction of a collective identity in a text is an indication of ingroup
solidarity and an implication of outgroup exclusion identity which is generally
“a form of overriding ideology” (Krzyzanowski 2005, 150).
2.4 Narrativity and Semiotics
According to Baker (2006), narrative is “a principal and inescapable mode by
which we experience the world” (41). It has to do with “public and personal
stories that we subscribe to and that guide our behavior” (19). Interestingly
enough, Baker (2014) believes that even a semiotic act can be said to underlie a
certain narrative because a narrative can underlie a variety of media such as
“written and spoken texts, images, diagrams, color, layout, lighting in theatre
and film, choice of setting, and style of dressing, among other resources” (159).
2.5 Intertextuality
Intertextuality is a linguistic technique underlying a relation between a text
and another one. As explained by Fairclough, intertextuality has to do with “how
texts may ‘re-accentuate’ genres, how genres (discourses, narratives, registers)
may be mixed in texts” (1992, 195). It is, “the interdependent ways in which
texts stand in relation to one another” (Nordquist 2014, n. pag.). As pointed out
by Raj (2015), the term was originally coined by the French literary theorist,
Julia Kristeva in the late 1960s to refer to any “communicative interconnections
between a text and the other and text and context” (77). Therefore, it may be
found in a wide variety of fields such as literature, the visual arts, philosophy,
politics, sociology, etc.
In terms of the previously reviewed literature, the data collected is analyzed.
For facilitating analysis, the collected samples are divided into two groups where
group A includes webcomics related to evaluating the Egyptian government
performance while group B includes those related to the crisis of the doctors in
Egypt and the Egyptian government. The two groups, however, highlight the
multimodal and linguistic features of webcomics in general, in addition to
aspects related to identity and ideology.
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Analysis of Data
Group A: webcomics related to evaluating the Egyptian government
performance
Comic 1
The figure on the left: ‘the people’
The figure on the right: ‘the Ministry of Health’.
Translation: if an efficient ministry like me doesn’t bet
on the awareness of a clever people like you, then it
will be total destruction.
Comic 2
Frame 1 from top to bottom
The figure on the right: cafes and cinemas are closed
places. Why did you open them?
The figure on the left: I don’t know.
Frame 2
The figure on the right: what about
The beaches that are wide, sunny and include fresh air,
why did you close them?
The figure on the right: I don’t know.
Comic 3
Summing up the Prime Minister’s statement:
Listen guys, it cannot be worse than that. Continue
practicing your life in an ordinary way. Don’t trouble
us.

Comic 4
In the cabinet headquarter:
Listen guys, what will be will be.
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Comic 5
Written at the top: ‘The Committee of monitoring and
finding out the contacts.
The figure on the right (asking a man selling
watermelons in the market): did he drink orange juice
here?
Comic 6
Frame 1 from top to bottom
The figure in the suit on the left: Mr. Qarmooty, we
knew that the infected cases in Egypt don’t exceed 1000,
so what do you do to reach that result?
Frame 2
The figure in orange on the right:
We don’t conduct tests.

Comic 7
Hey, you guy, you held your meeting online and want
the people to meet in the streets (in reference to the
decision of ending shutdown).

Comic 8
It is over. Coronavirus will come to an end on Saturday.

Comic 9
Written at the top: ‘the plan of the Ministry of Health to
face coronavirus’.
The lamb on the right: ‘the people’.
The figure on the right: ‘the Ministry of Health’.
Written at the bottom while throwing the lamb: it is left
to you immunity system, so don’t trouble us anymore.
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Comic 10
Year 2040
They say week 600 is the most important one in the virus
incubation period. Once it is over, we will be allowed
immediately to go out.

Comic 11
The woman on the right (the Minister of Health): can
you make the vaccine, General?
The man on the right: You just move over and prepare
‘Tahini.’

Group B: webcomics related to the crisis of the doctors in Egypt and the
Egyptian government
Comic 1
The figure on the right: That means I am not Egypt’s
white army!!!
Figure on the left: You are a negligent, negligent. Do you
know the meaning of ‘a negligent’?
Comic 2
Written at the top: ‘a people that is religious by nature’.
Frame 1 from top to bottom
The figure on the right (while saying goodbye to a
doctor): May God be with you, the white army. Goodbye
and may God bless you.
Frame 2
The same figure on the right to the man next to him: I
swear by God he is the only one who will cause us illness.
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Comic 3
Frame 1 from top to bottom
The figure on the right (while saying goodbye to a
doctor): Have a safe trip, doctor. Take care of yourself,
Egypt’s white army.
Frame 2
The same figure on the right (to the man next to him):
Don’t ever let him get in the building again.
Comic 4
Frame 1 from top to bottom
The figure on the right to the man next to him (a doctor):
You are my sweetheart. You are Egypt’s white army.
Frame 2
The same figure on the right (once the doctor is leaving):
This man is a real drag. He will cause us to get diseased,
that son of a bitch.
Comic 5
Frame 1 from top to bottom
The figure on the left (asking the figure on the right. a
doctor): what are you doing in hospital, doctor?
Frame 2
The figure on the right (replying): I am acting the
negligent.
Comic 6
Written at the top: “the Prime Minister: the absence of
medical staffs leads to increase in coronavirus cases”.
Frame 1 from top to bottom and right to left
The woman: Just wait here and let me understand. You
said two days ago that doctors tell the patients that there
were no beds for them.
The man: Yes, that happened.
Frame 2
The woman: But today you say that doctors don’t go to
hospitals.
The man: Yes sure. Doctors are careless.
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Frame 3
The woman: What is this nonsense?! Don’t doctors go to hospitals or do they go
and tell the patients there are no beds?
The man: the doctors are absent in the morning, but they go to hospitals at night
to tell the patients there are no beds.
Comic 7
Frame 1 from top to bottom
The figure on the right greeting the figure on the left,
saying to him: “Thanks doctors of Egypt. You are in
the hearts.”
Frame 2
The figure on the left (replying): Sit down, you chap.
You are a doctor like us.
Comic 8
Written at the top:
I put a logo for myself, and I thanked me.

1. Webcomics: Multimodality (Symbols and Significations)
According to Kress and van Leeuwen’s Representational metafunction, the
way objects are presented can be a kind of symbolization, especially in case of
repeated representational patterns. Applied to webcomics under discussion,
significant symbolization reveals itself through the repeated consistent patterns
of representation. The characters selected by the webcomics creators as symbols
of the government are all naïve stupid ones, which is of course significant. They,
hence, convey a certain implicit meaning (i.e., criticizing). In terms of Kress and
van Leeuwen’s Representational metafunction, the main analytical point here is
highlighting the negative presentation of the government (through the symbolic
significant choice of characters) in all the selected webcomics.
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As far as symbols are concerned, the choice of the characters is symbolic and
has signification. A structural analysis of the selected webcomics in terms of
Kress and van Leeuwen’s Representational metafunction shows the relationship
between the involved represented participants (i.e., the Egyptian people and
doctors on the one hand, and the government on the other hand). In group A, all
the characters chosen to represent the government are idiotic or inefficient
persons who are fit for nothing. Thus, the characters chosen to represent the
government in comic (1) are a blind man from the famous movie “Al Kit Kat”
which revolves around the story of blind man who causes disasters throughout
the film due to his insistence on acting as a man who can see. The same symbolic
selection underlies comic (11) where a blind General is riding his motorbike and
is talking to the Minster of Health about preparing ‘Tihina” (i.e., vaccine). In
comic (2), an upper Egyptian (a stereotype of naivety and simplicity in the
Egyptian movies) is selected. In a similar manner, an idiot from a movie entitled
“Ghabi Minnu Feeh (Too Stupid)” which revolves around the life of a stupid
man who always puts himself in silly situations resulting from his stupidity is
symbolically selected in comics (3, 4). Another famous idiotic character from a
famous series entitled “Al-Karmooti” which revolves around the life of a naive
upper Egyptian is selected in comics (5, 6).
Even with comics clipped from scenes involving one single character as in
the case of comics (7, 8), the choice of the represented participants is significant.
Thus, comic 7 selects an addict and comic 8 a wanton woman. The addict is
chosen to comment on the Prime Minister’s decision to end the precautionary
measures and the imposed curfew on Saturday. The addict in the comic states,
“It’s over. The Coronavirus will come to an end on Saturday”. This mere
declarative statement implies an act of criticizing the decision. An important
‘multimodal resource’ in this image is the dark glasses that the addict puts on
which symbolizes ‘darkness’ and gives an impression of ‘lack of clear vision’
on the part of the government whom the addict stands for and represents.
Similarly, an actress playing the role of a wanton woman in prison is chosen to
comment on the decision stating, “Hey you guy, you held your meeting online
and want the people to meet in the streets (in reference to the decision of ending
shutdown)”. Again, this mere declarative statement performs the indirect act of
criticizing and mocking the decision.
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Another important symbolic aspect is there in comic (9) which relies on a
scene of an Upper Egyptian, represented while throwing a lamb in a river. As
stated earlier, the man metaphorically represents ‘the Ministry of Health’ and the
lamb represents ‘the Egyptian people.’ A comment from the Ministry is written
stating, “It is now up to you and your immunity system. Don’t trouble us
anymore”. These symbols act as ‘multimodal resources’ indicating a type of
power relation where the people are weak, and the government is strong.
According to O’Halloran (2006), images are read and interpreted through
accompanying resources which he calls “multimodal/semiotic resources.” That
may involve the choice of colour and font size that may be indicative. An
important multimodal resource that emphasizes this power relation is the fact
that “the people” is written in small font compared to that of “the Ministry of
Health,” which also indicates distance.
In group B, the webcomics relate to the crisis between the doctors and the
government in Egypt following the Prime Minister’s statement, in which he
accuses the doctors of being responsible for the increasing death toll of
coronavirus victims due to their negligence and carelessness. Doctors are
represented all through as being victimized by the government and the people as
well, some of whom behave cruelly towards their neighboring doctors, fearing
infection. The characters chosen to represent the doctors are usually victims
while those representing the government, or the people are usually silly or cruel.
Thus, famous actor Abd El-Haleem Hafez in the famous film entitled “AlKhateyah (Sins)” (comic 1) is chosen to represent the doctors. In this film, that
hero is a victim of bad luck and bad treatment by his stepfather. He was an
illegitimate child who knew the truth about that in a very famous scene in
Egyptian Cinema. This scene is borrowed in the webcomic context where the
victimized son stands for the doctors while the stepfather who was always unjust
towards the boy stands for the government. This symbolization signifies a sense
of victimization and an exercise of power where the doctors are weak, and the
government is strong. The dialogue between the young man and the stepfather
implies a discourse of power and victimization. The young man (representing
the doctors) shockingly asks, “That means I am not Egypt’s white army!!” and
the stepfather harshly replies, “No, you are negligent, negligent. Do you know
the meaning of ‘negligent’?”
In addition to the government, the people are also significantly symbolized in
comic (2) where the famous idiotic character “Al-Karmooti” stands for the
people. The dialogue associated with the image shows a power relation of
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victimization where Al-Karmooti, in the first frame of the comic seems to pay a
warm goodbye to a doctor saying, “May God be with you, the white army.
Goodbye and may God bless you,” but in the second frame once the doctor is
giving him his back, he says to the man next to him, “Don’t ever let him get in
the building again”. In terms of its compositional presentation, this webcomic
has a significant characteristic: it has a title at the top stating, “The Egyptian
People are inherently religious.” This title indicates the main theme of the
narrative represented in the webcomic which is to criticize and mock the
Egyptian people’s misbehavior towards doctors. In addition, designing the
comic in two frames allows the viewer to see the progress of the narrative.
The same symbolization is repeated in comic (4), where the character of an
ill-mannered traffic dealer stands for the people while a delicate nice-looking
man wearing a suit stands for doctors. In the first frame of the comic, the traffic
dealer is represented as talking to the doctor stating, “You are my sweetheart.
You are Egypt’s white army.” Then, in the second frame, while the doctor is
leaving, the dealer states, “This man is a real drag. He will cause us illness, that
son of a bitch”. This representation again symbolizes a relation of victimization
and an exercise of power. Similar to the previous webcomic, designing the comic
in two frames allows the viewer to see the progress of the narrative.
Significant ‘multimodal resources’ are also there in group B in the case of
comic (5). It consists of a clipped scene from a movie entitled “Annazer Salah
E-ddin (Headmaster Salah E-ddin),” where the hero, who is represented in the
movie as a naïve person, is asking a man, “What are you doing in the hospital,
doctor?”. In the second frame, the man, who stands for doctors, replies, “I am
acting negligent”. The facial expression of the doctor in the second frame when
replying, and the gaze that is different from the gaze in the first one both indicate
resentment and anger. Furthermore, the bigger font of the doctor’s reply
emphasizes the message that the doctor wants to convey (i.e., ridiculing the
Prime Minister’s statement).
2. Webcomics: Intertextuality and Narrativity
By recontextualizing the scenes clipped from the movies to fit into the context
of the webcomics, a kind of intertextuality is prevalent. This intertextuality helps
evoke narratives. They are understood as a concrete story of a certain
significance, with characters, settings, plot, and outcomes. As clear from the
previous analysis, the selected webcomics seem to borrow specific scenes,
embedding narratives that have a bearing on the same issue they intend to
highlight. Thus, all comics in group A tell a story about the inefficiency of the
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government’s performance and of the people’s anger, whereas all comics in
group B tell a story about the marginalization/victimization of doctors and about
the doctors’ anger. As a disadvantaged group, webcomics on doctors, in
particular, underlie demands for inclusion. That sense of exclusion and inclusion
shows identity and group membership. Accordingly, the webcomics under
analysis can be said to tell a “public narrative” about the suffering of the
people/doctors and about the anger of the people/doctors’ regarding the
government’s decisions. They voice the demands of a specific sector (namely
doctors) who feel marginalized. The symbols used all through act as a narrative
bridge to visualize these ideas.
Relatedly, it is worth highlighting the fact that because they are taken out of
their original contexts, webcomics require Grice’s cooperation principle to be
understood. It is Grice’s assumption of a kind of mutual cooperation between the
producer and receiver of language that prompts the recipient not to regard such
clipped scenes that are fragmented and taken out of context as mere funny
production; rather he/she assumes that the producer wants to supply certain
information and attempts to figure it out. He/she assumes that a certain intended
message is implied.
Indeed, intertextuality is in itself a technique of indirectness through which
an indirect speech act is performed. This fact together with the fact that they
underlie certain narratives make webcomics a kind of metaphor. As pointed out
by Kress and Van Leeuwen (2006), any semiotic act involves an interesting sort
of mediated communication where “the power of an image-producer must be
transferred on to one or more represented participants” (136). It is indeed this
kind of transference of ideas that makes webcomics metaphoric in nature.
3. Webcomics: Metaphor, Indirect Speech Acts and Politeness
Since webcomics creation has to do with borrowing from a certain domain
(movies, hence the source domain) to another one (webcomics, hence the target
domain) to transfer a certain associated idea (criticizing, ridiculing, warning,
etc.…), the domain of webcomics can be rightly regarded as metaphoric in
nature. In particular, they are ‘implied metaphors’ that make a sophisticated type
of comparison through implication. More importantly, Zanoletti in her book,
“Translating an Artwork” (2012) asserts that any semiotic work of art is
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metaphoric in nature as it involves transference of ideas. This is especially the
case with the webcomics under discussion since they are employed as vehicles
to convey a certain message (criticizing certain states of affairs) and they are
mainly based on borrowing from another domain (clipped scenes from movies)
to transfer a certain associated message.
In the webcomics of group A, all the clipped scenes stand as vivid metaphors
of ‘blindness’ and ‘idiocy’ for certain stories of the government’s inefficiency.
For instance, comic (11) borrows a famous scene from “Al Kit Kat '' film where
the blind hero and his friend help each other to ride a motorbike. This scene is
transferred from the context of the movie to the webcomic and is modified so
that the blind hero and his friend become the Minister of Health and a General
in the Police. The ground of comparison is blindness and inefficiency in taking
decisions. Just as is the case with the original scene where the hero and his friend
helped each other and made a wrong decision of riding a motorbike, so did the
Minister of Health in taking her decisions.
The same metaphor of blindness is repeated in comic (1) where the two blind
friends are borrowed to represent ‘the people’ and ‘the Ministry of Health’. The
conversation that takes place in this scene is borrowed for the webcomic to show
a dialogue between the blind man and his friend where one of them states to the
other, “If an efficient ministry like me, doesn’t bet on the awareness of clever
people like you, then it will be total destruction”. This metaphor is also an
indirect way of criticizing the government decision to end the precautionary
measures.
Another metaphor of idiocy underlies the scene taken from the movie “Ghabi
Minnu Feeh (Too Stupid)” in two comics (3, 4), representing two different
situations. The two comics, however, borrow the character of the silly hero to
act as the Prime Minister issuing his statement regarding lifting the precautionary
measures and the curfew. This transference results in transferring the quality of
stupidity from the hero to the Prime Minister and his decision. The same applies
to group B, where a metaphor of victimization is a dominant factor underlying
all the comics under analysis. Thus, comic (1) borrows the clipped dramatic
scene between the son and the stepfather to be transferred to the relation between
the doctors and the government, with victimization as a ground of comparison.
Similarly, comics 2, 3, and 4 have an underlying meaning of victimization but
this time practiced by the people towards doctors.
Indeed, the transference underlying these metaphors helps mitigate the face
threatening act of criticism underlying the comics, because metaphors are
indirect means of delivering messages. In this case, they are “redressive acts” in
terms of politeness. All the comments associated with comics in group A are
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mere declarative statements that perform indirect speech acts of criticizing/
‘discrediting the government’s performance, challenging the authority and its
institutions, warning against a wrong decision, or even expressing fear.
Similarly, those associated with group B perform the indirect speech act of
criticizing the government’s decisions or the people’s behavior and victimizing
the doctors. Since speech acts are, in terms of Halliday’s metafunctions,
interpersonal elements that reveal attitudes, it becomes clear from the two
groups that a general attitude of ‘anger’ and ‘opposition’ prevail in Egyptian
society. Moreover, in terms of Halliday’s experiential metafunction, the way the
involved groups (the people, the doctors, and the government) are represented
implies an inclusive ‘we’ and suggest a discourse of difference and exclusion.
This is supported by the negative representation of the government as a
discredited social actor (represented as idiotic or silly) which stands in contrast
to the presentation of self-image of the people and the doctors as a weak and
imposed upon group.
More important, the symbols used all through (i.e., the symbolic choice of
characters and clipped scenes) result in what Liao (2010) calls “social
mobilization” as they can group people together and unify their standpoint
towards the issue presented (37). All the previously analyzed webcomics of
indirect illocutions (i.e., criticism, discrediting, victimization, etc.) have the
perlocutionary force of positioning the viewer to see blindness (i.e., inefficiency)
in relation to the government’s performance and victimization in relation to the
government’s attitude towards doctors as central messages. Consequently, they
evoke a kind of shared identity which helps, in turn, to achieve a sort of unified
ideology. Since these webcomics, intentionally or not, affect the viewer’s
standpoint, they can be truly said to act as “powerful vehicles of ideology,
whether in the service of power or in challenge to it” (Høigilt 2017, 113).
4. Webcomics: Shared Ideology
Since webcomics are important means to convey a message, an ideology is
always embedded in them. That supports Albers’ statement that a visual text is
“a structure of messages within which are embedded social conventions and/or
perception” (84). Ideology, in webcomics discourse, is articulated by various
means. Firstly, it is enacted through what Van Dijk (1995) refers to as the
propositional level which has to do with the way actors are presented in the
structure of discourse (258). Thus, it is of ideological significance to negatively
predicate the concerned authorities in association with negative qualities
(inefficiency and idiocy) or to predicate the doctors as victims. This
propositional presentation implies a dichotomy of Us versus Them and a sense
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of an outgroup (the government) versus an ingroup (the Egyptian people). This
depiction creates a kind of solidarity and gives the impression of unanimity and
agreement among the ingroup members.
Secondly, ideology is manifested through the strategy of emotionalization
which has to do with the “emotionalization of facts” (Menz 1989, 237). That it
is to say, describing the action in a way that evokes an emotional response in the
recipient towards a certain issue. Thus, in the case of group A, comic (10, group
A) adopts a scene between two aged men where one of them looks sick in bed.
The narrative behind the scene is expressed through the title “In 2040” at the top,
followed by a dialogue between the two men where one of them says, “They (the
authorities) say that week 600 is the most important one in the incubation period,
in the life of the virus. Once it is over, we will be allowed to go out.” Symbolizing
the Egyptians in terms of these submissive old men underlies an ideology of
tolerance towards the government’s decisions. The dialogue in the comic
performs the indirect act of criticizing the government’s decision of locking and
imposing curfew that is extended many times under the same pretext of being in
the incubation period of the virus. This dialogue, together with the submissive
presentation of the Egyptians, result in the perlocutionary force of stirring the
viewers’ emotions against the decision. In addition, the webcomic appeals to the
relevance of the scene to the reader’s own experience to evoke his/her emotions.
The familiarity the reader experiences with the situation heightens his/her
emotional involvement.
This applies to comics in group B, where ideology is enacted through the
strategy of emotionalization. Following the prime minister’s controversial
statement and the consequent anger of the doctors, it was the behavior of some
doctors to thank themselves on their Facebook pages. Performing the indirect act
of sympathizing with doctors, comic (7) is composed of two frames. In the first
one, there is a scene in which a man looks very emotional while talking to
another one saying, “Thanks Egypt’s doctors. You are in the hearts” and the
other man replies in the second frame saying, “Sit down chap. You are a doctor
just like us.” The same indirect act of sympathy and the perlocutionary force of
stirring the viewers’ emotions against the Prime Minister’s statement are
achieved in the case of comic (8) which is composed of a scene from a very
famous play entitled “Eleyaal Kibrit (The Children grew up)” where the
character in the scene (standing for doctors) states, “I put a logo for myself and
thanked me”.
It is worth noting that repeating the same message (i.e., inefficiency of the
concerned authorities, victimization of doctors, etc. …) helps construct solidarity
among the ingroup and exclude the outgroup (the government). It is through the
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narratives underlying the webcomics that social identities are constructed. When
these narratives are repeated, they are, in terms of Baker (2006, 38),
“normalized” and, consequently, become part of one’s identity and ideology.
When these narratives are shared, they form larger narratives over time and turn
into a “narrative accrual” (Baker 2014, 167) which enables various similar
individual stories to become larger narratives. In such a way, webcomics are a
form of speech community that highlights a sense of identity and belonging.
Furthermore, the reference to common future in the case of comic (10), in
group A and the underlying implied reference to common destiny of the
particular group of doctors in comic (7), in group B, suggest a kind of shared
identity that constructs a “mainstream voice” (Krzyzanowski 2005, 149). It is “a
certain form of a collective voice which stems from a way of selfunderstanding,” of a particular group (149). This serves as an exponent of
solidarity and distance As a matter of fact, the overall mechanism through which
the previously analyzed webcomics work is clearer when analyzing them in
terms of Albers’ model of visual analysis. It helps show webcomics as an
efficient system of communication that enables perceiving a certain intended
message.
5. Visual Discourse Analysis
In terms of Albers’ model, several facts about webcomics can be deduced.
Firstly, Clipped scenes are the “underpinning system” (88) that allow the
interpretation of the intended message. The fact that webcomics rely on clipped
scenes known to the viewer “disciplinary knowledge” (89) allows him/her to
share some beliefs and thoughts in common with the image creator and,
consequently, this makes it easier to understand the intended message.
Moreover, it allows the creator to convey an intended message economically
with the least possible words.
Secondly, one of Albers’ dimensions of perception is that of “Social
acceptability” (93) which is significant in relation to webcomics. Indeed, the
socio-cultural contexts of production and reception affect the cultural meanings
associated with webcomics. Thus, for a pro-government these webcomics will
be seen as performing the act of criticizing or prejudicing against the
government, but for an anti- government, it might be regarded as an act which
reflects reality, criticizes a certain state of affairs, and warns against it. This
difference in perception, as pointed out by Serafini (2010), goes back to the fact
that perception depends on the person’s understanding of multimodal texts in
relation to background knowledge, socio-cultural and personal experiences.
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Thirdly, a special type of what Albers calls a “communication system in
use” (87) is there where each webcomic consists of a clipped image (the
signifier) and a certain mental image created on seeing that clipped image (the
signified). For instance, on seeing that image from “Al Kit Kat” film of actor
Mahmoud Abd El Aziz as a blind man representing the government, the viewer
will immediately construct a parallel mental image of members of the cabinet
and of the Prime Minister as blind people. Accordingly, he/she will decode a
message of inefficiency in dealing with the crisis. The mental image constructed
in the mind of the viewer may force him to conduct a kind of analogy which, in
turn, may force the viewer to share some beliefs and thoughts in common with
the comic creator.
Conclusion
In an attempt to answer the research questions, the study adopts a
multidisciplinary approach combining socio-pragmatic analysis with
multimodal visual analysis. The analytical framework shows that Egyptians may
linguistically construct their social position towards political decisions such as
the lockdown and curfew rules indirectly and politely via exploiting the possible
pragmatic tools (research questions 1 and 2). Generally speaking, the pandemic
can be pragmatically seen as an event and the webcomics related to it as a macrospeech act that performs various indirect/implicit speech acts as criticizing,
describing (since they describe a certain state of affairs), and narrating (since
they economically narrate a whole situation).
From a sociolinguistics perspective, webcomics have communicative
functions. They perform socio-communicative functions such as expressing
public demands, resentment, humor, and public denials. They present a critique
of Egypt’s authorities and a critique of the marginalization of the class of
doctors. They reflect a whole narrative of the event and the Egyptian people’s
reaction. Consequently, webcomics, on evaluating the authorities’ dealing with
the pandemic, can be rightly regarded as being ‘attitudinal’ in nature. They create
a certain behavioral and attitudinal effect. This is supported by the fact that
following the widely circulated webcomics commenting on the tension between
the doctors and the government, the Prime Minister began to woe the doctors,
alluding to their great historic role in facing coronavirus, in contrast to his
statement on their negligence that stirred the crisis.
Furthermore, in an answer to questions (3 and 4), webcomics are proved to
be important means to convey a certain ideological message. This ideology is
articulated either virtually, via ‘semiotic resources’ (i.e., elements of the image,
font, etc.) or textually, via unveiling the indirect speech act underlying them. The
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shared ideology embedded in the analyzed webcomics is found to be an ideology
of opposition against government decisions. They reveal an ideological we (the
people) versus them (governmental officials) discourse. They also imply a
discourse of exclusion and inclusion where the people are included in the
discourse as victims of the government officials who are excluded. Since
webcomics reflect cultural aspects through visual means, they are part of what
is called “visual culture” (Mirzoeff 2002, 11).
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Civil and Uncivil Classes in the Light of the Pandemic: Postcolonial
Perspectives on the Question of Who Cares
Caroline Rooney*
The starting point for this article is the fact that four of the countries that have
so far been most devastated by the pandemic as reflected in their death tolls are
Brazil, India, Britain and the US. Much of the public blame for this centres on
the leadership of these countries during the health crisis. While this is not
inaccurate, it is insufficiently circumstantial without considering the political
formations that were in place prior to the pandemic. What Brazil, India, Britain
and the US may be said to have recently shared as a political formation is the
right-wing and far-right emphasis on zealous nationalist self-promotion and
patriotic xenophobia. This can be seen in Bolsonaro’s “Brazil First” policy with
its dismissal of indigenous communities, in Trump’s anti-immigrant “Make
America Great Again” campaign, in Johnson’s anti-immigrant Brexit campaign
and in Modi’s Hindu nationalism programme. This nationalism is not actually a
new phenomenon, nor limited to these countries, but a resurgent one that derives
from, or can be aligned with, colonial legacies.
Regarding colonial legacies, the nation is primarily thought of in terms of
genos – race, common descent, kinship – as opposed to the demos, a people
composed of all of the nation’s citizenry. Demos is a relevant term to introduce
in this context given the word “pandemic” etymologically refers to “all of the
people.” While the countries previously addressed have been pursuing their
policies of patriotic xenophobia, the pandemic has served to expose how this socalled nationalist “populism” has actually worked to hide a lack of care and
concern for the demos or all of the citizens of the nation. In fact, nationalism
presents itself in populist terms to distract ideologically from how the privatised
state in fact deliberately and cynically neglects to provide services for the
nation’s real welfare, and this lack of needed provisions and necessary structures
is what the pandemic comes to expose.
It is my argument in this article that the pandemic serves to reveal class
structures and social alignments that the neo-colonialist reliance on the logic of
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genos has obscured. I will approach these class structures initially through a
critique of Arendt’s The Human Condition, in that the pandemic serves to
challenge the class hierarchies that Arendt sets up in her overview of society.
The resultant analysis will then be used to explain the experience of the
pandemic in the United Kingdom. While what emerges from this is a
consideration of what may be termed “civil and uncivil classes,” these social
alignments are not something specific to the moment of pandemic but something
long-entrenched, yet insufficiently registered, that is, a structure that the
pandemic serves to bring to light rather than initiates, this in a belatedly
undeniable way. While the postcolonial emphasis on oppressor and oppressed is
mainly configured in terms of racial groups, this leads to insufficient engagement
with how postcolonial societies struggle to establish civil societies on quite other
terms. Accordingly, I will end this article through arguing how two Indian
novels, Rohinton Mistry’s A Fine Balance and Arundhati Roy’s The Ministry of
Utmost Happiness, are particularly forward-looking in that they are both
concerned with overcoming colonial legacies with an ethics of social care
relevant to our current pandemic times. Accordingly, they may be said to offer
frameworks for us to understand what the pandemic requires us to re-consider.
A Review of The Human Condition in the Light of the Arab Uprisings
This essay’s engagement with Arendt’s The Human Condition is actually a
re-engagement in that it builds on a critique that I first put forward in a recent
book entitled Creative Radicalism in the Middle East: Culture and the Arab Left
After the Uprisings (Rooney 2020). Given that Arendt’s work, particularly The
Human Condition, is quite frequently drawn upon in analyses of the Arab
uprisings, and given that Arendt’s thought is very much shaped by the German
idealist philosophical tradition, it seemed to me important to interrogate Arendt’s
paradigm through a consideration of experiential accounts of the Arab uprisings
on the part of its revolutionaries. Accordingly, what came to emerge in my study
was that a certain perception of the Arab uprisings in effect serves to turn The
Human Condition on its head, in a way partially comparable with Marx’s stated
intention of turning Hegel on his head.
When the pandemic unfolded, what I found striking is that it constitutes a
challenge to Arendt’s theories in much the same way the Arab uprisings may be
seen to have challenged them. In this respect, there is an unexpected continuity
between the uprisings and these times of global health crisis where both the
uprisings and the pandemic may be seen, in their different ways of course, as
wake-up calls prompting us to question certain ideologies through a renewed
sense of reality. In order to address this, I will first recapitulate my initial analysis
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of The Human Condition before going on to propose its extended relevance for
an understanding of the UK experience of the pandemic.
At the outset of The Human Condition, Arendt establishes that, from her
perspective, the human condition is a strictly secular one. She maintains that
what she calls “the contemplative life” (distinct from “the active life”) is to be
bracketed off from worldly existence in that it concerns a preoccupation with the
mystical and the sacred (Arendt 1995, 20). With this foreclosure, she sets out to
describe the secular human condition in terms of three main hierarchies. The first
and lowest of these pertains to the class of menial labour, what Arendt refers to
in terms of animal laborans, “the labouring animal.” For Arendt, the labour in
question concerns tasks that need to be undertaken with monotonous regularity
with no lasting effect, tasks that for her are a matter of the most bestial as well
as most mundane side of life (Arendt 1998, 96-100). Such menial labour would,
for instance, include farming and housework.
Moving up the hierarchy from “the labouring animal,” Arendt considers the
manufacturing class of homo faber. Arendt considers this labour to be more
valuable than menial labour in that it produces commodities or other tangible
products that outlast the labouring act. What is striking, given Arendt’s
foreclosure of the mystical, is that she ideologically transfers the issue of
immortality from questions of the soul to considerations of long-lasting human
action, especially political action (Arendt 1998, 18-20). For Arendt, the
economic sphere is inferior to the political sphere in that workers constitute a
faceless mass, and she argues that human immortality (presumably fame) is
achieved through the self-enactments and speech acts of political actors in the
public sphere. What is very much missing from Arendt’s account is any
consideration of civil society as well as of our cultural lives, as this essay will go
on to engage with.
As I argue in Creative Radicalism in the Middle East, regarding the Arab
uprisings, they may be said to have rejected the supposed immortality of the class
of political actors who were merely performing themselves on their political
stages without meaningfully working for their people. Arab leaders were
clinging onto power, as if they were permanently essential while guilty of
political negligence, where some were also trying to establish their
“immortality” dynastically. While the lives of ordinary people were conversely
rendered inessential and dispensable (as in the deaths of Mohamed Bouazizi in
Tunisia and Khaled Said in Egypt), the Arab revolutionaries protested against
this. In particular, the foreclosure of the sacred performed by Arendt was
overturned in a way that allowed the revolutionaries to assert the sacredness of
all lives, especially with respect to the revolutions’ martyrs. A similar insightful
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reversal has emerged with the pandemic regarding the constellation of
inessential leaders, essential labour and the sacredness of all lives.
What I wish to go on to explore is how both the Arab uprisings and the
pandemic have served to confront us with the same question, and that question
with its various nuances is: “Who Cares?”
The Experience of the Pandemic in the UK
When the coronavirus began to rapidly spread in the UK, there was initially
widespread bemusement on the part of British citizens with respect to the
government’s ostrich-like head-in-the-sand behaviour. That is, in spite of
warnings from countries such as Italy and China, and from the World Health
Organization, the British government seemed to think that if leaders ignored the
virus, it would just somehow go away. In response to public concerns, the
government then put forward that its policy was one of so-called herd immunity
whereby the idea was that as many people as possible should have the illness in
the hope that they would build up antibodies, even as there was no medical
evidence to guarantee the success of this strategy. With this, the best that PM
Boris Johnson could offer the public was, “Prepare to lose your loved ones.” He
did not explain how anyone can do this. In fact, the real message was to accept
the deaths of elderly or frail people amongst your friends and family because
more important to us than saving lives is prolonging the “life” of the economy.
The crux of neoliberalism is that the market is everything and that society counts
for nothing.
With the government not prepared to take action, British people began to enter
a lockdown of their own accord. Certainly, most of the people I know, people
who were fortunately able to work from home, spontaneously decided to adopt
degrees of social distancing and social isolation. Thus, I believe it was not the
government that initiated the lockdown but members of the public of sufficient
numbers that Johnson had to drop his herd immunity policy and go with the
public’s lead. In addition, there was the belated realization that if the health crisis
was allowed merely to escalate uncontrollably, not only would long underresourced health services be unable to cope with it, treatments for a whole range
of other serious ailments would become inaccessible.
During the lockdown phase, what came to the fore, as is well-known, was
how crucial certain workers are while politicians came to appear more and more
ineffectual or useless. Those who Arendt calls “labouring animals,” a
dehumanising term, are those who the British media have come recently to posit
in terms of “key workers.” In lockdown, people in Britain, and of course not only
Britain, realised that certain forms of labour that are often taken for granted are
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actually importantly necessary for the maintenance of life. For instance, people
were reminded that the person who empties your waste bin is crucial, the
delivery people bringing food supplies to the doors of the ill or vulnerable are
crucial, the cleaners and care workers are crucial, and, most of all, the NHS staff
of doctors and nurses working long hours in intensive care are indispensable.
This unremarkable labour, in Arendtian terms, thus became very noticeable and
highly appreciated.
As indicated, along with the re-evaluation of previously low-status labour as
really socially useful, came a widespread perception of how ineffectual or
useless the UK government’s political actors were proving. The many moments
of incompetence would be too long to document but some indication of this
political negligence can be given. Journalist Patrick Cockburn, stating that “the
serious failings of the Johnson government are too long to list,” gives us the
examples of allowing large public gatherings to be held such as the Cheltenham
fixture and corrupt procurements diverting vast sums of money to Conservative
Party members or allies lacking the expertise needed actually to fulfil their
obligations (Cockburn 2020). The pandemic has turned The Human Condition
on its head in acknowledging the value of key workers and in exposing the
negligent ineptitude of neoliberal political actors.
Apart from the newly found appreciation of key workers, quite a lot of people
in lockdown have come to value anew the kinds of activities that Arendt assigns
to the lowest level of human expenditure in terms of its significance. For
example, some of us have taken a renewed interest in cooking, taking care to
source ingredients more mindfully and to prepare healthier meals. Neighbours
along my street have been attending to home repairs such as restoring and
repainting window frames or front fences. Others have taken up gardening. City
dwellers have been walking and cycling much more than before. Urban parks
are much more frequented, and camping has become hugely popular. These
activities have been a form of consolation and resilience. What I wish to say is
that people have been learning to care again in ways that are often ecologically
aware. Added to this, there may be ways in which “the active life” has given way
to “the contemplative life.”
One of the unexpected effects of the initial lockdown period in London was
the marked increase of birdsong in city gardens. While people temporarily
refrained from driving, the spring air became purified of pollution, and it
sounded as if the birds were celebrating this. What I, and I believe others,
experienced through lockdown is a heightened sense of gratitude towards the
natural world, a question that I will return to. And while increased appreciation
of the animal (including human animal) world has been an effect of the
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lockdown, at least for some, many inessential commodities of the manufacturing
or business world have declined in value.
Obviously, in depicting the UK experience of the coronavirus pandemic, the
previous account has had to resort to generalisations where there are indeed quite
different kinds of experience to be registered. In fact, what came to emerge in
Britain was a greater and greater split between, say, the carers and the careless,
for instance, between the group of people who wore masks and advocated maskwearing and the group of people who insisted on not wearing masks, the militant
amongst this group even developing conspiracy theories about the virus being a
hoax to justify this. Many consider that the turning point for this came about
through the Dominic Cummings affair, that is, when Johnson’s special advisor
broke the lockdown rules by driving his virus-infected wife up to Durham with
his son because he wanted family members to take over the care of his son with
his wife being ill. (Bland 2020) For Cummings, kinship, and family (genos)
appears to have been privileged over the safety of the people at large. In addition,
Cummings later claimed his lockdown violation had also been due to concerns
over safety threats to his family on the part of a local gang. (Weaver 2021)
Prior to Cummings breaking the lockdown rules, there had been quite a lot of
community solidarity around social distancing and social isolation. However,
when his selfish actions were made publicly known, things changed overnight.
Some people said that they felt like suckers to have been following rules around
socially responsible behaviour when the real imperative, illustrated by both the
recklessness of Cummings and his unrepentant clinging onto power with the
support of the Prime Minister, turned out to be putting your own private interests
first over any collective commitments. With this, a very marked rift opened up
between people whose priorities were to do exactly as they pleased and those
who continued to believe in the importance of social responsibility and care. In
other words, the rupture was between a class of people who asserted their right
to be careless and carefree and a class of people with caring values and who
value carers of various kinds. This constitutes the difference between uncivil and
civil classes. That said, what should not be overlooked are the financial struggles
of workers in situations of inadequate compensation for loss of earnings. While
this consideration would strengthen the case for a universal basic income, my
particular concern here is with social and anti-social attitudes.
The divide that transpired in Britain also occurred in Brazil where a
psychological study was carried out by the University of Londrina on a group of
adults in terms of their behaviour during the pandemic. There was a distinct rift
between the careless and the caring, a summary of the study stating:
“Researchers found that people who reported ‘antisocial traits,’ like low levels
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of empathy and high levels of callousness and risk-taking, were less likely to
adhere to COVID-19 health standards, including wearing a mask and social
distancing” (Mahadevan 2020). The research goes so far as to assert that the risktakers exhibited marked sociopathic traits; however, I think we should be wary
of resorting to the mere pathologizing of behaviours that may be informed by an
array of socio-economic and psychological circumstances where more research
is needed.
The social rift that I speak of in the British experience dates not only from the
pandemic times, for it has constituted a recapitulation over the deep division that
occurred over Brexit. Brexit was a shock for people of my class, especially
amongst academics who were largely against it, for we did not realise how many
people in the country entertained a virulent xenophobia. It was also depressing
for us when the previously Labour voters of the North turned against Labour.
Although this moment shocked many of us who were against Brexit, it came
with a curious sense of déjà vu for me. In class terms, it reminded me of the
composition of colonial Rhodesia, where I grew up.
It is an over-simplification of postcolonial studies, even if an understandable
one, to divide the colonial world into coloniser and colonised, oppressor and
oppressed. For a start, in Rhodesia, there was more than one class of coloniser.
There was the class of capitalist oligarchs like Cecil John Rhodes intent on
grabbing land and exploiting the country for wealth. Then there was another
class of coloniser that came from the European lower classes where these
colonisers were so-called “losers” in European terms. That is, they were not
secure members of the European working class, but the unemployed or precariat
of their societies, and sometimes even the criminals and thugs of their societies.
That is, this class is a lumpenproletariat in Marxist terms rather than a true
proletariat. Added to this, there is another class of coloniser, those of the upper
middle class. Unlike the lumpenproletariat, this class is cultured and highly
educated. Sufficiently comfortably off, this class, unlike the greed-driven
oligarchical class, is less concerned with the amassing of wealth while also not
exercised by the need to improve their status in the way that the
lumpenproletariat class is. Its values tend to be more liberal.
The most virulent racism in the colony comes from an alignment of the
oligarchs with the lumpenproletariat where both classes condone exploitative
behaviour towards others out of their self-interests. For Marx and Engels, the
lumpenproletariat (the riff raff, “the dangerous class”) are an underclass without
true class consciousness, and in The Communist Manifesto, Marx and Engels
state that instead of joining revolutionary movements they are more likely to sell
out to “reactionary intrigues'' (Marx and Engels 2012, 83). What Marx and
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Engels do not consider is that in a colonial situation, the lumpenproletariat bond
together on the basis of racial identities as opposed to class ones, and it is the
displacement of class solidarities by racial groupings of self-interest that settlernationalist identity politics effects. That is, what is important to understand from
colonial history is that the lumpenproletariat class seek to overcome their
inferior class status through positing themselves as coming from a superior
civilisation defined in terms of race. With this, what it means to be civil or
uncivil becomes less a question of ethics and behaviour and much more a case
of the racial politicization of identities as effects the naturalisation of privilege
or entitlement.
A split comparable to the Brexit rift opened up in Rhodesia particularly over
right-wing leader Ian Smith’s unilateral declaration of independence. Smith
sought to sever the colony from Britain because Britain had begun to pursue a
decolonisation policy with majority rule as its aim, thus allowing for African
self-determination. This served to split the colonising classes into those who
favoured white nationalist separatism (the majority of the white population) and
those who were strongly opposed to this and who sought to support the African
working class in its struggle for majority rule. Thus, the social alignments were
of oligarchs and lumpenproletariat leading the racist side and certain elements
of the educated and cultured European middle classes aligning themselves with
African middle and working classes on the anti-separatist and pro-liberation side
(see also Mamdani 2020, 164-76).
When I previously spoke of Brexit entailing a sense of déjà vu for me, this
was because the social rift that opened up dramatically at this time was between
the oligarchical class or very rich elite that had garnered the support of the
lumpenproletariat class through the encouragement of racist attitudes and the
cultured cosmopolitan middle classes in support of the working class including
migrant workers. In the aftermath of the British election of 2019, that served to
affirm Brexit and xenophobia and reject the socialist values of Jeremy Corbyn
and team, there was, in my view, a distorted or simplified account in the media
of this turn of events. The broad assumption was that the Northern working
classes had deserted Labour in favour of Johnson through believing that the
Labour Party was not concerned with them. In my analysis, what was once a
working class, such as the miners, had been decimated by Thatcherism, the effect
of which was to destroy the working-class civility that had bound people together
in close community. What had been a working class became much more of a
lumpenproletariat of people unable to get or hold down jobs, a group of people
with little workers’ solidarity and with low morale, this perhaps accounting for
low educational attainment, and increasing loss of trust in the notion of civil
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society since they felt it no longer existed. Marx and Engels write of the
lumpenproletariat as comprised of those whose employment is precarious, as
may also potentially lead to crime and corruption, and thus further indignity. The
rise in precarity of our times seems to have much increased the size of the
lumpenproletariat.
Thatcher’s policy might be described as awfully successful, for she set out to
destroy working-class community spirit by destroying the Northern workingclass communities and by installing instead her neoliberal mantra of there being
no such thing as society, where Thatcher could be seen as having a
lumpenproletariat background herself. The social ruptures that have emerged in
Britain over the pandemic thus have a long history that has taken the form of
what I am terming civil and uncivil classes. I would add that the loss of
community values may constitute a trauma that mistakenly (and exploited by
propaganda) seeks its repair through ethnic nationalism and xenophobic
patriotism. While the pandemic is distressing in itself, beyond this, it exposes
how the nationalist narrative has long been cynically deployed to mask the lack
of any actual concern for the non-elite classes of the nation.
Some insight into Johnson’s attitudes and his popularity amongst the
lumpenproletariat can be gleaned from an article of his in The Spectator that
appeared many years ago, in 1995. Johnson, in addressing the proliferation of
single mothers, writes:
And that brings me to the last and greatest group of male culprits.
Most of these single mothers have had the common sense to detect
that the modern British male is useless.
If he is blue collar, he is likely to be drunk, criminal, aimless,
feckless and hopeless, and perhaps claiming to suffer from low selfesteem brought on by unemployment.
If he is white collar, he is likely to be little better. (1995, 6)
Johnson sees male British workers in precisely lumpenproletariat terms. What
is further interesting is that it is this group that Johnson has sought to win the
electoral support of, as he is aware of their craving for esteem, usually as white
British men who can be proud of themselves. I would speculate that the reason
why Johnson, while of the rich elites, posits this class as useless is due to his
own tendency to uselessness, given his repeated blunders and betrayals and his
stance of blustering helplessness. A term that the press has repeatedly used for
Johnson over his handling of the pandemic is in fact: “useless.”
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Johnson writes as if the uselessness of British men, those unable to assume
responsibility towards others and unable to take care of themselves, was
somehow innate, implying that “low self-esteem brought on by unemployment”
(quoted previously) is an unconvincing excuse. Interestingly, Johnson
ideologically naturalises socio-economic conditions. Surely, precarity is at stake,
while beyond this, there are questions of servitude and dependency also at stake
as the pandemic has revealed. While the traditional working classes are willing
to be of service to others, the lumpenproletariat appear to believe that their
freedom lies in not needing to be of service to others below them. However, I
would suggest what this group posits as its libertarian freedom actually masks a
sense of secretly vulnerable dependency on others and a fear that this might be
exposed as a kind of inferiority in terms of class rivalries. The lumpenproletariat,
in what seems to be an internalization of hierarchies, resent the educated middle
classes whom they say make them feel inferior while they seek to posit
themselves as superior to the class of migrant manual labour.
I observed a striking Covid-related incident in a video clip posted on
Facebook of an American case of covert dependency where a woman explained
how she called 911 to demand police intervention because a shop-keeper
declined to serve her when she refused to wear a mask in his shop. (Eustachwick
2020) She kept repeating that it was her fundamental human right to be served.
In other words, she asserted her right to be cared for while at the same time she
insisted that this was a unilateral right in that she did not feel she herself needed
to care for the shop-keeper’s concerns over his safety. What is also telling is that
in other such episodes, anti-mask women, often associated with the “Karen”
meme of badly behaved privileged women (Abcarian 2020), can be seen to
exhibit the kind of meltdown of a child having a tantrum, as if they are not able
to cope with the exposure of their own dependency on others such as shopkeepers. As this discussion illustrates, covert dependency cuts across gender
lines, although the sense of automatic entitlement that masks the dependency is
often a masculinist assumption.
In Johnson’s case, while he was reliant on the NHS to save his life at the time
that he was hospitalized with Covid-19, his government has failed to meet NHS
requests for adequate pay rises and better working conditions. Indeed, Jenny
McGee, the nurse who kept vigil by Johnson’s bedside when his life was in the
balance, went on to quit the NHS over the lack of respect shown by the
government for the NHS and healthcare workers. My point is that the nurses are
automatically expected to care, while the government feels no need for
reciprocity.
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The pandemic has thrown up certain paradoxes. One of these is that caring
for others may entail distancing yourself from them. Another is that those who
refuse to comply with the guidelines over social responsibility such as through
wearing masks are in fact masking their dependency complexes, as in the
demand that others serve them and fulfil their needs. As indicated, the pretense
is that this dependency is an assertion of independence or freedom. What it may
amount to is an assertion along the following lines: it is not my role to care for
others, it is their role to care for me. As such, there is a demand for class
hierarchies of masters and servants, including men reliant on their wives to look
after them as if these men were children, and white people who believe that
immigrants should service them with no entitlement to rights and services
themselves. It is this that those who believe in civility challenge through
maintaining the needed reciprocity of social care.
Coming back to the Arab uprisings briefly, it seems that their dynamics
brought together the educated middle classes (intellectuals and artists) and the
working classes against the rich elites and the thugs commandeered by them.
Moreover, one of the striking things about the uprisings was how civil they were,
meaning that they were well-mannered, considerate, respectful, decent, and that
they expressed themselves through culture and the arts. This is a question of how
the uprisings and the pandemic have, in their very different ways, displaced the
conception of the nation in the patriotic kinship terms of genos with an emphasis
on the demos, and thus the dignity and needs of the people.
Social Alignments in Postcolonial Indian Fiction
In India, Narendra Modi’s abandonment of the people to the Indian variant of
the virus has been described by Arundhati Roy as “a crime against humanity”
(Roy 2021), given the government’s failure to provide hospital beds, oxygen,
vaccines, and crematorium facilities to devastating effect. However, this is not
just a failure of the moment. Julia Hollingsworth writes: “As human rights
activist Harsh Mander puts it, India had ‘starved’ its public health systems for
decades—long before Modi’s time in office” (Hollingsworth 2021). As many
Indian citizens are aware, the current health crisis is not new so much as a matter
of bringing into full view the long-entrenched negligence Indian hypernationalist ideology and neoliberalism have aimed to cloak. A novel that
explores this decades long disastrous political negligence is Rohinton Mistry’s
A Fine Balance (1995), while Arundhati Roy’s The Ministry of Utmost
Happiness (2017) shows how what Mistry first explores extends into Modi’s
political ascendence that her novel treats of. Both novels are thus critical of the
structural pre-conditions that have issued in the contemporary Indian virus crisis,
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both displacing a politics of race, caste and kinship with an ethical consideration
of the civil and uncivil class formations that have come even further to the fore
during the pandemic. I will now offer readings of these novels in an illustrative
rather than exhaustive manner.
A Fine Balance is a heart-breaking epic novel set in Indira Gandhi’s India,
exposing its dark side. It begins with what may be considered two back stories
in order to explain how the characters of the stories come to be thrown together.
One of the backstories of A Fine Balance is about a middle-class woman
called Dina. Her father is a doctor with a strong sense of social responsibility, so
when there is an outbreak of cholera and typhoid among the rural poor, he
decides to go to their aid. However, he himself receives a fatal snake bite in the
rural area, and so he ends up giving his life to his sense of social mission. When
he dies, Dina’s brother takes over the role of head of the family. However, he is
a man with an inferiority complex that leads to him bullying his sister to give
him a compensatory sense of superiority. In brief, one of the ways she reacts to
her hostile home environment is to take refuge in classical music concerts where
she gets to know a man who shares her love of music through which they fall in
love and marry. Unfortunately, their happiness is short-lived when Dina’s
husband is killed in a traffic accident. Dina then decides that to keep her
independence she will set up a clothes-making business.
The second back story concerns a family from the untouchable Chamar caste
whose occupation is tanning and leather work, and who are determined to
improve their fortunes through their sons learning to be tailors. One of the sons,
Narayan, stands up to the local tyrannical landholder, the Thakur, in asserting
his voting rights. As a punishment for this transgression of caste hierarchies,
supposed to be permanent, Narayan is captured and gruesomely tortured to death
as a lesson to others. His brother and his son, Ishvar and Omprakash (Om),
having set up as tailors, find there is not enough business locally and so they
head to the city that Dina resides in, in search of employment leading to their
being hired by her for her new business. She also takes on a middle-class student
lodger called Maneck.
At first, there is a lack of trust between Dina as an employer and her tailor
employees, yet with the intercessions of leftist-leaning Maneck this improves,
and gradually the four of them become an unusual alternative community
brought together against caste, gender and generational divides (as could be read
as metonymic of how the nation ought to be). While the tailors first live at a
subsistence level in slum housing, when this is destroyed and they are reduced
to sleeping rough, Dina gradually gives in to allowing the tailors to live on her
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front porch, even as her landlord threatens her with eviction if she is not the sole
occupant of the property.
What Mistry shows us, without any sentimentality, is how alternative
communities animated by warmth, humour, decency and social care may be
constituted against the odds. While Dina and Maneck are from the educated
middle classes, with Dina having a cultured and creative side to her with her love
of music and dress-making, the tailors are from the lowest and poorest class.
That an alliance across these classes occurs is due to their mutually caring and
civil treatment of each other. The civil class, signified by the alternative
community, yet finds its enemies in the uncivil class that is comprised of the
lumpenproletariat and the oligarchs or wealthy and powerful elites. It is not
possible to cover the many illustrative scenes and characters in the panoramic
sweep of A Fine Balance regarding what may be termed India’s uncivil class.
However, Mistry shows how desperate poverty drives individuals into becoming
criminals and selfish thugs, as well as henchmen acting for the rich, and he also
attends to social bandits that cross between civil and uncivil divides.
With their rise in fortunes, the elder tailor feels it is his responsibility to
arrange a marriage for his nephew, so they return to their village for this purpose.
Unfortunately, this coincides with Indira Gandhi’s sterilisation campaign
coming to their home village whereby the two tailors are forcibly sterilised. Prior
to this moment, Om has encountered the Thakur, the man responsible for the
torture and killing of his father, and expressed his rage at him. When the two
tailors have been sterilised, they are given a moment of hope in learning that
vasectomies are reversible. However, in the case of Ishvar, the unsanitary
conditions of the clinic he was operated in lead to an infection that necessitates
the amputation of his legs. In the case of Om, the Thakur forces the clinic to readmit him through the pretence that he has cancer, and the Thakur gives the
doctor orders to castrate him. Through these harrowing events, the two mutilated
tailors eventually end up as beggars.
Indira Gandhi’s sterilisation campaign, that sterilised millions and issued in
hundreds of thousands of deaths, targeted especially the poorest castes, a form
of eugenics of familial biopolitics, revealing that Gandhi’s theatrical nationalist
rallies (depicted in the novel) masked the fact that this “nationalism” was not for
all of India’s citizenry. The Thakur and Indira Gandhi are representatives of an
elitist class that accords no humanity to the poor and allows them no social
services or hopes of betterment. The lower classes exist only to serve the
dominant classes that just take and take with no possibility of any reciprocity.
The contrast between civil and uncivil classes is very stark and bleak in A Fine
Balance, the fine balance being between hope and despair.
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In The Ministry of Utmost Happiness, another panoramic Indian novel set in
more contemporary times, Arundhati Roy also explores the stark division of civil
and uncivil classes, while positing the value of eclectic alternative communities.
The novel begins where it ends in a graveyard in Delhi that has become the home
of Anjum, one of the main protagonists. However, the graveyard we first
encounter is not the graveyard we re-encounter, as I’ll return to.
The significance of Anjum in the novel is that she, having been born intersex,
elects to live as a woman (for the most part), leaving her family to join the Hijra
community: Hijra being a term used in India to refer to those who are eunuchs,
intersex or (male-to-female) transgendered. Anjum then learns how to live in a
marginal way with the support of her community, one outside of the family,
where she also adopts a foundling child. She further learns of how historically
the Hijra community are the custodians of a spiritual legacy where they are
respected as a “third gender” able to bestow blessings on their society. In fact,
androgyny often has a spiritual significance in cultures outside of the West.
Why Roy is particularly interested in the Hijra community concerns her
critique of identity politics, one of the Hijras commenting: “The war is inside
us. Indo-Pak is inside us” (Roy 2017, 23). For Roy, those who live between or
across genders may have something to teach us about the acceptance of
ambivalence or ambiguity as well as about the transformative magic of the
imagination. The other main strand of the novel concerns the rise of Modi’s
saffron far right and the ethnic-religious conflicts of Muslims and Hindus, and
also the Indo-Muslim conflict in Kashmir. Firstly, Roy takes us back to the
Gujurat massacre of Muslims—that Modi apparently incited according to the
film Final Solution (Sharma 2004)—when Anjum pays a visit to the region to
become a witness to the barbarism, including mass rape, of the massacre.
Secondly, Roy sets part of the novel in war-torn Kashmir with gruesome
accounts of cruelty.
What the scenes of conflict show is how countries can become graveyards.
This is through the obsessional politics of identity purity such as the RSS
ideology of a purely Hindu India. The novel provides much evidence of how this
purity is not at all pure but entails a great deal of toxic corruption, criminality,
and barbarity. While there is sympathy for the struggle in Kashmir, the country
is revealed to be a place of “black marketeers, bigots, thugs and confidencetricksters,” who “grafted the language of God and Freedom, Allah and Azadi, on
to their murders and new scams” (Roy 2017, 316).
Apart from Anjum, a prominent protagonist of Roy’s novel is an educated
middle-class woman called Tilo, an architect turned activist on behalf of people
whose lives are torn apart by the conflict in Kashmir. Despite their different
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backgrounds, Anjum and Tilo have a sensibility in common in the way that they
are free spirits who able to care for outsider others or outcasts (both adopting
children), and eventually their paths meet when Anjum sets up the Jannan Guest
House in the graveyard she has come to make her home, jannan translating as
“paradise.”
Anjum, traumatised and haunted by her witnessing of the Gujurat massacre,
finds that younger members that have joined the Hijra community are bringing
to it an ethos that she is no longer comfortable with. Roy seems here to offer a
subtle critique of how Western-style transgender ideology is serving to displace
the older Hijra culture. The younger trans activists are said to lecture Anjum
with what seems to be a literal-minded form of identity politics that she is
sceptical of in the wake of her experience of sectarian violence. Furthermore,
when Anjum visits Gujarat, she does so dressed as a man and it is implied that
this saves her from the sexual violence of the riots, explaining why she then seeks
to dress her adopted daughter up as a boy, something that the trans activists deem
politically incorrect. So, she leaves the Hijra community that has been taken over
in this way, and comes to make her home in the graveyard where she gradually
builds up a new community that takes in all kinds of waifs and strays (those who
might otherwise potentially turn into riff raff), along with stray animals. Among
other things, she sets up a school, significantly so, that Tilo joins as a teacher.
Again, the educated middle classes and underclasses come to co-operate in
building a world beyond that of oligarchs and thugs.
While Mistry’s novel has a rhythm of alternating hope and despair, Roy’s
performs an inversion, as noted by Eleanour Birne in a review of the novel (Birne
2017). Although Kashmir is often referred to as a paradise, it has become a
graveyard, along with Gujurat. Inversely, what we take to be a graveyard at the
start of the novel is something we eventually come to see in a different light as
a place of potential re-birth, a place of “ministry” as healing service towards
happiness. What is significant about Roy’s novel is that it is strangely percipient
in imagining a country as a graveyard, with the current tragic scenes of India’s
mass funeral pyres, contemporary India is becoming a graveyard. This is no mere
coincidence for Roy’s ongoing concerns show us how there is a distinct
connection between Modi’s violent neo-colonial advancement of race, sect, and
caste as naturalised, permanent hierarchies, from Modi’s incitement of the
Gujurat violence onwards, and the callous abandonment of the nation’s actual
citizenry as is evident in the Indian government’s negligent handling of the
pandemic. What is at stake in this is the difference between the idolized Hindu
nation treating itself as sacred and Roy’s alternative sense of life as that which
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is truly sacred. It is among the social carers and environmental carers that this
true sense of the sacred is to be found.
There is a passage in the novel concerning a character displaced by the
flooding of his village, and with this a whole way of life in which the natural
world is cared for. Roy writes:
In his dream his village still existed. It wasn’t at the bottom of a
dam reservoir. Fish didn’t swim through his windows. Crocodiles
didn’t knife through the high branches of the Silk Cotton trees.
Tourists didn’t go boating over his fields, leaving rainbow clouds of
diesel in the sky. In his dream his brother Luariya wasn’t a tour guide
at the dam site whose job was to showcase the miracles the dam had
wrought. His mother didn’t work as a sweeper in a dam engineer’s
house that was built on the land that she had once owned. She didn’t
have to steal mangoes from her own trees. (2017, 113)
I wish to juxtapose this with a recent message to the West offered by Nemonte
Nenquimo, a Waorami woman of the Amazonian rainforest. She says: “You
forced your civilisation upon us and now look where we are: global pandemic,
climate crisis, species extinction and, driving it all, widespread spiritual poverty.
In all these years of taking, taking, taking from our lands, you have not had the
courage, or the curiosity, or the respect to get to know us” (Nenquimo 2020).
A virus is a strange thing. It has no life of its own, and so its existence depends
on going from host to host in random and blind disregard of its hosts. If the virus
were seen in anthropomorphic terms, it would be sheer ingratitude. Those who
are guilty of expecting to be cared for and served with no reciprocity exhibit the
viral dynamics of ingratitude as a definitive feature of the uncivil. Where the
term “viral” usually refers to rapid replication, as in a meme or tweet going viral,
what I wish to draw attention to is that the viral entails a colonising dynamic of
“living on” through living off others, though blindly without recognition of this.
It is not transmission through, say, call and response, or other forms of
reciprocity, but merely through self-replication, as it actually lacks a life of its
own in being merely a template of literality.
The coming together of the working class and middle class, variously
addressed in this article, also reflects how the gap between them has lessened.
For instance, significantly, one of the things that neoliberalism has effected is
the proletarianization of certain jobs that used to have status. Being a university
lecturer used to be a well-regarded job in the UK, but it is now the managers of
the university that have status, while the teaching staff are treated as drones and
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minions. Coming back to my critique of Arendt, we need to re-evaluate key
labour against the kind of management that can constitute merely covert
parasitical dependency.
Furthermore, what needs to be understood is that the proliferation of the
lumpenproletariat under nationalist revivals is, in effect, symptomatic of the
resurgence of colonialism as fascism. This internalisation or re-importation of
colonialism as fascism is something that Aimé Césaire pointed out many years
ago, where Césaire also maintains that Europeans see the colonies as a safety
valve, that is, as a place where they can offload their undesirable or dangerous
citizens (Césaire 2000, 41-42). In very starkly polarised terms, Césaire sees
Europe and America as what he calls “decivilizing” powers that have lapsed into
barbarism while he designates African civilisations as “courteous,” (51)
“fraternal” and “co-operative” (44). While I appreciate that Césaire is
deliberately writing a stark polemic, there remains a certain danger of
entrenching the divides as racial ones. As Mahmood Mamdani has argued of
colonial nationalism and of fascism, the desire is to produce permanent
minorities in the service of a dominant class through presenting this class as
constituted by race, tribe, caste or ethnicity (Mamdani 2020, 9-15), that is, as a
birth right. An emphasis on nations as a diversity of cultures and as societies that
can work for social justice across class lines, indeed towards much less classdivided societies, constitutes a certain corrective to this insistence on ethnic
identity politics.
In this article, I have tried to show that the pandemic has thrown into stark
relief how governments of patriotic xenophobia, reliant on colonial legacies of
naturalising entitlement as a question of race, caste or kinship, have especially
and hypocritically failed their people, their fellow citizens, while the pandemic
also brings to the fore the division between civil (caring) and uncivil (uncaring)
classes that nationalist zealotry is designed to hide in order to exploit structural
exclusivities of care. If the negligent power, so to speak, of the uncivil classes is
to be overcome, this depends on heeding percipient warnings, before being
eventually forced by disasters to confront what is at stake, and on the civil classes
unifying within nations across politicised generic divisions as well as across
transnational borders through what can be identified as common causes.
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Proximization Theory and Threat Construction in Selected
E-Storybooks for Children on COVID-19
Dalia M. Hamid*
Introduction
There is a human need to tell stories about the world and the others, and the
stories addressed to children help them to develop and grow up (Stockar 2006).
Psychology considers that children prefer story books which explain the
happenings here and there (Shavlik, Bauer and Booth 2020). Since children
usually raise questions and seek explanations about the world around them, they
are described as being little scientists (Piaget 1952). For children to understand
the causes of the lockdown, school closure and the quarantine, discourses of
crisis must be negotiated appropriately. For these reasons, this research is
interested in children’s e-books. An e-book, an electronic book, is a book
publication in a digital form. This article examines nine e-storybooks which are
directed towards informing children about the novel Coronavirus Disease-2019
(COVID-19) and the required practices which would stop its outbreak.
Spreading across almost all countries and bringing about death and fear,
COVID-19 results in global effects which restructure social relations, activities,
plans, behaviors and all forms of practices pertaining to humans. Being highly
contagious, COVID-19 can lead to sickness and death. This pandemic poses a
challenge because there is no approved vaccine to stop it completely.
Consequently, countries have to take protective measures so that the spread of
the pandemic may be slowed down or stopped. For example, gatherings are
banned, schools are shut down, the division of labor is restructured, social
distancing is enforced, and a strict quarantine is effectuated. Each government
starts to spread awareness campaigns informing people that they must wear a
medical mask outside and that it is better to stay at home. People are told to
practice physical distancing and be careful about personal hygiene. COVID-19
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has forced a change in all forms of life and interaction. The more fears and threats
increase, the more the behavioral reactions increase (Kovecses 1990).
The worldwide outbreak of COVID-19 makes governments put into effect
severe restrictions on people’s movements. Technology, within this context,
proves to be thoroughly influential on people’s daily activities. It guarantees
communication and access to information despite being at home. Thanks to
digital technology, students and children can be educated without going to
schools, and social interaction is fostered while respecting social distancing.
Digital technology provides solutions to many problems which emerge due to
the pandemic. One of these problems is child education and awareness while
staying at home.
Adults can listen to the media and understand the extensive changes in rituals
and schedules. Due to the impact of the pandemic, children must have many
queries and doubts. Accordingly, children need new methods which can create
an awareness of COVID-19. School closure during the pandemic has posed a
challenge in the field of child education. For that reason, digital data and online
interaction become a must.
There is a strong connection between words and the world as we can “do
things with words” (Mazid 2014, 2). Words have the power to embody views,
affect people’s interpretations of events and shape realities (Neüff 2018). In
consequence, a due attention has to be paid to the way words are being organized
so that a certain meaning may be established. The study of meaning in its
contextual situation by means of language use is the core of pragmatic analysis
(Cap 2010a&b). To proximize is to bring closer to the mind. This is the strategy
the speaker employs so that he may depict certain events as being directly
influencing the hearer. Proximization is a cognitive-linguistic, pragmatic and
critical apparatus of discourse analysis which construes the spatial relations
among linguistic elements (Cap 2006, 2008, 2009, 2013a, 2013b, 2016). It is the
discursive strategy by which remote events and distant states are presented as
being resultant and unfavorably eventual, a thing which leads to the
legitimization of certain actions (Cap 2013b). Proximization Theory (PT) is a
methodological model approaching the construal of threats in discourse (Cap
2006, 2008, 2009, 2013a, 2013b, 2016). This threat is posed by peripheral
entities which exist outside the discourse space center (ODCs). The ODCs are
conceived as passing over the space between them and the central entities which
exist inside discourse space center (IDCs) with the result of a dreadful threat.
The threat has a tri-dimensional nature: spatial, temporal and ideological or
axiological (Cap 2006, 2008, 2009, 2013a, 2013b, 2016).
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Spatial proximization refers to the action by which ODCs intrude on IDCs. It
considers threat to be a concrete entity. Temporal proximization has to do with
elucidating the threat as being newsworthy. It illustrates the directness of a
pressing threat. Axiological proximization is indicated by the opposing values
between the ODCs and the IDCs. Consequently, proximization analytical model
is tri-dimensional including Spatial-Temporal-Axiological (STA) axes (Cap
2006, 2008, 2009, 2013a, 2013b, 2016). The result of using the three axes of
proximization in discourse is that addressees approve of the speaker’s actions
facing the ODCs (Cap 2009).
This research falls within the Cognitive Linguistics approach to critical
discourse analysis. The research selects children’s e-books during COVID-19
pandemic to be the target of analysis which is based on the cognitive-pragmatic
model of PT. Analysis aims to detect threat construction and the relevant
legitimization of the preemptive measures.
This research aims to demonstrate the role played by PT in the critical study
of the discourse of crises. Children’s e-story books which focus on COVID-19
are investigated within the framework of PT. This paper is significant in the
sense that it presents a cross-disciplinary model to analyze child digital books
which spread COVID-19 awareness. The paper integrates PT which pertains to
pragmatics and cognitive linguistics, and critical discourse analysis. This
research is expected to answer the following questions: How are the discourses
of threat structured in children’s e-books during COVID-19 outbreak? What is
the role played by PT in order to raise COVID-19 awareness in children’s digital
stories? What are the discourse strategies employed to legitimize various
protective measures in children’s e-books?
1. Proximization as a Concept
Chilton (2004) and Cap (2005) are the first to use “to proximise” and
“proximization”. Cap (2007) defines proximization as “a heavily legitimizationoriented strategy to picture the occurring events and their actors as directly
affecting the addressee” (13). Proximization is the discursive strategy by which
the speaker positions the addressee in the center of the events (Cap 2006).
Chilton (2004) explained that people usually locate discourse elements along
space, time and modality axes. This tri-dimensional axis has a deictic center
indicated by the self or first-person deictic expressions “I, we.” He added that
the deictic center was indicated by here, now, I, and we (Chilton 2004). This
center is the pivotal point around which the three axes revolve.
According to Chilton (2004), the space axis (s) refers to locative deixis as the
first-person pronouns which are here. In this concern, second and third-person
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pronouns are more remote from the self and
closer to the other. The temporal axis (t)
signifies the time of the speech event via the
deictic expression now. Events, therefore,
have a time of occurring that may be at a
close or a remote time. The modality axis
(m) is about epistemic and deontic
Figure 1. The Tri-dimensional
modality. When something is expressed as Deictic Axes (Chilton 2004, 58).
being real and a must, it is proximized and
positioned close to the deictic center. Figure (1) is adopted from Chilton (2004)
to summarize the three-dimensional axes.
2. The Spatial-Temporal-Axiological Model of Proximization (STA)
The model is adopted from Cap (2006, 2008, 2009, 2013a, 2013b, 2016). The
STA proximization model puts into words the discourse endorsements for
certain political demands and social appeals. After explaining the STA model,
the discourse elements responsible for the enactment of each dimension of the
STA model are illustrated.
2.1. Spatial Proximization
Discourse elements are either central, located in the deictic center, or
peripheral. Central elements are called the IDCs, inside-the-deictic-center.
Peripheral ones are the ODCs, outside-the-deictic-center. The distinction
between both located elements has to do with geographical and ideological
distances. The IDCs signify the speaker and the positive value sharing crowd.
Negative and destructive values are related to the ODCs with the result of
needing a preemptive action on the part of the IDCs.
2.2. Temporal Proximization
Temporal proximization signifies the speaker’s timing of now. The now frame
is positioned between the past and the future. Past-to-present conflation indicates
acts performed by the ODCs which solicit the current concerns on the part of the
speaker. The future-to-present shift is about future actions stemming from the
present situation.
2.3. Axiological Proximization
It deals with the clashing conflict between the values of the ODCs and IDCs.
It is marked by two kinds. The first one is of a higher probability, while the other
is of a lower probability. Axiological proximization with high and explicit
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probability aims to recompense the absence of an interpretation via spatial and
temporal proximization. Axiological proximization is the strategy accounting for
an ideological explanation for an appeal. This is done via illuminating opposing
values and using clear references and markers referring to them. Axiological
proximization with lower/implicit probability occurs with spatial and temporal
proximization as “it adds to the stance of constant preparedness to confront an
external threat, which the latter is construed as “routinely present” at all times”
(Cap 2013a, 97).
3. The STA Model Enacted in Discourse
3.1. Spatial Proximization Framework
As far as the spatial proximization is concerned, discourse peripheral
elements- devastating and withering- try to transgress against discourse central
elements, ODCs versus IDCs. Accordingly, discourse authorizes corresponding
language categories regarding the Discourse Space (DS): “Noun phrases (NPs)
construed as elements of the deictic center of the DS (IDCs)” and “Noun phrases
(NPs) construed as elements outside the deictic center of the DS (ODCs)” (Cap
2013a, 105). Both categories include single words or noun phrases embodying
the two clashing elements/parties. A third category is that of verb phrases which
symbolize the ODCs threatening movements towards IDCs: “Verb phrases
(VPs) of motion and directionality construed as markers of movement of ODCs
towards the deictic center” (Cap 2013a, 106). More categories are added: “Verb
phrases (VPs) of action construed as markers of impact of ODCs upon IDCs”
such as “destroy,” “Noun phrases (NPs) denoting abstract concepts construed as
anticipations of impact of ODCs upon IDCs” such as “threat,” and “Noun
phrases (NPs) denoting abstract concepts construed as effects of impact of ODCs
upon IDCs” such as “catastrophe” (Cap 2013a, 107). The framework is
summarized in table (1).
Table 1. A summary of the spatial proximization framework
Category
Explanation
Exemplification
Noun Phrases (NPs)
Elements of the deictic Positive traits as: free nations,
center (IDCs)
democracy, our people
Noun Phrases (NPs)
Elements
outside
the Negative traits as: oppression,
deictic center (ODCs)
dictatorship, terrorists
Verb Phrases (VPs)
Verbs of motion
ODCs moving towards IDCs
as: confront, attack, seek
Verb Phrases (VPs)
Impact of ODCs on IDCs
Examples: destroy, burn,
explode
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Abstract Noun Phrases
(NPs)
Abstract Noun Phrases
(NPs)

The anticipated impact of
ODCs on IDCs
The effects of ODCs on
IDCs

Examples: fear, threat
Examples: disaster, crisis

3.2. Temporal Proximization Framework
The temporal proximization has to do with the now setting, which marks the
speaker’s present position. The temporal framework includes “Noun phrases
(NPs) involving indefinite descriptions construing ODC actual impact acts in
alternative temporal frames,” “Discourse forms involving contrastive use of the
simple past and the present perfect construing threatening future extending
infinitely from a past instant,” “Noun phrases (NPs) involving nominalizations
construing presupposition of conditions for ODC impact to arise anytime in the
future,” “Verb phrases (VPs) involving modal auxiliaries construing conditions
for ODC impact as existing continually between the now and the infinite future,”
and “Discourse forms involving parallel contrastive construals of oppositional
and privileged futures extending from the now” (Cap 2013a, 113-115). The
framework is summarized in table (2).
Table 2. A summary of the temporal proximization framework
Category
Explanation
Exemplification
Noun Phrases (NPs)
Indefinite description of A train explosion, a sunny
ODCs acts in differing times day
Discourse forms
Using simple past and Past markers followed by
present perfect to set a fearful present crisis and future
future
concerns
Noun Phrases (NPs)
Presupposing ODCs coming ODCs emerging threat,
threats
danger coming
Verb Phrases (VPs)
Modals indicating ODCs ODCs + present time
threat at the present and the markers followed by future
future
threats
Discourse forms
Presenting IDCs future acts
IDCs believe, suggest

3.3. Axiological Proximization Framework
The axiological proximization is related to ODCs and IDCs opposing merits.
Thus, it refers to the clashing ideological structures between ODCs and IDCs via
“Noun phrases (NPs) construed as IDC positive values or value sets
(ideologies),” “Noun phrases (NPs) construed as ODC negative values or value
sets (ideologies),” and “Discourse forms no longer than one sentence …
construing materialization in the IDC space of the ODC negative ideologies”
(Cap 2013a, 119-120). The framework is summarized in table (3).
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Table 3. A summary of the axiological proximization framework
Category
Explanation
Exemplification
Noun Phrases (NPs)
IDCs positive value systems & Decent,
free,
freedom,
ideologies
democracy
Noun Phrases (NPs)
ODCs negative value systems Indecent,
dictatorship,
& ideologies
oppression
Discourse forms
Phrases denoting ODCs-IDCs Verb phrases denoting a
conflict
close
or
a
remote
confrontation
and
the
consequences

4. Related Studies on Theory of Proximaiton
Many have examined the theory of proximization. Cap (2010a&b) conducted
a critical analysis of the way Bush’s administration employed language in order
to legitimize the Iraq War. The study had an emphasis on the discourse of war
and the relative strategies of legitimizing political decisions. It investigated war
rhetoric, legitimization of violence and the spread of fear, and clarified these
language practices to the readers. The research aimed to prevent power-abuse in
relation to the Iraq War as an example.
Cap (2014) considered proximization to be a cognitive-pragmatic model of
threat and fear erection. Cap presented Bush’s war rhetoric, depending on Iraq’s
obtaining weapons of mass destruction, as the premise justifying the Iraq War.
Bush employed spatial proximization to make the threat closer before the war.
Pro-war rhetoric involved axiological proximization to legitimize that war. The
theory was also applied to samples of public discourses in health, environment
and modern technology. Analysis indicated that the discourses signify
dependence on threat and fear construction. Analysis of cancer discourse, for
instance, likened cancer to an enemy threatening the patient. Analysis of climate
change discourse mirrored the threat posed by that change. The discourse of
cyber-terror/threat described that threat in “personally consequential terms”
(27).
Kowlaski (2018) presented an outline of proximization theory as proposed by
Cap (2006) and Chilton (2004). It was concluded that proximization was an
important method in the analysis of critical discourse. He focused on the
unexplored side of proximization theory, which was the manner in which the
audience received and perceived proximization. He proposed that comments
occurring with media texts, Facebook and Twitter communication can be a
suggested start.
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Wang (2019) examined the three-dimensional model of proximization, the
Spatial, the Temporal and the Axiological in order to analyze the Chinese
President Xi Jinping’s speech. His paper focused on the value of “a community
of shared future” and its construction in political discourse. The temporal
proximization was employed to recall past conflicts so that the future might be
guided by them. The spatial proximization of threats and challenges, which were
marked as being expected and imminent, motivated the listeners to endorse the
pre-emptive reactions. The axiological proximization reflected China’s positive
endeavors to build the future. It was concluded that the Spatial-TemporalAxiological model of proximization was powerful in value construction.
Basarati and Rezaei (2019) carried out a critical analysis of the discourse of
Iranophobia in the US political discourse via examining Trump’s speeches
during 2017-2018 which focused on Iran. Cap’s theory of proximization (2013)
led to the results that Trump positioned Iran as a regional threat.
Wieczorek (2019) conducted research on presidential speeches concerning
levels of narrative representation. Data of analysis included three sub-corpora:
John Kennedy Corpus, Bill Clinton Corpus and Barack Obama Corpus. Cap’s
Proximization Theory was used in order to detect levels of embedding of
discourse spaces. Primary and multilevel embedding of discourse spaces were
addressed. Wieczorek used primary embedding to signify the situations in which
the discourse space pertaining to the speaker interfered with that of the sayer.
Consequently, the speaker’s image as a leader or an individual could be
identified. It was found out that primary representations were predominant.
Katila, Gan, and Goodwin (2020) examined haptic trajectories during
COVID-19 pandemic. They investigated video recordings of politicians in order
to show ways of negotiations of space and touch. Findings clarified that when
one party initiated a handshake, the other party declined and apologized. It was
noticed that politicians adapted their body to remedy the face-threatening
situation resulting from social distancing.
Chen et al. (2020) analyzed political discourse communication on the basis
of PT. The cyber discourse space, China Xinhua News Agency, was the source
of data. Key words pertaining to Sino–US trade war were considered. It was
concluded that political discourses utilized proximization to serve the purpose of
political legitimacy. Prieto-Ramos, Pei, and Cheng (2020) presented a sociosemiotic examination of the practices of naming COVID-19 in a corpus of
headlines. The study focused on the changes in the pattern of naming in eight
different newspapers. The paper also clarified that after the World Health
Organization had announced the name of the pandemic, the newspapers
modified the naming pattern of the disease.
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Based on the aforementioned review, children’s e-books are not given due
attention till now. Hence, this study attempts to analyze these books in order to
clarify the ways writers structure discourses of crisis in a manner that interprets
the threat without frightening the child.
5. Methodology: Spatial-Temporal-Axiological Proximization
Cap’s model (2006, 2008, 2009, 2013a, 2013b, 2016) of Spatial-TemporalAxiological proximization is the basic framework of analysis in this discourse
study. Within PT and its related STA model as the theoretical framework,
children’s e-books during COVID-19 pandemic are analyzed. The study focuses
on nine e-books which spread an awareness concerning COVID-19 and help the
child to cope with the pandemic. The nine e-books are downloaded, saved in
separate files and manually examined. Each story is separately investigated so
that the STA model may be detected, and the construal of threat may be figured
out. The analysis section is divided into nine sub-sections. Each section handles
one storybook. The sub-section begins with a summary of the story. After
introducing the story, the PT–based analytical investigation of threat
construction is presented. Selected extracts are used to clarify the analysis. Each
quoted part from every story is followed by its page number in the original story.
“My Hero is You” is a fictional storybook intended to be read to children aged
from 6-11 years. This fictional book is available online, at UNICEF's website.
“The Princess in BLACK and the Case of the Coronavirus,” “Coronavirus: A
Book for Children,” “The Magic Cure,” “COVID-19 HELPERS,” “BRAY
BRAY CONQUERS THE CORONAVIRUS,” “Together: Living Life during
COVID-19,” “We’re Going to be OK” and “What Color Is Today?” are also
available online. These nine stories are the digital data selected for the analysis.
Some stories are totally written in capital letters in their original form. When
quoting any part of the story, the written form of the original work is observed.
The analysis section explains each story in reference to the PT and STA model.
It is followed by the discussion section which clarifies the implications of the
analysis and adds more interpretation. The conclusion summarizes the findings.
The study limitations and suggestions for further research are added before the
reference section.
6. Analysis: Children’s E-books During the COVID-19 Pandemic
6.1. My Hero is You
“My Hero is You” is a fictional storybook which aims to help children cope
with COVID-19. The book is translated into Arabic, French, Chinese, Russian
and Spanish. This book is a project developed by more than 50 organizations
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concerned with humanitarian affairs including the World Health Organization
and the United Nations Children’s Fund. The storybook is about Ario, a fantasy
creature, who helps children to fight COVID-19 and to protect their family and
friends.
Spatial proximization has to do with the manner in which ODCs encroach
upon IDCs. In discourse, the IDCs are the speaker, his audience and all those
who share the same positive values. The ODCs refer to the embodiment of threat
and negative values. In other words, the ODCs are depicted as having a
destructive entity. The ODCs are conceived as having an unavoidable negative
impact on the IDCs. Accordingly, some preemptive actions are carried out by
the IDCs to face the threat posed by the ODCs. Spatial proximization results in
the addressees’ legitimization of the speaker’s precautionary plans. The
following analysis detects the mechanisms of spatial proximization in “My Hero
is You.” The key lemmas and discourse patterns which reflect the spatial
framework of proximization are analyzed.
The story introduces “Sara’s mum” (p.4) as being a brilliant scientist. Yet,
she can’t “find a cure for the coronavirus” (p.4). A virus is unseen; however,
spatial proximization depends on the embodiment of entities which threaten
those inside the discourse space. That’s why the virus is impersonated
throughout the story. At the very beginning, the story presents the IDCs – the
good camp – which include Sara and Sara’s mother who is described as “the best
mum and the best scientist” (p.4). The ODCs are represented by one entity:
COVID-19. Traits ascribed to COVID-19 are “so tiny,” incurable and dangerous
because “we can’t see it” (p.4.). The adjective “tiny” serves to make the child
imagine the physical shape of the unseen virus. Sara’s mother moves to describe
the harm caused by the virus: “it spreads in the coughs and the sneezes…” (p.4).
The verb “spreads” stands for the virus movement speed, a thing which makes
the virus so contagious. In “get a fever and a cough and can have some trouble
breathing” (p.4), the impact of the ODCs, the virus, on the IDCs is illustrated.
So, verb phrases denote the speedy motion of the virus and its impact on the
good camp. No abstract noun phrases are used to reflect the effect of the virus.
This is suitable for two reasons. The first reason is that the story is addressed to
children who conceive physical entities better than abstract ones. The second has
to do with the desire not to scare the child with abstract noun phrases affecting
his emotion. Scaring the child is not the goal of the story. Informing the child
and persuading him/her of the near danger, without terrifying him/her, is the
required outcome.
The effect of the previous characterization of the virus makes Sara so
enthusiastic that she wants to fight the virus. Yet, she doesn’t know the way: “we
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can’t fight it because we can’t see it?” (p.4). Had Sara been scared by the
description of the ODCs, she wouldn’t have had the courage to face the virus.
The mother tells Sara that the best way to fight COVID-19 is “to stay safe” (p.4).
At this point, the IDCs extend to include all people: “The virus affects many
kinds of people, and everyone can help us fight it. Children are special and they
can help too” (p.4). Consequently, the IDCs are represented by Sara, her mother,
all children and everyone. Sara’s mother could have mentioned that the virus
affects everyone without a focus on “children.” The focus on “children” is
deliberate because the desired outcome of the story is to make children interested
in their role to “fight” the virus via being safe.
Spatial proximization makes the physical distance between the IDCs and the
ODCs narrower by using NPs as “people, children, everyone” to represent the
vast categories threatened by the virus: “The virus affects many kinds of people,
and everyone can help us fight it. Children are special” (p.4). The verb “fight” is
used by Sara and her mother to imply that the virus is an enemy and can be
defeated. The metaphor COVID-19 IS AN ENEMY refers to a new category of
VPs used by the IDCs, VPs which denote the anticipated reaction of the IDCs
against the ODCs. The ODCs spread, the IDCs fight.
After these words, Sara goes to her bed and thinks of a chance to be “a hero”
and fight the virus. So, the metaphor A CHILD IS A HERO/ FIGHTER is
established in response to the spatial proximization strategies. The fantasy part
of the story begins when Sara imagines that Ario appears. She tells Ario that she
wants to be a superhero so that she may inform children all over the world about
COVID-19 and how to protect themselves and, in accordance, protect everyone
else. Spatial proximization sets, once more, the material nature and the globality
of the virus threat when Sara asks Ario “is it safe to travel with the coronavirus
around?” (p.6). Once Ario reassures Sara, she jumps on his back, and they start
their fanciful journey in which they inform children everywhere how to fight the
virus. Their first destination is Egypt where they meet Salem. They continue
their imaginative journey to different areas in which they meet many children
such as Sasha, Leila and Kim. In every location, Sara plays her part and informs
the children about the measures needed in order to be safe. All these children
join the ICDs. The universality of COVID-19 threat is accomplished by the
containment of as many entities as possible in the IDCs. This leads to an
extension of the threat and the negative consequences posed by the ODCs. This
journey makes all humans belong to the same camp, the IDCs. The journey sets
the metaphor INFORMATION IS A WEAPON because Sara’s role is to raise
children’s awareness about the virus so that they may be able to protect
themselves.
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The story ends with a new addition to the IDCs when Sara’s mum says:
“There are many heroes keeping people safe from the coronavirus, like
wonderful doctors and nurses” (22). This deliberate focus on doctors and nurses
as NPs added to the IDCs signifies the great role played by them. At the end,
Sara’s mum says, “we can all be heroes, every day, and my biggest hero is you”
(2). The story emphasizes on the metaphors EVERYONE IS A HERO/A CHILD
IS A HERO. The heroic act is meant to be just staying at home. This, in turn, is
to convince any child that being safe at home is an act of heroism.
Temporal proximization is the construction of the present and its
momentousness. To proximize the present means to put into words the speaker’s
present as the focal point in the timeframe. Temporal markers reflect the current
status of the IDCs due to the threat posed by the ODCs. The demonstrative “that”
is followed by a real time “night” to refer to Sara’s first time thinking about
COVID-19. This time marker, “that night” (5) signifies the start of Sara’s
imaginative journey. The IDCs future acts are chained because of COVID-19
impact “People will have to stop travelling soon, at least for now” (10). The
previous sentence is structured as a clause with a future VP followed by a present
time marker. Except for using a present VP, the same discourse structure is used
in “It is normal to miss people we love that we can’t see right now” (11). A new
structure contrasts the past with the present in “Staying home felt weird at first,
but now it feels normal” (13). The first clause has a past VP and contrasts the
second which has a present VP. Future anticipation is expressed in “one day, we
will all be able to play again and go back to school like we used to” (20). This
complex sentence consists of clauses denoting two opposing time frames: the
future in “we will,” and the past in “we used to.” The aforementioned examples
are almost all the instances of temporal proximization in the story. Based on that,
temporal proximization depends on using discourse forms showing the IDCs
present/ future acts due to the impact of ODCs, COVID-19.
Axiological proximization in the story is of low and implicit probability
because it accompanies spatial and temporal proximization to show the IDCODC clashing features. Examples used in the analysis of spatial and temporal
proximization illustrate the IDCs good camp which includes all humans on earth.
The other bad camp, the ODCs, includes COVID-19. The word “fight” is
frequently used to denote the IDCs-ODCs confrontation. Analysis of “My Hero
is You” indicates that the story primarily depends on spatial proximization so
that the children may be persuaded to stay at home and follow the preemptive
measures without being scared.
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6.2. THE Princess IN BLACK and the Case of the Coronavirus
This story, which is written in capital letters, is completely fictional. It
presents the princess in black as its main superhero. The princess is facing a
problem she is unable to defeat by herself, and that is why she calls all heroes.
The princess starts to explain the problem saying, “IT’S A GERM SO TINY,
WE CAN’T EVEN SEE IT” (3). Spatial proximization makes the virus a
physical entity “SO TINY” and dangerous as we are unable to see it. This goes
in line with the description of the virus in “My Hero is You.” The IDCs are the
princess and all her superhero friends. The ODCs include the germ, COVID-19.
Like the previous story, the good camp includes many heroes while the bad camp
has only one entity, the virus. The princess starts to tell the measures required so
that the virus may be defeated.
Temporal proximization is manifest in “THIS TIME” (3), which refers to the
present threat. In “I HAVE CANCELLED ALL OF MY PLAY-DATES UNTIL
THE GERM IS DEFEATED” (5), the complex sentence structure presents two
timeframes: the present action followed by the future. Axiological proximization
is based on IDC-ODC clashing values and conflicts, as apparent in the use of
“FIGHT” (3). The metaphor COVID-19 IS AN ENEMY is established in this
story, a thing which resembles the previous story.
This story depends on fictitious characters. It summarizes the problem and
the solution. It does not present an explanation of the virus and its effects. Unlike
the previous story which conflates real characters with fictional ones, this story
is totally fanciful.
6.3. The Magic Cure
In a total world of fantasy, “The Magic Cure” is the story of Mavros the
wizard, Bromley the elf and two siblings, Eve and Jem, in their consideration of
a cure to the disease attacking the elves in the city of Rosymere. Eve and Jem
suggest that wearing magic shields is the solution to stop the disease. For this
reason, Mavros addresses the crowd saying, “we need everyone to do this for the
sake of Rosymere” (8). The IDCs camp includes “everyone”; the ODCs camp
has the disease. Time is set at present. The IDCs-ODCs are in a clash which
needs IDCs cooperation. The fictional story ends with the success of the
children’s plan to stop the disease. So, the metaphor CHILDREN ARE HEROES
is evoked.
6.4. BRAY BRAY CONQUERS THE CORONAVIRUS
This story, which is written in capitals, has a main character. The protagonist
in “BRAY BRAY CONQUERS THE CORONAVIRUS” is a young black boy,
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Bray Bray, who helps children to know the symptoms of COVID-19 and come
up with ideas that may be useful in fighting the virus. The story has no
imaginative angle at all. It addresses children’s logic in a rhythmic and simple
style.
As far as spatial proximization is concerned, the story identifies two
categories from its title. The first category is Bray; the second is that of
Coronavirus. The virus is defined as being a physical entity that can be
conquered. The title places Bray as a member of the IDCs camp. The ODCs
camp has Coronavirus as its sole member. The VP “CONQUERS” means that
the two camps are close and are fighting. The IDCs-ODCs relation is that of
combat. The VP “CONQUERS” marks the impact of the IDCs on the ODCs. So,
the title depends on spatial proximization in order to indicate the significance of
the story from the very beginning. The title sets the metaphors BRAY IS A
HERO FIGHTER and COVID-19 IS AN ENEMY. This metaphorical
expression attracts children so that they may imitate Bray.
The story revolves on Bray’s rhythmic language by which he informs the
readers about COVID-19. Bray starts to enlarge the IDCs camp so that it may
include many people: “I JUST LEARNED ABOUT THE CORONAVIRUS.
MAYBE YOU LEARNED ABOUT IT TO. MANY PEOPLE SAY THAT IT
REMINDS THEM OF THE FLU” (4). The IDCs include the speaker, the
addressees, and many people. The OCDs include Coronavirus. VPs serve to
make the distance between the IDCs and the ODCs narrower through a series of
VPs reflecting the ODCs impact on the IDCs: “IT MAKES YOU COUGH,
GIVES YOU A FEVER, AND MAKES IT REALLY HARD TO BREATH.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE TO GO TO THE HOSPITAL TO FIGHT IT” (5). The
word “FIGHT” activates the metaphor COVID-19 IS AN ENEMY; PEOPLE
ARE FIGHTERS. This metaphor is expressed clearly when Bray considers
himself, doctors, nurses and workers to be hero fighters: “I’LL BE A HERO!
KIND OF LIKE THE DOCTORS, NURSES, AND CASHIERS AT THE
GROCERY STORE TOO” (9). The IDCs camp becomes larger as it has the
doctors, the nurses, and all people. The larger the IDCs camp becomes, the closer
the IDCs-ODCs distance becomes. As a result, more threat is posed. This
legitimizes the preventive measures and convinces children to follow them. That
is why Bray continues to talk about his plans and his activities at home in the
time of the pandemic.
Temporal proximization sets the pandemic at the present moment. This is
apparent when Bray says, “I STARTED FEELING REALLY DOWN AND
BLUE UNTILL I LEARNED THERE ARE MANY THINGS TO HELP THAT
I CAN DO” (6). The complex sentence structure compares the past to the present
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and shifts the child’s psychological state from being frustrated into being
optimistic. Bray begins to narrate the things recommended at this time. He uses
markers denoting the current time: “I STILL REALLY MISS MY TEACHERS,
MY FRIENDS, AND GOING TO THE PARK. BUT I KNOW THAT IF I
STAY AT HOME THAT I'LL BE DOING MY PART” (8). To stay at home
becomes legitimized when it is depicted as being a positive act. Bray ends the
narration of his own activities with their impact on him. He sets events at the
present saying: “I FEEL SO MUCH BETTER HAVING A PLAN TO FIGHT
THE CORONAVIRUS” (12). The pre final sentence is a conditional one
denoting a present fact “IF YOU COME UP WITH A PLAN, YOU WILL
TOO!” (12). The final one is an imperative clause: “WRITE YOUR PLAN TO
FIGHT THE CORONAVIRUS BELOW!” (13). The final imperative clause
motivates other children to think of plans in order to fight the virus by being safe
at home. The metaphor CHILDREN ARE HEROES/FIGHTERS is always
present in children’s literature during the pandemic.
Axiological proximization goes with spatial and temporal proximizations to
add enforcement to the current threat construction, which is achieved via NPs
showing the IDCs positive values, such as the doctors, the nurses and the workers
who help people, versus VPs signifying the ODCs negative effects: “IT MAKES
YOU COUGH …” (5). The IDCs-ODCs fight is expressed clearly from the very
beginning in the title itself.
The story employs spatial proximization via characterizing the threat in the
form of the virus and making the IDCs-ODCs distance closer. No NPs signifying
abstract negative effects are detected. This is suitable in the discourse directed
to a child. The metaphors COVID-19 IS AN ENEMY and CHILDREN ARE
HEROES/FIGHTERS are dominant. The story addresses children’s minds rather
than imagination.
6.5. We’re Going to be OK
“We’re going to be OK” is a story about the child, Parker whose parents tell
him that he won’t go to school, and they won’t go to work because of
Coronavirus. The child starts to inquire about the virus. The IDCs include Parker,
his family and all people. The ODCs include only the Coronavirus. The distance
between the IDCs and the ODCs is close as evident from the virus impact on the
IDCs: “a new virus causing people to get sick” (8). The virus is embodied, as
clear in “forms of coronavirus…this new version” (9) and described negatively
as being “super sneaky” (9). This sets the threat which is enforced by the global
impact of the virus as it “has caused many people across the world to become
sick” (9). Temporal proximization is mainly established via the use of present
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simple tense which denotes facts about the virus. The title is a sentence with a
future verb that has a positive meaning. It spreads optimism that if the child
follows the required step, we are going to be ok. Axiological proximization
depends on the creation of two opposing camps: the IDCs and the ODCs. Style
is a little bit scientific as the story deals with facts without any touch of
imagination.
This story evokes the metaphor that A CHILD IS A HERO when the mother
mentions that doctors and workers are “SUPERHEROES” (11) as they work for
people’s safety. The mother, in reference to staying at home and washing hands,
adds “if you do your part you can be a hero, too” (16).
6.6. COVID-19 HELPERS
The title is misleading. It does not mean helping COVID-19. Once the story
is read, it becomes clear that the story is about the way all people, and children
in particular, can fight COVID-19. The very beginning of the story sets temporal
proximization via an NP referring to an unspecified time in the past “In the spring
of 2020, something very unusual happened” (3). The weird thing is clarified in
a similar structure “In the spring of 2020, it seemed like kids everywhere were
doing nothing” (6). The story moves to its focus on children’s role during the
pandemic: “They were doing something very important. They were helping to
fight a brand new disease” (7). This sentence sets spatial proximization. The
virus is shaped and put as an element in the ODCs camp. Children are depicted
as fighters in the IDCs camp. This story follows a new strategy, that of beginning
with temporal proximization so that children’s interest may be attracted.
Spatial proximization depends on showing the large impact of the ODCs, that
is why the story enlarges the categories affected by the ODCs: “it made some
people very sick…so people everywhere began to help” (9). Many jobs and roles
are mentioned during the pandemic which extends the IDCs camp. The story
focuses on the role made by children “And kids helped too, just by staying at
home…this was an important job” (13). The metaphor KIDS ARE
HELPERS/FIGHTERS is at the heart of the book. This legitimizes the
preemptive measures. Axiological proximization is subordinate to spatial and
temporal. It presents the IDCs-ODCs fight and clashing values. The IDCs are
fighters and helpers; the ODCs make people sick. This story addresses logic and
depends on facts narrated in a simple style.
6.7. Together Living Life During COVID-19
In this storybook, Olivia wakes up one morning to find out that schools are
closed, and everything has changed. She starts to learn about the virus as the
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story develops. Explaining the situation, her father says to her “There is a new
virus called coronavirus that is making a lot of people sick” (3). The act of
naming the virus is in itself an act of incarnating it. The ODCs, Coronavirus, has
a negative impact on the IDCs, all people in general, because it makes them sick.
This harm is a sign of the IDCs-ODCs close distance and conflict. The father
employs spatial proximization so that Olivia may be convinced of staying at
home. When he describes the virus saying, “the virus looks like a princess
crown” (4), the father gives the virus a material shape so that threat may be
closer. Temporal proximization focuses on the present threat “it’s important right
now to stay home” (5). The father starts to mention present-tense activities that
may help pass the time.
Axiological proximization is best understood in the father’s use of “together”
(5). The word “together” is repeated (7, 9) so that a remarkable concentration on
the IDCs cooperation may be considered. While the IDCs are together, the ODCs
include just one harmful virus that will be defeated by the IDCs’ collaborative
work. The story depends on simple facts explained by a father to a daughter so
that they can adapt to life in the time of the pandemic.
6.8. Coronavirus: A book for children
The book presents simple information about the virus. The virus is shaped as
“tiny germs” and dangerous because “it causes an illness” when it “gets inside
the human body” (4). The IDCs camp includes any human. Time is set at the
present which is suitable for this informative book. The IDCs-ODCs relation is
that of a fight “everyone…to fight the coronavirus” (7). The last pages of the
book tell children how to help by their “staying at home” (1) and washing their
hands all the time.
6.9. What Color Is Today?
The book is about emotions expressed by colors during the pandemic. The
title sets “Today” as the main concern. The book begins with the blue day
“Because no one really knows what to do about a disease that travels with such
ease” (4). The IDCs camp has all people while the ODCs camp has the disease.
The disease is dangerously moving as indicated by the VP “travels with such
ease.” The virus is embodied, “there’s no telling where it may land” (5) and is
shown to spread widely. Hence, its negative effect becomes global. The story
moves to describe “today” as being “red…Everything is cancelled” (6) which is
a consequence of the threat. Pink has to do with not knowing what to think, gray
means “business is going away” (10) and orange refers to the child’s confusion.
Colors are given meanings in the story; each signifies the child’s feeling during
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the pandemic. Axiological proximization is present in the IDCs-ODCs clashing
values. This story has a psychological touch as it aims to train children to express
their feelings freely.
7. Discussion: The Story of Covid-19 As Told to Children
Hygiene, physical distancing, wearing medical masks, staying at home and
information about COVID-19 must be available for everyone. COVID-19
outbreak has made it necessary for everyone to understand its related terms.
Children’s e-books, which appear during the pandemic, tell the story of the
disease in an interesting style. It is noticed that children are depicted as being
active agents fighting the virus in these books. This is significant as it motivates
the child to embody the anti-virus fighter in real life. These e-books provide
children with age-appropriate information about COVID-19 without terrifying
them. The stories also must represent the current threat. This is the main reason
for selecting children’s books to be the data of analysis. Each story has to be
presented in a manner that legitimizes the protective measures, such as
quarantine and lockdowns, without scaring the child. Accordingly, PT as a
cognitive/pragmatic model of the discourse of fear and threat seems to be
suitable in this context. Analysis shows the way discourse analysis proximizes
the crisis and legitimizes the protective reactions without scaring the child.
This study examines nine e-books. Spatial proximization of the threat is
predominant in them and depends on the embodiment of the threat and
narrowing the IDCs – ODCs distance. All stories consider COVID-19 as being
the sole entity in the ODCs camp, while the IDCs camp includes all people.
Abstract NPs which describe the negative impact of the ODCs on the IDCs are
absent in all stories. This is accepted because these NPs may scare the child
rather than motivate him/her to face the threat. The metaphor A CHILD IS A
HERO/FIGHTER is created in the books, a thing which convinces the child that
his/her being at home is a heroic act. Apart from “COVID-19 HELPERS,” all
stories set the present as the timeframe. The nine e-books employ axiological
proximization of a lower probability as it accompanies spatial and temporal
proximizations. It also signifies the IDCs-ODCs conflicting values.
“My Hero is You” is a mixture between reality and imagination. “The
Princess in BLACK and the Case of The Coronavirus” and “The Magic Cure”
address the child’s fantasy and emotions through fictional protagonists. The rest
of the storybooks address children’s minds through simply narrated facts. This
research considers that blending reality and fantasy is better than focusing on
just one mode of communication. That is why “My Hero is You” is thought to
be more effective as it addresses the child’s mind and imagination, which
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interests the child more than addressing just one angle. Coronavirus: A book for
children is criticized as it relies on presenting mere information, which may not
attract a child to read or listen to. “What Color Is Today?” seems to be more
remarkable as it prompts children to express the fears and the negative feelings
they may have.
This research aims to present a cross-disciplinary model of analysis of
children’s e-books during the pandemic. The paper integrates Cognitive
Linguistics via the cognitive-pragmatic theory of proximization and critical
discourse analysis.
Conclusion
In the time of COVID-19 pandemic, discourses of crisis addressed to children
in the selected e-books are structured in order to legitimize the preventive
measures without frightening the child. PT and the relevant STA model of
proximization serve to illustrate how threat is shaped in discourse. Threat
embodiment, present time frame and concentration on the conflicting entities
render that threat nearby. This is needed so that children may be more careful
about their safety. The smart formation of the metaphor CHILDREN ARE
HEROES/FIGHTERS induces children to be active agents by their staying safe
at home. The metaphor makes children satisfied with their role because their act
of staying at home helps in stopping the outbreak of COVID-19.
Spatial proximization is the dominant type in the stories. This signifies the
writers’ interest in explaining the threat. Coronavirus is frequently described as
being a physical entity. Conceptual/mental discourse elements are almost absent.
Had a child heard an abstract notion, he would have formed it in his mind in a
way that renders that notion frightening. So, discourse in the stories depends on
presenting material descriptions of the virus/threat so that the child may be able
to conceive of the danger with no panic. This helps in convincing the child to
comply with the required protective measures. While everybody, especially
children, belong to the IDCs, Coronavirus is the sole entity in the ODCs. The
resulting close distance between the IDCs and the ODCs legitimizes the
preventive steps. VPs denoting the IDCs fight/reactions trigger the metaphor
COVID-19 IS AN ENEMY.
PT seems to be an effective theoretical framework that analyzes the discourse
addressed to children during the crises. The theory provides the strategies
detecting threat construction so that it may seem to be closer to discourse
recipients. Accordingly, the addressee becomes ready to accept the needed
procedures.
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Insufficient literature on PT and COVID-19 discourse is a major limitation.
Studies on children’s books in particular are not sufficiently examined although
the discourse addressing children should have had more focus. More studies on
children’s storybooks are suggested to researchers in the field of humanities. It
is thought that children’s books are an understudied genre which needs more
analytical research.
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The World’s Tsunami: Covid-19 and the Relief Aid of Literature
Heba Sharobeem*
Introduction
Humanities and Pandemics
Covid-19, Coronavirus, epidemic or pandemic are new terms that have been
thrust upon our lives for almost a year now, especially since March 11, 2020,
when the World Health Organization (WHO) declared Covid-19 a pandemic.
Consequently, for the first time in modern history (I refer mainly to the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries) almost the whole world went through a lockdown.
Interestingly on the same day in 2011, the world woke up to the terrible Japan
earthquake of magnitude 9.0 which “spawned a series of highly destructive
tsunami waves” (Pletcher 2021, n. pag.). This natural disaster not only caused
the death of thousands of people, but also “instigated a major nuclear accident at
a power station along the coast” of Honshu, Japan’s main island (Pletcher 2021,
n. pag.). Similar deadly consequences befell us with the eruption of the Covid19 earthquake and tsunami- like pandemic, which hit not only a certain region,
but almost the whole world. Until the time of writing this paper, it led to the
death of 2,887,247 people. According to the statistics of April 7, 2021:
“Coronavirus Cases were as follows: Infected: 133,060,565, Deaths: 2,887,247,
Recovered: 107,313,090” (Worldometers 2021, n. pag.). Prior to our twentyfirst- century pandemic, we heard of diseases such as the Black Death, the
Spanish Flu, Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) and others, but (with the exception of
the Spanish Flu) their effect or areas of infection were relatively limited.
Not only has the Corona pandemic introduced new terms to our everyday
language, but it has also triggered a great deal of debate regarding its nature and
origin. What is Covid-19? A natural virus or a man- made one? A reality or an
imaginary scarecrow? Who is behind it? How effective/ ineffective is the
vaccine? Whether we find answers to these questions or not, the fact remains
that short as its life span is, the Corona pandemic has crept slowly into our lives
and left its strong imprint on our characters, feelings, behaviour, thoughts,
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dreams or rather nightmares. We are even praised for keeping social distance
and for having no more human interaction! Most importantly, it has made us
document and speak of many things in our world as pre and post the pandemic.
Many even think that, to quote the great British-Japanese writer Kazuo Ishiguro,
“there's no turning back the clock now” to our world and everyday life prior to
Covid -19 (Ishiguro 1989, 239).
Until the moment of writing this paper, while people still have questions
about the virus, its treatment protocol and the vaccine, literature, as a remedy,
has been noted to have a successful and healing impact. In a world that has grown
to be more dependent on technology, different academic institutes round the
world have started to underrate the importance of humanities in general and
literature, in particular, and many colleges started to decrease the number of
literature courses, offering instead English language classes. However, in
dealing with this unprecedented lockdown, literature has been a form of
escapism or a refuge, teaching us how to deal with this pandemic through reading
about imaginary pestilences or actual ones that happened in the past. Many
publishing houses and literary magazines in Europe and the US commented on
the surge of literary book sales since the outbreak of Covid -19; we read such
titles by the BBC, The Guardian and World Economic Forum: “Book sales surge
as readers seek escapism and education,” “Research finds reading books has
surged in lockdown,” “Coronavirus escapism: book sales surge during
lockdown.” (BBC 2020; Flood 2020; Charlton 2020) By the end of April 2020,
it was noted that “In the UK, fiction sales climbed by a third” (Charlton 2020).
Sales of plague novels like The Plague by the French novelist, Albert Camus
and Love in the Time of Cholera by the Colombian novelist Gabriel García
Márquez surged during lockdown. In an article dating back to March 2020, under
the title of “Albert Camus novel The Plague leads surge of pestilence fiction,”
the British publisher of the novel, Penguin Classics, “says it is struggling to keep
up with orders, ‘we’ve gone from shipping quantities in the low hundreds every
month to the mid thousands’” (Willsher 2020, n. pag.). As an example, the article
mentions that in February 2019, 226 copies of The Plague were sold in the UK,
but in March 2021, the number rose to “2,156 copies […] including 1,504 in one
week alone” (Willsher 2020, n. pag.).1
In the Arab world, the situation is not the same because of different
conditions, some of which have to do with the low percentage of readers in
general due to certain elements such as “a high percentage of illiteracy [and]
weakness of educational attainment” (Hanafy 2007, n. pag.). Another reason is
the lack of studies and surveys regarding the reading habits or popular books
during the pandemic. However, Bachar Chebaro, Secretary General of the Arab
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Publishers Association, noted in a webinar held in July 2020 that book sales went
down due to the closure of bookstores and the cancellation of regional and
international book fairs; yet there has been a 30-35% surge of digital book sales.
(Chebaro and Borghino 2020)
The renewed appeal of pandemic books in different parts of the world shows
how literature has unified the peoples across the globe stressing the feelings they
share, rather than what they differ and clash about. The unifying power and effect
of literature is well described in the following quotation by Abhik Roy from an
article published in the Statesman in September 2020:
As we are confined within the four walls of our homes under
lockdown in the wake of Covid-19, literature helps break the
barriers, connecting us across different historical periods and time
zones with others who have experienced similar tragedies. More
importantly, literature shows us that we have a lot in common with
others who are from distant lands and different times, encouraging
us to appreciate the fact that we are not the only ones who are dealing
with the worldwide devastation wrought by the pandemic. (Roy
2020, n. pag.)
Epidemiological arts (including film and drama) in general and literature in
particular have also interestingly predicted our current situation and portrayed
the behaviour of people in such circumstances. Many literary works in world
literature have imagined the outbreak of a deadly pandemic that could destroy
almost all the human race, and even depicted a post -apocalyptic world. Others
chronicled actual pestilences that took place in various parts of the world at
different periods of time. In the aftermath of Covid-19, the internet was flooded
with articles showing the role of pestilence in texts that go back to as early as
Homer’s Iliad and Sophocles’ Oedipus the King until our modern time. “Such
stories about pandemics have … offered much in the way of catharsis, ways of
processing strong emotion, and political commentary on how human beings
respond to public health crises. Literature has a vital role to play in framing our
responses to the COVID-19” (Haith 2020). In a Zoom webinar held in June 2020,
the Lebanese writer Elias Khoury noted:
Literature changes, anticipates and enriches history. We have been
going through a lot of history, drama and hardships lately. Human
catastrophes were dealt with as a metaphor of life, but at this moment
reality and its metaphor are mingling together…[Hence] it is now
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time for literature to find a new approach, which is not using the
metaphor of hardships to understand life, but to understand the
catastrophe itself to understand the fragility of humanity. (Koury
2020)
Together with literature, other fields of humanities anticipated the panicstricken and fear dominated world, created by Coronavirus. In his Culture of
Fear, Frank Furedi, Professor of Sociology, makes it clear that when he first
published his book in 1997, “I was mainly concerned with the way that society
encouraged a panic-like reaction in relation to health, the environment,
technology, new products and personal security” (Furedi 2002, xiv). He feared
that “the most damaging consequence of this process is the way in which risk
aversion influences interpersonal behaviour. When the act of shaking hands
becomes associated with the expectation of contracting an infection, concerns
about health become inextricably associated with human contact and a gesture
of recognition. […] [and] gradually a climate has been created where human
relationships […] are increasingly interpreted from the prism of risk taking” (xiv
italics mine). Unfortunately, many of Furedi’s concerns have come true and the
domain of personal relations has become subjected to the culture of risk and fear.
In addition to sociology, another field of humanities; literary criticism, is of
pressing importance at the moment. The stories, theories and speculations by
scientists, politicians and others regarding the origin and production of
Coronavirus bring forth such issues as the conspiracy theory, the power structure
and New World Order. The same applies to the ongoing debate regarding the
vaccine, the competition among the great tycoons, Russia, China, the UK, and
the US, as well as the role of the major pharmaceutical companies and
corporations. All these issues pertain to literary criticism, especially the fields of
Post-Colonialism, New Historicism, Cultural Studies, and others. Moreover, the
fact that many of the so called, debatably, first world and developed countries
were caught unprepared by the pandemic and failed to deal with it properly,
unlike many of, again, the debatably called third world and developing countries,
deconstructs many of the stereotypes of and binary opposition between
rich/poor, superior/inferior, civilised/uncivilised nations and peoples. We
watched and read about the devastating situation in some areas like Lombardy
in Italy and New York City where hospitals received up to almost ten times more
patients than usual. In the meantime, they suffered from shortage of medical
equipment and supplies as well as PPE (personal protective equipment), leading
to a high mortality rate among patients and medical staff members. Thus, this
pandemic and its aftermath, especially when its grip on the world is loosened
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(hopefully in the coming few months of 2021), could possibly conjure new topics
and fields of study in literary criticism that can help us better understand the
pandemic and its repercussions from a humane point of view. In addition, the
tragic effect of the disease on our life (psychologically, socially and
economically) as well as the unexpected and lonely deaths of many of our loved
ones will find their way in trauma studies, a genre that has been growing stronger
since it started in the 1990s. Once more I believe that in the future this field will
offer us a great number of studies on the traumatic experiences of our Covid stricken world, and possibly suggest ways of healing the scars it has created.
The Therapeutic Effect of Literature
This paper focuses on the therapeutic effect of literature and its role as a crisisrelief -aid through examining four texts of different genres; two of which
chronicle the occurrence of an actual pestilence, Cholera, in Egypt and the
catastrophes it brought about, and the other two imagine the outbreak of a deadly
pandemic. In one novel it brings about the extinction of almost the whole human
race and takes the world back to prehistoric time, and in the second it is manmade, and the novel ends with a warning of a global epidemic looming large on
the horizon. All four texts appeal to our Covid -19 situation and prove the lasting
power and impact of literature, regardless of time and place. The reader can
identify with the characters’ tragedies and relate to their feelings of loss,
insecurity, fear and anxiety as well as their attempts to survive. We wonder with
them about the absurdity of life, death and fate, and pose existential questions
about them. The nature of human beings is exposed during these tough times and
the reader comes face to face with the beastly as well as the humane sides of
people. The first two texts, written in Arabic, are Al-Ayyām or The Days
(originally published in 1929), the autobiography of the Egyptian writer and
thinker Taha Hussein (1889-1973), and the second is “Cholera” (1947), a poem
by the modernist Iraqi poet Nazek al- Malaika (1923-2003). The third text is The
Scarlet Plague (1912), a post-apocalyptic novel written by the American
novelist, journalist and activist Jack London (1876-1916). The last one is About
Birds We Talk (2010), a novel by the Egyptian author, translator and professor
of tropical diseases Ahmed Khaled Towfik (1962-2018), often regarded as the
first Arab author to write fantasy, horror and science fiction.
The four works do not simply show the epidemic as it destroys human lives,
but also depict feelings of panic and anxiety as the most dominant feelings, once
more relating the settings and time of these texts to our twenty-first-centurypandemic world. In his Culture of Fear, Frank Furedi notes that in Western
societies,
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despite an unprecedented level of personal security, fear has become
an expanding part of our life. Western societies are increasingly
dominated by a culture of fear. The defining feature of this culture is
the belief that humanity is confronted by powerful destructive forces
that threaten our everyday existence. The line that used to delineate
reality from science fiction has become increasingly blurred. […]
Some scientists have warned that a global influenza is around the
corner. We are continually warned that, for the human race, ‘time is
running out’ unless we do something about global warming. (Furedi
2002 vii-viii italics mine)
Fureli’s remark, though centring mainly on western societies and coming after
the 9/11 attack, hits the nail on the head in discussing an inherent fear, that of
death and the destruction of the human race and its world. Diseases, pestilences,
epidemics, whatever name we give them, bring this feeling to the fore, which the
four discussed texts examine in different ways.
Taha Hussein’s The Days
The Days was originally written in three parts, over different periods of time:
the first part came out in 1929, chronicling Taha Hussein’s childhood, the second
in 1932, focusing on his life as A Student at the Azhar (the subtitle of the English
translation) and the last one in 1967 Mudhakkirāt or memoirs, translated in
English as A Passage to France. As evident from the titles, the three parts
document his journey from his village in Upper Egypt, as a young child who lost
his eyesight due to a disease and medical negligence, to Cairo where, as a young
man, he joined Al-Azhar seminary, then the newly open Cairo University, and
finally to France where he obtained a second doctorate at the Sorbonne and met
the love of his life Suzanne Bresseau who would be his wife and life companion
until his death, in October 1973, two weeks before his eighty fourth birthday.
The part examined by this paper is Part One where, in Chapter 18, Hussein
records the tragic events that befell his family, starting with the death of his little
sister, at the age of four, from an unknown disease, followed by his older brother,
at the age of eighteen, from Cholera. Two other family-member losses happened
in-between.
However, the most important part of the chapter describes the outbreak of
Cholera, in his village, and all over Egypt, showing how it led to the death of his
intelligent, tender-hearted and good-looking brother. Hussein, or the lad as he
refers to himself, notes: “At length came a terrible day, the like of which the
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family had never known, and which stamped its life with a perpetual grief. It
turned the hair of both parents white and caused the mother to wear black till the
end of her days, and to lose all taste for pleasure” (Hussein 1997, 74). She would
never laugh or smile even during a feast, and tears would be her companion:
“This day was the 21st of August of the year 1902. […] An epidemic of cholera
descended upon Egypt and attacked the population like wildfire. It destroyed
towns and villages, and wiped out whole families” (Hussein 1997, 74). This and
other images of the epidemic and its tragic outcomes, gloomy and depressing as
they are, are reminiscent of the Coronavirus pandemic situation despite the
century and more separating the two periods of time. The novel portrays a similar
lockdown, coloured by fear, anxiety, isolation of the sick and fearful speculation
of who of the loved ones will be hit by this scary disease:
The village schools and town schools were closed and doctors and
envoys of the Public Health Department were scattered throughout
the land with their instruments and tents in which to isolate the sick.
Souls were filled with anxiety and hearts with fears. …. Every family
talked about what had befallen the other and waited for their own
share of disaster. The lad’s mother was in a perpetual state of
anxiety, asking herself a thousand times a day on which of her sons
or daughters the calamity would fall. (Hussein 1997, 74)
Unfortunately, the mother’s fears came true when cholera/death chose the best
of her children, described by Hussein as “the most intelligent, the most tenderhearted, the best natured, the most dutiful and considerate to his father and
mother and the most companionable to his brothers and sisters” (74-75). It
picked him at the prime of his life when he was at the threshold of a promising
career, as he had just obtained the Baccalaureate and had been accepted for the
School of Medicine in Cairo. Ironically, he contracted the disease when he
volunteered to accompany the doctor of his town in his rounds, believing that
this would be the best practice and preparation for his future profession. The
disease ravished his body mercilessly and quickly. Having lost his eyesight, the
young narrator, described his brother’s last hours through his other senses,
mainly that of hearing. We read: “At midnight the whole house was quiet, and
the occupants and animals alike were deep in slumber. Suddenly a strange cry
rang through the still air and woke everybody up” (75). It comes from his older
brother who is trying to vomit quietly, but his parents and siblings “heard the
retching and were alarmed by it” (76). This was a clear sign that “the plague had
found its way into the house” and picked its victim (76). The ensuing events are
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heart rendering and so is the reaction of both parents. The father, though calm
and serene, his voice revealed “that his heart was broken,” while the mother is
“terror-stricken” (76). The following morning was painfully described as “such
a morning as they had never known the like. A dark, silent morning in which
there was something alarming and terrifying” (76-77).
The whole scene is reminiscent of the current Covid-19 situation; with people
watching, in pain, their loved ones wither away, and wondering at the absurdity
of death choosing the best and the young and impatient of stealing their souls
without proper goodbyes. In this autobiography, we know that the brother knew
very well his fate and his only desire was to see his elderly uncle and older
brother. However, “How cruel is Fate!” for the uncle arrived an hour after his
death when his body is being taken away for burial. As for the scene of his death,
it is one of the most moving in the whole text: “What a terrible hour it was, that
third hour of Thursday the 21st of August 1902! The doctor left the room. […]
the young man was at his last gasp. […] [He] was writhing on the bed. He stood
up, then threw himself down, then sat up” (77). He remained in this restless
situation until he finally threw himself on the bed and could not move anymore;
he “just uttered groans which occasionally died down, and the sounds gradually
died away” (77). In the meantime, our narrator or “our lad […] sat alone in a
corner of the room, silent, downcast, bewildered, with grief simply tearing at his
heart. […] The lad will forget all else before he forgets the last groan which the
young man [his dying brother] uttered, a thin, weak, long-drawn-out groan. Then
he was silent” (77). He records his mother’s reaction in the same compact, strong
and heart-breaking way: “Hardly had she stood up before she fell down, or would
have done, had not the two men [their neighbours] supported her. Then she
pulled herself together and went out of the room with downcast eyes. […] and
then she poured forth from her bosom a cry that the lad never recalls without his
heart being rent by it” (78).
The lad, who was always forgotten, remembers being dragged out of the
corner where he was sitting and then thrown down somewhere among people.
This traumatic situation would leave its imprint on his life for a long time. He
recalls “From that day deep grief settled on the household and all appearance of
pleasure or rejoicing, no matter what the occasion, had to be avoided by all both
old and young” (78). From that day on, the parents do not cease to remember
their son at meals while shedding tears, and every now and then they would visit
his grave though, in the past, they used to criticise those who visited the dead.
As for the lad, his “outlook on life was completely changed” (78). He would go
to great lengths to perform many religious duties (alms- giving, fasting, earnest
praying, recitation of the Quran, and others) to take away some of his dead
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brother’s sins; for he had neglected the performance of these duties. For
example, he would “pray the five daily prayers twice every day, once for himself
and once for his brother,” and the same with fasting. Following this tragic
incident, he used to “spend the dark hours of a whole night, either thinking about
his brother or reciting Surat-al- Ikhlas (The Chapter of Sincerity) thousands of
times, all of which he would dedicate to his brother” (Hussein 1997, 79). He
would also start to write poetry reflecting his deep pain and grief at the loss of
his brother (79). Besides, he admits experiencing “terrifying dreams, the illness
of his brother being depicted for him every night” (79). The passing away of his
brother seems to be one of the experiences that would leave its lasting imprint
on his character and life. He recalls going through these feelings for years until
he joined Al-Azhar, and even after “the youth became a man” and throughout
his various life stages, “he remains as he was as regards his loyalty to this
brother. He remembers him and sees him in his dreams once a week at the very
least” (79- 80).
Nazek Al-Malaik’s “Cholera”
If Hussein’s Days recalls a personal epidemic experience that took place in
1902, “Cholera,” by Nazek Al-Maliaka, a pioneer of the free verse movement in
Arabic poetry, reflects on the same disease from afar; and the year is 1947. It is
one of her well-known and notable works and was hailed by critics at the time
as a revolutionary poem that breaks away from the traditional rhyming form of
Arabic poetry. The poem is evoked by the sad news of the epidemic that erupted
once more in Egypt and swept across the country. On hearing of the disease’s
rising death toll in Egypt, Al-Malaika was deeply moved and put pen to paper.
She felt sorry for the death of many, some of whom, the poem shows, were
buried without proper mourning or funerals. The poem is not a chronicle of the
disease, but rather of its devastating effect as it describes the painful and sad
procession of the horse carriages, carrying the dead to their burial places. In her
autobiography, she speaks of the poem’s creation: “Within one hour I had
finished the poem and ran down to my sister Ihssan’s house. I told her I had
written a poem that was very strange in form and that it would cause controversy.
As soon as Ihssan read the poem she became very supportive. But my mother
received it coldly and asked me, ‘What kind of rhyme is this? It lacks
musicality’” (qtd in Stevens 2007/2008). Her father’s reaction was similar to her
mother’s; he was critical of the poem, mocked it and predicted its failure.
However, she believed in her work, stating simply, “[s]ay whatever you wish to
say. I am confident that my poem will change the map of Arab poetry” (qtd in
Stevens 2007/2008). And it did.
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She starts the poem at “the stillness of the night” while listening “to the
echoing wails/ rising above the silence in the dark” (Al-Maliaka 2015, lines 13). 2 The poem has plenty of images of overflowing grief, pain bursting like fire
in people’s hearts, and sorrow in their houses. The poet employs onomatopoeia,
reflecting the sounds of grief, mourning, wailing as well as the footsteps of the
passers-by and the mourning processions. Grief is everywhere; even the River
Nile is extremely sad due to what death has done. The poem’s refrain is “death
death death” (lines 12, 26, 38, 51) which brings to mind the famous quotation
from Daniel Defoe’s A Journal of the Plague Year: “A woman gave three
frightful screeches, and then cried, ‘Oh! death, death, death!’” but the street was
still empty “For people had no curiosity now in any case.” (Defoe 1876, 107)
The rest of Al-Maliaka’s poem portrays the cruelty of Cholera. She loses count
of the number of the dead, “ten, twenty, no […] countless” (2015, lines 16, 17)
and gives a pessimistic image of hopelessness with “no tomorrow” (line 20).
Cholera is depicted as “the vengeance of death” (line 30), as an envious and
crazy monster rising from a long sleep to devour the people with its claws, and
to make the children orphans. It came down to the valley which was once filled
with joy and laughter to leave behind grief, silence and pain. It did not spare the
life of the muezzin or the Sheikh of the mosque, which makes her wonder who
will eulogize and pray over the dead. Ironically and painfully, the dawn, which
suggests hope and new beginnings, is the time where the death processions take
place. She ends the poem in a tone of sympathy: “O Egypt, my heart is torn by
the ravages of death” (line 51).
Interestingly, though living in Iraq at the time of this catastrophe, Al-Malaika
succeeds in vividly reflecting the heart-breaking and depressing atmosphere of
Cholera and the hovering presence of the ghost of death. Written with very few
punctuation marks, one breathlessly reads the poem, at one grip, as if sharing in
drinking the cup of death. The poem is compact, and sums up, in relatively few
lines what can be told in pages, hence creating a strong impact on the reader. Its
power also lies in its timelessness; the grim image painted by Al-Maliaka echoes,
conjures and evokes the tragic scenes we saw, especially at the beginning of the
outbreak of the Coronavirus pandemic, in Italy, where the death toll was the
highest in Europe. We saw the coffins, the tens of people buried hurriedly or
cremated without proper funerals; we watched and heard the grief of those who
lost their loved ones without proper goodbyes. Hence, such texts bond humanity,
especially in times of disaster, regardless of time and place. They also manage
to address one’s hidden fear of death, diseases and the extinction of the human
race.
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Jack London’s The Scarlet Plague
These fearful feelings are no better represented than in Jack London’s post apocalyptic novel, The Scarlett Plague in which he imagines the outbreak of a
pestilence that hits the US and the world in 2013, that is a hundred years ahead
of his time, since the novel was published in 1912. On seeing a coin dating back
to 2012, the main protagonist, an 87-year-old man named Granser, mentions that
this pestilence occurred sixty years ago: “It was in the summer of 2013 that the
Plague came,” (London 1912, 16) which makes the year of the novel 2073. The
whole text is a recollection of the old days, narrated by Granser to his
grandchildren. He speaks of himself as “the last man who was alive in the days
of the plague and who knows the wonders of that far-off time” (38). He was then
known as James Howard Smith, Professor of English Literature at the University
of California, Berkeley.
From the beginning, the novel portrays a desolate and ravaged world of which
the forest is the dominant landmark; remnants of human civilization are only
visible in the remains of a railway. The whole setting is evocative of prehistoric
time and the man hunter: “We, who mastered the planet – its earth, and sea, and
sky – and who were as very gods, now live in primitive savagery along the water
courses of this California country. […] we fell from high culture to primitive
conditions. […] the world fell apart, absolutely, irretrievably. Ten thousand
years of culture and civilization passed in the twinkling of an eye, ‘lapsed like
foam’” (London 1912, 10, 21). This is evident in Granser’s hands which, before
the pestilence, were soft, “because […] [he] did no work with them, and […]
[his] body was clean all over and dressed in the softest garments” (12). However,
at the time of the novel, he has turned into a dirty old man who has not seen soap
for the last 60 years of his life and is dressed in goat skin like his twelve-yearold- grandson, Edwin who is carrying on his back a “quiverful of arrows,” a bow
and a hunting knife hanging from a sheath. Like the prehistoric man, the boy’s
senses of sight and hearing are acute to help him adjust to their wildlife. Our
protagonist does not even refer to the few human beings left as families, but as
tribes, “I am Granser, a tired old man. I belong to the tribe of Santa Rosans. I
married into that tribe. My sons and daughters married into the Chauffeurs, the
Sacramen-tos, and the Palo-Altos” (14).
His 2073 home is set in Cliff House near San Francisco, a place where, in the
old days, people used to go for a nice outing, but now it is primeval wilderness.
They raise goats, keep a ‘wolfish-looking dog,’ and can easily hear the sound of
the nearby sea lions. We understand that even the animals’ features, attitude and
temperament have changed after the plague; they have become more savage, and
the tamed ones, such as dogs, started attacking each other until they ended up
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being ‘wolfish looking.’ Granser, and his grandchildren sit on the sand and eat
directly from the coals. For two generations, their food has been limited to
whatever they hunt or fish. Their primitive life is not only evident in their clothes
and lifestyle, but also in their language. Granser’s is different from that of Edwin
and the rest of his grandchildren, Hoo Hoo and Harelip (notice their names).
“They spoke in monosyllables and short jerky sentences that was more a
gibberish than a language” (9). They received no education and hence know
nothing about their grandfather’s previous profession or any of the scientific
terms he uses while narrating the story of the epidemic. Their play is savage,
extracting teeth from the skeletons they found buried, and bursting into loud
laughter when their grandfather burnt his mouth with hot muscles; hence
described as “true savages, possessing only the cruel humor of the savage” (5).
As in the case of The Days, by Taha Hussein, the reader learns how the
catastrophe of the plague befell the US, sweeping across the country and almost
depopulating it. For, in 2013, San Francisco populated 4 million people; yet after
the pestilence, it ended up with forty. This “strange disease […] had broken out
in New York,” then they heard of it in Chicago and London which “had been
secretly fighting the plague for two weeks and censoring the news despatches –
that is, not permitting the word to go forth to the rest of the world that London
had the plague” (London 1912, 16). This lack of transparency is, to some extent,
similar to the beginning of our Covid-19 situation; the early news began to surf
in December 2019, but no one knew exactly what was happening. Then
speculations started and people were wondering whether it was an epidemic or
pandemic until everyone was finally pushed into a lockdown in March, 2020
when almost the whole world was hit by the disease.
Hence, similar to the plague in London’s novel, we were all taken by surprise,
an unhappy one. In the novel, we see the people, like us, leading a normal life
until this unknown infection struck them. When they first heard about it, they
could not realize the magnitude of its effect. Besides, they had, according to
Granser, great trust in science. Alas, it did not help them: “It looked serious, but
we in California, like everywhere else, were not alarmed. We were sure that the
bacteriologists would find a way to overcome this new germ, just as they had
overcome other germs in the past. But the trouble was the astonishing quickness
with which this germ destroyed human beings, and the fact that it inevitably
killed any human body it entered” (London 1912, 16). Similarly, in our twentyfirst century world (the same time period of London’s novel), we believed in our
scientific and technological advancement, so we never thought that this unseen
virus that could be simply killed by washing our hands, would be such a life
threat and turn our world upside down.
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London’s novel also shows us that pestilences are not new to the human race,
and he gives a quick survey of the diseases that hit different parts of the world
such as the Black Plague that swept across Europe many times, the bubonic
plague, the sleeping sickness in Africa, Pellagra, Asian Flu and the hookworm.
Through Granser, he mentions that humans are constantly threatened by a new
deadly virus, and as they grow in number and start to live “closely together in
great cities and civilizations, new diseases arose, new kinds of germs entered
their bodies” (1912, 14). This is his justification for the death of “countless
millions and billions of human beings” and for the uncontrollable pestilence
which he imagined in the 2013 setting of his novel. It is so deadly that once its
first signs appear on someone, he or she “would be dead in an hour. Some lasted
for several hours. Many died within ten or fifteen minutes” (16) Through
Granser, he gives a graphic and scary description of how “the Scarlet Death
slew” (22) and explains how it spread everywhere:
Then came the scarlet rash, spreading like wildfire over the face and
body. Most persons never noticed the increase in heat and heart-beat,
and the first they knew was when the scarlet rash came out. Usually,
they had convulsions at the time of the appearance of the rash. But
these convulsions did not last long and were not very severe. […]
The heels became numb first, then the legs, and hips, and when the
numbness reached as high as his heart he died. They did not rave or
sleep. Their minds always remained cool and calm up to the moment
their heart numbed and stopped. And another strange thing was the
rapidity of decomposition. No sooner was a person dead than the
body seemed to fall to pieces, to fly apart, to melt away even as you
looked at it. That was one of the reasons the plague spread so rapidly.
All the billions of germs in a corpse were so immediately released.
(London 1912, 17)
Like the lad in The Days, London’s protagonist watches helplessly his brother
dying, in two hours. Such a scene brings to mind the pain and trauma of those
seeing their loved ones consumed by Covid-19 and feeling desperate for their
inability to help them. Prior to that, Granser witnessed the death of one of the
early victims who was his student, a beautiful, healthy and wealthy young
woman. Apart from these two incidents and unlike Hussein’s autobiography
which focuses on a personal experience, London’s novel imagines a general
bleak picture of a disease that almost brings about the end of the world. In the
two texts, the illness spreads like wildfire and ravishes people’s bodies
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mercilessly and quickly. Besides, similar to Al-Malaika’s poem where
“Everywhere lies a corpse, mourned,” Granser describes how in three days,
people were dying “like flies;” and their un-mourned corpses lay everywhere
(London 1912, 18). He gives us a scary post-apocalyptic scene:
The sights in the streets were terrible. One stumbled on bodies
everywhere. Some were not yet dead. And even as you looked, you
saw men sink down with the death fastened upon them. There were
numerous fires burning in Berkeley, while Oakland and San
Francisco were apparently being swept by vast conflagrations. The
smoke of the burning filled the heavens, so that the midday was as a
gloomy twilight.[…] Truly, my grandsons, it was like the last days
of the end of the world. […] A man and a woman lay back dead in
the seats, and on the pavement near it were two more women and a
child. Strange and terrible sights there were on every hand. People
slipped by silently, furtively, like ghosts – white-faced women
carrying infants in their arms; fathers leading children by the hand;
singly, and in couples, and in families – all fleeing out of the city of
death. Some carried supplies of food, others blankets and valuables,
and there were many who carried nothing. (22)
Other scenes of terror and bloodshed remain vivid in his memory for sixty years.
So like the lad in Hussein’s The Days, who is always haunted by the traumatic
experience of his brother’s untimely death, Granser never forgets the second
night of the plague calamity: “I can never forget it. […] I watched the passing of
all man's glorious works. So terrible were the local conflagrations that all the sky
was lighted up. […] San Francisco spouted smoke and fire from a score of vast
conflagrations that were like so many active volcanoes” (London 1912, 25).
More painful was his realization that his old world was falling apart forever; this
is evident when he expresses his feelings while going through the empty and
deserted halls of the university, feeling dead:
I looked upon myself as already dead. It was not that, but a feeling
of awful depression that impressed me. Everything had stopped. It
was like the end of the world to me – my world. I had been born
within sight and sound of the university. It had been my predestined
career. My father had been a professor there before me, and his father
before him. For a century and a half had this university, like a
splendid machine, been running steadily on. And now, in an instant,
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it had stopped. It was like seeing the sacred flame die down on some
thrice-sacred altar. I was shocked, unutterably shocked. (London
1912, 19)
Granser’s feelings speak for those of thousands, if not millions, of people whose
worlds crumbled down after Covid -19. Similar stories spread through various
means; articles, blogs, webinars and others. Big cities like New York, Paris and
Birmingham turned into ghost cities, during the lockdown, becoming lifeless and
deserted.
Reading this particular passage, I was personally moved; for London voiced
the same feelings I experienced when one day I went to my work institution
during the lockdown. Unlike his protagonist, I do not have family generations
working in my college, but I have been teaching there for twenty-eight years and
never imagined that there would come a day when it would be so deserted, and
most importantly that I would feel insecure out of fear of contagion.
London does not only imagine a catastrophe and its traumatic aftermath, but
also takes it as a springboard to tackle certain themes, to reveal the fragility of
our humanity, expose its good and bad sides as well as give a social and political
critique of his capitalist society. An important theme is the inevitability of death.
The sudden outbreak of the pestilence was followed by what he calls “the panic
outrush for the country,” which ironically led to the wide spread of the disease.
Speaking of the city exodus, he remarks that the first to flee were the rich, “in
their private motor-cars and dirigibles,” or “airships” (London 1912, 20). They
thought that they would be immune from the plague, but some carried it to such
far places as Hawaii (yet, it was already there), and others despite all security
measures failed to protect themselves and their families. A clear example is
evident in the story of a wealthy woman, Vesta, whose husband, John Van
Warden, a billionaire, built and secured a vast summer palace, surrounded by a
park of a thousand acres. With the outbreak of the plague, Van Warden sent her
there:
Armed guards patrolled the boundaries of the park, and nothing
entered in the way of provisions or even mail matter that was not
first fumigated. And yet did the plague enter, killing the guards at
their posts, the servants at their tasks, sweeping away the whole army
of retainers—or, at least, all of them who did not flee to die
elsewhere. So it was that Vesta found herself the sole living person
in the palace that had become a charnel house. (33)
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This brings to mind Edgar Allen Poe’s gothic short story “The Masque of the
Red Death,” where an unnamed country is hit by a pestilence (similar to
London’s plague) that almost depopulates it. Its ruler, ironically called Prince
Prospero, instead of helping his people, runs for his life with the elite to his wellguarded castle only to be invaded by death that consumes them all. This is also
what happened to those who avoided Granser when they learned that he had
witnessed the first death of the plague; ironically they were smitten by the
pestilence and he was the only one to survive his family and friends. The theme
of the inevitability of death or, to quote the last sentence in Poe’s story, “Decay
and the Red Death held illimitable dominion over all” has strongly thrust itself
upon us with the outbreak of the Corona pandemic which did not spare the life
of the rich and the poor, the powerful and the weak, the high and the low (Poe
2020, n. pag.). In fact, at the beginning of the outbreak of Covid -19, the situation
was even worse in many advanced and rich countries where the disease hit a
great number of the privileged such as prime ministers, ministers, princes,
businessmen, movie stars and others.
London’s imagined plague was also his means of bringing us face to face with
the ugly side of our human nature. This was painfully exposed in “the great mass
of the population,” who left the city “on foot, […] themselves starving and
pillaging the farmers and all the towns and villages on the way” (London 1912,
20). Besides, those remaining in the city, estimated to be “several hundred
thousand […] had gone mad from fear and drink,” and “…mobs of the hungry
poor were pillaging the stores and warehouses. Murder and robbery and
drunkenness were everywhere” (20). Thus, “the panic outrush for the country”
was accompanied by chaos, looting, killing and an unbelievable loss of self control aggravated by the death of the mayor and a huge number of policemen
and the subsequent absence of law, making this part of the text the most
terrifying. Through this horrible depiction of people losing their humanity and
killing for the sake of killing, London, an activist and ardent believer in
Socialism, presents a critique of the capitalist system and its ensuing social
injustice evident in the difference between what we can regard as the
Bourgeoisie and the proletariat. He refers to the latter as “our food-getters” who
were ironically “called freemen,” but he admits:
This was a joke. We of the ruling classes owned all the land, all the
machines, everything. These food-getters were our slaves. We took
almost all the food they got, and left them a little so that they might
eat, and work, and get us more food. […] Any food-getter who would
not get food for us, him we punished or compelled to starve to death.
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And very few did that. They preferred to get food for us, and make
clothes for us. […] (12)
His primitive grandsons are shocked at this abuse, and one of them, Hare-Lip,
makes it clear that if he ever goes into the forest to get food for himself, he will
kill whoever tries to take it away from him.
Hence, London in The Scarlet Plague lays the blame of this savagery on the
sharp discrepancy between the rich, who had an affluent life and their “[f]ood
[…] was abundant,” and the hungry poor living in ghettos and slums: “In the
midst of our civilization, down in our slums and labor-ghettos, we had bred a
race of barbarians, of savages; and now, in the time of our calamity, they turned
upon us like the wild beasts they were and destroyed us. And they destroyed
themselves as well. […] these low creatures gave rein to their bestiality and
fought and drank and died” (London 1912, 23 &25). Thus, their reaction was
representative of the violent revenge of the Proletariat. Another example of this
revenge is evident in the story of Vesta, the arrogant aristocrat who ended up
marrying the Chauffeur who humiliated and abused her in many ways and finally
killed her. Interestingly, London’s critique still applies to our world today and
explains, for example, the surge in violent crimes in the US after the loosening
of the Corona lockdown, especially in areas inhabited by the unprivileged
African Americans. In an article published in October 2020, entitled, “Crime
rose unevenly when stay- at-home orders lifted: The racial disparity is the widest
in years” we learn from “A Washington Post analysis of 27 cities” in the US that:
In majority-Black neighborhoods, the rate of violence remained
relatively steady while stay-at-home orders were in effect, but rose
dramatically after orders were lifted, peaking at 133 crimes per
100,000 residents in July, the highest level in the past three years.
[…] The crimes analyzed include homicide, sexual assault and rape,
robbery, aggravated assault, arson, burglary, theft, auto theft and
thefts from vehicles. (Harden 2020)
In that sense, London’s plague text succeeds in predicting the raging anger and
frustration of the less privileged, which can explode when the time comes.
Moreover, through these violent scenes humanity is exposed at its best and
worst. We see, unfortunately, a few acts of heroism in comparison with the evil
that reigns after the plague. This is best expressed by Kim Willsher in his remark
on Camus’ Plague: “There are acts of heroism and acts of shame; there are those
who think only of themselves, and those who are engaged for the greater good.
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The human condition is absurd and precarious” (Willsher 2020, n. pag.). The
acts of nobility are carried out by some of Granser’s acquaintances, friends,
colleagues or students, who formed a group that sought shelter in the university
chemistry building. One member immediately withdraws once he starts to feel
the plague killing him. When his wife tries to follow him, they take her away
and he asks her to stay away. In another instant, a man insists on staying with his
dying wife, “soothing her last moments” (London 1912, 24). Moreover, two men
volunteered to leave their shelter and remove the corpses falling near the
building, which meant self - sacrifice; for, having performed the task, they were
not permitted to enter the building:
They bade good-bye to us and went forth. They were heroes. They
gave up their lives that four hundred others might live. After they
had performed their work, they stood for a moment, at a distance,
looking at us wistfully. Then they waved their hands in farewell and
went away slowly across the campus toward the burning city. It was
no time for weak-kneed, sentimental policies. It was heartrending to
send away the sick or isolate them; yet no time for emotion. (26)
Other heroic figures are the scientists who literary and metaphorically killed
themselves in an attempt to find a “serum” or what is now called vaccine. He
speaks in detail about their sacrifice which reminds the reader of the medical
staff’s efforts during the Covid 19 pandemic, who are now referred to as the
white army: “They were killed in their laboratories even as they studied the germ
of the Scarlet Death. They were heroes. As fast as they perished, others stepped
forth and took their places. It was in London that they first isolated it. The news
was telegraphed everywhere. Trask was the name of the man who succeeded in
this, but within thirty hours he was dead” (London 1912, 17). What befell
America was repeated in Europe, and the last thing they heard of Europe was
from Berlin where a bacteriologist named Hoffmeyer had discovered the serum
for the plague. However, the discovery was too late; otherwise, explorers from
Europe would have come looking for any survivors in America. Hence, Granser
believes that “at the best, some several score may have survived the Scarlet
Death on that whole continent” (20). There were other unknown heroes such as
the wireless operator: “He was a hero, that man who staid by his post—an
obscure newspaperman, most likely” (20).
However, most of the events of the novel depict an uncontrolled feeling of
fear accompanied by an unexpected meanness and bestiality carried out by
different sects of the society. Granser confesses that the plague made him think
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of his own safety alone. For example, a man comes to his doorsteps, but realizing
he has the plague, he left him dying for half an hour while hearing his groans. In
addition, he admits not helping a grocery man when attacked by looters: “The
time for such acts had already passed. Civilization was crumbling, and it was
each for himself” (23). Similarly he watched a poet whose work he admired
being robbed and shot to death; yet did not run to his help. When he tried to help
the wife, a pistol was directed at him so he ran away. “From somewhere in that
murk came a woman's voice calling shrilly for help. But I did not go to her. A
man's heart turned to iron amid such scenes, and one heard all too many appeals
for help” (23). He gives other examples of people who, not only ignored the
pleas and cries of the dying like him, but also chose to be extremely selfish. A
striking example was one of the professors who took shelter with him at the
university; though wounded, he stole the only car they had with the provisions
and ran away with his sister and mother only to be found dead a few days later.
Through these examples, London reveals the hidden primitive instinct for
survival, making people do, whatever it takes, to live. He also criticizes the
modern human of the early twentieth and twenty- first century, who, despite the
technological advances, he/she created, still carries within a beastly creature
waiting to be released. His critique can be applied to our time and brings to mind
people’s fear of the Covid pandemic, making some refuse even to bury the dead
or to come near an infected person or family. Through such incidents and
attitudes as well as the unexplained death of many good people versus the
survival of evil ones, London, through his mouthpiece Granser, poses existential
questions about life, death and poetic justice. For example, when seeing people
killing and getting killed, he remarks: “And after all, what did it matter?
Everybody died anyway, the good and the bad, the efficients and the weaklings,
those that loved to live and those that scorned to live. They passed. Everything
passed” (London 1912, 23, 25).
Another example is clear in one of the few survivors, the Chauffeur, a mean
person in the true sense of the word. Our protagonist wonders why “a brute is
saved while billions who are much better are killed. Why did he live?” (33) The
absurdity of death is more exposed in the murder of the innocent, good hearted
Dombey, a young undergraduate who accompanied him in a mission to get a car
from a professor’s house. If the lad in The Days questions the untimely death of
his most intelligent and considerate brother at the prime of his age, Granser, too,
is astounded at the killing of this young man by, what he calls, a “miscreant […]
[who] was very drunk […] [and] was altogether the most nauseating specimen
of degradation and filth I had ever encountered” (London 1912, 27). Granser’s
first instinct was to shoot this man, but he did not, an act which he kept regretting
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until the time of telling the story to his grandsons. The man “suddenly drew a
pistol and shot Dombey through the head. The next instant I shot him. But it was
too late. Dombey expired without a groan, immediately. I doubt if he even knew
what had happened to him” (27-28). Once more Granser’s questions echo similar
questions related to the Corona pandemic sweeping across the world. People
started wondering why God would allow such a disaster to happen; they began
to question poetic justice: why death chooses the best and the young, why one
should work and toil when one could lose it all in a twinkle of an eye, and other
unanswered questions.
Granser ends his story of the plague with a prediction of the rising of another
civilization that will go through the same phases of the previous one; abuse the
majority of people until it crumbles down: “The gunpowder will come. Nothing
can stop it – the same old story over and over. Man will increase, and men will
fight. The gunpowder will enable men to kill millions of men, and in this way
only, by fire and blood, will a new civilization, in some remote day, be evolved.
[…] Just as the old civilization passed, so will the new” (40). In this new
civilization, we will still have what he classifies as “the eternal types – the priest,
the soldier, and the king,” referring to the spiritual, military and ruling/ executive
powers practised by the privileged (40). But “the rest will toil and suffer sore
while on their bleeding carcasses is reared again, and yet again, without end, the
amazing beauty and surpassing wonder of the civilized state” (40). He even
expects the coming generation to repeat the story of colonization and possibly
invade other nations as the Europeans did to the Native Americans: “we may
expect our descendants to start across the Sierras, oozing slowly along,
generation by generation, over the great continent to the colonization of the East
– a new Aryan drift around the world” (38).
But in addition to gunpowder and murder, there will always be the threat of a
new virus, causing an uncontrollable disease and destroying the human race.
London imagines a scientist whom he names Soldervetzsky, and who, “as early
as 1929, told the bacteriologists that they had no guaranty against some new
disease, a thousand times more deadly than any they knew, arising and killing
by the hundreds of millions and even by the billion. You see, the micro-organic
world remained a mystery to the end. They knew there was such a world, and
that, from time-to-time, armies of new germs emerged from it to kill men” (15
italics mine). This prediction echoes Frank Furedi’s remark in the early 21st
century, that scientists “have warned us that a global influenza is around the
corner” (Furedi 2002, viii). Thus, in The Scarlet Plague, one of the early modern
post-apocalyptic novels, London “investigated many traditional issues of the
literary topos of plague, ranging from a reflection on morality and justice to the
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contagion and clinical features of the disease. In particular […] [he] focused his
attention on behavioral responses to a pandemic, showing the emergence of fear,
irrationality, and selfishness in a previously civilized and modern society” (Riva
2014). In all of these issues, he manages to address and appeal to our Covid- 19
world.
Ahmed Khaid Towfik’s About Birds We Talk
If London’s text ends with the circle of civilization and anticipates another
disease to put an end to the world, Ahmed Khalid Towfik’s About Birds We Talk
discusses this issue, but lays the blame on scientists, pharmaceutical corporations
as well as lay people who abuse the environment or lack awareness. According
to Towfik, everyone is responsible for creating such deadly viruses. The novel,
which is “narrated in the 40th issue of the “Safari Series,” discusses “a mysterious
chicken-linked disease” (Abdallah 2020, n. pag.). The reader is first introduced
to Alaa Abdel Azim, a young Egyptian physician who has lived for some time
in South Africa, then moves to Angawanderi3 in Cameroon, located at its borders
with Nigeria. He works there in a unit called, Safari, which is not a place, “as the
title suggests, for hunting beasts, but for hunting diseases in the Black Continent”
(Towfik 2010, 4).4 Safari lives on financial support from different sources as it
is a non -profit organization that started in Kenya as a project initiated by an
Austrian Baron in 1957. What makes this unit special is a team called H, which
is made up of the best multinational scientists in different fields; Alaa joins this
team later in the novel. This team of scientists, studies unknown epidemics in
the field of Tropical Medicine, such as Nakalanga and Kafamugulu. The former
is a real disease5; for the author, Towfik, was a professor of Tropical Medicine;
and in the introduction, his narrator mentions that this story is “a strange mixture
of medicine, metaphysics, horror, emotions and politics” (5). The text is the
report of a journalist called Thomas Kindered who works in a scientific journal
called Advances.
The novel is narrated through this report and through his interviews with some
characters, such as a young Tunisian gynaecologist, Basam Bu Ghatas, who
recollects the story of a strange disease that struck him. It started when he
suddenly fainted while helping a woman in labour. He began to have a fever and
tremble so strongly that his Egyptian friend, Alaa thought that he had been
infected with Malaria or any of the common diseases in the area. The next thing
was starting to be breathless, which is similar to our Corona- virus- symptoms.
He even notes: “the air has indeed become so precious,” a common remark by
Covid-19 patients (Towfik 2010, 23). Bu Ghatas’ condition deteriorated so
rapidly that he eventually fell into what is known as “coma vigil,” and was put
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on a ventilator; however, he miraculously survived his unknown disease. Prior
to his sickness, he had eaten chicken; that he had bought from a Cameroonian
merchant at the local market. Before buying this, he witnessed the death of a
chicken whose bottom was bleeding.
A second interviewed character is Arthur Shelby, a distinguished American
professor of Tropical Medicine, who examined Bu Ghatas, only to discover that
he had atypical or unusual pneumonia. It was accompanied by flu-like
symptoms, which made him suspect some sort of viral infection. So, he ordered
that he immediately be transferred to the ICU. Unlike Jack London, who simply
gives a graphic description of how the infected person deteriorates and dies,
Ahmed Khaled Towfik, based on his knowledge and expertise, as a Tropical
Medicine professor, gives his reader a rather detailed medical analysis and
discussion of this imagined disease, relates it to other actual viruses and
epidemics and mentions types of medication. Once more, this unknown virus
can be compared to the Corona pandemic in that “You deal with the patient as a
normal influenza case, and then, all of a sudden, he slips away from your hand
in such unprecedented speed” (Towfik 2010, 28). Shelby even predicted that a
certain epidemic would occur and new cases would appear. He was right; the
following day, two more cases came to the hospital. In three days, there were
three cases with the same flu symptoms and quick deterioration; one of them
died. Team H started to link this new epidemic to SARS (severe acute respiratory
syndrome)6 thinking that it might be another outbreak of that virus.
A common thing among all the infected cases is their link with chicken and
being at the market; two patients sell chicken, and one works in a chicken farm.
The team is surprised as chicken Influenza is not common in the hot weather of
Africa, and they suggest that diseases related to pigs and emigrated birds mainly
start in Southeast Asia. As is the case in London’s novel, there is lack of
transparency. Scared to lose their business, some of the merchants deny having
sick chicken. Their fear and the team’s concern about this new virus are echoed
in a sentence repeated over and over in the novel, as some sort of refrain, “Be
scared, be very scared” (Towfik 2010, 17, 27, 38). The locals’ fears come true;
for in an attempt to contain the disease, Team H suggests the urgency of
contacting the health ministry and executing the chicken in the area. Discovering
a farm where many chickens died and where many workers were infected, orders
were given to execute all the chickens in it and within a one-kilometer sphere.
This is followed by a scene reminiscent of our Corona infected world, where
many people across the globe have lost their jobs and livelihood. The farm owner
says in a devastated and frustrated tone, “You have burnt my chicken, are you
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here to burn me too? […] Anyway it won’t make a difference. I am destitute and
will have to start afresh” (Towfik 2010, 73).
Examining samples from human patients and sick chickens revealed that the
virus behind the illness was H1N1. This brings to the fore the virologists’
“nightmare,” which is the possible re-occurrence of the Spanish Flu of 1918,
which Towfik mentions, caused the death of 30 million people, a number that
exceeds the number of the victims of World War I. As an example of its deadly
effect, the novel refers to the real story of the Alaskan village Brevig, which was
totally wiped out by the flu. In an attempt to carry out a genetic examination of
its virus, Towfik mentions the real story of extracting tissues from the body of
one of the village victims; she had been buried under the ice for 60 years. Once
more and similar to London and Furedi, Towfik speaks about the virologists’
fear of a deadly influenza epidemic that will sweep across the world every now
and then. He believes that we have had a hundred- year- truce, since the 1918
Spanish flu, but virologists believe that a new pandemic is looming on the
horizon. This is due to the fact that avian influenza or bird flu viruses mutate
every now and then, changing their features and symptoms, and “awaiting the
moment when they can infect and attack humans” (Towfik 2010, 54).
To further explain this hypothesis, Towfik, through a notable scientist, Jeffrey
Townberger, whom he refers to in a footnote as a real character giving accurate
scientific explanation, gives a detailed discussion of Influenza virus mutation.
Scientifically speaking, “Viruses are continuously changing as a result of genetic
selection. They undergo subtle genetic changes through mutation and major
genetic changes through recombination. Mutation occurs when an error is
incorporated in the viral genome. Recombination occurs when coinfecting
viruses exchange genetic information, creating a novel virus” (Fleischmann
1996). The novel virus in Towfik’s text is hybrid, coming from both pigs and
birds, and he predicts that it will originate in and spread from Asia, particularly
China. His theory of this hybrid virus and its viral genetics and mutation is what
makes this novel reflect and address Covid- 19 fears and speculations; for with
every wave, theories appear about coronavirus mutation. Townberger/Towfik
suggests that birds’ viruses do not tend to attack human beings, but pigs’ too,
which can be infected by birds’ viruses. Besides, breathing the virus from the
residues of the chicken, he hypothesizes the occurrence of subtle genetic changes
inside the pigs, through recombination when their coinfecting viruses and the
chickens’ exchange genetic information, creating a novel virus that becomes
ready to infect human beings. It turns out to be more deadly and dangerous,
resulting in a new pestilence.
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It is remarkable that Towfik predicts its expected location. He poses the
question “And where do pigs and the chickens meet?” And his answer is only at
Chinese farmers’ barns or stockyards. Thus, every “Chinese farmer hides a
laboratory for dangerous biological experiments. In [these] stockyards, unique
unheard of types of viruses are created. Therefore, the most deadly and worst flu
is the Asian flu, which is resonant of the plague” (Towfik 2010, 60). Based on
this fear, team H wonders if Cameroon’s virus is similar to the famous Hong
Kong virus, which was H5N1. Their concern is augmented by the high death rate
of the Cameroonian patients, out of 40, 10 die, that is 25%, and they fear that
this disease could get out of control and lead to the end of the world. Similar to
The Scarlet Plague, Towfik assumes that three quarter of the world population
could die and the rest would turn, as was the case in the prehistoric time, into
beasts fighting over food.
If in his depiction of an imagined plague and its aftermath, London raises the
issue of social justice, Towfik, through Alaa brings up the conspiracy theory.
The farm owner tells him that he had a visit from a Chinese vet with two men to
vaccinate his chickens with what he thought to be vitamins to make them
healthier. In his long discussion with the team members, Alaa thinks they might
have been injected with a virus, which brings the possibility of a biological war
(Towfik 2010, 70, 71). The conspiracy theory looms when they bring the issue
of the vaccine. It is very difficult to find an effective one; as the virus mutates
every now and then, which makes the anti-bodies, after some time, ineffective
(77-78). Once more, as an experienced and knowledgeable Tropical Medicine
specialist, Towfik elaborately explains how every virus has its own vaccine
tailored for it. The discussion is reminiscent of the huge debate that is taking
place, at the time of writing this paper, regarding the different Covid 19 vaccines
and their effectiveness/ineffectiveness. The vaccine issue in the novel also brings
up the massive pharmaceutical corporation business, being much bigger than
arms trade and working across continents. A member of team H clearly shows
how suspicious he is about these companies whose income exceeds that of the
continent of Europe: “Someone injected the chicken. A virus that has no roots in
this country suddenly appears. An enthusiastic company offers the vaccine at a
very expensive price. It appears on the scene unexpectedly quickly!” (84) A
Chinese doctor among the team believes that these companies like to fish in
troubled water; for they do not care about people but are mainly concerned about
making money “a sea of dollars is available for whoever is ready to amass it”
(92).
However, by the end of the novel, it turns out that the poultry feed contains
dangerous items. This brings the issue of messing with animal feed (fodder and
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forage), ruining the environment, and resulting in the breed of new diseases such
as Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD), or mad cow disease7 (Towfik 2010, 106).
Out of ignorance, a cleaning man called John, who works at both Safari Unit and
the infected farm, mixes medical leftovers of the lab (blood bags and lab
samples) with the poultry feed, instead of burning them, thinking that he is giving
them extra protein. Besides, he has broken a jar that contains human tissues with
H1N1 virus, and adds them to the poultry feed, which means that he has fed the
chicken with the virus. This is how the viral disease starts. However, whether it
is a biological war or human negligence, Towfik, similar to London, ends his
novel warning his readers that: “[t]he terrifying real epidemic is doubtlessly
coming. It will start from somewhere in China or Hong Kong. […] At that time,
we can only count on the mercy of God […] and then on microbiology and the
speed of inventing a vaccine” (110).
Conclusion
By examining the four texts, it is clear that despite their diversity of genre,
setting, time and background, they all address our twenty-first Covid-19 world.
They appeal to our fear of contagion and death, to the threat of physical,
psychological and economic losses. Moreover, they address our anxiety
regarding a third world war that might be a biological one, leading to the end of
the world. On the one hand, in Taha Hussain’s The Days, the reader sympathizes
with the family’s and the lad’s traumatic experience of losing the young talented
son/brother and share the painful feelings of the mourners while watching the
death procession of the Cholera victims in Nazek Al-Malaika’s poem. On the
other hand, Jack London’s and Ahmed Khaled Towfik’s imagined plague and
viral diseases and the latter’s theory of a possible biological war, address the
reader’s suspicion of Covid-19 as a manufactured virus that might mark the
beginning of the apocalypse or the end of the world. Most importantly, the texts
touch upon what is common in humanity, showing the best and worst in it. The
human solidarity and noble actions in The Days -represented in the neighbours’
support of the devastated family- and in The Scarlet Plague- through a few selfsacrificing characters- reveal the good side of humanity. Contrary to them, the
violent and beastly attitude depicted in London’s novel and the hinted at greed
of the pharmaceutical business, in Towfik’s novel brings the reader face to face
with his/her dark side. All of these situations, feelings and thoughts prove the
endless power and therapeutic effect of literature and how it will always remain
a relieving aid in times of crisis such as the current Covid Tsunami-like situation.
What the future holds for humanity will always remain a mystery; this is again
what life and literature teach us every single day.
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Endnotes
1

As a professor of modern British and American literature, I was one of the
presenters in a webinar organized in April 2020 by the Fulbright Commission in
Egypt regarding the role of the humanities during the pandemic and the
lockdown. I also presented at the international conference on Blended Learning
and Online Teaching in November of the same year. In both events the presenters
agreed upon the important role of humanities, particularly literature, during our
Covid crisis and its success in engaging students and readers.
2
The translation of the poem is partly mine as well as Husain Haddawy’s,
with Nathalie Handal in The Poetry of Arab Women: A Contemporary
Anthology. Ed. Nathalie Handal. Interlink Books: New York, 2001.
3
Angawanderi seems to be a fictional city; for having searched for cities and
settlements on the Cameroon-Nigeria borders, I could not find this city.
4
All quotations from About Birds We Talk, are my translation.
5
Nakalanga is a “disease similar to nodding syndrome [and it] was first
reported in Uganda by AB Raper in 1950”. It was so called “because of the
pathological dwarfism and the affected persons were incapable of procreation. It
occurred among the dwellers of Mabira forest near the source of the Nile in
Uganda” (Ndeezi). As for nodding syndrome, it “is a mentally and physically
disabling disease that affects children, typically between the ages of 5 and 15.
The disease is characterized by episodes of repetitive nodding of the head, with
progression to generalized tonic-clonic seizures, mental deterioration and
physical incapacity” (Ndeezi).
6
According to WHO, SARS or Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome is “a
viral respiratory disease caused by a SARS-associated coronavirus. It was first
identified at the end of February 2003 during an outbreak that emerged in China
and spread to 4 other countries.” https://www.who.int/health-topics/severeacute-respiratory-syndrome#tab=tab_1.
In his novel Towfik mentions that SARS started in the Chinese district
Gwandong.
7
According to NHS, this is a rare and fatal disease that “causes brain damage
that worsens rapidly over time.”
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/creutzfeldt-jakob-disease-cjd/#:~:text=
Creutzfeldt%2DJakob%20disease%20(CJD),that %20worsens%20rapidly%20
over%20time.
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Unsettling Epiphanies: Rereading José Saramago’s
Blindness in the time of Covid-19
Jaidaa Hamada*
As the entire world finds itself in the grip of Covid-19, a global pandemic that
is shaking even the most advanced of countries to their foundations, and leaving
behind long-term sequelae in all domains, interest in reading and rereading
novels about pestilences, diseases and crises has become a shared endeavour. In
many instances, it has even become a coping mechanism with a world that seems
to be irredeemably disintegrating. A case in point is the Portuguese Nobel
Laureate José Saramago’s dystopian novel Blindness (1995).1 Of all the
pandemic-related novels one has read,2 Blindness is particularly chosen for the
way it offers an epiphanic insight into humanity, unsettling as it is, in times of
adversity, through the paradoxical implications of a blindness epidemic that
illuminates more than it obscures. What is ultimately revealed is a new
perception of reality; an uncovering of what is so often overlooked, shunned or
taken for granted. If there is anything humans need now, it is definitely this
experience of illumination in a world whose ramifications have proven to be
beyond humanity’s ken. As such, the concept of literary epiphany will be of
central importance to rereading Blindness while one is dealing first-hand with
Covid-19.
This paper thus seeks to present a space for self-reflection on how personal
experiences with calamitous situations can alter one’s outlook on oneself and the
ambient world, and can enhance one’s identification with fictional works. To
achieve this end, it will endeavour to show that the historical meandering of
infectious diseases one has read about in fiction is no longer in the realm of the
distant and the impersonal. It is now transmuted to the realm of the present and
the personal, making literary works about pandemics/epidemics more relatable,
and making dystopian fiction not only a theoretical framework for this paper, but
also a most apt background against which one can reread Blindness in the time
of Covid-19. A brief explication of the concept of literary epiphany, and an
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ensuing overview of dystopian fiction thus become imperative before one can
reflect on the connections between the text and one’s experience with Covid-19.
To begin with, derived from the Greek word epiphaneia, epiphany means
“appearance,” “showing forth,” or “manifestation” (“Literary” 2013). In literary
terms, it refers to that decisive moment when a character reaches a realization or
an awareness, after which events are seen through the prism of this new light.
The term epiphany was introduced into literary criticism by James Joyce,3 who
used it “to describe the insight or revelation gained when one suddenly
understands the essence of a (generally commonplace) object, gesture,
statement, situation, moment, or mentality – that is, when one ‘sees’ that
commonplace for what it is really beneath the surface” (Murfin and Ray 1997,
109). Put differently, epiphany is “a special kind of transformational catalyst”
(Yacek and Gary 2020), offering new insights into what has been taken for
granted or treated with levity. Along the lines of these definitions, and as will be
explained throughout this paper, Saramago’s dismal portrayal of humanity in
Blindness and one’s experience with Covid-19, may be deservedly described as
epiphanic experiences that render dystopian fiction a lived reality.
Since dystopia4 is generally defined as “a portrait of some place understood
to be worse than the one we inhabit” (Wegner 2014, 455), this paper will
endeavour to show how Saramago’s bleak depiction of the human condition, as
well as today’s world since Covid-19 has become rampant, are aptly dystopian
in their essence. By implication, Saramago’s text may be said to rightfully fall
under the umbrella of dystopian literature/fiction, which, in turn, is broadly
defined as “imaginative literature that constructs flawed fictional societies, the
shortcomings of which satirize ideal utopian societies, or specific real-world
societies, or both” (Booker 2005, 32). This literary model became an established
genre in the twentieth century, particularly after the Second World War,
begetting “a distinctive aesthetics of disaster” (Ameel 2016, 796).5 In an era of
massive world wars, nuclear threats, capitalist and technological domination,
starvation, genocide, pandemics/epidemics, environmental disasters among
many other horrors, it was only natural for “[l]iterary utopias [to] run out of
steam” (797), giving way to dystopian and apocalyptic narratives. At the heart
of these cataclysmic writings is the theme of disaster: “The primary focus of
dystopia is disaster, nightmare made real – whether in the form of natural
catastrophes, totalitarian political regimes or war” (Tearle 2016, 112).
To a great extent, living through the throes of Covid-19 has served to
exacerbate the harrowing dimension of the catastrophes one has read about in
dystopian literature. As far as Blindness is concerned, the very same theme of
disaster runs rife from beginning to end. This can even be evinced at the onset
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of the epidemic when one of the characters affirms: “it’s a disaster, yes a
disaster” (Saramago 2004, 5). Additionally, the way Saramago maps out his
dystopia portends the possibility of more devastating potentialities for already
extant calamities. It is worth mentioning in this context that the outbreak of a
disease is a particular case of a disaster: “It is distinct from earthquakes, bushfire,
or floods, due to some key characteristics: [it] has a wave pattern behaviour and
might re-infect the same-affected area/population; disease outbreak can cross
geographic boundaries to be a global phenomenon” (Ammirat, Linzalone, and
Felicetti 2020).
Opting for blindness as his dystopian disaster, Saramago depicts a sordid
picture of degeneration, violence and savagery. Throughout the narrative,
blindness transcends being a visual impairment/disease to become a ravaging
epidemic that indiscriminately afflicts the inhabitants of the city chosen by
Saramago as the setting of his novel. It is a “white sickness”, on account of which
the afflicted behold nothing but “a milky sea” (2004, 6). Symbolically, blindness
in the text can be understood as an allegory for the loss of social and political
order. The paradoxical meaning of it can also be evinced in the concluding lines
of the novel: “I don’t think we did go blind, I think we are blind, Blind but seeing,
Blind people who can see, but do not see” (Saramago 2004, 309). Sweeping
through the city, the blindness epidemic brings about destruction, chaos, moral
depravity, and sadism. Against such a dystopian backdrop, not for once does
Saramago’s insight into human nature falter. He unflinchingly describes the
epidemic’s potential to bring out both the best and worst of people. Accordingly,
one cannot but make connections between Saramago’s world and today’s
pandemic.
Generally speaking, pandemics are large-scale epidemics afflicting people
across the world. They are caused by organisms, bacteria or viruses, for which
most people do not have preexisting immunity, and which can transmit easily
between individuals (Vos 2021). The wholesale repercussions of a pandemic are
even evoked in the origin of the word. Derived from the Greek word
“pandemos”, it literally translates to “common to all people” (Ammirat,
Linzalone, and Felicetti 2020). What makes a pandemic even more menacing
than any other natural disaster is the fact that it “is not a single, discrete, and
time-bounded event. It is instead a continuous process, that operates over a time
horizon which lasts until there is extinction of the pathogen or introduction of a
vaccine” (Ammirat, Linzalone, and Felicetti 2020). In today’s world, the SARSCoV2 virus, with its diminutive size of 0.00012 millimeters, has brought about
massive destruction (Vos 2021, 2).6 Equally destructive to its direct somatic
effects are its psychological repercussions and what it has unleashed about
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humanity’s potential to degenerate into a dystopian existence; hence the
connection between Saramago’s Blindness and the current human experience
with Covid-19.
The connection between both will be discussed in terms of a series of
unsettling epiphanies; disturbing ones that attest to the frailty of the human
condition. Chief among the ideas that will be addressed are: apocalyptic life; the
universality of the characters; the intriguing nature of both Saramago’s epidemic
and Covid-19; fear as a universal feeling that underlies dystopian worlds;
humanity’s battle against social collapse in the time of crises, and its
degeneration into savagery in the absence of laws; the grave consequences that
result from indifference to imminent disasters; man’s potential for violence and
brutality; undermining man’s putative mastery over the world; quarantine in both
the novel and as a lived experience; collective feelings of malaise in the
aftermath of disasters; social stigmatization; manifestations of valiance and
heroism in dystopian worlds; and the overwhelming feelings of exile and
forlornness that typify times of adversity. The significance of the novel’s stylistic
features will also be discussed.
Prior to the outbreak of Covid-19, reading Saramago’s novel amounted to an
apocalyptic portrayal of an unnamed city in an unnamed country that
inexplicably gets ravaged by an unnamed blindness epidemic, afflicting almost
all its unnamed characters, or more accurately victims, some of whom are
referred to using physical attributes such as the “doctor’s wife”, “the girl with
the dark glasses,” “the old man with the dark eye patch,” “the dog of tears,” “the
boy with the squint”, “the car thief,” among many others. Nonetheless, having
lived through the throes of Covid-19, the universality of the characters is
heightened to disturbing measures. It all starts when a man driving his car and
waiting for the traffic lights turns blind and sees everything white. “I am blind.
I am blind” (Saramago 2004, 4), he cries out loud, thus signaling the onset of the
infectious blindness that overtakes the city. “I see everything white,” he explains
to an ophthalmologist (14), who is ironically the next victim. Soon afterwards
several of the ophthalmologist’s patients get afflicted, until the disease spreads
to almost the entire population. A quarantine is set up in an attempt to curtail it,
and the first infected are isolated in a mental asylum. The doctor’s wife is the
only inmate who retains her sight, but she does not announce this to be able to
accompany her husband. At this stage, the victims are hopeful and have faith in
the better judgment of the authorities. A new social structure, paralleling the
society at large and under the control of the government, is consequently founded
within the walls of the asylum. As more infected people arrive, a hierarchy of
power develops, but matters soon get out of hands and all measures to contain
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the disease go awry, with all institutions collapsing one after the other and the
inmates becoming panic-stricken. Apprehensions about the food supplies are
heightened as the ideals of a civilized society fall apart and the government
adopts inept and highly coercive measures. The mounting anger exhibited by
some indignant internees foreshadows the degeneration of the state of affairs
inside the ward: “We’re locked up here, We’re all going to die in here, This isn’t
right, Where are the doctors we were promised, this was something new, the
authorities had promised doctors, medical assistance, perhaps even a complete
cure” (65).
Very much like the sudden appearance and disappearance of the blindness
epidemic in the novel, scientists and experts are still intrigued by Covid-19 and
do not have a clear understanding of the virus’ behavior and mutations:
“COVID-19 does not have a clear roadmap like previous pandemics, but,
instead, this pandemic seems to lead us to unexpected intersections and sidetracks without knowing where we are” (Vos 2021, 2). Shaking the medical
establishment to its foundations, we are still “unsure about the long-term
symptoms, the best treatment options, the most effective precautions to minimise
viral transmission, and the feasibility of developing a vaccination that will halt
the pandemic” (2). The way the ophthalmologist is perplexed as he ponders the
nature of the blindness contagion is very much today’s dilemma:
I cannot think of any solution […] I shall look up some books,
take another look at the bibliography, perhaps I will find some
clue […] it could be psychic blindness, but then it would be the
first case with these characteristics […] it also occurred to me that
this might be a case of amaurosis, but […] this blindness is white,
precisely the opposite of amaurosis which is total darkness unless
there exists some form of white amaurosis, a white darkness […]
something unheard of. (Saramago 2004, 20-21)
Wracking his brain, he distraughtly concludes that “it might be a variant of
psychic blindness or amaurosis, but there appears to be no evidence of any such
symptoms ever having been established” (21).
In their asylum, the inmates ponder possible reasons for their sudden loss of
sight. While one of them postulates that it can be attributed to fear, another
suggests that they have been symbolically blinded even before the actual
epidemic breaks out. Commenting on the deeper implications of blindness in the
novel, Krista Brune postulates:
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At first, the novel describes this blindness as a medical epidemic
that could be contained through quarantine and other precautions.
Comments about the blindness soon become less grounded in
medical terminology and more connected to philosophical
musings, social observations, and political commentary.
Individuals recently rendered blind ponder the relationship
between fear and blindness. (2010, 94)
As one is experiencing Covid-19, the relationship between fear and the outbreak
of a pandemic becomes the hallmark of today’s world. It is not only fear about
the perdition of humanity, but equally unnerving is the fear about the crumbling
of the ideals of civilization in the absence of strict surveillance and laws like
what happens in Saramago’s dystopian world. If “[t]he sudden onset of blindness
reminds readers that able-bodiedness is a temporary condition at best” (94),
Covid-19 has not only served the same purpose, but has even brought about
many alarming epiphanies about the precarious stature of man in the universe.
Moreover, adversarial times show that humans are not as rational, level-headed
and altruistic as one often assumes.
Since time immemorial, laws have been passed to curb evil deeds and to pay
tribute to the ideals of civilization. However, in the absence of laws, as the novel
reveals, humans revert to bestiality and barbarism, and consequently collective
violence ensues. In their struggle for sustenance, they become totally oblivious
to any manifestation of civilized behaviour, “but who cares about the
regulations”, Saramago states (2004, 81). Paralleling the increase in the number
of contaminated internees, “[r]obberies, bullies, lies and cruelties rule and
oppress this space with greater force. After a while, no one watches over or cares
for the camp anymore, because everyone in the city has gone blind. Knowing
that no one is watching, almost everyone loses discipline; robberies, bullies, lies
and cruelties intolerable to the eye before now rule the hearts” (Lau 2006).
As the number of contaminated victims witness an exponential upsurge, the
asylum, or this “inhumane quarantine” as described by Saramago (2004, 154),
becomes a hotbed of collective violence, murder, rape, and fighting over the
basic necessities of life — food, medicine and clean water, thereby mirroring the
state of affairs in the society outside. Anarchy, chaos and corruption reign
supreme and all endeavours to impart order are doomed to failure. A
quintessential dystopian image resonates in the following description:
Now, with all the beds occupied, all two hundred and forty, not
counting the blind inmates who have to sleep on the floor, no
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imagination, however fertile and creative in making comparisons,
images and metaphors, could aptly describe the filth here. It is not
just the state to which the lavatories were soon reduced, fetid caverns
such as the gutters in hell full of condemned souls must be, but also
the lack of respect shown by some of the inmates or the sudden
urgency of others that turned the corridors and other passageways
into latrines. (Saramago 2004, 125)
The atavistic state to which the inmates regress is one of the many unsettling
epiphanies that punctuate Saramago’s narrative, and by implication, underlie
one’s apprehensions about Covid-19.
The soldiers who are entrusted with the task of guarding the asylum
exacerbate the chaotic situation through their repressive attitude towards the
infected which go as far as shooting down some of them in a battle for food, until
they themselves become afflicted with blindness. An armed group seizes power
and starts to subjugate the other inmates, wreaking more havoc and degeneration.
A gang of hoodlums is formed. They resort to force and start subjugating the
women to have sex with them in exchange for medicine and food. The repugnant
aura that shrouds the asylum is worth quoting in this context: “The contaminated
internees […] saw the bodies lying in a heap, the blood wending its way
sinuously on to the tiled floor where it slowly spread, as if it were a living thing,
and then the containers with food. Hunger drove them on, there stood that much
desired sustenance” (Saramago 2004, 81). The rampant squalor, the brutal
conflict over food, and the escalating callousness of the afflicted people
underscore the dystopian nature of the novel.
With the impending threat of starvation looming over the asylum, the
belligerent inmates burn it down and flee to the world outside. Much to their
dismay, the city is devastated, the government has collapsed, all manifestations
of a civilized life have become extinct, and their life becomes a struggle for
survival against disease, violence, starvation and mass death. Roaming about the
“demented labyrinth of the city” (206), they come across a church where holy
statues have their eyes covered with pieces of white cloth. Likewise, the
paintings have their eyes obscured by blotches of white paint. In a world that has
been irredeemably changed, the doctor and his wife try to forge familial ties
among the survivors and they take them to their still-existing house until the
blindness epidemic starts to inexplicably disappear and all the survivors regain
their sight.7
The portrait of the human condition depicted by Saramago seems to be at bay
until a lived experience renders it a gruesome reality. Reading Blindness before
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the outbreak of Covid-19, one was taken aback by the harrowing experience
Saramago chronicles. Nonetheless, rereading the novel during one’s first-hand
experience with a pandemic, one realizes how the current situation is as
devastating as the fictional transcription. Since the outbreak of Covid-19 in
Wuhan, China, in December 2019, the entire world has drastically changed.
Sooner than expected, the epidemic’s appalling reality has proliferated
everywhere. By March 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared
the outbreak a pandemic. “Hundreds of thousands have died, millions have been
ill and billions of people and businesses have felt the impacts of COVID-19 even
if it's just simply working from home or having to wear a mask while shopping”
(Miller 2020). More thoroughgoing changes can be discerned in the way “the
world has witnessed an explosion of effects like lockdown of cities, travel bans,
states of emergencies, sealed international borders, deserted airports, train
stations, tourist attractions, stadiums and theme parks, postponed big
international sporting events, shutdown of schools and closed places of worship
never before seen in this century” (Salcedo 2020). Attesting to the malevolence
of Covid-19 is the way it is
endangering the health not just of one city but of the whole world,
entrenching and deepening xenophobia, creating new forms of cruel
economic motives, imperialism, capitalism, racial-based violence,
and man-planned pauperization of the world are just some of its most
conspicuous facets. Indeed, people around the world have become
increasingly closed off from one another as sweeping travel bans
accelerated, walling regions apart as a viral pandemic unfolds.
(Salcedo 2020)
Just like in Saramago’s quarantine, there will always be those who will exploit
and subjugate the vulnerable and the dispossessed.
The epiphanic dimension of the pandemic is palpable in the way it has
repudiated man’s alleged mastery over the universe. Typical of apocalyptic
experiences, Covid-19 has allowed one a scope for self-reflection. This can be
understood along the lines of the consensus that
[p]eril is the mirror we hold up to ourselves. It forces us to ask
what it means to be human. It focuses our attention on the
shortness and uncertainty of our lives. We imagine the worst—
death, the death of our children, the destruction of our way of life.
Would we be able to withstand the suffering? Would our
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cherished institutions fail? Would chaos erupt? (Wuthnow 2010,
2)
If one has mulled over these existential questions while reading Blindness, now,
against the backdrop of Covid-19, they recur with an overwhelming urgency.
Stylistically, Saramago’s doing away with quotation marks, paragraphs
indentation and most punctuation marks except full stops and commas, aligns
the novel more with reality than with a fictionalized rendering of it since these
formal features are akin to written texts. So by removing them, one feels
immersed in this dystopian existence. Similarly, “[d]ialogue is simply absorbed
into the narrative discourse rather than being set off from it” (Thomas 2012, 25),
as if one is already engaged in a conversation with the characters. This proximity
to Saramago’s world makes one all the more apprehensive about the
repercussions of today’s pandemic lest the situation degenerates on the same epic
scale. To the very same effect is Saramago’s use of the stream-of-consciousness
technique by means of which his characters transcend textual boundaries,
yielding a most disturbing familiarity to one’s own thoughts and apprehensions.
In so sketching his dystopian world, Saramago achieves a most apt marriage of
form and content:
The novel is very dense and complex not only as to the topic but also
as to the arrangement of the text. Throughout the novel, there are no
quotation marks, subtitles, chapters or paragraphs. Morever, the cast
of characters does not have any names […]. However these
characteristics were not implemented by chance […] a reader will
become particularly absorbed in the text, even to the point of having
the impression of becoming an additional character in the novel and
experiencing the story’s blindness in a similar way that the
protagonist does. (Dachs 2012, 44)
Since “[t]he subgenre of dystopia […] portrays communities ruled by a less
perfect principle than the author’s own society, intended to warn readers against
dangerous trends in contemporary society” (Dietz 1990, 116), rereading
Blindness thus serves as a warning sign against the hazards of treating Covid-19
in a facetious manner. In Blindness, the initial cases are off-handedly looked at
and are even dismissed as unworthy of serious attention. “I am certain that thanks
to your prompt action we shall be able to limit and control the situation”, the
Minister says assuredly in a phone call to the doctor (Saramago 2004, 34).
Sooner than expected, however, the epidemic gains momentum, wreaking havoc
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everywhere. One cannot but recall the very same nonchalant attitude embraced
by some individuals and governments when Covid-19 first made its advent. Even
as it peaked, they persisted in downplaying its extent, and even went as far as
protesting for lifting the lockdown and the ensuing quarantine. It is only when
matters go out of hands that humans’ self-complacency, in both the novel and
real life, is nudged, and it is only when one bears witness to a real pandemic that
one can grasp the frailty of man’s taken-for-granted superiority in the face of
deterministic perils. In both the novel and today’s world, an ever-growing sense
of malaise and helplessness become omnipresent.
Since human behaviour is a key factor in gauging the parameters of any crisis,
Saramago’s somber world may be said to propagate the archetypal dystopian
image of man as “as a fallen creature driven by hubris (excessive pride) to
transgress what its authors regard as the proper limits of man’s interference with
nature” (Dietz 1990, 116). In describing an act of theft that takes place at the
outset of the narrative, resulting in the blindness of the thief, Saramago ironically
posits that “generosity […] and altruism […] are the two best traits of human
nature” (2004, 17). It is not long before his irony gives way to a stark image of
degeneration and brutality as he portrays the internees losing their humanity and
becoming irredeemably callous: “Bearing in my mind that the dead belonged to
the one as much as the other, the occupants of the first and second wards gathered
together in order to decide whether they should eat first and then bury the
corpses, or the other way round. No one seemed interested in knowing who had
died” (83). Saramago’s promulgation of an image of civilization in shambles
leaves one with uncertainty about a virulent resurgence of the Covid-19 crisis on
a more devastating scale. As Salcedo suggests, “[p]eople's lives are disrupted
and altered not just directly by the virus itself but even more so, indirectly, by
the unpredictable ways in which the different segments of society are responding
to the threat and risk that the disease poses” (2020).
To the disruption of one’s self-composure, fear of the pandemic itself
becomes conjoined with the lingering fear of the ensuing assault on the ideals of
civilisation like what happens in Saramago’s world since manifestations of
social chaos are already under way but still on a small scale. For example, the
rampant panic ensuing with Covid-19 has bred antagonistic feelings that escalate
to “blame games and pointing fingers between nations and numerous racist and
xenophobic attacks against Asians but even on anyone who coughs or sneezes.
World news coverage attests that the attacks range from physical to verbal to
financial” (Salcedo 2020). Along the same lines, a mounting sense of
antagonism is bred between those who are wary of the pandemic and take all
precautionary measures in an attempt to stave it off, and those who dismiss it as
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a game of politics, and accordingly blame the media for hyping the virus via its
sensationalist language. The distraught and panic-stricken, on their part,
sometimes resort to stockpiling hoards of canned food, bottled water and many
other basic amenities in their battle against an impending doom, and accordingly
heighten the ambient crisis. We have seen some even go as far as fighting over
toilet paper, face masks and hand-sanitisers. Worst of all, either out of fear of
being shunned, or out of utter selfishness, some patients afflicted with Covid-19
at an initial stage, or when it is not very severe, move around unconcernedly,
perpetuating the spreading of the virus. In short, anticipating humans’ reactions
in the face of the present calamitous situation is as unforeseeable as the pandemic
itself. This lends credence to the consensus that “peril is terrifying and causes us
to react with our emotions. Also, we respond less effectively than we might
because it is difficult to assess risks” (Wuthnow 2010, 2).
Although the pandemic is relatively ebbing in some places, “[n]ow, we are
experiencing COVID-19 fatigue, trying to emerge from its dense fog that
pervaded every facet of our lives. We are fully cognizant that there will not be a
return to the previous 'normal.' The pernicious virus had a transformative effect
that did not spare any component of our society. Full recovery will not be easy”
(Nasrallah 2020). With Saramago’s dystopia in mind, grappling with the
aftermath of Covid-19, or what Henry Nasrallah refers to as “Covid-19 fatigue”,
is adulterated with morbid apprehensions about ensuing waves of the virus,
alongside more prospective fissures in the economic, medical, political and
social institutions. If this means anything, it attests to the tenuous tie that anchors
humans to the world they have long taken for granted; a morbid epiphany that
Covid-19 has unearthed.
Before one’s experience with a global pandemic, though the sense of
vulnerability that engulfs Saramago’s world yields a disquieting impact, it is, at
the end of the day, transient; that is to say, it does not perpetually permeate one’s
consciousness. Nonetheless, being contemporaneous with Covid-19 has bred
nightmarish repercussions that have become inextricably bound up with every
aspect of one’s existence. Even everyday conversation has become permeated
with a Covid-19 repertoire. For example, “our language has expanded with the
lexicon of pandemic terminology” (Nasrallah 2020). Familiar words acquire a
new unsettling dimension and a more tangible existence in the context of today’s
pandemic. Paradoxically, the term ‘positive’ is now fraught with nightmarish
connotations as if one’s fate is sealed with it. The phrase ‘the new normal’ is
widely used to denote the changes human behaviour has undergone in attempt
to come to terms with life during, and in the aftermath of, Covid-19. ‘Quarantine’
is another obvious example that is worth elaborating on.
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Figuring predominantly in Blindness, quarantine denotes the isolation of the
characters during the outbreak of the epidemic. Prior to the Covid-19 experience,
‘quarantine’ denotes merely spatial isolation, described in the novel as follows:
According to the ancient practice, inherited from the time of cholera
and yellow fever when ships that were contaminated or suspected of
carrying infection had to remain out at sea for forty days, and in
words within the grasp of the general public, it was a matter of
putting all these people into quarantine, until further notice […] this
could as easily mean forty days as forty weeks, or forty months, or
forty years, the important thing is that they should stay in quarantine.
(Saramago 2004, 36)
Nonetheless, one’s real experience with a global pandemic has rendered
quarantine more of a psychological state. Once Covid-19 has tightened its grip
on the world, strict quarantines have been implemented globally, truncating most
of real-life human interactions, and begetting the related term ‘social distancing’.
In Blindness, the way the sequestered inmates of the quarantine behave
exacerbates the dystopian image propagated by Saramago, where “[t]he victims,
who suddenly lose their eyesight, are quarantined inside an abandoned mental
institution, where all semblance of civility quickly evaporates” (Oppenheimer
2008). No longer is it empathy that one exhibits towards those victims; it is rather
a heightened sense of identification with their frailty and at the same time fear
of one’s liability to be divested of the same “semblance of civility”
(Oppenheimer 2008). Although in the time of today’s quarantine “video
services, such as Skype, Zoom, and Google Meet have become the primary way
for communication with people outside of our households - family members,
friends, teachers, students, business partners, co-workers, and clients (PejićBach 2020), and although technology has served to mitigate the sense of
isolation imposed by the lockdown, it is still no easy endeavour to look at the
brighter side of things as the world feels menaced by forthcoming waves of the
pandemic, against a chaotic backdrop like the one described by Saramago as
follows:
It would not be right to imagine that these blind people, in such great
numbers, proceed like lambs to the slaughter, bleating as is their
wont, somewhat crowded […] cheek by jowl, mingling breaths and
smells […]. A number of the new arrivals had already entered the
hallway, but two hundred persons cannot be expected to sort
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themselves out that easily, moreover blind and without a guide, this
painful situation being made even worse by the fact that we are in an
old building and badly designed at that. (2004, 105)
It is only by experiencing quarantine first-hand that one can sense the appalling
sequestration of Saramago’s characters that is rendered all the more stultifying
through his somber description of it as having “doorways so narrow that they
look more like bottle-necks, corridors as crazy as the other inmates of the
asylum, opening for no clear reason and finishing up who knows where” (105).
The debilitating repercussions of quarantine can also be evinced in the following
description: “Say to a blind man you’re free, open the door that was separating
him from the world, Go, you are free, we tell him once more, and he does not
go, he has remained motionless there in the middle of the road, he and the others,
they are terrified, they do not know where to go” (206).
Even after the curfew and lockdown have been lifted, and even if the ferocity
of the pandemic is alleviated in some places, the experience of the quarantine
remains a nightmarish one, likely to maim one’s psyche for life. It thus becomes
an epiphanic experience that makes one realise how far humans are no longer in
control of their lives, and how they have been taking their supremacy for granted.
The absurdity of existence becomes an irrefutable reality. In Hill’s viewpoint, at
the heart of Blindess is Saramago’s question: “what would remain if everything
that makes us human were removed” (1998). To endeavour to fathom an
explanation for the absurdity of the universe is by definition a Camusian
undertaking that renders one all the more bewildered. The way Camus’s The
Plague (1947) looms over the novel from beginning to end is quite conspicuous.
By implication, it becomes very much an underlying basis for the present day
experience with Covid-19. Worth quoting is the following extract from The
Plague: “Everybody knows that pestilences have a way of recurring in the world;
yet somehow we find it hard to believe in ones that crash down on our heads
from a blue sky. There have been as many plagues as wars in history; yet always
plagues and wars take people equally by surprise” (1947, 18). If Camus’ novel
reverberates in Saramago’s world, it is not only because they both chart the
escalation of an omnipresent infectious disease that descends upon a city and
predates on its inmates; but also because both novelists are primarily portraying
nothing less than the human condition which turns out to be gruesome in many
ways. When brought to bear upon today’s world, no particular solution is
posited; rather one is left to ponder the precarious condition of human existence.
In a similar vein, one is overtaken by a growing sense of vulnerability and
uncertainty, particularly because of the way the virus chooses its victims
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indiscriminately, precluding the possibility of the young and stout being
impervious to it. The way the infectious blindness spreads like wildfire in the
novel, with no foreseeable cure, exacerbates one’s already burgeoning fear lest
Covid-19 persists to be a ravaging pathogen with no conceivable vaccine.
Rereading Saramago’s description of the proliferation of blindness, one can
readily feel overrun by its disastrous dimension: “Blindness was spreading, not
like a sudden tide flooding everything and carrying all before it, but like an
insidious infiltration of a thousand and one turbulent rivults which, having
slowly drenched the earth, suddenly submerge it completely” (2004, 116).
As one witnesses the positive cases of Covid-19 and the ensuing death toll,
one cannot but be apprehensive about how “[t]he world's vulnerable populations
could face long-term clinical sequelae that might later develop” (Eddy, Schuster,
and Sase 2020), wreaking more havoc, emotional devastation and far-reaching
socioeconomic losses. Prior to Covid-19, and as one was reading Blindness,
one’s conception of what an incurably infectious disease was like was primarily
pivoted on imagination and information culled from one’s reading about it, be it
fictionalized or from scientific books. In other words, one experienced it “as
absent’, without “inspect[ing] the picture-like mental image” (Caracciolo 2013,
89). Real-life experience with Covid-19, however, becomes an epiphanic means
of realisation. One’s understanding of the harrowing details related to the
experience of battling a contagion that one has formerly read about
metamorphoses into becoming part of one’s psychological make-up.
Unfortunately, more detrimental than the clinical sequelae are the psychological
ones. In short, one is no longer an outsider to Saramogo’s dystopian world, but
an inextricable part of it. Accordingly, the harrowing details with which the
novel abounds are rendered all the more appalling. A case in point is the
following description: “the blind inmates running all over the place like
madmen, a repetition of what happened in the mental asylum when the fire broke
out, they would roll down the stairs, trampled and crushed by those coming
behind, who would also stumble and fall” (Saramago 2004, 220).
If humans, amongst whom oneself is no exception, have been listlessly
basking in the illusion that they can master the universe with their knowledge
and technological breakthroughs, the Covid-19 crisis has acted as an epiphanic
harbinger for more far-reaching realisations. Blinded by self-conceit and pride,
humans have been totally oblivious to the impending disaster, and some have
even gone as far as dismissing it as a storm in a teacup. Lau’s postulation is
worth quoting in this context: “‘Profound’ experiences that evoke in us shock,
fear, anxiety and trepidation are more and more founded on our ignorance about
the evils shaping our lives. Our ignorance, however, is proportionate to the
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‘knowing’ constructed by the information era. The more we come to ‘know,’ the
more impoverished our experience is” (2006). In other words, those ‘profound’
experiences are the epiphanies humans need to realize how misguided they are
in gauging their capabilities. A morbid epiphanic realization is that as scientific
and medical breakthroughs are catapulted to their pinnacle, man’s vulnerability
rises apace. As depicted in the novel, man is so vulnerable that even an exchange
of a glance suffices to transmit a deadly virus. Although the world has
experienced major crises in the past, “our time is unique in combining high levels
of technical expertise with a continuing sense of extreme vulnerability. The more
we learn about our world, the more we realise that our existence is precarious”
(Wuthnow 2010, 3). Against this tumultuous background, fear, that escalates to
panic, is perpetuated everywhere. Press releases, WHO alerts, and round-theclock news coverage reinforce the calamity the world is currently facing and that
the prospects of staving it off are quite slim.
To one’s utter desolation, “as successive layers of civilization are peeled from
the stricken inhabitants -- Saramago's story grows darker” (Driscoll 1998), and
so does today’s world as it plummets deeper into the throes of this accursed
pandemic. Pitted against the sudden outbreak of Covid-19, rereading
Saramago’s novel makes one identify with the initial state of panic that overtakes
the characters as they try to fathom the nature of this pathogen. The ensuing
dispiritedness with which the characters become fraught, referred to in the novel
as “the progressive deterioration of morale” (Saramago 2004, 117), is very much
today’s salient dreariness. At the nadir of the crisis, measures for mitigation and
containment go awry in both the novel and our present day world. Now one can
fully grasp how a personal illness can become a global crisis that takes its toll on
all aspects of life like what happens in the novel. As Marion Pinsdorf posits, at
the heart of Saramago’s novel are the questions: “How do people alter judgments
when their environment becomes life-threatening? Or shun social relationships
when ‘the other’ becomes an infectious threat?” (Pinsdorf 2005, 29). As one
ponders these questions, it becomes all too obvious that experiencing a pandemic
first-hand reshapes one’s relationship with oneself, with others and with the
surrounding world. It is not only one’s environment that becomes “lifethreatening” but rather the entire world as Covid-19 leaves no place free of its
ripples.
One also realises how people can be stigmatised by their affliction with an
infectious disease. In the novel, those afflicted with blindness are ghettoised in
the mental asylum as if they were demonized souls posing a menace to the
stability of their community. Even those outside the asylum are abandoned in
fear of the ravaging contagion: “The worst thing is that whole families […]
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rapidly became families of blind people, leaving no one who could guide and
look after them, nor protect sighted neighbours from them” (Saramago 2004,
117). A dichotomy sighted/blind is thus established, thereby exacerbating the
stigmatisation of the latter. Now that one has lived through Covid-19, it becomes
appallingly alarming to realise how selfish humans could be towards their fellow
humans. Driven by highly egoistic yet realistic intentions, and in one’s attempt
to salvage one’s health, one has a proclivity to think only about himself/herself.
A highly unsettling epiphany is that in those times of adversity one is not exempt
from prioritising his/her well-being: “More insidiously, dormant and
longstanding prejudices are activated as nations and various publics scan the
horizon for races and cultures to blame for this modern pestilence” (Salcedo
2020).
In this context, one is awed by the valiant attitude of front-line medical care
heroes on whom the death toll was and still is the greatest. Pitted against the
omnipotence of the virus, they are relentlessly exhibiting altruistic acts. Words
cannot do justice to their sacrificial stance in their lopsided battle against the
virulent pandemic. As the virus peaked, all around the world hospitals were
transformed to emergency services to attend to patients with Covid-19 infection,
and quarantine centers were made available at once. Since the outbreak of the
pandemic, hospital and intensive-care units have become arenas where medical
doctors and nurses have proven their dedication and valiance, and have
accordingly counterbalanced the overarching sense of disillusionment that has
become a hallmark of this era. Their individual interests have been sublimated
to a common cause. A dim ray of benevolence can also be evinced in some
gestures of kindness and charity exhibited by people from different walks of life
to help out those who are vehemently bearing the brunt of the pandemic. A
recourse to Camus is a valid undertaking in this context. According to Salcedo
“[t]hese 'heroes' fit into his idea of Absurdism, as in the face of a harsh, uncaring
universe, one must struggle to help others […] even if defeat is inevitable. This
kind of struggle in the face of certain death is a possible definition of heroism,
however, so Camus is proposing a kind of heroism in everyday life - to embrace
the Absurd, but at the same time to struggle hopelessly against it” (Salcedo 2020,
n. pag.).
In Blindness, Saramago attempts to take the edge off the morbid world he
depicts through the heroism of the doctor’s wife. According to Stone,
Another way of sneaking heroes into political literature is to
establish a world in which heroism is impossible, as in Jose
Saramago’s Blindness. Here, among all the (literally as well as
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metaphorically) blind, just one woman can see, and she uses her
vision to make life a little more bearable for those around her. She’s
not unrealistically sweet, though: Saramago creates narrative tension
by having her keep her vision secret, help her own spouse just more
than the others, and let her compassion and protective role lead her
into violence. (2009, 62)
The realism of the doctor’s wife, not being too ‘unrealistically sweet,’ becomes
all the more important as she is the one calls attention to the fact that painful
recollections indelibly scar one’s memories. This is the costly price she has to
pay as she is the one who witnesses first-hand the harrowing details others cannot
see. In her case, “she sees how the violence of blind obsessions breeds more
blind obsessions and violence, accumulating into a torrent flushing all
sentiments of kindness, forgiveness and generosity down the drain” (Lau 2006).
Therefore, Covid-19 is bringing out the best and worst about humanity just as
the blindness epidemic has done. Now that one has had an unprecedented
experience with a pandemic, one can better understand the role of the doctor’s
wife as a chronicler to the horrors that were wreaked behind the asylum walls.
Being contemporaneous with a pandemic on such an epic scale opens one’s eyes
to the absurdity of life one has been reading about in books. Emphasizing her
role, Brune states how “[b]y maintaining her sight during the blindness epidemic,
the doctor’s wife occupies a minority position, which allows her to reconsider
the dichotomies of sighted and blind to become more attuned to the implicit and
metaphorical meanings of vision within society” (n.d., 96). In the context of
today’s world battle against Covid-19, “the implicit and metaphorical meanings
of vision within society” become an unsettling epiphany, underscoring the
precariousness of human existence.
The characters’ feelings of exile and frailty as the disease progresses are very
much the morbid day-to-day realities that Covid-19 has unleashed: “There are
some here who cannot stop crying, others who are cursing, someone uttered a
terrible futile threat” (Saramago 2004, 105). Salcedo’s words are worth quoting
in this context: “We are now all exiles and prisoners but rather than just keeping
ourselves from being infected, we need to recognize that our health and fates are
inextricably linked to our fellow human beings and so working together as a
community of nations in the face of a common challenge is key” (n.d.). If
potential annihilation is a common threat, humans should, by now, be
enlightened to where they stand in the universe: not at the center to reign
supreme, but rather as part of a larger organic continuum that operates according
to a set of rules over which they have no control. Hardly a year passes without a
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calamity shaking the world to its foundations. As a result, the contemporary
world lives in perpetual anxiety, never ascertaining what is at stake next. If
Saramago zeroes in on the reactions of humans when all of a sudden everything
they have taken for granted goes awry, the lived experience renders Saramago’s
world all the more abysmal. Crushed by the disastrous Covid-19, man’s alleged
supremacy is ousted in a most alarming manner; hence an epiphany that reminds
humans to be less covetous and self-conceited, and more grateful and down to
earth.
In conclusion, resorting to dystopian literature as a niche for revisiting
Saramago’s Blindness, one cannot overlook the glaring parallels between the
afflicted world Saramago evokes and our present-day world since Covid-19 has
set in. As a specimen of dystopian fiction, Blindness has unremittingly conjured
up an appalling image of humanity’s regression into savagery in the absence of
strict moral codes. With very few exceptions, the blind characters in Saramago’s
novel lose not only their sight, but also their humanity, rationality, their ability
to tend to their most basic bodily needs, and their sense of morality. In a similar
vein, the current experience with Covid-19 has served to bring to our everyday
life the dismal themes with which dystopian fiction is fraught. Through a
plethora of unsettling epiphanies, one’s convictions about oneself and one’s
society are put to the test, if not undermined. No longer is one’s experience with
a dystopia a readable narrative; it is now a reality that looks one in the face and
makes one run the whole gamut of perturbing human emotions. As this study has
endeavoured to prove, reading/rereading Blindness in those tumultuous times,
one cannot but feel a sense of identification and proximity. Fictional boundaries
are transgressed, and a collective state of panic becomes the common
denominator for the present-day experience with Covid-19.
Akin to what happens in the novel, it takes a devastating pandemic to shed a
blinding light on some many taken-for-granted assumptions and to accordingly
unleash many unsettling epiphanies. As Covid-19 has established itself as a
paradigm-shift that will leave an indelible mark on the history of mankind, hard
now it is for one to imagine a world impervious to the eruption of similar if not
more devastating crises. Other crises will erupt with the same appalling
preposterousness. The contemporary perils that threaten humanity with perdition
will persist to be unsettling epiphanies that open one’s eyes to the tenuous tie
that binds humans to the universe.
Until the pandemic diminishes into oblivion, to keep on living in a world
fraught with forebodings is conducive to depression among many other
psychological ailments. What one can do is to try, hard as it is, to adapt to the
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“new normal” while strictly attending to all precautionary measures. To some
extent, being cautious invests one with a sense of consolation that one is doing
everything possible within one’s control. Nobody is impervious to the virus or
any other peril – this is what Covid-19 has consolidated, among so many
unsettling realizations about humans. Nonetheless, if one tries to search for a
glimpse of light amid an overwhelming dystopian existence, an awareness of
fragility maybe viewed as a potent motive for reconsidering one’s view of
oneself and the ambient world on a more realistic and accordingly less
disappointing note. Fear, anxiety, and panic are inevitable responses in the
context of the Covid-19 pandemic, but against all odds, one must seek solace in
the belief that such a crisis, sooner or later, will run its course. As more unsettling
epiphanies unfold, one is reminded that literature will always provide a mental
respite even if it is thematically dystopian, for we will always be reminded that
we are not the only ones who are dealing with a worldwide devastation wrought
by a pandemic or any other calamity. Why a particular crisis has occurred will
probably remain an existential question, leaving one with no definite answer, but
impelling one to look deeply within oneself to rediscover so many unearthed
realities about oneself and one’s relationship with the surrounding world.

Endnotes
1

José Saramago (1922-2010) the Portuguese novelist was awarded the Nobel
Prize for literature in 1998. In many of his works, he explored Portugal’s
troubled political identity. Although he took up literature relatively late in life,
he wrote extensively, and his works have been translated into many languages
and published throughout the world.
2
Literary works have always offered insights into the predicament of humans in
times of pestilences among so many other crises. A rich array of works is readily
available. In addition to Blindness, among the most memorable for me are Daniel
Defoe’s, A Journal of the Plague Year (1722); Albert Camus’ The Plague
(1947); Gabriel García Marquez’s Love in the Time of Cholera (1985), and Edgar
Allan Poe’s short story “The Masque of the Red Death” (1842).
3
James Joyce first used the term epiphany in his posthumously-published
Stephen Hero (1944), which turned out to be an early version of A Portrait of
the Artist as a Young Man (1916).
4
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the earliest recorded use of the
term dystopia – a modern Latin term derived from the Greek roots, δυσ, or ‘bad,’
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and τόπος, ‘place’ – appears in an 1868 speech by John Stuart Mill (Wegner
2014, 455).
5
Among the most famous examples of dystopian fiction are: Evgeny Zamyatin’s
We (1924), Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World (1932), George Orwell’s
Nineteen Eighty-Four (1949), William Golding’s Lord of the Flies (1954), Alan
Moore’s and David Lloyd’s V for Vendetta (1982), and Margaret Atwood’s The
Handmaid’s Tale (1985).
6
The disastrous effects of the virus can be discerned in a wide array of
symptoms, mostly:
This virus can lead to respiratory illness with symptoms such as
fever, coughing, sore throat, shortness of breath and sometimes a
lack of taste and smell, and cardiovascular symptoms. Eighty per
cent of all patients experience mild symptoms, whereas 13%
experience severe symptoms and 6% suffer from critical conditions
such as severe pneumonia and respiratory or multiple organ failure.
Whereas most patients experience these symptoms only for a brief
period, almost one in five report remaining symptoms in the long
term. Individuals most at risk of developing severe COVID-19 are
elderly individuals and those with underlying medical conditions.
[…] COVID-19 is the third large coronavirus outbreak in less than
20 years, after the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in
2002–3 and the Middle East Acute Respiratory Syndrome (MERS)
in 2012. Other recent pandemics include the Zika virus in 2015, the
H1N1 swine flu in 2009, the H5N1 bird flu in 2008, and the Ebola
virus in 2004. (Vos 2021, 5)
7
Seeing, published in Portuguese in 2004 and then in English in 2006, is the
sequel Saramago wrote to Blindness. The novel is set in the same unnamed
country and begins with a parliamentary election, in which the majority of the
people cast blank ballots. Some of the characters from Blindness appear in the
second half of the novel.
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Representation of Social Actors in Medical Humanities: A Multimodal
Study of Selected English and Arabic Infographics on COVID-19

Lubna Adel Sherif*
Introduction
For long, mental health was regarded as the absence of illness or disorder.
This idea was challenged by Keyes (2002), who clarifies that mental health is
concerned with positive feelings and life functioning, which ensure the mental
and psychological well-being of individuals. The COVID-19 pandemic posed a
real threat to the mental and psychological well-being of many individuals who
experienced anxiety for fear of contracting the virus. In addition, the restrictive
measures taken by several countries, including total shut down or quarantine,
imposed many changes on people’s daily lives: People had to cope with a new
reality where students were homeschooled, and employees worked from home.
This state of isolation put the mental health of many people at risk, which
mandated an action from health workers and organizations.
Medical humanities “mainly developed in the twentieth and twenty-first
century as a tool to give voice back to patients, fragile people, and persons who
had no right to speak and claim how they lived their disease” (Marini 2016, 13).
The graphics used in medical humanities communicate ideas by blending textual
and visual elements. The term “Infographics” is a blend of “information
graphic,” and it can be defined as “a visualization of data or ideas that tries to
convey complex information to an audience in a manner that can be quickly
consumed and easily understood” (Smiciklas 2012, 3). They are substantially
used in the health and medical sectors to enable healthcare professionals to
deliver medical information on the population level and overcome language
barriers (McCrorie, Donnelly, and McGlade 2016). The World Health
Organization (WHO) and the Egyptian Ministry of Health (MoH) as official
health establishments provided support and guidance not only to those inflicted
with COVID-19 but to those whose psyche and well-being were affected as well.
The current study examines the multimodal representation of social actors in the
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selected English and Arabic infographics to reveal their inclusion/exclusion in
constructing a mental-health-relieving discourse.
The current study explores the verbal and visual realization of the social
actors represented in the selected English and Arabic infographics. It attempts to
identify the social actors included/excluded in the replacement of fear discourse
with hope. It also aims at revealing the common linguistic representations of the
social actors between English and Arabic infographics in an attempt to answer
the following questions: To what extent are the represented social actors
included/excluded in the construction of a discourse of hope for mental health?
What are the common linguistic patterns used in the English and Arabic
infographics to include/exclude the represented social actors? To answer these
questions, the study applies van Leeuwen’s (2008) Social Actors Framework to
analyze selected infographics.
2. Critical Discourse Analysis
2.1. Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA)
Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) is an interdisciplinary approach to
discourse analysis, which views language as a form of social practice. It
encompasses various methodologies and approaches to analyze how language is
used. CDA also seeks to place a particular discourse in context as Richardson
(2007) argues “that textual meaning is constructed through an interaction
between producer, text, and consumer rather than simply being read off the page
by all readers in exactly the same way” (15). This way, language becomes
capable of representing the interrelation between events, images, and people
participating in the discourse while offering an interpretation of the meaning
derived from this discourse rather than focusing on its textual patterns.
2.2. CDA and Health Discourse
The emergence of health discourse is associated with the interest of discourse
analysts in tackling doctor-patient conversations, health promotion texts, and
health risk in media. Jones (2015) states that applications of discourse analysis
to the field of health focuses on examining “the way people use discourse as a
tool to take concrete social actions” (841). Besides, health promoters aim at
making “sense of the actions that people take in relation to various health issues,
and to determine what kinds of discursive interventions are most likely to result
in changing or maintaining those actions” (841). The recent approaches to health
discourse analysis entail an examination of the “voices of doctors and other
medical professionals, the voices of family members, the voices of traditional
cultural models of health and risk, and the voices of various media texts from
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newspaper articles to Internet Web pages” (842). These voices were earlier
analyzed using Conversation Analysis only, but the rise of CDA, digital
technologies, and corpus-based approaches resulted in the application of
multimodal approaches to medical communication.
2.3. COVID-19 Discourse
Since the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, several linguists have
attempted to employ various CDA approaches to reflect on the pandemic’s
situation and context in several parts of the world. To begin with, Cmeciu (2020)
used transitivity analysis to examine 75 multimodal texts by the Romanian
Ministry of Health with online users’ comments on them to reveal how the
Romanian authority and citizens construct meaning for COVID-19 discourse.
The study concluded that behavioral processes were heavily used in giving
instructions with a tendency to (de)legitimize the actions of abstract participants
on the part of the Romanian authority.
In the Arab world, a few studies on COVID-19 discourse were conducted in
Saudi Arabia. Firstly, Al-Ghamdi and Albawardi (2020) examined the nonverbal multivocalities in 24 written and visual texts published on WhatsApp and
Twitter; they covered the period from February 2020 till April 2020. The study
adopted a socio-semiotic approach which revealed that the COVID-19 pandemic
mediated discourse is in line with the diglossic Saudi situation, cultural
semiotics, social norms, and integrated national identity. Another study by AlGhamdi (2021) investigated the ideological representation of fear and hope in
online newspaper reports on COVID-19. The study relied on a qualitative
analysis of samples from Saudi Gazette and Arab News using van Dijk’s
tripartite CDA framework to analyze news text structure and production at the
microstructure level. The findings showed that foregrounding evidentiality was
heavily used to represent fear and hope though this strategy overlaps with the
categorization strategy and the authority strategy.
The previous studies of COVID-19 discourse are mainly multimodal as they
integrate various CDA approaches to reveal the underlying ideology behind the
meaning constructed in the discourse. They have a local orientation since they
examined culture-specific discourses which neglect the transnational discourse
on COVID-19, such as that of the World Health Organization (WHO). Besides,
they ignore the role of medical humanities, especially infographics, in
accounting for the transnational COVID-19 discourse and the participants
involved in it. Therefore, the current study adopts a multimodal approach in
accounting for COVID-19 discourse via employing van Leeuwen’s (2008)
Social Actors multimodal framework to explore the social actors
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included/excluded in constructing a discourse of relief and hope in the selected
infographics.
3. Social Actors Framework
The disciplines of anthropology, sociology, and philosophy facilitated the
adoption of social semiotic and socio-semantic approaches to CDA. These
approaches account for the differences between social practices and their
representation in discourse. A social practice, in terms of van Leeuwen (2008),
is a structure of physical and/or semiotic activities which involves social actors,
their activities, and reactions to these activities. Van Leeuwen (2008) believes
that knowledge is transferred from the context it occurs into another in which it
is reproduced and that social actors can be represented both verbally and visually
in discourse. He, thus, devised the Social Actors framework to investigate the
recontextualization of social practices on the verbal and visual planes of
discourse.
The study incorporates van Leeuwen’s (1996, 2008) Social Actors framework
in order to identify the social actors represented in the selected data and whether
they are included/excluded in the establishment of a COVID-19 discourse which
rests on hope rather than fear in order to support and promote mental health. Van
Leeuwen’s framework (2008) identifies the social actors based on the different
roles assigned to them; such representations “include or exclude social actors to
suit their interest and purposes in relation to the readers for whom they are
included” (28). Inclusion stresses the involvement of social actors in the social
practice whereas exclusion means that social actors can be omitted or
undermined using some linguistic devices.
Van Leeuwen (2008) created an inventory of techniques through which social
actors are represented in discourse, as illustrated in figure (1) below. Exclusion
is a process of deletion of the social actors and their activities. It is realized
through suppression and backgrounding where the former represents a radical
deletion of the social actors and their activities whereas the latter ignores a direct
reference to them as they are mentioned somewhere in the text. Van Leeuwen
(2008) states that suppression can be linguistically realized by the deletion of
passive agent, non-finite clauses, and nominalization and process nouns. He adds
that the linguistic realization of backgrounding can be realized through ellipses
in nonfinite clauses with -ing and –ed participles, infinitival clauses with to, and
paratactic clauses. On the other hand, inclusion represents the social actors and
their activities. It is recognized by role allocation, personalization, and
impersonalization – where each is further sub-divided into various categories.
Van Leeuwen (2008) asserts that role allocation demonstrates how social actors
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are included in the discourse; these roles can be linguistically realized through
activation and passivation. Activation is used when the social actor is a dynamic
participant in an activity, i.e., the active agent in the social practice. Passivation,
nevertheless, occurs when the social actor is not the agent. Passivized social
actors take various forms. The first form is subjection; it occurs when the social
actor is represented as an object/patient, and it can be realized through its
participation in processes, circumstantialization, and possessivation. Van
Leeuwen (2008) notes that beneficialization occurs when the social actor is the
recipient of a positive or negative action in material or verbal processes. Finally,
passivation is realized through passive agent deletion or nominalization which
removes the agency.

Figure 1. Verbal Representation of Social Actors. From van Leeuwen, Discourse and
Practice: New Tools for Critical Analysis, New York: Oxford University Press, 2008, 52.

In addition to role allocation, personalization and impersonalization facilitate
the inclusion of social actors in discourse. Personalization focuses on the human
traits of social actors, while impersonalization demotes or removes the human
traits of social actors to exclude them from the discourse (van Leeuwen 2008).
Each of these strategies is further subdivided into various tools. First,
personalization is realized through determination and indetermination.
Determination assigns a specific identity to the social actor, unlike
indetermination which leaves the social actor anonymous or unspecified.
Determination alone is further subcategorized into the following pairs:
association and dissociation, differentiation and indifferentiation, categorization
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and nomination, single determination and overdetermination, and genericization
and specification. The representation of social actors as groups is known as
association; nevertheless, dissociation occurs when associations are unformed.
Differentiation forms social actors as individuals or groups; if they are
unformed, then it is a case of indifferentiation. Van Leeuwen (2008) also
mentions categorization and nomination. Social actors in categorization are
represented in terms of their identities and functions. It is subdivided into
functionalization, identification, and appraisement. Functionalization represents
social actors in terms of their activity such as an occupation or role.
Identification, however, defines them in terms of what they are. Van Leeuwen
(2008) further subdivides identification into three types: classification, relational
identification, and physical identification. Classification occurs through major
social categories such as age, gender, class, location, religion, or ethnicity. Van
Leeuwen (2008) adds that relational identification is “almost always
possessivated” (43) in terms of their personal, kinship, or work relation. Finally,
physical identification represents social actors by their physical characteristics
(e.g. the woman with the blue eyes). The last item under categorization,
appraisement, relies on evaluating social actors as good or bad. With regards to
nomination, van Leeuwen (2008) remarks that it is the unique identity of social
actors, and it is categorized into formalization (full name), semi-formalization
(part of a name), and informalization (given names only). Nomination also
involves titulation which is realized in honorifics and affiliations whereas
detitulation means lack of titles, honorifics, and affiliation.
Furthermore, van Leeuwen (2008) notes that overdetermination depicts the
involvement of social actors in several social practices at the same time. It is
categorized into inversion which links social actors to two opposite practices,
symbolization which focuses on fictional social actors or groups for nonfictional
social actors, connotation which rests on the association of cultural knowledge
to classification or functionalization, and distillation which employs
generalization and abstraction to connect social actors to a social practice. In
addition to personalization, impersonalization is realized by abstraction and
objectivation. Social actors in abstraction are represented by positive or negative
qualities. Social actors with objectivation are depicted with regards to locations
or items which are associated with the individual or the action they are engaged
in.
Exclusion/inclusion are not confined to verbal discourse alone as it involves
the visual as well. Van Leeuwen’s (2008) account of visual analysis tends to
demonstrate how people are depicted, how this depiction is related to the viewer,
and how it promotes interaction between the represented participant(s) and the
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viewer. The tenets of visual analysis focus on the representation of distance,
relation, and interaction as summed in Figure 2 below:

Figure 2. Visual Representation of Social Actors. From van Leeuwen, Discourse and
Practice: New Tools for Critical Analysis, New York: Oxford University Press, 2008, 141.

The first dimension, social distance, emphasizes interpersonal relationships
which can be close when a close shot is used or far when a long shot is employed.
The second dimension is social relation which stresses the angle depicting the
represented participants. Angles are used to denote the level of involvement and
power. There is a relationship of involvement of the viewer if a frontal angle is
used; nonetheless, an oblique angle results in detachment of the viewer. Van
Leeuwen (2008) offers a tripartite description of the power dimension: The use
of a high angle which portrays the representation from above establishes the
viewer’s power over the representation whereas the low angle which depicts the
representation from below denotes the representation’s power over the viewer.
Besides, the eye-level representation means that both the viewer and the
represented participants are on equal footing. The last element is social
interaction which considers whether the represented participants look at the
viewer(s) or not. If they look at the viewers, then they want something from
them; they have a certain demand or expectation even if it is symbolic. However,
not looking at the viewer urges the viewer to scrutinize them rather than interact
with them. The present study applies van Leeuwen’s (2008) Social Actor
Framework to identify the social actors involved in the protection of people’s
mental health during the pandemic in addition to the role assigned to each in
order to construct a COVID-19 discourse which rests on hope and relief rather
than fear.
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4. Analysis: Infographics about Mental Health
4.1. Social Actors in Facebook infographics
The paper examines twelve infographics (six in English and six in Arabic)
downloaded from the official Facebook pages of WHO and MoH. The
infographics share the same theme which is the soundness of individual’s mental
health in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. They provide guidelines for
individuals on the means of protecting and maintaining their own mental health
and others amidst the fear associated with the pandemic. The socio-semantic
approach of van Leeuwen (2008), Social Actor Framework, is used to analyze
the data on the verbal and visual levels. The analysis starts with a brief
explanation of the context of the infographic, followed by an identification of
the verbal and visual realizations of social actors and the extent to which they
are included/excluded in the construction of a discourse of hope on COVID-19.
4.2. WHO Infographics
The first infographic is about an old man who receives a video call from his
daughter to combat his loneliness during the quarantine (figure 3). There are two
social actors in this infographic characterized by inclusion. The first process is
activation in “Quarantine”, and the second is
passivation in “loneliness”. The statement “Quarantine
can lead to loneliness” entails a material process where
the actor is “Quarantine” and “loneliness” is the goal.
This process establishes a cause-and-effect relationship
between the represented social actors where
“Quarantine” is the cause and “loneliness” is the effect.
This relationship results in the inclusion of “older
people or people who live alone” as two social actors
who bear the negative consequences of the “Quarantine”, Figure 3.
namely loneliness. These social actors are elaborated via COVID19
Quarantine. 2021.
categorization through classification by age in “Older https://www.faceb
people”. Classification as such triggers people’s ook.com/WHO/ph
sympathy, which could urge them to help this man otos/427554514582
maintain his mental health. In contrast to the roles 4169
mentioned earlier, “Loneliness” becomes a reason for all
the negative feelings associated with the quarantine through the use of activation.
The visual design correlates with the directions provided by the text to help
older people survive the quarantine. The close-up makes the older man holding
his mobile telephone the focal point even though it can be deduced that he has a
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passivation role since he is the one who wants the call and receives it. The frontal
eye-level angle establishes a connection between the man and the viewers. This
is further elaborated by the verbal process in which the young lady on the mobile
is the sayer of the utterance: “How are you?” It is understood that the pronoun
“you” refers to the man alone, especially that his gaze is that of demand;
however, the interrelation between social distance, social relation, and social
interaction entails some sort of emotional proximity between the man and the
viewers to encourage the viewers to connect with old people and those who live
alone.
The second infographic reveals that fear and anxiety are common feelings
during the pandemic. WHO recommends that people should communicate such
feelings in order to improve their well-being and maintain their mental health
(Firgure 4).
The usage of the cleft structure “It is normal to feel
fearful and anxious during this time” demonstrates the
exclusion of social actors via suppression in order to
highlight the fact that these feelings are common even
if they have a negative impact on mental health.
Exclusion continues in “Talking about your feelings
will lessen your distress”; the non-finite clause with –
ing (talking) creates backgrounding. Despite the
exclusion, it is clear from the design that the target
social actor who is expected to express feelings is the Figure 4.
woman who is also involved in a verbal process in I’m worried. 2021.
https://www.faceboo
which she is the sayer of the utterance: “I’M k.com/WHO/photos/
WORRIED”. Her utterance makes her involved in the a.167668209945237/
activity of self-expression as reflected in the activation 4092452324133453/?
via the first-person pronoun “I” which encourages the type=3
viewers who share the same feelings to follow her; this
pronoun creates inclusion via dissociation.
In contrast to the exclusion suggested by the verbal discourse, the depicted
human figures, in the infographic, make this exclusion less radical as it clarifies
whatever is verbally excluded. First, the close-up does not create social distance
between the represented participants and the viewer especially that the woman
is the focal point. The frontal angle highlights the woman’s facial expressions of
worry, fear, and concern which brings the viewer closer to her via the eye-level
angle. Her suffering is emphasized by her gaze, which makes a demand; the way
she looks at the man she is talking to and the viewers appears as if she calls for
help, especially when accompanied by her utterance. As the man she is talking
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to is not represented on equal footing with her and is detached from the viewer,
it seems that the woman is expressing her feelings to the viewer who is expected
to provide her with support.
The third infographic (Figure 5) depicts a man diagnosed with COVID-19.
As he lies on bed wearing his face mask, he is virtually talking to his wife and
child using his laptop. The infographic highlights the significance of establishing
ties and communication between people diagnosed with COVID-19 and families
in order to protect their mental health.
The leading social actor included in the infographic
is entailed in “People diagnosed with COVID-19
deserve compassionate care”. Passivation via
subjection is employed as the man is the acted-upon; he
is the receiver of “compassionate care” which would
assist him in overcoming the state of isolation imposed
by the quarantine which threatens his mental health.
This is further clarified by the use of the less radical
exclusion, backgrounding, in “Helping them stay Figure 5.
Patient.
connected,” where “them” creates assimilation between COVID
2021.
the man’s situation and each person inflicted with https://www.faceboo
COVID-19. Even though the actor “their loved ones” is k.com/WHO/photos/
represented by indetermination, yet the activity a.167668209945237/3
expected from him/her is announced “by phone, video 907800992598588/?ty
or messaging can provide comfort during isolation” due pe=3
to the considerable
impact it has on the mental health of the diseased.
Moreover, the visual structure clarifies the social actors. The long shot brings
both the represented participants on the laptop screen and the viewers closer to
the sick man in the quarantine because it creates a contrast between the man’s
situation in which he is helpless and weak to that of the family and the viewers
in which they are capable of making decisions. The man is the patient who waits
for “compassionate care” and “comfort” during isolation from his “loved ones”
on the laptop screen. Therefore, “loved ones” are the activated agents in the
situation, as evident by being the sayer in the verbal process entailed in the
utterance: “GET WELL SOON!” In addition, the frontal angle creates a
relationship between the man and the viewer, especially, with the use of the high
angle which highlights the viewer’s power over the man whose demand gaze
urges the viewer to provide his mental health with support by wishing him a
speedy recovery.
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The infographic in Figure 6 tackles the issue of
stigma in which some people believe that COVID19 patients are shameful; this attitude has a negative
effect on mental health.
It appears that “evidence” is the main social actor
included in this infographic via activation since it is
considered the proof that the information included in
the infographic is true. Nevertheless, “stigma”
which is represented through passivation as the third
6.
party associated with COVID-19 is the main social Figure
Stigma. 2021.
actor; the disruption it causes to the mental health of https://www.facebook.
COVID-19 patients is what links “Evidence” to com/WHO/photos/a.1
“#coronavirus”. Specification through assimilation 67668209945237/4055
in “reduction in people seeking medical care or 728981139121/?type=3
testing” and “reduction in people adhering to
interventions (including self-isolation)” further reveals the destructive effect of
stigma on mental health. This is also clarified in the use of passivation in “cases
not being reported” and “people being exposed” where the agent is deleted to
highlight the activity itself. The whole infographic is, thus, based on a chain of
causes and effects which highlight the drawbacks of stigma on mental health as
evident in the negative appraisement of the situation suggested by “more
difficult”.
Self-isolation is visually represented by the cross-legged person whose head
is put between his/her hands. The long shot and the hidden face create social
distance between the represented participant and the viewer to define selfisolation and how destructive stigma can be to mental health. The frontal angle
contributes to the depiction of the state of alienation by detaching the viewer
from the situation, especially that the vertical angle stresses the power the viewer
has (representing those who exercise stigma on others) on the man. Besides, the
gaze in this visual structure does not establish any social interaction between the
viewer and the represented participant. It conceals the person’s identity, gender,
race, age, or class in order to highlight the impact of stigma on him/her and the
negative ramifications of social isolation.
The fifth infographic (Figure 7) tackles a crucial aspect of life which could
disrupt one’s mental health and well-being: religious and social celebrations
during the pandemic. Thus, this infographic encourages individuals to celebrate
and entertain themselves while adhering to COVID-19 preventive measures:
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The use of backgrounding “taking part in religious
and social celebrations virtually or just with people you
live with” excludes the social actor through the use of
the infinitive clause-ing. The social actor is
deemphasized to give prominence to the guidelines
provided by WHO, the social activities and festivities,
and the means through which they can safely celebrate
rather than who apply these guidelines. This is further
ascertained by the use of activation in “they” which
refers to the suggested means to celebrate to highlight Figure 7.
2021.
their role in minimizing “chances of spreading the Celebrations
https://www.faceb
virus”.
ook.com/WHO/ph
The focal point in the image is the three people otos/415128292158
sharing the laptop; it seems from the decorations in the 3726/
background that there is a religious celebration. The fact
that the three of them are portrayed via the medium shot, and the oblique angle
does not involve the viewer in the action, especially with the gaze of offer
suggested by the eye-level angle. They are focused on the laptop rather than on
the viewers to reveal how important the virtual celebration is to their mental
wellbeing and to encourage the viewers to follow their steps. It appears from
their attire and the decorations that they do not belong to the same religious sect
which universalizes the guidelines and the experience of the represented
participants.
The infographic (Figure 8) targets healthcare staff
who work under the exceptional conditions of the
pandemic. They treat patients, provide support, and
witness so many deaths; besides, they do not frequently
spend time with their families. All these conditions can
negatively impact their mental health. Thus, WHO
released this infographic to provide guidance on how
to protect their mental wellbeing.
The social actors included in this infographic are
revealed via categorization based on their work
Figure 8.
affiliation “healthcare facility staff”. This relational
Staff.
identification is correlated to their mental health Healthcare
2021.
through the use of appraisement in “stress”, “crisis”,
https://www.facebook
“unwell”, and “overwhelmed” which highlight the .com/WHO/photos/34
negative impact of the pandemic. To generalize the 44608552251170/
situation of the medical staff, the cleft structure is used
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in “It is normal to feel sad” to exclude the social actors to give significance for
the feeling rather than who possesses it. In addition, the repetition of “you”
creates an association by linking the relational identification of “staff” to the
second-person singular pronoun and maintains a friendly tone. Such an
association creates activation as “healthcare facility staff” are responsible for
doing the activities listed in the infographic to have better mental health.
Most of the represented participants in this infographic are depicted using the
long shot and an oblique angle to underscore their anxiety and the possibilities
they have to survive mentally during this crisis rather than their identity.
However, the image in the bottom right corner is taken in a medium shot and
frontal angle to create a gaze of demand in which they ask the viewers to provide
them with assistance to protect their mental health. It also creates some sort of
affinity by showing that one’s suffering is everyone’s suffering and concern. The
represented participants as well are not specified to a certain age, class, sex,
ethnicity, or religious affiliation as evident from their outfits to universalize their
professional experience and promote the protection of mental health.
4.3. MoH Infographics
The first infographic produced by the Egyptian MoH (Figure 9) provides
information on the means through which the distressed who psychologically
suffer can receive support to protect their mental health
during the pandemic.
The main social actor included in this infographic is
“( ”الخط الساخن لألمانة العامة للصحة النفسيةThe hotline for the
General Secretariat of Mental Health). It is represented
via activation as it is the agent in the infographic; this
hotline is the official provider of psychological support
for people during the quarantine. In addition to
activation, social actors are represented through
passivation in “( ”لتقديم الدعم النفسى للمواطنينto offer
psychological support to citizens). This clause entails a Figure 9.
material process with two goals: The first is “ ”الدعم النفسىMental Health. 2021.
(psychological support) which is offered to “( ”للمواطنينto https://www.faceboo
citizens); thus, the benefits of psychological support will k.com/egypt.mohp/p
be reflected on these citizens. It is important to note that hotos/a.12344267587
3020/2294039419435
assimilation in “( ”للمواطنينfor citizens) makes them one 59/?type=3
homogenous group that is to receive support without
discrimination.
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There are no human figures portrayed in full in this infographic due to the
medium shot. The viewer only sees two people sitting where one of them holds
the hand of the other. This closeness figuratively reveals the roles assigned to
each of the participants, namely, the activation-passivation relationship. The
agent in this visual structure is the one who provides support by offering the
patient a pat to reveal care and support. The use of the vertical, oblique angle
leads to detachment, especially, with the absence of gaze. The indetermination
suggested by the anonymous identity of the represented participants does not
trigger the viewer’s sympathy, yet it sets the expectations of the viewers and the
characters in the image which all go under providing support to the suffering
people.
The second infographic (Figure 10) promotes the preventive measures people
are instructed to take in order to reduce the possibility of contracting the virus.
The infographic focuses on one means of protection which is washing hands;
this guideline would help people cope with the pandemic rather than fearing it.
The represented social actor is the viewer as
indicated by the second-person pronoun affixed to the
nouns “( ”نفسك وأسرتكyourself and your family) and the
underlying second-person pronouns in the imperatives
“( ”احمىprotect) and “( ”حافظkeep). These pronouns
make the viewer the agent as protection has become
his/her role. Impersonalization through objectivation is
employed in the nominal “ 20 غسل األيدى لمدة ال تقل عن
( ”ثانيةhandwashing for 20 minutes) which highlights the
10.
time spent in performing the act of handwashing; hence, Figure
Handwashing. 2021.
the activity is given prominence over the agent. Besides, https://www.faceboo
the visual design clarifies the objectivation. The close- k.com/egypt.mohp/p
up on the hands being washed, the absence of the gaze, hotos/a.12231597931
and frontal angle focus on the water falling on the hands 9023/3956251686547
to emphasize the activity rather than the agent. The 68/?type=3
interrelation between the verbal and the visual structures
makes the act of washing hands which is a means of protection against COVID19 a collective action that should be practised by everyone.
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The next infographic (Figure 11) sheds light on
another preventive measure, namely social distancing,
which people can simply follow to reduce infections
with COVID-19. Social distancing should be
maintained in any human interaction.The social actors
depicted in this infographic reveal an activationpassivation relationship that involves the viewers.
Activation is recurrent in the underlying pronouns in
“( ”حافظkeep) and “( ”التزمstick to) which involves the
viewer in the act of social distancing as the agent. Figure 11.
Passivation is realized in “( ”اآلخرينthe others). It means Social Distancing.
the people the viewer interacts with, so they are the 2021.
https://www.faceboo
acted-upon. In addition, impersonalization is realized k.com/egypt.mohp/p
through objectivation in “( ”متر ونصa meter and a half) hotos/a.12231597931
and “( ”التباعد االجتماعىsocial distancing). It names what 9023/1558226759683
53/?type=3
is expected from the agents in this infographic; this is further
stressed by the
repetition of “”متر ونص.
There are two represented human figures in this infographic: a man on the
right and a woman on the left wearing masks. The space between them refers to
the notion of social distancing which is stressed by the oblique angle and long
shot. The portrayed social distance and interaction demonstrate the entire bodies
of the man and the woman to emphasize their commitment to social distancing
by keeping 1 meter and a half between them. Regarding social interaction, there
is an offer gaze because they are not looking at the viewer. The identity of the
man and the woman is not highly essential since social distancing is the most
crucial element. It is necessary to note that the information in the infographic is
not gender-exclusive as both genders are included to make social distancing
everyone’s responsibility. The whole situation accentuates the role of such
measures in the prevention of COVID-19 and eliminating people’s fear by being
more cautious.
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The next infographic (figure 12) is a result of the joint work of WHO and
MoH in which they orient people with guidelines on how to provide
psychological support to those in need.
The roles allocated to the social actors are exposed
through the activation-passivation scheme which is
revealed through the use of pronouns. With regards to
pronouns, it is important to note that Arabic has
different morphological composition than English as
pronouns are attached to verbs and nouns. There are
two agents in this infographic. The first is revealed via
individualization in the second-person pronoun “you”
in the verb “( ”تعاطفsympathize); it demands a certain
action from the viewer which is to show sympathy. The
second agent is expressed by assimilation in “( ”مناfrom Figure 12.
us) which engages the whole community in providing Psychological Support.
2021.
support to those who need it. The shift from https://www.facebook.
individualization to assimilation stresses the com/egypt.mohp/phot
importance of a collective action. The patient in this os/362583698625582/
infographic is “( ”المصابين مهما كان عرقهم أو جنسهمthe
stricken disregarding their ethnicity or race/sex) as they are the recipients of
support and solidarity. Moreover, the visual structure is characterized by the
absence of human figures; however, the four hands located at the bottom of the
infographic as portrayed by the medium shot reflect the infographic’s message
of non-discrimination as indicated by: “”المصابين مهما كان عرقهم أو جنسهم. Visually,
the represented hands have various skin colors to show that acceptance and
support should be given to the human race alike.
As MoH is an Egyptian ministry which mainly addresses Egyptians in
addition to Arabic speakers, some infographics address some culture-specific
issues which would affect their mental health. One of these issues is concerned
with specific spiritual and religious practices which are no longer possible since
the outbreak of the pandemic. Hence, MoH released the following infographics
to instruct people on how to safely celebrate the holy month of Ramadan and
Ramadan Bairam while applying COVID-19 preventive measures since the
inability to practice some social and religious can disrupt one’s mental health
and wellbeing.
“Taraweeh Prayer”, practised by Muslim men and women after the evening
prayers in mosques, is a common religious ritual in Ramadan. In the wake of the
COVID-19 pandemic, the Ministry of Religious Endowments imposed strict
measures in order to permit taraweeh prayers at mosques while protecting people
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from carrying or spreading the virus. The infographic (Figure 13) demosntrates
the measures people should follow in order to pray in mosques safely.
The social actors are excluded from this infographic
due to the use of backgrounding; the latter is realized
by nominalization in “( ”ارتداءwearing), “”استخدام
(using),
and
“وجود
”مراعاة
(maintaining).
Nominalization stresses the social practice and activity
rather than the agent performing it. Though the agent
is not mentioned, it is understood from the context that
it refers to any person who would pray taraweeh in the
mosque. The use of circumstantialization in “”الكمامة
(face mask), “( ”سجادة الصالة الشخصيةpersonal prayer
rug), and “ متر بين المصلين1” (1 meter between those who Figure 13.
Taraweeh. 2021.
pray) highlights the conditions by which people can https://www.facebo
safely pray; they are, thus, the means of accompaniment ok.com/egypt.mohp/
which would realize the agentless material processes of photos/a.123442675
“( ”ارتداءwearing), “( ”استخدامusing), and “ ”مراعاة وجود873020/3573263191
51320/?type=3
(maintaining).
The visual composition reveals the agent in the
previous material processes and the identity of the nominalizations: the six male
Muslims who are praying in the mosque. The long shot and oblique angle
highlight the expected scheme of taraweeh prayer. The viewers are detached
from the men praying, and the high angle makes the implementation of the
precautions clearer to the viewer: Each of the six men is wearing a face mask,
using his prayer rug, and maintaining social distancing. In addition, there is no
social interaction between the represented participants and the viewer as evident
in the offer gaze. The image, thus, interprets the instructions written in the
infographic to provide orientation on how to safely perform this religious ritual
visually as well.
Following the holy month of Ramadan, Muslims celebrate Ramadan Bairam
in the first three days of the month of Shawwal. Gatherings of family and friends
prevalent means of celebrating this feast. Hence, MoH released an infographic
(figure 14) to encourage people to celebrate virtually to avoid spreading the
virus.
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The social actor included in this infographic via
activation is recurrent in the pronouns “your” and
“you” in “( ”احمى نفسك ومن حولكprotect yourself and
those around you) and “( ”عائلتكyour family).
Activation includes the addressee in “( ”استخدمuse)
where the agent is the pronoun “you”. The use of
activation in the previous examples involves the
viewers. As for the patient, it is realized in the actedupon which is recurrent in “ الرسائل اإللكترونية ومكالمات
Figure 14.
( ”الفيديوelectronic messages and video calls) as an Feast Celebration.
alternative to physical gatherings to avoid the disruption 2021.
of people’s lifestyle during the pandemic. Finally, it https://www.facebook
sends a message of tranquility and hope instead of fear .com/egypt.mohp/pho
tos/362583698625582/
as evident in the hashtag “عيد_بأمان#” (celebrate the feast
in safety); appraisement is employed in “ ”بأمانto reduce
people’s concerns and eliminate any danger.
The focal point of this infographic’s visual structure is the mobile telephone
which depicts a virtual gathering to celebrate Ramadan Bairam. The long shot
gives significance to the concept of virtual social gathering rather than who is
involved in it, especially since it is a foreign concept to the Egyptian culture.
Even though the long shot denotes distance, it symbolically reveals the closeness
suggested by the mother-son virtual meeting. Besides, the oblique angle and the
offer gaze make the viewer an outsider not a participant in this world to urge the
viewer to follow the steps of this family. The infographic, thus, reveals that a
virtual meeting would enable Muslims to celebrate the feast and enjoy each
other’s company which would promote mental health and wellbeing.
Discussion and Conclusion: Discourses of Fear and Hope
Realizing the importance of sound mental health at times of pandemics, WHO
and its affiliate health establishments all over the globe, specifically, the
Egyptian Ministry of Health have utilized the genre of medical humanities to
substitute the induced discourse of fear with that of hope and serenity. The
present study attempted to reveal the role of medical humanities in promoting
the population’s mental health during the COVID-19 pandemic. It applied van
Leeuwen’s (1996, 2008) Social Actors Framework to examine a collection of 12
infographics; six of which were produced by WHO in English, whereas the rest
were produced by MoH in Arabic to expose the social actors included/excluded
in the protection of mental health and the construction of hope discourse on
COVID-19. The studied infographics tackled various issues related to the
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promotion of mental health: seeking support for oneself, providing support for
others, assisting healthcare professionals, performing religious and spiritual
practices, and protecting oneself and others from contracting the virus.
Applying van Leeuwen’s (2008) taxonomy of social actors, it is noted that
the selected infographics employ inclusion of social actors rather than exclusion.
The represented social actors across the studied texts are included by the roles
allocated to them, which fall between activation and/or passivation. When the
social actor is the one undertaking the activity (agent) in the social practice of
promoting mental health and constructing hope discourse, the role assigned is
activation. On the other hand, passivation centers around the one undergoing
activity (acted-upon) or the means through which mental health is promoted.
Social actors can be also included in the social practice through
personalization. The studied twelve infographics employed various
subcategories of personalization to illustrate the social actors included and the
role they perform. First, some social actors are represented via individualization
when they act or are expected to act as individuals rather than groups to instill
the concept that coping with the pandemic and maintaining wellbeing are the
responsibility of each single person rather than a certain institution. Second,
assimilation is a common practice between English and Arabic infographics. It
is used to highlight the undesirable impact of COVID-19 on mental health and
the need to protect it. It also reveals the fact that a communal action is needed
rather than an individual one; hence, the whole population should share the same
goal. Besides, personalization techniques such as identification and
appraisement are employed to specify certain social actors and urge the viewer
to take action by triggering his/her feelings. It is worth mentioning that Arabic
has its special morphological and syntactic rules; as a result, specific techniques
are common in MoH’s infographics alone. For instance, individualization is used
when the pronoun is either attached to the verb/noun or is understood from the
underlying context (especially with verbs). In addition, the impersonalization
technique of objectivation is only utilized in the Arabic infographics to provide
more information to the target social actors on how the social practice is
performed.
Despite the fact that the social actors are mainly included, there are a few
instances where exclusion is employed. Exclusion in the studied data is realized
through backgrounding which demotes some social actors by making them
unnoticed to direct the viewers towards other social actors. Thus, backgrounding
does not suggest that the concerned social actors are absent, unimportant, or
marginal because there are clues to identify them in the infographics. They are
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either named somewhere in the infographic or can be clearly deduced from the
context, especially, the visual design.
The social practices associated with mental health protection during the
COVID-19 pandemic and the social actors performing them are elaborated by
the visual composition. The design of each studied infographic correlates with
its theme. The social actors are always represented visually even if they are
verbally excluded. The visual analysis focused on the three parameters set by
van Leeuwen (1996, 2008), namely, social distance, social relation, and social
interaction. The relation between the depicted participants and the viewer
stresses proximity whether literally or figuratively in order to involve the viewer
in the social practice. The viewer’s engagement is reflected in the activities done
or expected to be done in order to maintain mental health.
Besides, the emotional proximity and the desired empathy are further
promoted by the use of frontal angles and the gaze of demand since they highly
involve the viewer in the social practice. In those instances where the oblique
angle and the offer gaze are used, they do not necessarily indicate complete
detachment from the social practice. They sometimes drive attention to the
passivated social actor and the circumstantialization which would facilitate the
implementation of the social practice. Accordingly, none of the infographics
triggers fear or stress as they either seek the viewer’s empathy or provide them
with true, essential information on how to protect themselves and others from
contracting the virus or how to cope with the new imposed reality.
The multimodal analysis using van Leeuwen’s (2008) Social Actors
Framework of twelve infographics, six in English produced by WHO and six in
Arabic released by MoH, sought to identify the social actors involved in the
protection of mental health, following the COVID-19 pandemic. The employed
verbal and visual devices revealed how these social actors are included/excluded
in this social action. The socio-semantic analysis showed that almost every
single individual is involved in the act of promoting and protecting mental health
disregarding his/her occupation, i.e., one can protect his/her own mental health
and others even if he/she does not belong to the medical field. The present study
was limited to the analysis of English and Arabic infographics; nevertheless, the
spread of the pandemic and its mutation mandate the examination of
infographics written in languages shared by many populations such as Spanish,
Russian, and Chinese. In addition, future research should also be devoted to the
role of medical humanities in spreading awareness on the prevention of diseases,
especially, fatal and chronic ones such as strokes, AIDS, and diabetes.
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Polarization and Negative-Other “China” Presentation in US
President Trump’s COVID-19 Tweets: A Critical Discourse Analysis
Mervat M. Ahmed*

Introduction
Social media plays a significant role in shaping political discourse nowadays.
Many political figures are currently using various social media platforms as new
means of political communication (Kreis, 2017). They use them to propagate
their political agendas, legitimize their political actions, attack their competitors,
and enhance their public image. Although social media began to be utilized in
politics during the US 2008 presidential campaign, it was not until 2016 that it
became a central stage for political communication during the 2016 US
Presidential campaign (Ott, 2017).
Former US President Donald Trump is well-known for his extensive use of
twitter to convey his messages to the public. He employs twitter as an instrument
of political control (Kreis, 2017). Stolee & Caton (2018) state that Trump’s
unprecedented extensive use of twitter as a central medium to serve his political
agenda, in the 2016 US Presidential campaign has marked a shift in political
discourse. Trump used twitter in an unorthodox manner that led many political
analysts to claim that his new twitter rhetoric was one of the main pillars in his
winning the 2016 US presidential elections (Johnson, 2016). Some media
observers claim that his tweets represent a window to his unfiltered thoughts
(Tsur, Ognyanova, & Lazer, 2016).
Many of Trump’s tweets depend on the dichotomy of the self and the other
(Shane, 2018). On the one hand, Trump portrays a positive-public-image of
himself and his administration and on the other hand, he creates a negative-other
image of his political opponents. This other category includes any groups or
individuals that threaten his political agenda, such as the News Media, the World
Health Organization (WHO), members of the Democratic Party, like Nancy
Pelosi, his rival in the US 2020 elections, Joe Biden, Russia, etc. In Trump’s
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tweets, the other is de-legitimized (Khan et al., 2019). Gounari (2018) states that
Trump demonizes the other category. This binary opposition between the two
categories is employed for two reasons: First, to tarnish the opposition’s
reputation and second to accentuate his positive-self presentation in an attempt
to get more votes for the re-election in 2020. Kreis claims the following:
His particular communication style and his use of a participatory
web platform as a major tool of communication further index how
he views himself in relation to the people: the leader who, on the one
hand, returned sovereignty to the people and, on the other hand,
protects the nation and homeland from the dangerous “Other.”
(2017, 9)
In 2020, with the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic across the world and with
a high number of deaths in the US, in addition to being the election year, Trump
starts deflating the blame he gets from the opposition regarding his
administration’s handling of the COVID-19 in the US by making an interesting
set of tweets to attack China to deflect the blame on China as the other.
Former US President Donald Trump is known for using social media,
especially twitter to give important announcements, give his opinion on current
affairs, but most importantly to counter political threats and gain public appeal
by defaming those in opposition. The present study aims at adopting CDA and
specifically Van Dijk’s (1998) concept of Ideological Square to examine
Trump’s discourse strategies on twitter that are employed to create a dichotomy
between the self (Trump and his administration), and the negative other (China)
to unravel his political ideologies. The study attempts to answer the following
research questions: 1) How does US President Donald Trump represent himself
and his administration in contrast to China in his tweets during the COVID-19
pandemic outbreak in the US? 2) What are the discourse strategies employed by
US President Trump in his tweets during the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak in
the US to create a negative-other out-group presentation of China?

1. Literature Review: Discourse Analysis
1.1. Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA)
Van Dijk (2000) states that texts derive their meanings from their social
actors’ ideologies. Language is not a neutral tool for communication, but rather
a powerful instrument that reflects social actors’ ideologies through lexical,
syntactic and discursive choices. A paradigm that examines these processes is
Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA). It explores the linguistic tools used by
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powerful social actors to impact social opinions, values and beliefs (Van Dijk,
1993) in an attempt to uncover the implicit ideological prejudices and power
relations in texts. Van Dijk defines CDA as:
[A] type of discourse analytical research that primarily studies the
way social power abuse, dominance, and inequality are enacted,
reproduced, and resisted by text and talk in the social and political
context. With such dissident research, critical discourse analysts take
explicit position, and thus want to understand, expose, and ultimately
resist social inequality. (2001, 352)
Van Dijk (1998) argues that CDA is founded on the assumption that discourse
plays a significant role in consolidating bias, oppression and prejudice in society,
and therefore, it sets to unravel hidden discourse ideologies through exposing
the tools manipulated by social actors to achieve this goal. It highlights how
power and dominance are shaped and reshaped in social practice through
discursive and rhetorical features. This approach is convenient when the analysis
involves examining bias in political discourse, as presented in the present study.
1.2. Political Discourse and Critical Discourse Analysis
Van Dijk states that critical political discourse analysis deals with “the
reproduction of political power, power abuse or domination through political
discourse, including the various forms of resistance or counter-power against
such forms of discursive dominance” (1997, 11). It examines the strategies,
discursive tools, rhetorical devices and structures that function in a political
context. These tools, devices and structures could be employed in phonology,
graphics, syntax, meaning, speech acts, style or rhetoric. It also explores whether
specific discourse structures are more or less typical and especially more or less
effective for the political functions they may have, or even, more specifically, in
the specific political contexts in which they might be used.
One of the features that is typical of political discourse and that is relevant
to the current study is evaluations. Opinions and attitudes of political figures,
organizations and their actions are coated with political agendas and ideologies.
In political discourse, these evaluations are polarized through the positive
evaluation of us and negative evaluation of them, while de-emphasizing our bad
actions:
Whereas WE are democratic, THEY are not, and whereas Our
soldiers, or those who share our cause, are freedom fighters, those of
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the Others are obviously terrorists. The same is true for our policies
and political decisions, which will invariably benefit the country and
all citizens, whereas those of the Others will not. This semantic and
ideological polarization is well-known. (Van Dijk 1997, 28)
1.3. Political Discourse and Social Media
The media is not a neutral mediator of social and political events, but an
ideologically-coated means of reproducing these events with the ideology of its
user (Van Dijk, 1988). Ott (2017) argues that social media has not only changed
the way social actors use language, but also the way they do politics. Many dayto-day verbal political communication has shifted to various social media
platforms. Social media has been an effective political instrument for the past
few years.
Twitter, specifically, is increasingly employed by many prominent politicians
as a central tool to serve their political agendas (Ross and Rivers, 2018).
Maireder & Ausserhofer (2014, 306) define Twitter as “an awareness system
that allows for an immediate, fast, and widespread dissemination of information”
which “contributes to a broadening of public debate” (Larsson and Moe 2011,
741) as the language employed in Twitter is mostly short, fragmented, and
decontextualized due to space constraints. It is a language that tends to reduce
human communication to 280 characters. Therefore, it nurtures simplicity,
promotes impulsivity, and fosters incivility (Ott, 2017). As politics is basically
a communicative activity, twitter became the preferred medium of
communication for many politicians.
In her book, Trump Effect, Korostelina (2016) states that what is widelyknown as the “Trump effect” or the impact of Trump’s discourse on the US
society and international relations is immense. The central element of the Trump
Effect is his domination of social media, and more specifically, Twitter, which
he achieves through his controversial rhetoric. Trump’s controversial political
discourse used in influencing the public opinion has attracted the attention of
several linguists who examine how he employs it to achieve power and
dominance.
1.4. Previous Studies on Trump’s Tweets
Anspach (2020) carries out a survey experiment to examine the impact of
Trump’s racist tweets on US subjects’ racial attitude. It was found that both
explicit and implicit racist tweets make subjects more comfortable and inclined
to use racist language, demonstrating the powerful impact of Trump’s racist
tweets on the US public. Ross and Rivers (2018) holds a corpus analysis of
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Trump’s Twitter discourse against US mainstream media. The study adopts
CDA to examine Trump’s most frequently used words and word clusters used to
attack what he calls “fake news” or “fake media” in comparison with tweets
given by other politicians. The study shows that his tweets aligned with Lakoff’s
(2017) pre-emptive framing, diversion, deflection, and trial balloon strategies.
Shane (2018) examines the key authenticity cues employed by Trump during the
2016 US election to produce an authentic self on twitter. The study concludes
that Trump’s authenticity relied mainly on the use of indexes, signs and tags.
The study reflects how politicians use social media to appear more authentic for
the public and therefore gain more votes.
Crockett (2016) studies 2,500 tweets by Trump from 2015 to 2016 and
concludes that Trump’s discourse on Twitter is characterized by three features.
First, the use of simple, monosyllabic, and repetitive vocabulary, like “bad” and
“sad” is evident in his rhetoric to the extent that his language is criticized for
resembling that of a fourth or fifth grade student (Kayam, 2018). Second, the
study highlights Trump's tendency to use aggressive, degrading, and abusive
language to insult and smear his opponents’ reputation. Winberg (2017) claims
that Trump’s discourse has replaced attack politics with offence politics. Finally,
he was found to intensify negative emotions in his tweets through the use of all
caps words and exclamation points. Ott (2017, 64) states that Trump’s lexicon is
simple, repetitious and ‘relying heavily on monosyllabic words while “he makes
frequent use of exclamation points and all caps”.
The present study aims to add information to the present literature regarding
how Trump structures his tweets through examining the presence of the self/ ingroup and the other/ out-group presentation in his tweets about China and its role
in the spread of the pandemic. The study assists in reaching an understanding of
the meanings constructed through Trump's China tweets and whether or not it
reflects the other literature.

2. Methodology: Tweets and Ideology
2.1. Data Selection: Donald Trumps Tweets
The data chosen for this study consists of thirty tweets taken from Donald
Trump’s personal Twitter account (@realDonaldTrump). All Trump's tweets
that were tweeted about "China" between March 2020 and July 2020, after the
outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in the US are selected. The time frame was
chosen to examine the self/ other presentation in Trump's China tweets during
the pandemic and before the re-election campaign. All thirty tweets negatively
portray China as the other. No positive tweets about China were found during
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the selected time frame. The tweets reveal how politicians employ language in
social media to pass on their political ideologies.
2.2 Analytical Framework: Van Dijk’s Ideological Square
The present study adopts Critical Discourse Analysis to uncover hidden
ideologies in political discourse. One structure of political discourse involves
political actors giving evaluations. These evaluations are ideologically-based
opinions. One model which highlights evaluations in discourse is Van Dijk’s
(1998) ideological square. It encapsulates how social groups are represented in
discourse as us vs. them to assert group dominance. In this model, the speaker
and his supporters are regarded as the us or in-group, while the opponents are
framed as the them or out-group category. In this dichotomy, the in-group is
shaped in a positive light, with the most positive attributes, while the out-group
is portrayed from a negative perspective with the most negative ones. This twin
strategy which heightens the binary opposition between both accentuate the
impact of the in-group positive features in contrast to the out-group negative
ones.
Several scholars (Adegoju and Oyebode, 2015; Cabrejas-Peñuelas and DíezPrados, 2014; Mazid, 2008; Reynolds, 2018) emphasize that this model is suited
for the analysis of political discourse where ideological conflicts are constructed
in the self-other phenomenon. In this model, ideologically-loaded discourse is
constructed by four moves that constitute the Ideological Square. First, the
speakers emphasize the positive in-group information. Second, they stress the
negative out-group information. Third, they suppress the positive out-group
information. Finally, they de-emphasize the negative in-group information.
Participants in these self-presentations are not categorized as individuals, but as
social groups (Van Dijk, 1998). The ideological square can be examined across
all linguistic features of a text. Van Dijk’s Ideological Square equips the
language users with a conceptual tool to determine choices between referential
strategies.

3. Data Analysis: Trumps Tweets about China
Trump’s tweets selected for the current study represent his stance towards
China, an economic and political rival of the US. In his tweets, Trump
emphasizes his in-group positive actions not just through highlighting them, but
also by exposing the shortcomings and drawbacks of the other out-group (van
Dijk, 2006b). He portrays his in-group; that is himself and his administration, in
a positive light through positive self-presentation and tends to show China which
is linked in most of his tweets to his opponents, such as the media, his political
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opponents; the democrats like Joe Biden and Nancy Pelosi who are members of
the out-group in a negative light through negative other-presentation. Preparing
for his 2020 re-election campaign, Trump attempts to turn the US public
attention to the other and channel all the voters’ anger towards China, which
becomes a new target in Trump’s “out-group” category. Therefore, it is China
and not his administration that should be blamed for the high number of covid19 deaths in the United States.
In this regard, the salient strategies at work include presentation of the other
out-group as incompetent, liar, lacking credibility, conspirator, manipulator and
hated. While, the self or in-group is presented as a savior, powerful, tough, hardworking, loyal, courageous, and presented as unified with his nation.
3.1. Negative Other-Presentation
3.1.1. The “other” is incompetent and guilty of the spread of the COVID19 pandemic
Trump creates a negative image of China as the “other”. In Trump’s tweets,
China is presented as guilty; first of causing the COVID-19 pandemic and
second of being incompetent in containing the virus early on and therefore
causing the deaths of hundreds of thousands not just in the US, but across the
world. Trump achieves this effect in his tweets through several strategies. First,
he uses lexicalization. As shown in Table (1), phrases like “its source, China,”
“from China,” “China has caused” are employed to link the virus to China. As
shown in Table (1), Trump also presents this accusation through repeatedly using
the same modifiers, as he usually refers to the pandemic as the “China virus,”
instead of COVID-19, in an attempt to create an association between the virus
and China.
Second, in his tweets, Trump employs intensifiers and loaded words to accuse
China of being the reason behind not containing the virus and therefore
portraying China, the other, as a villain that causes the “plague,” “killed
hundreds of thousands of people” and does “great damage” and “mass worldwide killing.” The choice and the repetition of such loaded lexis insinuates that
Trump, just like the rest of the world, is a victim of China’s incompetence and
therefore he, as president, and his administration can escape any blame or
accusations of dereliction in handling this crisis, from not only his political
opponents, but also the media. In other words, China, the “incompetent other,”
is the villain to be blamed.
Moreover, using past modals as in “They could have easily stopped the
plague, but they didn’t” and “it should have been stopped at its source, China”
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are again employed to put the blame on China and portray it as incompetent. The
repetition of China’s disability to “stop” the virus is used again to point a finger
at China. He emphasizes that it was easy for China to stop the virus early on, but
according to the image created by Trump, they did not because they are
incompetent. This incompetence is sharply contrasted right away by Trump in
the same tweet “but I acted very quickly and made the right decisions”. The sharp
contrast between the incompetent other and the skillful self are used to
improvenTrump’s public image. Therefore, Trump turns the tables. He
manipulates a situation that was used against him by the opposition that
previously accused him of mishandling the crisis as a positive part of his reelection campaign. Thus, the negative-other presentation is used to frame his
decisions regarding the virus as heroic and eventually gets voters support.
Table 1. Trump’s Tweets. N.B. All of Trump’s tweets were quoted from his Twitter
Account, https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump before it was permanently suspended on
January 8th, 2021.
Tweet
Some wacko in China just released a statement blaming everybody other
than China for the Virus which has now killed hundreds of thousands of
people. Please explain to this dope that it was the “incompetence of
China”, and nothing else, that did this mass worldwide killing!
It all comes from the top. They could have easily stopped the plague, but
they didn’t!
One person lost to this invisible virus is too much, it should have been
stopped at its source, China, but I acted very quickly, and made the right
decisions. Many of the current political complainers thought, at the time,
that I was moving far too fast, like Crazy Nancy!
All over the World the Coronavirus, a very bad “gift” from China,
marches on. Not good!
China has caused great damage to the United States and the rest of the
World!
Why does the Lamestream Fake News Media REFUSE to say that China
Virus deaths are down 39%, and that we now have the lowest Fatality
(Mortality) Rate in the World. They just can’t stand that we are doing so
well for our Country!
BREAKING NEWS: The Mortality Rate for the China Virus in the U.S. is
just about the LOWEST IN THE WORLD! Also, Deaths in the U.S. are
way down, a tenfold decrease since the Pandemic height (and, our
Economy is coming back strong!).
New China Virus Cases up (because of massive testing), deaths are down,
“low and steady”. The Fake News Media should report this and also, that
new job numbers are setting records!
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20 May, 2020

21 May, 2020
26 May, 2020

28 May, 2020
6 July, 2020
6 July, 2020

6 July, 2020

6 July, 2020
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Trump also uses the ironic metaphor of the virus as a “bad gift” from China
to the whole world in a sarcastic tone again to hold China responsible for the
COVID-19 consequences, in contrast to the US and the whole world which are
portrayed as victims of the “great damage” that China has inflicted on them. In
addition, Trump employs insulting language when talking about China, as in
using terms like “wacko,” “this dope” and “stupidly” to refer to Chinese
spokesmen. The negative presentation of Chinese spokesmen is sharply
contrasted to the skillful Trump who “acted very quickly, and made the right
decisions”.
3.1.2. The ‘other’ is a liar and lacks credibility
Trump also employs structures like the comparative to portray China, in his
tweets, as a liar and as a country that lacks credibility. He depicts China as a
country that lies; first about the COVID-19 situation in China, and second about
respecting their trade deals. China, the other, is presented as lacking credibility.
As shown in table (2), the immediacy in “China has just announced a doubling
in the number of their deaths” is a direct accusation to the Chinese government
that they misled the whole world by covering up the truth and by lying about the
true number of COVID-19 deaths in China, for a long time. Besides, he uses the
comparative structure “It is far higher than that and far higher than the U.S., not
even close!” to refer to the new announced number of COVID-19 deaths in China
as their new lie, claiming that the numbers are higher than the US numbers and
way higher than the official numbers announced by the Chinese government at
that time.
Table 2.
Tweet
China has just announced a doubling in the number of their deaths from
the Invisible Enemy. It is far higher than that and far higher than the
U.S., not even close!
As I have said for a long time, dealing with China is a very expensive
thing to do. We just made a great Trade Deal, the ink was barely dry, and
the World was hit by the Plague from China. 100 Trade Deals wouldn’t
make up the difference - and all those innocent lives lost!
The China Trade Deal is fully intact. Hopefully they will continue to live
up to the terms of the Agreement!

Date
17 April, 2020

13 May, 2020

23 June, 2020

As shown in table (2), Trump makes use of metaphor in “dealing with China is
a very expensive thing to do” comparing dealing with China to a risky
transaction, a bad deal or a threat to depict China as the harmful other. Using the
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deictic “I” in “As I have said for a long time ago” adds to the dichotomy between
the other that is a liar and the self that has a leader’s insight who has seen this
coming. A word like “Hopefully” at the beginning of “Hopefully they will
continue to live up to the terms of the Agreement!” implies Trump’s doubts that
China would respect the terms of the Trade Deal with the US. Again, Trump
categorizes the other as a country that cannot be trusted, not just with handling
the COVID-19 pandemic, but also with their trade deals, unlike the US led by
Trump which has kept “the trade deal fully intact”.
3.1.3 The other is a conspirator
Trump also employs presupposition and lexicalization in his tweets to show
victimization. By constructing polarizations of “us” and “them”, he portrays his
administration and himself as victims of China and the Chinese government that
is portrayed as a conspirator against them and against the welfare of the
American people. Trump employs presupposition to achieve this binary
opposition. The structural presupposition “what about China’s propaganda?” as
shown in table (3) presupposes that China is on a campaign to disavow
responsibility regarding the COVID-19 situation. It consolidates the idea that
China is endorsing campaigns to improve their image. The use of
“disinformation campaigns” and “propaganda” depicts China as marketing for a
lie.
Trump also uses lexicalization and presupposition to accuse China of
interfering with US politics by manipulating the public opinion to support his
opponent in the 2020 presidential elections, Joe Biden. As shown in table (3), by
describing China as “desperate” and wanting Joe Biden “sooo badly,” he does
not only emphasize the negative other-presentation by portraying China as the
conspirator, but also accentuates the positive self-presentation as he insinuates
that his administration is regarded by China and the Chinese government as an
obstacle, preventing them from getting “billions of dollars” from the US. China
is portrayed as a conspirator against the US welfare by supporting Trump’s
opponent in the upcoming elections, Joe Biden. The lexical presupposition “so
they can continue to rip-off the United States” presupposes that they used to ripoff the US in the past, in an indirect attack to the Obama administration. The
binary opposition between the negative other “They” and the positive powerful
self “I” is very clear in “until I came along”. Trump portrays himself as strong,
powerful, tough and even heroic. He is the one who managed to stand up to
China, unlike the previous presidents and unlike Joe Biden who is referred to in
a metaphor as “an easy mark” or China’s “DREAM CANDIDATE” to include
him in the other out-group category. Trump, furthermore, employs the name
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calling strategy when he refers to Joe Biden as “sleepy Joe,” just as he employs
it with Chinese officials as shown in table (1) to make fun of him, to undermine
his authority and to picture him as incompetent and unfit for the US office.
Table 3.
Tweets
China wants Sleepy Joe sooo badly. They want all of those billions of
dollars that they have been paying to the U.S. back, and much more. Joe
is an easy mark, their DREAM CANDIDATE!
China is on a massive disinformation campaign because they are
desperate to have Sleepy Joe Biden win the presidential race so they can
continue to rip-off the United States, as they have done for decades, until
I came along!
Spokesman speaks stupidly on behalf of China, trying desperately to
deflect the pain and carnage that their country spread throughout the
world. Its disinformation and propaganda attack on the United States
and Europe is a disgrace....
“The President has been targeted by Twitter.” @MariaBartiromo What
about all of the lies and fraudulent statements made by Adam Schiff, and
so many others, on the Russian Witch Hunt Plus, Plus, Plus? What about
China’s propaganda? WHO’s mistakes? No flags? @foxandfriends

Date
18 April, 2020

21 May, 2020

21 May, 2020

29 May, 2020

3.1.4 The other is a manipulator of US Media and US politicians
Trump employs presupposition, metaphors, and similes to emphasize the
dichotomy between himself and his administration, on the one hand, and China,
on the other. Trump portrays China in his tweets as a manipulator of US media
to fulfill its political agenda. As shown in table (4), he employs metaphors to
attack mainstream media, like the New York Times, NBC News, CNN and CBS
as he calls them “sick losers” and “Chinese puppets” in a comparison that not
only undermines US mainstream media, which he calls “fake news,” but also
portrays China in a negative light as a manipulator that pays a lot of cash to the
media to improve their Chinese international image and direct the blame for
COVID-19 or the “horrible virus pandemic” to Europe and Russia. The
structural presupposition, “Can’t blame China because they need the cash?”
presupposes that China and the US media work together, and that the US media
tries to take the blame for the COVID-19 situation away from China as they are
paid a lot of money by the later.
Besides, Trump uses the simile “They were thrown out of China like dogs
and want back in” as shown in table (4) and compares US media practitioners to
dogs, not only to show that they are greedy, materialistic and that all they care
for is not reporting the truth, but “doing everything they can,” to “defend” China,
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but also to show China as the evil other who is in full control of the US media.
Through establishing this connection between the mainstream media and China,
Trump places both in one group as the manipulative other.
Trump even employs a metaphor comparing China, in one of his tweets, to a
“cash-cow,” as shown in table (4), to emphasize that China is not only
manipulative of the US media, but also of his political opponents, the democrats
who “don’t want to blame their cash cow China for the plague.” Trump also
employs another metaphor, “the enemy of the people” to refer to China as the
manipulative enemy.
Table 4.
Tweet
So now the Fake News @nytimes is tracing the CoronaVirus origins back
to Europe, NOT China. This is a first! I wonder what the Failing New
York Times got for this one? Are there any NAMED sources? They were
recently thrown out of China like dogs, and obviously want back in. Sad!
Concast (@NBCNews) and Fake News @CNN are going out of their way
to say GREAT things about China. They are Chinese puppets who want
to do business there. They use USA airwaves to help China. The Enemy
of the People!
.@CBS and their show, @60Minutes, are doing everything within their
power, which is far less today than it was in the past, to defend China and
the horrible Virus pandemic that was inflicted on the USA and the rest
of the World. I guess they want to do business in China!
Here we go again. Fake News @CNN is blaming RUSSIA, RUSSIA,
RUSSIA. They are sick losers with VERY bad ratings! P.S. Can’t blame
China because they need the cash?
The Democrats are just, as always, looking for trouble. They do nothing
constructive, even in times of crisis. They don’t want to blame their cash
cow, China, for the plague. China is blaming Europe. Dr. Fauci will be
testifying before the Senate very soon!

Date
12 April, 2020

1 May, 2020

11 May, 2020

30 May, 2020

3 May, 2020

3.1.5 The other is hated
In his tweets, Trump views China as the hated other. As shown in table (5),
he reminds all Americans of the “tremendous damage” caused by COVID-19
which he attaches to China. The metaphor, “[a]s I watch the pandemic spread its
ugly face all across the world,” compares COVID-19 to an ugly monster that is
starting to take control over the whole world. The lexical presupposition, “Asian
Americans are VERY angry at what China has done to our Country, and the
World,” entails that China is the one responsible for the spread of the COVID19 pandemic in the US and the whole world. Trump repeats loaded words like
“angry” in “VERY angry,” “are the most angry,” and “I become more and more
angry” to unite himself with Americans, Asian Americans, and the world against
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China. Therefore, he includes Americans, including Asian Americans and the
world in the “in-group” category that is angry at China, excluding China as the
other “out-group” category to portray it as the hated other. In addition, the
lexicalization in his tweet, “CHINA!” reflects the same amount of annoyance
and anger.
Table 5.
Tweet
Asian Americans are VERY angry at what China has done to our
Country, and the World. Chinese Americans are the most angry of all. I
don’t blame them!
As I watch the Pandemic spread its ugly face all across the world,
including the tremendous damage it has done to the USA, I become more
and more angry at China. People can see it, and I can feel it!
CHINA!

Date
12 May, 2020

1 July, 2020

29 May, 2020

4.2. Positive-Self Presentation
4.2.1 The self is the savior of the nation/ The self is one with his nation
Trump uses the pronouns “he/ they” in contrast to “I/ we” in his tweets, to
create a clear dichotomy between the other “out-group” and the self “in-group;”
between his opponents, such as China and Joe Biden, on the one hand, and his
administration, himself and his supporters, on the other hand. The out-group
deictic “he/they” is used in Trump’s tweets as shown in tables (1) and (6). An
example of this type of deictic tool can be seen in tweets such as “They could
have easily stopped the plague, but they didn’t!”, “They took us to the cleaners”
and “they wanted […] rip-off Trade Deals” which depicts China in a negative
image. This “out-group” deictic, “he/they” is contrasted with the “in group,”
“I/we”. The “I” is widely used in Trump’s tweets as in “I always treated the
Chinese virus very seriously,” “I have done a very good job from the beginning,”
“including my early decision to close the borders from China,” “I acted very
quickly, and made the right decisions,” “I rejected their advice on keeping our
borders open to China early on,” “I got billions out of China,” “I gave much of
it to our targeted farmers,” and “I am getting it all back.” The in-group is
depicted as strong, powerful, skillful, tough and with leadership qualities with
Trump as president as opposed to Joe Biden.
As shown in tables (1) and (6), Trump also uses “we/our” in “Our Economy
is coming back strong!” “We are United in our efforts to defeat the Invisible
China Virus,” “We will be giving that a good look,” “[…] our Economy was
blowing everybody away, the best of any country, EVER.” and “We will be there
again, and soon!” to give a message of national unity and to reach for a wider
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audience of American voters. However, Trump tweets more often in the first
person singular (I have, I can, etc.) rather than the collective we to insinuate that
he is the source of actions, solutions, and ideas.
Table 6.
Tweet
I always treated the Chinese Virus very seriously, and have done a very
good job from the beginning, including my very early decision to close
the “borders” from China - against the wishes of almost all. Many lives
were saved. The Fake News new narrative is disgraceful & false!
Biden failed with China. They took us to the cleaners! I got $Billions
out of China, and gave much of it to our targeted farmers!
Nobody in 50 years has been WEAKER on China than Sleepy Joe Biden.
He was asleep at the wheel. He gave them EVERYTHING they wanted,
including rip-off Trade Deals. I am getting it all back!
The W.H.O. really blew it. For some reason, funded largely by the
United States, yet very China centric. We will be giving that a good
look. Fortunately, I rejected their advice on keeping our borders open
to China early on. Why did they give us such a faulty
recommendation?
Why is it that China, for decades, and with a population much bigger
than ours, is paying a tiny fraction of $’s to The World Health
Organization, The United Nations and, worst of all, The World Trade
Organization, where they are considered a so-called “developing
country” and ….
….are therefore given massive advantages over The United States, and
everyone else? Prior to the Plague floating in from China, our
Economy was blowing everybody away, the best of any country, EVER.
We will be there again, and soon!
We are United in our effort to defeat the Invisible China Virus, and
many people say that it is Patriotic to wear a face mask when you can’t
socially distance. There is nobody more Patriotic than me, your
favorite President!

Date
18 March 2020

25 June, 2020
25 May, 2020

7 April, 2020

17 May, 2020

17 May, 2020

20 July, 2020

In addition, Trump employs the comparative structure and lexicalization in
his tweets to achieve this positive self and in-group presentation as in “There is
nobody more Patriotic than me, your favorite President!” Using the structure
“There is nobody more patriotic than me,” and the choice of “your favorite
president” are used by Trump to emphasize his patriotism and the idea that he is
one with the American people. Trump also employs the superlative as in “our
economy […] the best of any country EVER” to present his achievements and
to echo his campaign promise to ‘make America great again.’
Again, Trump repeats “China Virus” and “Chinese Virus” and uses the
metaphor “the plague floating in from China” to connect COVID-19 to China
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and present it as the one responsible for all the negative consequences that are
inflicted on the people’s health and economy, not just in the United States, but
in the whole world.
Trump also employs structural presupposition as in “Why did they (WHO)
give us such a faulty recommendation?” to entail that China has deliberately
given the US faulty recommendations to leave their borders open for travelers
from China. Therefore, Trump questions the motives and actions of The World
Health Organization (WHO) as he also labels it as “very China centric.”
Moreover, the structural presupposition, “Why is it that China, for decades, and
with a population much bigger than ours, is paying a tiny fraction of $’s to The
World Health Organization, The United Nations and, worst of all, The World
Trade Organization, where they are considered a so-called “developing
country”” entails that China has a suspicious illegal connection with
International Organizations such as The World Health Organization, The United
Nations and The World Trade Organization. Trump employs these structural
presuppositions to place these organizations along with China in the other-outgroup category and portray them from a negative perspective.
4. Discussion: Trump’s Tweets and the Ideological Square
The analysis of US President Trump tweets through adopting CDA and Van
Dijk’s (1998) Ideological Square has proved to be very beneficial in highlighting
the dichotomy present in Trump’s political rhetoric on twitter, a social media
platform which Trump relies on not just to express his political views, but also
to improve his public image while he attacks his opponents who are pictured and
grouped as the other-out-group category. The polarization between the otherout-group category, in this case, China, and the self-in-group category,
represented by Trump, his administration and his supporters, is evident in
Trump’s political rhetoric on twitter. In his tweets, the other is depicted
negatively, while the self-in-group category is portrayed in a positive light.
On the one hand, China, the other in the selected tweets, is depicted as a
guilty, incompetent, hated liar, conspirator, and manipulator. It is presented as
“the enemy of the people” as Trump puts it. Trump, his administration and
supporters, on the other hand, are presented as strong, powerful, skillful, and
tough. Trump depicts himself as the people’s “favorite president” who is on a
mission to make America great again. He employs several linguistic and
discursive tools to achieve this goal. First, he makes use of lexicalization. He
uses words like “China Virus” and “Chinese Virus” to attach COVID-19 to
China, and depicts China as being on “disinformation campaigns” and
“propaganda” to improve its international image. China is portrayed as
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“desperate” to get Joe Biden as the coming US president who is referred to by
Trump as China’s “easy mark” and “dream candidate.” Trump also employs
name calling and refers to the Chinese spokesman as a “wacko,” “this dope” and
“stupidly” to insult China, which is portrayed as the illogical other.
Trump makes use of loaded lexis and hyperbolic expressions to refer to
COVID-19 as a “plague” that caused “great damage,” “tremendous damage,”
“killed hundreds of thousands of people,” and has caused “mass world-wide
killing” to remind the US public of the horrors of COVID-19 which he
exaggerates, after linking the virus to China, and therefore, blaming it all on
China, the guilty and incompetent other. He employs repetition of previous
lexical choices to emphasize the impact of his statements. He also employs
presupposition, like structural presupposition as in “What about China’s
propaganda?” and lexical presuppositions as in “continue to rip-off the United
States,” to entail that China conspires against not just the US, but also the whole
world, and therefore, view it as the “enemy of the people.”
Metaphors are also employed by Trump as in comparing China to a cash cow
and comparing US media practitioners to Chinese puppets, in an attempt to
depict China as a manipulator that collaborates with US traitors to conspire
against the American people. Structures like Past modals “They could have
easily stopped the plague, but they didn’t,” and “it should have been stopped at
its source, China,” and the comparative, “It is far higher than that and far higher
than the U.S., not even close!” portray China as an incompetent lying country
that cannot be trusted. Trump also makes use of deictic tools like “I/we” in
contrast to “you/ they” in an attempt to collect more votes in the US 2020
election. He presents himself as powerful and tough on China, as a savior of the
nation and as the source of economic stability.
Conclusion
In this study, the researcher examines the linguistic and discursive tools, in
the tweets of the former US President, Donald Trump about “China,” during the
outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in the US from March to July 2020. The
study adopts CDA and Van Dijk’s Ideological square (1998) as a framework to
highlight the dichotomy between the self-in-group category and the other-outgroup category in Trump’s political rhetoric on twitter. The study concludes that
Trump employs lexicalization, repetition, metaphors, presupposition, loaded
words and deictic expressions, along with some structures like past modals to
depict China, the other, as an incompetent country, a liar, a conspirator against
the welfare of the American people and a manipulator of US mainstream media
and the democrats. Trump and his administration, on the other hand, are
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portrayed as strong, powerful, tough, and heroic. The strict dichotomy between
the self and the other assists Trump in constructing a negative image of China
and a positive image of his administration to prepare for his elections in
November 2020. The significance of the study lies not only in understanding the
ideology of the self vs. the other, embedded in President Trump’s tweets, but
also in highlighting the effect of COVID-19 on the social actors’ discourse.
Future CDA studies on political discourse, on social media platforms can
contribute an understanding to the construction and reconstruction of power
relations and dominance in discourse.
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Fear Generation and Policy Legitimization Through
Proximization of Threat in COVID-19 Discourse
Safaa Mustafa Alshanawani*
Introduction
The outbreak of COVID-19 has sparked a massive amount of uncertainty,
panic, distress, and fear among the general public. In the absence of a vaccine or
approved treatment (at that time), media briefings, press conferences and news
headlines seem to have had one clear mission: to report the uncontrolled spread
of the virus, death toll, and consequences of poor preventive measures by
governments. The international institution which may be considered the official
source of news updates on COVID-19 is the World Health Organization (WHO).
This paper aims to study the pattern of fear generation in the discourse on the
novel coronavirus in the speeches given by WHO Director-General Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus, over a time span of ten months, starting January 2020
until October 2020. Since public discourse is often designed to justify policies
set by policy-makers, decisions made by governments or measures set by
officials to be followed by their audiences in order to prevent, neutralize or
combat possible threats are also crafted by public discourse. Employing the
tenets of Proximization Theory (henceforth PT), the paper reveals how the WHO
Director-General’s speeches comprise a variety of discursive strategies that
evoke fear of the virus and legitimize the actions directed by the WHO and
implemented by the governments of the world countries to face the threat of
COVID-19. Accordingly, the study addresses the following questions:
a) How is fear linguistically generated in the discourse on COVID-19?
b) How does the Spatial-Temporal-Axiological model, posed by PT, detect
the lexico-grammatical strategies of policy legitimization in the
discourse on COVID-19?
c) How far is PT successful in analyzing the proximization of COVID-19
threat in the selected speeches by WHO Director-General?
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The paper overviews the theoretical framework—PT, along with its spatialtemporal-axiological categories—on which the analysis of data is based. It also
reviews a number of empirical studies that have implemented proximization in
discourse studies. In Section 3, the investigated data and the methodology used
in analyzing it are laid out. Section 4 includes a detailed analysis of data in light
of the spatial-temporal-axiological categories of PT, and each analyzed category
is directly followed by discussion. Finally, Section 5 is a conclusion which
summarizes the research findings and suggests avenues for further studies.
1. Theoretical Framework
1.1. Proximization Theory
PT has been developed by Polish linguist Piotr Cap (2006; 2013; 2014; 2015;
2017; 2019), who was greatly inspired by British professor of cognitive
linguistics Paul Chilton (2004, 2014) and his Discourse/Deictic Space Theory.
Chilton (2004) represents proximization as a model that has three axes: spatial,
temporal and modal, which Cap later adapted and labeled the third axis as
“axiological” (2006, 2013).
Proximization is a discursive strategy that has persuasive power over the
addressees, as it “put[s] the discourse addressee in the center of events narrated
to him/her” (Cap 2006, 4). The main aim of proximization as a strategy is to
“presen[t] physically and temporally distant events and states of affairs
(including “distant”, i.e., adversarial, ideological mind-sets) as directly,
increasingly and negatively consequential to the speaker and her addressee”
(Cap 2013, 3). As a result, the speaker employs additional discursive strategies
that either seek to prompt preventive response from the audiences, or justify and
legitimize policies set by policy-makers against the clear encroaching threat, or
both.
Cap claims that legitimization involves cognitive and emotive coercion, “an
intention to affect the beliefs, emotions and behaviors of others in such a way
that suits one’s own interests” (2013, 33). Cognitive coercion involves the
modification of the discourse recipients’ mental representations, the construction
of new representations, or the reinforcement of new ones. Such strategies, in
turn, affect the recipients’ emotions, which is known as “emotive coercion”. The
purpose of all these coercive strategies is to alert the discourse recipients to a
forthcoming threat, which requires their approval of immediate pre-emptive
actions.
PT subsumes three frameworks: the spatial proximization framework, the
temporal proximization framework, and the axiological proximization
framework. Each framework deploys a number of lexico-grammatical choices
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that are assigned to the categories of space, time, and value, respectively (Cap,
2013). Cap (2017) refers to the speaker and their addressee as inside-deicticcentre (IDC) entities, and to the peripheral entities as outside-deictic-centre
(ODC) entities, which are the source of the threat, and which symbolically seem
to be crossing the DS (Discourse Space) to invade the IDC entities. This is the
broad sense of “proximization”, which is defined as “a forced construal
operation meant to evoke closeness of the external threat, to solicit legitimization
of preventive measures” (Cap 2017, 16). Since PT subsumes three frameworks:
the spatial, temporal and ideological, the threat envisaged can be construed in
those three aspects.
Cap (2017, 17) defines the three aspects of proximization as follows:
a. ‘Spatial proximization’ is a forced construal of the DS peripheral entities
encroaching physically upon the DS central entities (speaker, addressee).
b. ‘Temporal proximization’ is a forced construal of the envisaged conflict
as not only imminent, but also momentous, historic and thus needing
immediate response and unique preventive measures.
c. ‘Axiological proximization’ involves construal of a gathering ideological
clash between the ‘home values’ of the DS central entities (IDCs) and
the alien, antagonistic (ODC) values.
Cap (2013, 2017) claims that the speaker’s lexico-grammatical choices reflect
their construal of the encroaching ODC threat. Each proximization strategy is
realized in the speaker’s rhetoric by a set of lexical choices and grammatical
patterns that enact the given strategy. Such linguistic realization of the envisaged
threat has the power to legitimize actions against the threat.
1.2. The linguistic realization of spatial proximization
The spatial proximization framework subsumes a range of linguistic elements
at the lexical and grammatical levels to account for a) the positive
characterization of the IDC, b) the negative characterization of the ODC, c) the
movement of the ODC towards the IDC, and d) the range of the negative
consequences of the ODC’s invasion of the IDC. Cap (2013, 105) lists these
categories as follows:
(1) Noun phrases (NPs) construed as elements of the deictic center of the DS
(IDCs)
(2) Noun phrases (NPs) construed as elements outside the deictic center of
the DS (ODCs)
(3) Verb phrases (VPs) of motion and directionality construed as markers of
movement of ODCs towards the deictic center
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(4) Verb phrases (VPs) of action construed as markers of impact of ODCs
upon IDCs
(5) Noun phrases (NPs) denoting abstract concepts construed as anticipations
of impact of ODCs upon IDCs
(6) Noun phrases (NPs) denoting abstract concepts construed as effects of
impact of ODCs upon IDCs
Cap (2013) states that the first three categories are the main categories of spatial
proximization: they account for the IDC entities, the ODC entities, and the
symbolic, threatening movement of the ODC towards the IDC, or its symbolic
invasion of its territory. He states that the next three categories are extra, yet
equally important categories, as they account for the extent of the destructive
consequences of the ODC impact. Thus, the six categories need not be employed
in the text under scrutiny at the same time.
1.3. The linguistic realization of temporal proximization
Temporal proximization can be symbolically represented on a time axis
which features the speaker’s present, or “now”, at the centre of the axis, while
known events of the past and foreseen future events are located on either end of
the axis. Cap (2013) points out that future events necessarily refer to events of
the near future, which reinforces the legitimization of the speaker’s and their
affiliates’ prompt action. The two solid arrows pointing to “Now” from the right
and the left ends of the axis represent two temporal shifts. The first shift is the
construal of the past events and actions carried out by the ODC entities as
informing the speaker’s present and reminding them of the destructive
consequences of the past ODC actions. The second shift is the future-to-present
shift, which construes the ODC envisaged ominous future actions as an emerging
threat that can materialize in the speaker’s present. As for the dotted arrow that
moves straight from the Past frame, passing through Now and reaching the
Future frame, it symbolizes the collected premises from the past and present
events that serve as premises for the future. Hence, Cap defines temporal
proximization more technically as “a symbolic “compression” of the time axis,
and a partial conflation of the three-time frames, involving two simultaneous
conceptual shifts” (2013, 85). All this gives the speaker the legitimization of
their current/future pre-emptive actions which they seek.
Temporal proximization makes a distinction between two concepts of time,
real time (RT) and construed time (CT), each of which has distinct linguistic
markers. The distinction between the linguistic markers of RT and CT is
explicated by Cap as follows:
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RT markers denote events as happening at dated points in time, while
the CT markers “fit” these points (and the events), by analogy and
other means, into preferred temporal frames. It should be
remembered that the RT markers do not only denote actual past
events, but can also describe or presuppose future point-in-time
events, which the CT markers turn into durative phenomena. They
are “durative” in the sense that they can be construed as occurring
anytime between the now and the infinite future. (2013, 111-112)
The lexico-grammatical markers of temporal proximization are laid out by Cap
(2013, 112-4) as follows:
(1) Noun phrases (NPs) involving indefinite descriptions construing ODC
actual impact acts in alternative temporal frames
(2) Discourse forms involving contrastive use of the simple past and the
present perfect construing threatening future extending infinitely from a
past instant
(3) Noun phrases (NPs) involving nominalizations construing
presupposition of conditions for ODC impact to arise anytime in the
future
(4) Verb phrases (VPs) involving modal auxiliaries construing conditions for
ODC impact as existing continually between the now and the infinite
future
(5) Discourse forms involving parallel contrastive construals of oppositional
and privileged futures extending from the now
1.4. The linguistic realization of axiological proximization
Axiological proximization is defined as “a forced construal of a gathering
ideological conflict between the ‘home values’ of the DS central entities, IDCs,
and the ‘alien’, antagonistic values of the ODCs” (Cap 2013, 94). Just like the
two earlier strategies of proximization, i.e. the spatial and temporal, axiological
proximization similarly involves the narrowing of the construed distance
between the IDC and ODC, yet this narrowing poses a danger to the IDC on an
ideological level and threatens the “values” of the IDC entities, leading to a
physical clash.
Cap (2013, 119) points out that ideological proximization is manifested
lexico-grammatically in discourse by the following means:
(1) Noun phrases (NPs) construed as IDC positive values or value sets
(ideologies)
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(2) Noun phrases (NPs) construed as ODC negative values or value sets
(ideologies)
(3) Discourse forms no longer than one sentence or two consecutive
sentences involving linear arrangement of lexico-grammatical phrases
construing materialization in the IDC space of the ODC negative
ideologies.
In his analysis of the US-war-on-Iraq discourse, Cap (2013) notes that such
ideological clash surfaces in single-word nominals referring to the IDC values,
such as “freedom” and “democracy” and others referring to the antagonistic
ideology of the ODC such as “dictatorship” and “radicalism”. It is worth noting
that axiological proximization may not always be detected in texts in which
speakers use proximization as a discourse strategy. For instance, Cap’s (2017)
analysis of legitimization strategies in the discourse of cyberspace (or cyberterror) reveals the existence of fear-inducing representations of the online, virtual
world. Nevertheless, his analysis shows that the discourse of cyber space does
not contain an axiological element as it “does not prescribe clear links between
postures and actions of the antagonistic groups; nor does it link its fearful
anticipations to the negligence and inaction on the part of the home group” (Cap,
2017, 65.) This reiterates the fact that the three STA frameworks of
proximization need not be simultaneously at play in all texts which feature
proximization discourse.
2. Empirical Studies on Proximization in Political Discourse
PT has been mainly used to analyze the mechanism of proximization in
political discourse. Chilton (2004) uses it to analyze three different types of
political communication at the domestic level. First, he studies broadcast
political interviews and analyzes their microstructure, then moves to
parliamentary assemblies, and finally inspects political speeches and the
coercive strategies that force particular emotive and cognitive responses. Chilton
(2004) also analyzes international political discourse exemplified by the address
given by President George W. Bush on 7 October 2001 which sought to
legitimize war on Afghanistan as a response to the attacks on The World Trade
Center and the Pentagon a month earlier on 11 September 2001.
Cap (2006, 2008, 2010, 2014) applies PT to the discourse of the US war-onterror, and the Iraq war in particular. He analyzes G. W. Bush’s speeches at the
American Enterprise Institute (AEI) on 26 February 2003, three weeks before
the US military troops entered Iraq on 19 March, and also excerpts from Bush’s
address to British academics at Whitehall Palace in London, England, on 19
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November 2003, in which he discusses Iraq policy. Cap distinguishes the two
opposing camps—the IDC entities and the ODC entities—as those of ‘‘the
western democracies’’ on the one hand, and the Middle East ‘‘dictatorships and
regimes’’ on the other (Cap, 2010). In his sequential studies, Cap investigates
the proximization strategies that are used by Bush to legitimize going to war in
Iraq.
Abuarrah (2016) employs PT to study the different discursive functions that
the adverb ‘now’ has in political discourse. He examines a number of political
speeches and argues that the speaker’s deliberate inclusion of the
temporal deictic adverb ‘now’ in their speech has the ability to change the
structure of the hearer’s cognitive space. This is achieved through proximizing
threats, thus making the hearer more likely to comply with directives, legitimize
the proposed policies, and take immediate action.
Similarly, Abdelhameed (2020) investigates the aspects of proximization in
political discourse, particularly in the presidential speeches by Johnson and Bush
in which the speakers aim to legitimize waging war on Vietnam and Iraq,
respectively. Abdelhameed sheds light on the speakers’ employment of lexicogrammatical choices, deixis and modality to proximize foreign threats and
legitimize actions against those imminent threats. The study reveals that both
Johnson and Bush use proximization strategies—though with varying degrees—
to achieve their goals, which are to increase U.S. military forces in Vietnam and
topple the Iraqi regime and overthrow the government.
Mando and Stack (2019) also employ PT as a tool to delineate the rhetorical
and proximization strategies used in the discourse of 43 articles, published in
different periodicals, representing the Asian carp as a threat to the American
waterways. The study reveals the writers’ structural and lexico-grammatical
choices that establish the Asian carp as an outsider threat with foreseen
ecological and economic damage that is continually getting nearer to the deictic
center, which is the Great Lakes of North America. The authors argue that the
physiological threat of the Asian carp—their rapid growth rate, adaptability,
etc—to existing ecosystems in the United States could be regarded as a metaphor
for the threat posed by immigration on national security.
Though PR was originally formulated to deal with instances of political
communication (presidential addresses, parliamentary debates), its application
has been extended to cover a wide range of public discourses, such as
immigration debates and anti-tobacco campaigns (Cap, 2017). PR has also been
used as a tool for discourse analysis in the domains of health and modern
technology in which a distant threat—such as cancer and cyber threat—is
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represented as imminent to the speaker and their addressees. The present
research attempts to trace the proximization devices in COVID-19 discourse.
3. Data and methodology: The STA Model
This study applies the same methodology—which is a cognitive-pragmatic
approach—which Cap (2010, 2013, 2017) applies in accounting for the
mechanism of proximization in public communication. It is important to stress
the fact that the current study is a qualitative study rather than a quantitative one,
meaning that conclusions are drawn from the linguistic analysis and
interpretation of data and are not based on lexico-grammatical frequency counts
that are quantitatively verifiable. Accordingly, the study aims to shed light on
the different proximization strategies that public speakers use to influence their
addressees and justify their proposed actions by providing concrete examples
from the data under investigation. The instrument of analysis utilized in the study
is the STA model, which comprises three frameworks—spatial, temporal and
axiological—to account for the three proximization strategies public speakers
may employ in their rhetoric.
The WHO Director-General's remarks at the media briefings on COVID-19
constitute the data of this study. The briefings span a period of ten consecutive
months: from January 2020 to October 2020. The WHO website
https://www.who.int/dg/speeches contains 126 speeches given by the WHO
Director-General at the media briefings on COVID-19 during the
aforementioned period. It is worth noting that the present study examined all the
speeches, yet did not extract samples from all of them. The corpus items listed
in the tables in Section 4 are only exemplary of the linguistic categories.
4. Data Analysis and Discussion: Proximization Strategies
Before analyzing the data, it is important to illustrate how PT envisages the
physical relation between the IDC and ODC entities. Central to PT is the notion
of deictic or discourse space (henceforth DS) which is substantially derived from
Chilton’s (2004, 2014) Deictic/Discourse Space Theory. Chilton symbolically
views discourse space as a sphere where all social entities and the relationships
between them cognitively exist. Chilton’s architecture of DS symbolically
situates the speaker (Self), with whom the positive qualities are associated, at the
deictic center, whereas antagonistic entities (Other) and their negative qualities
are positioned at the periphery. The distance between the Self and the Other may
be construed as physical or spatial distance, temporal distance, or ideological
distance. Such distancing is manifested in the speaker’s linguistic choices which
depict the Other as a distant yet potential threat to the Self and its in-group.
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When a speaker employs proximization
strategies in their discourse, the physical
architecture of the discourse space which existed
prior to their speech symbolically changes. The
following figure (Figure 1) is a symbolic
representation of the three aspects of
proximization in the DS.
4.1. The linguistic realization of spatial proximization in the data
The above-listed categories of the spatial proximization framework have been
inspected and detected in the speeches given
by the WHO Director-General on COVID-19 Figure 1. Proximization in
and published at the WHO official website. discourse space (DS) (Cap 2019,
10)
The lexico-grammatical items which are * centre-periphery opposites in
considered manifestations of spatial spatio-temporal proximization
proximization are classified in Table 1 below. **centre-periphery opposites in
axiological proximization.
Table 1: Key lexico-grammatical and discourse
items of the temporal proximization framework
Category
Key corpus items
1) Noun phrases (NPs) construed as
1. We;
elements of the deictic center of the DS
2. WHO;
(IDCs)
3. WHO and partners;
4. Leaders;
5. citizens;
6. countries;
7. societies;
8. regions;
9. public health;
10. lives;
11. livelihoods;
12. schools;
13. students;
14. staff;
15. faculty;
16. community;
17. the world;
18. people;
19. governments;
20. populations;
21. health workers ;
22. low- and middle-income countries;
23. economies
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(2) Noun phrases (NPs) construed as
elements outside the deictic center of the
DS (ODCs)

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

(3) Verb phrases (VPs) of motion and
directionality construed as markers of
movement of ODCs towards the deictic
center.

36.
37.
38.

39.
40.
41.

42.
(4) Verb phrases (VPs) of action
construed as markers of impact of ODCs
upon IDCs.

COVID-19 pandemic;
the virus;
this outbreak;
novel coronavirus;
unknown pathogen;
unprecedented outbreak;
the disease;
public enemy number one;
a common enemy;
threat
[can cause] severe disease [to IDC];
before the virus [gets a foothold] [in
the IDC];
it [can kill] [the IDC];
it [causes] milder symptoms [to the
IDC];
what sort of damage this virus [could
do] if it were to spread in a country
with a weaker health system;
The only aim of the virus is [to find]
people to infect;
This outbreak [could still go] in any
direction;
Now that the virus [has a foothold in
so many countries], the threat of a
pandemic [has become] very real
globally the pandemic [is actually
speeding up];

43. countries [are losing] gains made as
proven measures to reduce risk are
not implemented or followed;
44. The COVID-19 pandemic [is causing
a significant loss of life, disrupting
livelihoods, and threatening to undo
much of the progress we have made];
45. The pandemic – and the measures
taken in many countries to contain it
– [have taken a heavy toll on lives,
livelihoods and economies];
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(5) Noun phrases (NPs) denoting abstract
concepts construed as anticipations of
impact of ODCs upon IDCs

46. [emergence] of a previously
unknown pathogen;
47. [the risk] of it becoming more
widespread globally;
48. [the likelihood of spillover] of a
novel pathogen from animals to
humans is increasing

(6) Noun phrases (NPs) denoting abstract
concepts construed as effects of impact of
ODCs upon IDCs

49. That is our best chance of preventing
[a broader global crisis];
50. You can prevent [people getting
sick];
51. This is a time for taking action now
to prevent [infections];
52. In several countries across the world,
we are now seeing [dangerous
increases in cases]

Source:
https://www.who.int/directorgeneral/speeches/

The corpus items in Table 1 above demonstrate how COVID-19 is construed
as a physically vicious character with an imminent destructive impact. First, the
negative characterization of the ODC entity, which is COVID-19, through the
use of fear-provoking noun phrases in category (2), puts the ODC in stark
contrast with the IDC entities which are characterized as neutral and harmless in
category (1). In addition, the verb phrases that represent categories (3) and (4)
construe the physical distance between the IDCs and ODCs as gradually
narrowing, and therefore, alarming. The italicized phrases inside square brackets
(in corpus items 34, 35, 36 and 37) are not corpus expressions—they are
contextual elaborations provided to show the direction of the movement of ODC
towards the deictic center. Cap (2013) argues that spatial proximization aims to
highlight the tangible consequences of the ODC impact, and that is achieved
through the inclusion of many IDC lexical items in categories 5 and 6 that
represent the entities affected by the ODC impact.
Spatial proximization seeks to portray the consequences of the ODC impact
as massive and global. This is visible in Table 1 in the lexical items representing
category (1). The WHO Director-General’s speeches disclose that the range of
IDC entities that are threatened by the ODC is rather limitless, as the IDC entities
include whole “regions”, “societies”, “health workers” and even school
“students”. In addition, the use of quantifiers such as “many” (corpus item 41),
and comparative forms as in “a broader global crisis” (corpus item 49) and “more
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widespread” (corpus item 47), conceptually extends the IDC territory affected
by the ODC impact and increases the intensity and capacity of the ODC impact.
One of the coercive tools that proximization typically utilizes is reasoning by
analogy which serves to infer information about an “unknown” entity by
systematically resembling it to a “known” thing. The examined data displays a
regular construal of the ODC as an “animate” entity; that is, the threat is provided
with human traits. Such characterization of the threat maximizes its speed and
impact and reinforces its invasive character. This is realized in Table 1 in the
noun phrases referring to COVID-19 as “enemy”; however, the personification
of the threat as a dangerous killer is most visible in the verb phrases denoting the
actions this virus can do: “it can cause severe disease”, “before the virus gets a
foothold”, “it can kill”, “it could still go in any direction”, etc.
More importantly, Cap (2017, 79) stresses that metaphor is the “prime lexicogrammatical carrier” of spatial proximization. In their 1980 book Metaphors We
Live By, Lakoff and Johnson propose that
[m]etaphors may create realities for us. […] A metaphor may thus
be a guide for future action. Such actions will, of course, fit the
metaphor. This will, in turn, reinforce the power of the metaphor to
make experience coherent. In this sense metaphors can be selffulfilling prophecies. (Lakoff & Johnson 1980, 156)
Metaphors, in this perspective, have conceptual structures. In the speeches under
analysis, the ODC invasion of the IDC territory is construed through the
employment of the metaphor COVID-19 IS ENEMY, which conceptualizes the
IDC as geopolitically threatened by the invasive ODC. This conceptual metaphor
has clearly shaped the language used to report the news of the virus, which is
manifested in the underlined phrases in the following extracts from the speeches:
We have a common enemy which is dangerous, and which can bring
serious upheaval – social, economic and political. (Feb 7)
This is a time for all of us to be united in our common struggle
against a common threat – a dangerous enemy. (April 15)
This is a common enemy. Let’s keep that solidarity up. We’re one
human race, and that suffices actually. This is an invisible enemy
against humanity. (March 19)
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This virus is presenting us with an unprecedented threat. But it’s also
an unprecedented opportunity to come together as one against a
common enemy – an enemy against humanity (March 18)
As you know, global coordination is key in fighting a dangerous
enemy like this coronavirus (Feb 20)
The fight against rumours and misinformation is a vital part of the
battle against this virus. We rely on you to make sure people have
accurate information about the threat they face, and how to protect
themselves and others. (March 5)
As we battle COVID-19, ensuring health systems continue to
function is an equally high priority as we recognize the risk to life
from any suspension of essential services, like child
immunization. (May 20)
The first vaccine could be ready in 18 months, so we have to do
everything today using the available weapons to fight this virus,
while preparing for the long-term. (Feb 11)
We are at war with a virus that threatens to tear us apart – if we let
it. (March 26)
Hence, the COVID-19 IS AN ENEMY metaphor constructs not just the way we
perceive the virus as a threat that can attack, hurt and destroy us, but also the
way we should act toward it. As a result, this analogy deliberately legitimizes
the actions the speaker calls for in his speeches: to devise preventative measures,
wage war on the virus, etc. As Lakoff and Johnson state,
Personification is a general category that covers a very wide range
of metaphors, each picking out different aspects of a person or ways
of looking at a person. What they all have in common is that they are
extensions of ontological metaphors and that they allow us to make
sense of phenomena in the world in human terms—terms that we can
understand on the basis of our own motivations, goals, actions, and
characteristics. (1980, 34)
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4.2. The linguistic realization of temporal proximization in the data
The five lexico-grammatical categories of temporal proximization laid out in
section (2.1.2) are realized in the speeches of the WHO Director-General as
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Key lexico-grammatical and discourse items of the temporal proximization
framework
Category
Key corpus items
(1) Noun phrases (NPs)
1. The COVID-19 pandemic is [an
involving
indefinite
unprecedented global crisis];
descriptions construing ODC
2. We are not just fighting to contain [a virus]
actual impact acts in
and save lives. We are also in [a fight] to
alternative temporal frames
contain the social and economic damage [a
global pandemic] could do;
3. We have [a common enemy] which is
dangerous, and which can bring [serious
upheaval – social, economic and political].
This is the time to fight it in unison;
4. The emergence of [any new pathogen with the
potential to cause severe illness and death] is
of grave concern and must be taken with the
utmost seriousness;
5. This outbreak is testing us in many ways. It’s
a test of political solidarity – whether the
world can come together to fight [a common
enemy] that does not respect borders or
ideologies;
6. Over the past few weeks, we have witnessed
the emergence of [a previously unknown
pathogen], which has escalated into [an
unprecedented outbreak], and which has been
met by [an unprecedented response].
7. before the virus gets [a foothold];
8. We are working to prevent [human-to-human
transmission];
9. we must all act together now to limit [further
spread];
10. In a world that is heating up and where
intensified human activity is shrinking wild
spaces, the likelihood of [spillover of a novel
pathogen from animals to humans] is
increasing.
(2)
Discourse
forms
involving contrastive use of

11. It [took] more than 2 months for the first
100,000 cases to be reported. For the past two
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the simple past and the
present perfect construing
threatening future extending
infinitely from a past instant

weeks, more than 100,000 new cases [have
been reported] almost every single day;
12. [Last week, China reported] a new cluster of
cases in Beijing, after more than 50 days
without a case in that city. More than 100
cases [have now been confirmed];
13. It’s hard to believe that just two months ago,
[this virus (…) was completely unknown] to
us. As of 6am Geneva time this morning,
there were 42,708 confirmed cases reported in
China, and tragically [we have now surpassed
1000 deaths - 1017 people in China have lost
their lives] to this outbreak

(3) Noun phrases (NPs)
involving nominalizations
construing presupposition of
conditions for ODC impact
to arise anytime in the future

14. We continue to work closely with the Chinese
government to support its efforts to address
this outbreak at the epicenter. That is our best
chance of preventing [a broader global crisis];
15. Of course, [the risk of it becoming more
widespread globally] remains high;
16. So let’s use this opportunity to prevent
[further spread] and to control it;
17. We are working to prevent [human-to-human
transmission];
18. countries must stay alert to [the possibility of
resurgence];
19. [the likelihood of spillover of a novel
pathogen from animals to humans] is
increasing
20. aggressive, early measures can prevent
[transmission before the virus gets a foothold]

(4) Verb phrases (VPs)
involving modal auxiliaries
construing conditions for
ODC impact as existing
continually between the now
and the infinite future

21. People infected with COVID-19 [can still
infect others] after they stop feeling sick;
22. the global COVID-19 outbreak [can now be
described] as a pandemic;
23. The economic impact of the pandemic in
humanitarian settings [can aggravate already
dire living conditions];
24. Deep budget cuts to education and rising
poverty caused by the pandemic [could force
at least 9.7 million children out of school
forever];
25. If we don't get rid of the virus everywhere, we
[can't rebuild economies anywhere];
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26. What’s really concerning is the vast spectrum
of symptoms that fluctuate over time, often
overlap and [can affect any system in the
body];
27. Access to medical oxygen could be the
difference between life and death for some
patients, but there is already a shortage in
many countries, which [could be exacerbated
by this epidemic];
28. At the same time, lifting restrictions too
quickly [could lead to a deadly resurgence];
29. In the last 100 days, COVID-19 has shown us
[the damage it can mete out in wealthy
nations];
30. We are yet to see [the devastation it could
wreak in poorer and more vulnerable
countries];
31. Without help and action now, poor countries
and vulnerable communities [could suffer
massive devastation];
32. If countries rush to lift restrictions too
quickly, [the virus could resurge and the
economic impact could be even more severe
and prolonged];
33. Gaps in essential care [can result in many
more deaths than the coronavirus itself];
34. We are already seeing the economic and
social effects of this pandemic in high-income
countries. In poor communities, [those effects
could be even more severe and long-lasting];
35. Early evidence suggests most of the world’s
population remains susceptible. That means
[epidemics can easily re-ignite];
36. We know that this virus [can cause] severe
disease, and that it [can kill];
37. We don’t know what [sort of damage this
virus could do] if it were to spread in a
country with a weaker health system;
(5)
Discourse
forms
involving parallel contrastive
construals of oppositional
and
privileged
futures
extending from the now

38. [oppositional if the basics aren’t followed,
there is only one way this pandemic is going
to go. It’s going to get worse and worse and
worse]. [privileged But it does not have to be
this way. Every single leader, every single
government and every single person can do
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their bit to break chains of transmission and
end the collective suffering].
39. [oppositional The epidemics in the Islamic
Republic of Iran, Italy and the Republic of
Korea demonstrate what this virus is capable
of. But this virus is not influenza]. [privileged
With the right measures, it can be contained].
40. [oppositional Any country that looks at the
experience of other countries with large
epidemics and thinks “that won’t happen to
us” is making a deadly mistake. It can happen
to any country]. [privileged The experience of
China, the Republic of Korea, Singapore and
others clearly demonstrates that aggressive
testing and contact tracing, combined with
social distancing measures and community
mobilization, can prevent infections and save
lives.]
41. [oppositional As some countries start to open
up, we see cases and deaths starting to spike
and concerns about potential lack of hospital
capacity]. [privileged This is a critical
moment for countries and we ask leaders to
put targeted measures in place that we know
can suppress the spread and ensure that health
systems and workers are protected.]
Source:
https://www.who.int/director
-general/speeches/

The first lexico-grammatical category of the framework displays the
fundamental role construed time (CT) plays in the temporal proximization
framework. Using markers of indefiniteness, such as determiners “a”, “an”,
“any”, or another” with singular nouns, or indefinite plural nouns results in the
construal of RT (real time) events that actually happened at some point in time
as events that could have occurred any time—before their real time, at the
moment of speaking, or at any moment in the future (Cap, 2013). In other words,
this is how CT markers could turn real time (RT) events into durative
phenomena.
Following Cap’s (2013) representation of the phrase “a September morning”,
which is taken from a speech given by George W. Bush on February 26, 2003
and regarded by Cap as an epitome of temporal proximization, the phrase “any
new pathogen with the potential to cause severe illness and death” extracted from
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the speech given by the WHO Director-General on January 29, 2020 can be
analogically interpreted as follows. The indefiniteness of the phrase “any new
pathogen” in the WHO Director-General’s statement “The emergence of any
new pathogen with the potential to cause severe illness and death is of grave
concern and must be taken with the utmost seriousness” employs the two
concepts of time: RT and CT, and allows the indefinite phrase to apply to
multiple timeframes: the past frame, the “now”, and the future frame. Though
we know that the speaker is speaking at the time (RT) of the outbreak of COVID19, the indefiniteness of the phrase he uses to refer to the present time pathogen
(i.e., COVID-19) allows the addressees, through a forced construal, to recollect
other pathogens that broke out in a different time frame (i.e. the past), such as
SARS in 2003, MERS in 2019, and Ebola in 2014 (still around in 2020), that
were equally deadly and disastrous. However, more importantly, the marker of
indefiniteness, “any,'' forces the construal of “any new pathogen” in the future
frame as it stresses that such a pathogen can break out at any point in time, that
it is continually threatening, and can reoccur in the future. This intensifies the
legitimacy of the present/future preemptive actions that the speaker calls out for
in all his speeches. Figure 2 below illustrates how the indefinite phrase “any new
pathogen” applies to three temporal frames:
Figure 2. “Any new pathogen”
dividing the time axis into three
temporal frames

The second lexico-grammatical category of the temporal proximization
framework clearly contrasts the safe past with the hazardous future by the means
of juxtaposition of a fact that existed in the past frame and that which has
happened in the present frame and will continue to take effect in the future frame.
This is overtly represented in the statement “It’s hard to believe that just two
months ago, this virus (…) was completely unknown to us. (…) and tragically
we have now surpassed 1000 deaths - 1017 people in China have lost their lives
to this outbreak”, said by WHO Director-General on February 11, 2020. The
threat—which was nonexistent at one point in the RT past frame, then occurred
at a later point in the RT past frame, then extended to affect the present RT, and
is expected to reach the future frame—can be illustrated as follows:
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Figure 3: Contrastive use of
the simple past and the present
perfect construing threatening
future extending infinitely
from a past instant

As regards the third category in the temporal proximization framework,
while it has multiple representative lexico-grammatical corpus items, it is
perfectly represented in corpus item (20) by the WHO Director-General’s
statement “aggressive, early measures can prevent transmission before the virus
gets a foothold” on February 27, 2020. By the time the speech was delivered, it
had become evident that one of the threats of COVID-19 is that it is easily
transmitted from one human to another. The nominalization of “transmission”
places it in both the present RT—or the “now” frame—as well as the construed
future, rendering the menacing “transmission” of the virus expected at any
moment. In addition, the non-deictic temporal clause “before the virus gets a
foothold”, in which the present simple tense has futurate reference, explicitly
refers to the predictable future threat that will inevitably take place unless proper
preventive action is hastily taken.
In category 4, the modal auxiliaries designated by Cap are mainly the modals
of ability, “can” and “could”, which are followed by bare infinitives. Though
Cap suggests that the “now” is basically coded by adverbials of time such as
“now” or “at this moment”, such adverbials have not been explicitly employed
by the speaker in the investigated corpus. Nevertheless, the present “point-intime” is marked by the present simple tense of the verb phrases listed as corpus
items representing category 4 in Table 2 above, which makes the ODC impact
not only existent in the RT but also durative, which in turn intensifies the fear
associated with the threat.
Finally, category 5 aims to depict the “contrast between the “privileged
future” (the future favored and pursued by the speaker) and the “alternative”,
“oppositional future” (the future disqualified by the speaker)”, both of which are
extensions of the present (Cap 2013, 90). According to Cap, the two views of the
futures are in competition with each other. Each of the corpus items representing
category 5 in Table 2 above constitutes the two views; the oppositional view
predicts the grim future ahead if pre-emptive measures are not taken, while the
privileged, rational view shows the way out of this turmoil if immediate action
is taken. It is palpable that all the five categories of the temporal proximization
framework serve one clear purpose: to legitimize the action called out for by the
speaker and ensure its credibility.
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4.3. The linguistic realization of axiological proximization in the data
As pointed out by Cap (2010, 2013, 2017, 2019), axiological proximization
relies on the opposition and antagonism between the value systems of the IDC
and ODC camps. It involves the speaker’s construal of an ideological conflict
between the IDC and ODC, such as the ideological conflict between democratic
and autocratic regimes in Cap’s aforementioned studies (see section 2.2). In
contrast to the spatial and temporal frameworks, the lexico-grammatical corpus
items that qualify as linguistic markers of axiological proximization are
considerably smaller than the items qualifying in the former frameworks.
In the WHO Director-General’s speeches, the axiological element in the
discourse on COVID-19 is not quite detectable, scarcely appearing in the
Director-General’s repeated calls for nations to stand together and cooperate in
an attempt to prevent the spread of ‘rumors’ and ‘stigma’ associated with
COVID-19. Hence, the contrast between the set of values of the IDC and ODC
entities seems to be mainly realized by noun phrases construed as IDC positive
values and others as ODC negative values, both of which qualify as members in
the first two categories in Table 3. As for the third category, which Cap (2010,
401) admits to be “complex enough to require a thorough text explanation,” the
inspected data detected one instance of a four-part linear sequence of lexicogrammatical paradigms ((NP1+VP1) +(VP2+NP2)) that could qualify as
member in the third category. The lexico-grammatical items representing
axiological proximization in the WHO Director-General’s speeches are laid out
in Table 3 below.
Table 3: Key lexico-grammatical and discourse items of the temporal proximization
framework
Category
Key corpus items
1. Noun phrases (NPs) construed as IDC
1. facts;
positive values or value sets (ideologies)
2. resilience;
3. inventiveness;
4. solidarity;
5. kindness;
6. science;
7. accurate information;
8. credible sources;
9. solutions;
10. reason;
11. solidarity;
12. truth-tellers
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2. Noun phrases (NPs) construed as ODC
negative values or value sets (ideologies)

3. Discourse forms no longer than one sentence
or two consecutive sentences involving linear
arrangement of lexico-grammatical phrases
construing materialization in the IDC space of
the ODC negative ideologies ((NP1+VP1)
+(VP2+NP2))

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

fear;
threat;
enemy;
myth;
trolls;
conspiracy theorists;
rumours/rumors;
politicization of the
pandemic;
stigma;
stigmatization;
misinformation;
false information;
And myths and
misinformation about
vaccines are adding
fuel to the fire,
putting vulnerable
people at risk.
(NP1): myths and
misinformation about
vaccines
(VP1): are adding fuel to
the fire
(VP2): putting
(NP2):
vulnerable
people at risk

Source:
https://www.who.int/directorgeneral/speeches/

As stated earlier, the table exposes that the corpus items representing
categories 1 and 2 in the axiological proximization framework embody the
ideological clash between the “home values” of the IDC entities and the
“antagonistic values” of the ODC. This clash materializes linguistically through
the speaker’s positive self-presentation and negative other-presentation, which
may be regarded as implicitly indicative of the positive and negative ideologies
of the IDC and ODC, respectively. Accordingly, a number of the corpus items
representing category 1 can be directly matched to their opposite counterparts in
category 2 as follows:
1. facts
6. science
4. solidarity

vs.
vs.
vs.

19. rumors
16. myth
21. stigma/ 22. stigmatization
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8. credible sources vs.
17. trolls
12. truth tellers vs.
18. conspiracy theorists
7. accurate information vs. 23. misinformation/ 24. false information
5. kindness
vs.
13. fear
9. solutions
vs.
14. threat
As for the complex third category which consists of two parts, Cap (2013, 120)
describes the first sequence (NP1+VP1) as “abstract-ideological”, while the
second (VP2+NP2) as “concrete-physical”. This designation is meant to show
how an abstract, remote possibility (“myths and misinformation about
vaccines”) can gradually materialize into a tangible, physical threat (“people at
risk”).
As explained earlier, axiological proximization construes alien ideologies as
encroaching upon the ideology and values of the IDC, which would result in the
narrowing of the conceptual space between the ODC and IDC and prompt an
imminent clash. The lexico-grammatical analysis in Table 3 reveals that the
construal of the threat in COVID-19 discourse does not predominantly utilize
axiological proximization elements. Comparing Table 3 to Tables 1 and 2—
which display the lexico-grammatical items for spatial and temporal
proximization, respectively—it becomes conspicuous that COVID-19 discourse
relies primarily on spatial and temporal proximization strategies, and only
marginally on axiological strategies. Accordingly, the discourse on COVID-19
exemplified by the WHO Director-General’s speeches construes the virus as
physically trespassing the IDC territory, and the past events as premises for
current and future pre-emptive actions.
Conclusion
Proximization is a theoretical apparatus that provides methodological,
analytic tools to account for the regularities underlying public speakers’ goals
which mainly involve legitimization of actions and policies. Though it is most
evident in the domain of state political discourse, in which political speakers
seek to legitimize and win their addressees’ approval for pre-emptive actions
against an imminent threat, proximization has extended to cover a wide range of
domains, such as health, environment and technology. The present study has
attempted to investigate proximization in the relatively new domain of discourse
studies, which is health discourse.
The present paper has performed a lexico-grammatical analysis of selected
speeches on COVID-19, given by WHO Director-General, in light of PT and the
SPA model. The investigated data has revealed that the discourse on COVID-19
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predominantly evokes fear of a construed enemy entity, embodied in the virus,
threatening the home entity, represented by the speaker and his addressees. It has
also shown how strong fear appeals enhanced by spatial, temporal and
axiological strategies—which are also coercive strategies—have the power to
solicit the addressees’ legitimization of the speaker’s pre-emptive policies to
combat the threat posed by the pathogen.
The study has demonstrated how PT is a viable critical tool of analysis of
threat-based discourse, which is a core element of public communication. The
analysis of the speeches in terms of PT has been performed on multiple levels:
a) the conceptual level of the Discourse Space (DS) organization, and b) the
coercion level, where the text is treated as a specimen of legitimization discourse
which seeks to justify and win the addressees’ support for actions called for by
the speaker. At the DS conceptual level, the speaker’s lexical choices demarcate
the deictic center and deictic periphery. At the deictic center, the speaker
unmistakably construes himself, his addressees, their affiliates and shared
territories as the ‘good Self’. At the deictic periphery, the pathogen is positioned
and perceived as the ‘bad Other’. The speaker’s lexico-grammatical choices also
construe the peripheral entities as trespassing the distance in DS and attempting
to invade, both spatially and temporally, the deictic center. At the coercion level,
the spatio-temporal proximization of the threat has shown to be an effective
coercion instrument, as it enhances the appeal of the pre-emptive measures the
speaker calls for and solicits legitimization of action to be taken against COVID19 which WHO is demanding. Hence, the study has proven that PT successfully
detects the discursive strategies adopted by the WHO Director-General, by
which he seeks to generate fear of the novel coronavirus by construing it as an
inevitable, impinging threat, and induce action against it. Finally, the analysis
has revealed that the discourse on COVID-19 relies heavily on spatial and
temporal proximization, and less clearly on axiological proximization. The
lexico-grammatical analysis of data in light of the SPA model has demonstrated
that the pathogen is construed as possessing a spatio-temporal nature rather than
an ideological one, making it capable of trespassing the IDC territory and
causing harm to the IDC entities at the present time and in the future.
The present study aspires to open avenues for further applications of PT. As
COVID-19 is still in sight, and with the development of different COVID-19
vaccines, widespread public concerns about the safety and effectiveness of the
vaccines have spurred. Anti-vaccination discourse which seems to be thriving
has spread skepticism and fear of the vaccines whose efficacy is yet to be
approved. The world seems to be divided into pro-vaccine and anti-vaccine
camps, each of which views the other as an external, antagonistic ODC entity,
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and uses discursive appeals and strategies to proximize the Other’s threat.
Accordingly, the present study invites further explorations into COVID-19
discourse, particularly into anti-COVID-vaccination discourse.
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“Because Survival is Insufficient”:
Pandemic Narratives in the 21st Century
Yasmine Ahmed Sweed*

While the outbreak of COVID-19 virus has been a paradigm-shifting
experience that has divided people’s lives into ‘before’ and ‘after’ pandemics,
with their deep socioeconomic, cultural and health impact, have always been a
constant component of human experience. Michele Augusto Riva, Marta
Benedetti and Giancarlo Cesana maintain that:
In the ancient world, plague and pestilence were rather frequent
calamities, and ordinary people were likely to have witnessed or
heard vivid and scary reports about their terrible ravages. When
plague spread, no medicine could help, and no one could stop it from
striking; the only way to escape was to avoid contact with infected
persons and contaminated objects. (2014, 1753)
Different artistic responses to pandemics across history have always helped
people make sense of contagion, explore its consequences and take individual
and collective positions. Riva, Benedetti and Cesana add that the motif of the
plague is a “consistent and well-spread topos” that forms a long literary tradition
that invites “the reader to reflect on the ancestral fear of humans toward
infectious diseases” (2014, 1753). Priscilla Wald attributes the rising popularity
of pandemic narratives in the 21st century to their ability to combine ancestral
fears of disease and contemporary social concerns. Wald’s definition adds a new
dimension to our understanding of the genre as it invites readers to view
pandemic literature as an archive of contemporary concerns of any given
historical period. She maintains that:
these narratives are critiques of socioeconomic inequities and
titillating tales of apocalyptic struggles with primordial earth
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demons, hard-headed analyses of environmental exhaustion and
hopeful stories of timeless renewal. As they simultaneously fore-cast
the imminent destruction and afﬁrm the enduring foundations of
community, they offer myths for the contemporary moment. (2008,
10)
Wald’s conceptualization of pandemic literature is important because it imbues
the analysis of the genre with social, political and cultural significance that goes
beyond its immediate medical and psychological implications. She adds that the
genre can stigmatize or mitigate certain individuals, groups, countries, lifestyles
and behaviors (2008, 3). In this sense, the pandemic narrative becomes mutually
influenced by, and greatly influences, its moment of production.
This paper explores the configuration of pandemics in Such Is This
World@sars.come (2011) by Chinese writer Hu Fayun and Station Eleven
(2014) by Canadian American author Emily St. John Mandel, with the purpose
of examining the paradigm shifting effect of disease on people’s ideas, beliefs,
value systems, social structures, as well as political and religious entities. The
researcher chose these texts because the literature that arose as a response to
previous pandemics reverberates into the present and speaks to the current
moment in deep and insightful ways, helping people make sense of the
challenges of COVID-19. Building on Wald’s ideas in her book Contagious:
Cultures, Carriers, and the Outbreak Narrative, the paper attempts to position
the texts as a response to and a repository of contemporary fears about
globalization, state hegemony and surveillance, in addition to the people’s
increasing reliance on technology, and community identity. Pandemic literature
holds up a mirror to the readers’ deepest and most pressing concerns about the
present moment, and examines diverse possible responses to those fears. It
shows them that the boundaries that people use to structure society are fragile
and unstable.
The paper argues that while pandemic literature as a genre might initially
seem as relevant only to its particular moment of production and consumption,
as it addresses specific kinds of medical fears, a deeper look reveals that it has
boundary crossing capabilities as it reflects multifaceted, wider reaching human
concerns. Accordingly, one can argue that pandemic literature can be viewed as
a repository of both archetypal, primordial concerns about human survival and
extinction, as well as time-specific and culture-bound fears. The paper argues
that in addition to their delineation of tangible medical threats, these texts allow
their authors and readers to think about unsettling questions about the human
condition and what it means to be human even amid the anticipation of extinction
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and which human traits are deemed as worthy of protection, continuity and/or
sacrifice.
Since the 21st century pandemic narratives, developed so far, are part of a long
and well-established literary tradition, a brief tracing of past literary responses
to pandemics can inform our understanding of how different societies perceive
and respond to pandemics, as well as the changes and continuities of the genre
across times and cultures. Jo N. Hays highlights the various and sometimes
conflicting etiological interpretations of pandemics, which result in different
responses to the calamity: “Epidemic diseases have been variously ascribed to
divine will, environmental corruption, contagion, malign spirits, individuals or
groups (sometimes stigmatized as scapegoats), organisms external to the body,
and spontaneous internal malfunctions” (2007, 34). In the old times, the intense
fear of pandemics was mainly fueled by a firm belief in the supernatural origin
of the disease. A causal relation between pandemics and sins is clearly reflected
in both classical and biblical narratives, which, in the words of Rowan Williams,
had “a strongly defined template for reading plague as a matter of divine agency,
normally punishment; and for seeing the possibilities of healing or averting
disease as bound in with identifying where responsibility primarily lies, so that
the innocent and the guilty can be properly distinguished” (2017, 200).
The Iliad is one of the first major literary texts to depict a guilty agency
punished by divine intervention in the form of a deadly plague (Williams 2017,
196). Right from the beginning, we have a grim picture of a disease that ravishes
the Greek army as the god Apollo is unleashing the plague to avenge the
abduction of the daughter of one of his priests: “That god was Apollo, son of
Zeus and Leto. Angry with Agamemnon, he cast plague down onto the troops—
deadly infectious evil. For Agamemnon had dishonoured the god's priest,
Chryses” (2006, 20). The text illustrates that the disease and the resulting
devastation, suffering and death are directly attributed to divine intervention as
a punishment for human follies, which can only be remedied by calling for an
assembly, publically identifying the culprit, negotiating the punishment with the
deities and offering penance: “He won't remove this wretched plague from the
Danaans, until we hand back bright-eyed Chryseis, give her to her beloved
father” (2006,11).
Similarly, in Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex, the plague is used as a tool that allows
the readers to reflect on the complex relation between the sins of the ruler, the
welfare of his people and divine justice. It starts with a horrendous common
crisis that befalls the city as a result of a guilty agency and fervent insistent
prayers for the gods to save people’s lives. Oedipus, the king of Thebes, consults
the Delphic Oracle, which clarifies that the unavenged murder of King Laius is
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the cause of this evil plague, and maintains that healing is only possible if the
murderer is identified and cast out to appease the gods: “Banish the man, or pay
back blood with blood. Murder sets the plague-storm on the city” (1984, 12).
Thus, it becomes clear that the plague is the physical manifestation of human
sins and can go away only if the sinner is identified and punished.
An equally moralized world view that is governed by divine intervention is
depicted in the biblical narrative of the Exodus, where the ten plagues of Egypt
were a punishment for the relentless refusal of Pharaoh to allow the Israelites to
leave Egypt: “This is what the LORD says: About midnight I will go throughout
Egypt. Every firstborn son in Egypt will die, from the firstborn son of Pharaoh,
who sits on the throne, to the firstborn of the slave girl, who is at her hand mill,
and all the firstborn of the cattle as well. There will be loud wailing throughout
Egypt” (2010, 31). Again, the complex relation between the actions of the
monarch and the welfare of his kingdom informs people’s perception of and
response to epidemics.
The perception of pandemics as an embodiment of God’s wrath carried on in
the Middle Ages in Europe, which was ravaged by the Black Death that killed
millions of people in the period 1347-1352. However, unlike many biblical and
classical narratives, which singled out a particular agency or action that incurred
divine punishment, a primary guilt or clearly defined offender could not be
identified which led to the rise of shared acts of penance. Joshua J. Mark explains
that in order to appease God and atone for humanity’s sins, processions of
flagellants would publically whip themselves in cities and villages, but these
actions were deemed ineffective and were denounced by the Pope (2020). Mark
further maintains that “the perceived failure of religion to stop, or at least
alleviate, the suffering and death of the plague turned many away from
the medieval Church to seek answers elsewhere; an impulse which would
eventually give rise to the humanistic worldview of the Renaissance” (2020).
One of the texts that offer an accurate description of the outbreak of the
Bubonic plague in Italy was Giovanni Boccaccio’s The Decameron (13491353), which is a collection of stories narrated by ten young men and women,
who flee the plague-infested Florence and take refuge in a secluded villa in the
countryside. In the introduction, Boccaccio accurately describes how people
reacted to the horrific catastrophe that led to a staggering death toll in Florence.
The text sheds light on the different responses to the pandemic, which were
affected by the financial status and social class of the people. The rich managed
to either isolate themselves at home, where they enjoyed quality provisions and
music, or desert Florence altogether, finding retreat in countryside villas. On the
other hand, the poor “forlorn of physicians' care or servants' tendance, perished
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day and night alike, not as men, but rather as beasts” (2003, 18). In addition to
highlighting the disparities between the wealthy and the poor, the text criticizes
certain qualities such as greed, avarice, corruption, and the lack of empathy.
The 18th and 19th centuries witnessed a clear development in literary
responses to pandemics and diseases. The increasing dominance of science, the
rise of the medical discourse, the prevalence of many contagious diseases such
yellow fever, small- pox and typhus and the newly gained knowledge about
modes of disease transmission challenged people’s religious perception about
pandemics and triggered fears about human extinction. Anne McWhir explains
that these fears resulted in the spawning of a trend of apocalyptic narratives that
reflected both fear of contagion, as well as, fear of the racial and cultural other
that was viewed as a possible epidemiological threat (2002, 23). Not only did
these texts reflect contemporary domestic and foreign political and socio cultural
fears about Britain’s position as a world power and the health of its population
as a marker of the strength of the nation as a whole, but they also helped in
propagating the metaphorical discourse of disease. This is evident in Mary
Shelley’s apocalyptic novel The Last Man (1826), which depicts the gradual
extermination of the human race in a future world in the late 21st century as a
result of a plague that originates in the East. McWhir maintains that Mary
Shelley “draws on the common metaphorical meaning of plague: any system,
idea, or influence considered to be morally or intellectually dangerous” (2002,
24). Through depicting the annihilation of humanity by a pandemic, The Last
Man employs a discourse of disease that pervaded the political writing of the
Romantic period.
The tendency to explore the implications of the metaphorical use of plagues
continued in 20th century pandemic narratives. Rowan Williams maintains that
modern pandemic literature has a tendency to use the “language and imagery of
plague to make sense not so much of literal pestilence as of crisis in the moral
world itself, both political and individual” (2003, 201). This is evident in Albert
Camus’s The Plague (1947) which, in addition to depicting the archetypal fear
of death, uses the motif of the plague to question the infection of social and
political will. The plague, in this sense, becomes a metaphor for religious and
political totalitarianism, which are equally deadly. The text, according to
Williams, seems to be giving the readers “a deceptively simple choice: are you
on the side of the plague or not? Is your will ultimately a will for death or life?”
(2003, 205). One can argue that social and political inaction towards oppression
becomes equivalent to passivity towards pandemics and the result would be the
death of humanity at large.
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Similar to older artistic responses to pandemics, both Such Is This
World@sars.come and Station Eleven use pandemics as a tool to examine
various contemporary fears. Such Is This World@sars.come, according to Brian
Bernards, is one of the most important works of contemporary Chinese literature
that address the diverse social and political repercussions of the outbreak of
SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) in China in 2003 (2011). Ian
Johnson maintains that unlike many contemporary Chinese works that resort to
“ornate magic realism” to tackle sensitive political and social issues, the novel
adopts a more realistic and grounded aesthetics (2016). Belinda Kong adds that
the novel “offers a rich representational range of the totalitarian alongside the
ordinary, combining an explicit censure of the communist government’s history
of repression with an equal emphasis on the continuities of daily life amid an
epidemic” (2018, 144).
The novel, which is set in an unnamed “City X” and takes place over one
year, follows the life of Ru Yan, a middle aged, widowed botanist during the
2003 outbreak of SARS in China. Before going to France to study architecture,
Ru Yan’s only son gives her a dog, which she names after her son, and a
computer with a high-speed Internet connection, introducing her into the world
of technology, chat forums, instant messaging and emails. Her online
community widens when she joins the Empty Nest, a forum for parents whose
children study abroad, where she discovers her passion for words by writing
online essays that draw the admiration of many readers including that of Liang
Jinsheng, the recently widowed city mayor who starts to court her.
The outbreak of SARS forces Ru Yan’s off-line and online worlds to collide
and it is through this collision that her political consciousness and activism are
awakened as she starts to gain a deeper understanding of state power and its
mechanisms of surveillance and dominance. She first learns about the epidemic
when she calls her family in southern China and her mother informs her about
the outbreak of an incurable, deadly disease there, “You get it, you die” (2011,
178). She also learns that her brother-in-law in Guangzhou has been infected
with this mysterious disease. She becomes increasingly frustrated with and
critical of the lack of official news and the tight restrictions the Chinese
authorities are imposing on the circulation of information on the emerging
epidemic. Angry at the fact that unofficial private phone calls become the main
source of information, she writes an essay, which eventually goes viral, to warn
her online forum friends. Her first encounter with internet censorship and
China’s Great Firewall takes place when she realizes, to her surprise, that her
post has been removed and is replaced with a “SERVER ERROR” message
(2011, 181). This realistic depiction and critique of state surveillance and
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censorship ironically foreshadows the novel’s tumultuous publication history.
Brian Bernards explains that the novel was published online in 2005 (Chinese
text), only to disappear several weeks later after the shutdown of its hosting
website. Along the years, an abridged edition was released by a Chinese
publisher; an uncensored version was made available by a Hong Kong publisher
and an English translation of the author’s full manuscript was finally out in
2011(2011).
Shedding her political naiveté, Ru Yan now realizes that “what she thought
was a little salon hosted by herself there was actually an old crone concealed and
peering at everything from behind a curtain” (2011, 181-82). As the disease
spreads across the country, Ru Yan decides to use the Internet to speak truth to
power and criticize the government’s censoring of information at the initial
outbreak and the implementation of brutal and abusive diagnostic and quarantine
measures to curb the disease. Through depicting the overwhelming chaos and
confusion triggered by fear of the virus and fear of a government cover-up, the
writer uses the motif of the plague and the discourse of disease to engage with
contemporary political and social concerns that reach far beyond the medical
ones. In this sense, one can argue that Fayun’s novel is both a pandemic narrative
and a historical record that documents the growing influence of the Internet in
China as a tool to bypass restrictions on dissemination of information imposed
on state- controlled media outlets.
Ru Yan’s internet activism helps her develop a small circle of similar minded
friends who support her. Her several discussions about people’s right to access
information with her friends Damo, an anti-establishment blogger, and Wei, a
respected, courageous mentor who has suffered decades of state persecution,
help the novel become a site of resistance and an outlet where dissident voices
are heard. When she becomes a victim to government surveillance and cyber
bullying, Damo tells her: “Herein lies the Internet’s strong suit, but also its
Achilles’ heel, for anything taken beyond normal limits can have unintended
consequences. This is an endemic problem in countries that restrict open
discussion” (2011, 169). Damo’s words are very important because they
highlight the Internet’s double-edged nature as both a tool for government
oppression and a tool for resistance. Moreover, they highlight the overlapping
between the epidemics of disease and information as the novel criticizes the
government’s faulty premise that unwanted ideas are like dangerous diseases
that should be eliminated to maintain the status quo. The novel compares the
state’s brutal lock down measures to control the spread of the disease to the
imposition of the “Great Firewall” to control the spread of unauthorized “viral”
information and dissident ideas online.
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The novel is not only concerned with the state’s draconic measures regarding
internet activists like Ru Yan, but it also offers a more comprehensive view of
freedom of speech in general through the character of Wei, who is viewed by the
authorities as a threat because of his prominent role as an intellectual mentor to
a group of independent thinkers. He voices one of the novel’s most scathing
criticism of state hegemony:
I curse the environment that consumes a human being, devours him
right down to the bones. China doesn’t lack for experts in political
thought. Her scholars don’t lack for brains. It’s just that some have
been smothered, others have been intimidated, and still others have
freely made themselves accomplices. If you want to talk about
tragedies, this is the greatest tragedy that can befall a people. (2011,
302)
As a result of being seen as a source of infection that spreads revolutionary
ideologies, Wei falls prey to political scheming and dies in a horrific manner by
being deliberately misdiagnosed as a SARS patient. He is then forcibly
quarantined in an isolation ward, where he contracts the disease and is left to die
alone. The deletion of Ru Yan’s online post, in which she condemns the
government’s handling of the epidemic, and the elimination of Wei, under the
pretext that he is infected, expose how the government uses the pandemic as a
justification for the imposition of surveillance and the crushing of resistance.
Ru Yan’s and Wei’s experiences with totalitarian power amid the outbreak of
a pandemic echo Foucault’s ideas that a plague, whether real or imaginary, has
overlapping medical and political repercussions and is never devoid of a dream
of power (1991, 198). Under the pretext of containing a threatening infectious
disease, power is exercised in a continuous hegemonic manner upon society as
a whole to create the “utopia of the perfectly governed city” (1991, 198). The
writer’s depiction of his country mirrors Foucault’s plague model, in which he
imagines a plague-stricken city as follows:
enclosed, segmented space, observed at every point, in which the
individuals are inserted in a fixed place, in which the slightest
movements are supervised […] in which power is exercised without
division, according to a continuous hierarchical figure, in which each
individual is constantly located, examined and distributed among the
living beings, the sick and the dead – all this constitutes a compact
model of the disciplinary mechanism. (1991, 197)
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While the hegemonic power maintains that the purpose of these harsh
disciplinary measures and surveillance techniques is to control the spreading of
the virus, one can argue that this partitioned, enclosed space facilitates the
disruption of any threatening communication, the assessment of everyone’s
activities and the possible punishment in case of unaccepted behavior. That is
why, Foucault maintains that “rulers dreamt of the state of plague” (1991, 199).
The novel illustrates power dynamics amid pandemics by exposing the irony
of exempting government officials who are charged with enforcing these strict
measures from following them. The personal plotline, which follows the
romantic relation between Ru Yan and Liang, encapsulates indirect
sociopolitical commentary. For example, when SARS hits Ru Yan’s city and
strict measures on freedom of movement and animal ownership and
consumption are imposed on all the residents, Liang, who is in charge of
epidemic management, treats her to a banquet of rare delicacies at an upscale,
exclusive restaurant owned by a descendant of imperial chefs on Valentine’s
Day. The incident highlights the extra privileges that are given to officials to
dine freely amid bans on animal consumption. In another incident, Fayun
highlights the unrestricted mobility of top officials like Liang versus the forced
imprisonment of dissidents like Wei by showing how Liang freely breaks
quarantine measures to visit Ru Yan whenever he pleases.
However, the novel also depicts the hierarchical structure of power by
depicting the factors that inform the decisions of representatives of state power
like Liang. In his critique of the totalitarian disciplinary nature of the state of
plague, Fayun offers a glimpse into the hierarchy of power involved in the daily
operations of the city and the various pressures that public officials face to
develop urban centers while attempting to curb the disease. Fayun employs the
character of Liang to expose the self-centered nature of public officials. He
maintains that fear over one’s political career and self-interests in case of a slight
failure is highly responsible for the violent and draconic quarantine measures
that officials impose on Ru Yan’s city:
This year was going to be a make-or-break year for our city […] with
several big negotiations for investment, a batch of important
construction projects, a business expo with global reach, a science &
technology conference, even the tourist season […] it looks like
they’ve all gone up in smoke. […] As you should know, it’s an
unwritten rule in official circles that when something goes wrong,
the person most nearly responsible will be singled out and made an
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example of. S.O.P. […] This is the cheapest and least disruptive
solution. (2011, 354)
Liang’s words highlight the strict power hierarchy that does not tolerate any
lapse and foreshadow the repercussions of the political on the personal. Although
his feelings towards Ru Yan are depicted as being sincere, he takes a voluntary,
pragmatic decision to break ties with her because of her internet activism and
her attempt to speak truth to power. Liang’s success at controlling the disease in
the city bolsters his position in the party ranks and his relation with an activist
can be an impediment to his career. The novel maintains that the failure in their
relationship is the result of the intrinsic difference between Ru Yan, who “seeks
the overarching values in life, its ultimate meaning,” and Liang, who is “unable
to detach […] from worldly fame and power” (2011, 435). Ru Yan deals with
her heartache gracefully and maintains her normal life routine and at the end of
novel, she decides to “begin life anew and live one’s days well” (2011, 443).
In spite of the fact that the ending of the novel might seem ordinary with no
tremendous change in the life of the protagonist, Ru Yan is far from being a
powerless victim of a panoptic state and a failed affair. She remains true to
herself, a courageous and moral citizen and a loving mother that has self-respect,
integrity and dignity. At the end of the novel, she gets rid of Liang’s clothes not
by throwing them in the bin, but by recycling them and giving them to the poor.
This minor step helps her move forward while showing a small civic gesture to
the needy. The text illustrates how she was able to survive from post-epidemic
traumatic stress, surveillance, cyber bullying and romantic disappointment by
showing resilience and courage in the face of adversity. Belinda Kong maintains
that rather than depicting the following:
heroic acts of resistance or bold declarations of a transformed future,
the narrative’s quiet conclusion recasts the terms of ongoing life in
contemporary China from […] state repression and grassroots
protest, toward an ethos of everyday endurance. […] These acts have
no large-scale or long-term sociopolitical impact, but neither do they
represent forms of quietism or futility. (2018, 153)
Hence, one can argue that the novel emphasizes the value of survival and
returning to ordinary life after an extraordinary crisis. In this sense, not being
worn out by politics or disease is actually a special kind of victory and a survival
mechanism. Although the novel ends on an understated note as opposed to louder
scenes of dissidence in earlier chapters, the readers value Ru Yan’s agency and
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her ability to reaffirm her identity as an ethical and responsible citizen. The
epidemic in this text helps her develop her voice, political awareness and inner
strength. Although the text does not depict a completely transformed society,
Fayun’s post-crisis setting is far from being a post-apocalyptic one and the novel
renews readers’ appreciation of the values of survival and resilience in the face
of adversity.
Unlike Such Is This World@sars.come, which offers a realistic depiction of
contemporary China amid the rise of the SARS epidemic, Station Eleven (2014)
by Canadian American novelist Emily St. John Mandel depicts a postapocalyptic, depopulated world that is struck by the highly contagious Georgia
Flu. Mandel’s text has a more complicated narrative structure than that of
Fayun’s novel because it depicts three time frames: the outbreak of the pandemic
and the immediate aftermath, life twenty years after the disaster and glimpses of
life before the pandemic. The disparity between the pre apocalyptic and postapocalyptic worlds helps the novel examine contemporary anxieties regarding
man’s ambivalent relationship with technology, the meaning of life and the value
of art and memory even in the most desperate circumstances. In an interview,
Mandel said that the main premise for writing the book was exploring what
people would miss and would like to save in case of the occurrence of an
apocalyptic event (“The Agenda” 2015). The novel explores the possibility and
inevitability of artistic expression in a post-collapse world. The post-apocalyptic
time frame, which dominates the majority of the novel, depicts the life of the
Travelling Symphony, a nomadic group of musicians and actors who wander
through scattered outposts in North America to perform Shakespearean plays for
the survivors. It follows their journey to the Museum of Civilization, which
exhibits important items from the pre-apocalyptic world that are no longer in use
except as nostalgic reminders of the lost modern world. One can argue that by
exploring “the human capacity to create and to pursue meaning via art, story and
shared community” (Tate 2017, 133), the novel offers an unusually hopeful and
optimistic vision of an otherwise bleak world.
What ties the strands and characters in the different time frames is the
character of Arthur Leander, an actor who dies of a heart attack at the beginning
of the novel while performing King Lear in front of the audience. Most of the
other characters are associated with him. Kirsten, who in the present is a member
of the Travelling Symphony, witnessed Arthur’s death while she was performing
with him the night he died. Clark, who is responsible for the Museum of
Civilization, was his best friend. Jeevan, who works as a paramedic in the postcollapse world, was a paparazzi who used to write about Arthur and was the one
who tried to save him by performing first aid when he collapsed on stage. The
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enigmatic character of the Prophet, who is a leader of an armed fanatic religious
cult, turns out to be Arthur’s son from his second wife Elizabeth.
Similar to Fayun’s text, Station Eleven depicts the chaos, confusion and fear
that are triggered by the sudden onset of a deadly virus, “a flu that exploded like
a neutron bomb over the surface of the earth” (2014, 37). The devastating
consequences of the virus are depicted mainly through the perspectives of Clark
and Jeevan. Clark managed to avoid exposure to the disease since his flight to
the heavily affected Toronto was redirected to Severn City Airport, a place that
was not exposed to the virus and consequently became a permanent residence
for Clark and the other stranded passengers. Jeevan, on the other hand, is warned
early on by a friend about the highly contagious disease, so he manages to stock
up on food and other supplies and retreat to his brother’s apartment in a
skyscraper in Toronto, where he witnesses the horrific repercussions of the
pandemic, “Toronto was falling silent. Every morning was deeper, the perpetual
hum of the city fading away” (2014, 177). As a typical post-apocalyptic
narrative, the virus is depicted as a catastrophic event with global repercussions,
“countries began to go dark, city by city – no news out of Moscow, then no news
out of Beijing, then Sydney, London, Paris, etc.” (2014, 177).
After describing the collapse of society, Mandel starts exploring the nature
and the culture of the world after an event with such magnitude. In an interview,
she said that she is interested in writing about the modern world and how people
take all the trappings of civilization like electricity, internet, phones and planes
for granted to the point that people might start unseeing them. An interesting
way of writing about our modern world is to think about its absence (“The
Agenda” 2015). Unlike Fayun who uses the pandemic as a tool to promote a
more urgent political agenda, Mandel employs it as a tool to make the modern
world disappear so that she can start asking unsettling questions about what
people would miss the most, what they would long for and what they would
attempt to recreate. An interesting passage that illustrates this radical shift is one
that describes the disintegration of the media and the Internet, signaling the loss
of global connectivity and societal breakdown:
The local news became more and more local, stations dropping away
one by one, until finally the last channel on air showed only a single
shot in a newsroom, station employees taking turns standing before
the camera and disseminating whatever information they had, and
then one night Jeevan opened his eyes at two a.m. and the newsroom
was empty. Everyone had left it. […] A day later, someone finally
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switched off the camera on the empty newsroom, or the camera died
on its own. The day after that, the Internet blinked out. (2014, 177)
Mandel reflects on human beings’ increasing dependence on technology by
showing the sharp contrast between the two worlds. Consequently, the characters
and the readers become acutely aware of what is lost. Early in the novel, both
Jeevan and Clark try to come to terms with the fact that their lives have
completely changed and that a pandemic with this magnitude would create a
before-and-after dichotomy. However, unlike many apocalyptic texts that are
apprehensive of humans’ increasing reliance on technology and address the
multitude of problems that it entails such as global warming, environmental
destruction and global inequality, Mandel’s novel exhibits an ambivalent attitude
towards technology.
The text depicts characters who experience a great fascination with and a
sense of nostalgia for the modern world with all of its technological trappings,
but at the same time, they attempt to find beauty and magic in their new reality
where the “light pollution had come to an end” (2014, 251), and where there are
no borders that divide first world and third world countries (2014, 31). The
nostalgia for the modern world is nowhere more visible than in chapter six which
consists only of an incomplete list of the things that the survivors miss. The list
which illustrates the ways in which the world has changed account for much of
the text’s impact:
No more diving into pools of chlorinated water lit green from below.
No more ball games played out under floodlights. No more porch
lights with moths fluttering on summer nights. No more trains
running under the surface of cities on the dazzling power of the
electric third rail. No more cities. No more films. […] No more
screens shining in the half-light as people raise their phones above
the crowd to take photographs of concert stages. No more concert
stages lit by candy-coloured halogens, no more electronica, punk,
electric guitars. […] No more flight. […] No more airplanes. […] No
more spacecraft rising from Cape Canaveral […] burning paths
through the atmosphere into space. (2014, 31–32)
The list depicts the loss of comforts and amenities of the 21st century and how
this might feel for the survivors and although the text depicts modern world
luxuries, humans’ fear of reverting to a more primitive state as a result of a
pandemic is a recurrent ancestral trope in pandemic literature. One can argue that
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this archetypal fear triggers a nostalgia for technology and a desire to document
the past, which is manifest in the creation of the Museum of Civilization at the
Severn City airport, where Clark has preserved a huge number of the precollapse artifacts, which have no practical use in a post-apocalyptic setting, but
serve as a reminder of what human beings are capable of and can recreate. The
list of preserved artifacts includes random items such as:
cell phones with their delicate buttons, iPads, Tyler’s Nintendo
console, a selection of laptops. There were a number of impractical
shoes, stilettos mostly, beautiful and strange. There were three car
engines in a row, cleaned and polished, a motorcycle composed
mostly of gleaming chrome. Traders brought things for Clark
sometimes, objects of no real value that they knew he would like:
magazines and newspapers, a stamp collection, coins. There were the
passports or the driver’s licenses or sometimes the credit cards of
people who had lived at the airport and then died. Clark kept
impeccable records. (2014, 258)
This list is very significant because it symbolizes the desire to rebuild the modern
world and make sense of the new reality through cherishing the past and
incorporating it in the present. It also raises questions about the absolute
randomness of what survives and what does not from a given historical period.
This attempt to rebuild the modern world culminates with Clark and Kirsten on
top of the airport towers watching “pinpricks of light arranged into a grid. There,
plainly visible on the side of a hill some miles distant: a town, or a village, whose
streets were lit up with electricity” (2014, 311). Although the novel is about a
pandemic that annihilates most of Earth’s population, it ends on an optimistic
note as it depicts humanity’s rudimentary yet serious attempt to reconstruct
electricity, which stirs hope that the survivors might be able to gradually regain
what they have lost. Similar to Fayun’s text, Mandel’s work emphasizes the
importance of not giving up or being worn out by extraordinary crisis. Both texts
promote hope, endurance and courage in the face of adversity.
In addition to raising questions about humanity’s complicated relationship
with technology, the novel raises questions regarding the human need for artistic
expression and the therapeutic role of art during disasters of a great magnitude.
The novel eloquently voices this human need for artistic response by maintaining
that “survival is insufficient,” which is the underlying philosophy and slogan of
the travelling company that keeps roaming several scattered settlements to
perform Shakespearean plays for the survivors. In Mandel’s novel, art becomes
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a means of adding meaning to the lives of the survivors who refuse to reduce
their existence to basic survival. The actors’ and musicians’ ability “to cast a
spell” on their spectators who “spent all their time engaged in the tasks of
survival” and to distract them from lives that “were work-worn and difficult”
(2014, 151) is what motivates them to exert the effort of moving through
scattered towns instead of merely settling down and to continue what “seemed a
difficult and dangerous way to survive and hardly worth it” (2014, 119). The
therapeutic effect of art enables both players and audience to find unparalleled
beauty and make their existence bearable, “They may have lost almost
everything, almost everyone, but there is still such beauty. Twilight in the altered
world, a performance of A Midsummer Night’s Dream in a parking lot in the
mysteriously named town of St. Deborah by the Water, Lake Michigan shining
a half mile away” (2014, 57).
The fact that Shakespeare’s world was deeply affected by the outbreak of the
Bubonic plague strikes eerie parallels to the apocalyptic present and the fact that
art survived and helped people survive during Shakespeare’s time attests to the
enduring power of art and that mere survival is insufficient. In an interview,
Mandel commented on the choice of Shakespeare explaining that she believes
that in case of an apocalypse, people would want to enjoy what was best in life
("The Agenda" 2015) and in her point of view, Shakespeare is what the audience
would want, “They’d performed more modern plays sometimes in the first few
years, but what was startling, what no one would have anticipated, was that
audiences seemed to prefer Shakespeare to their other theatrical offerings”
(2014, 38). Philip Smith maintains that the choice of the plays is significant as
the novel begins with the death of Arthur while performing King Lear, a tragedy
which ushers the pandemic. Twenty years after the catastrophe, the troupe
performs A Midsummer Night’s Dream, which indicates the possibility of rebirth
and which symbolically reminds the readers that the “world was softening”
(2016, 133). Thus, the novel ends on a positive note as it encourages readers not
to be worn out by the disaster and depicts a potential of renewal and rebirth.
In conclusion, the paper argues that while pandemic literature might initially
seem as only addressing archetypal fears of disease and extinction, a deeper look
reveals that it can be viewed as an archive of a wide range of time and culture
specific fears. Such Is This World@sars.come and Station Eleven can be seen as
a response to current fears about globalization, increased reliance on technology,
freedom of speech and state surveillance. Moreover, they can be viewed as
important historical records that document their moment of production as they
stitch contemporary social, political and aesthetic concerns into the fabric of the
pandemic narrative. In both texts, dealing with a pandemic is a life changing
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experience that has political, social and cultural implications. In Fayun’s text,
the pandemic helps Ru Yan find a voice and enhance her political awareness,
which consequently triggers her internet activism and attempt to speak truth to
power. In Station Eleven, it forces several characters to confront their fears, reexamine the meaning of their lives and discover the values and things that are
worth protection. Both texts examine their characters’ complicated relationship
with technology, but Fayun’s novel has a more immediate political agenda than
that of Mandel. Such Is This World uses the 2003 SARS to criticize Internet
censorship and state surveillance, whereas, Station Eleven uses the pandemic to
examine what people would miss and attempt to save in case of the occurrence
of an apocalyptic event.
Both works emphasize the importance of art as a basic human need and its
role in adding meaning to life and surviving extraordinary catastrophes. In
Fayun’s text, the protagonist discovers her passion for words by writing online
essays that help her speak truth to power and cope with the outbreak of the
pandemic and the absence of her son. Similarly, Mandel’s work highlights the
therapeutic role of art as it adds beauty and magic to the lives of both actors and
audience. Moreover, both end on a positive note and promote resilience in the
face of crisis. Fayun’s novel emphasizes the value of survival and returning to
ordinary life after an extraordinary catastrophe and although the novel ends on
an understated note because the political issues that it tackles remain unresolved,
the protagonist maintains her agency and reaffirms her identity as an ethical
citizen. Mandel’s text, on the other hand, maintains a more optimistic tone than
that of Fayun’s as it ends with humanity’s attempt to rebuild the modern world
and regain what it has lost. Finally, the novels can be read in the light of the
current Covid-19 pandemic as both works emphasize the value of survival, hope
and resilience in the face of adversity and offer various modes of coping with
extraordinary crisis, which, in turn, can help readers make sense of the Covid19 pandemic and envision new ways of dealing with the “new normal” with
courage, optimism and resilience.
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Pictorial Metaphors and Narrativity in Coronavirus Discourse
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Introduction
With the outbreak of coronavirus, the world has been swept with a mixture of
caution, panic, and humour about the pandemic. Billions around the world
expressed their position through online platforms, particularly social media. As
typical of the nature of the digital world, this expression has taken different
forms, with a prominence of multimodal genres. Internet memes are a prime
example of these. As the world watches them spread virally, they pose questions
about how they deliver their messages and, in the context of the pandemic, what
kinds of messages they aim at. The coronavirus discourse, as might be called,
represents an interesting case study to examine the use of memes in public
platforms contrastively. The pandemic is an international concern which allows
for investigating how it is depicted in different societies and languages. This
plethora of memes produced on this topic within a short period of time calls for
investigating how the world employs them to frame the crisis and its different
participants (including the virus itself). This study attempts to achieve this aim
by examining how American and Egyptian meme authors employ pictorial
metaphors to deliver their message; hypothesising that their various virus-related
messages can end up framing the different participants and casting them in
positive or negative lights. This is done using Forceville’s (2016) model of
multimodal and pictorial metaphors to examine the types of pictorial metaphors
used, and Baker’s (2006) narrative theory to examine how the metaphors used
present particular narratives in the coronavirus discourse. These are applied to
selected Egyptian and American memes, highlighting similar and different
features, whereby this study attempts to answer the following research questions:
How do the selected memes employ pictorial metaphors to deliver their
messages? What kinds of narratives are presented through the selected memes
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within the coronavirus discourse? Does cultural difference affect the tools
employed and narratives presented?
The study, thus, explores the pictorial metaphors and intertextuality employed
and the narratives presented in the selected memes, and hypothesises that,
regardless of difference of culture, memes are created using the same tools and
presenting a similar variety of narratives. This study is based on analysing and
comparing Egyptian and American memes. Thus, it is not concerned with
official statements of politicians or official announcements by concerned
institutions except in terms of examining people’s response to them (in the form
of memes). It focuses on the role of memes within the Egyptian and American
societies, hence, it is not concerned with the blaming game that seems to have
taken place between different states at the time. This study follows a mixed
approach that basically examines qualitatively how internet memes writers
present their narratives and analyses quantitatively the most common tools
employed and most prominent aspects of the narrative in each language. Davison
defines internet memes as “a piece of culture, typically a joke, which gains
influence through online transmission” (2012, 122). The researcher has selected
twenty 20 memes related to the coronavirus pandemic: 10 in Arabic and 10 in
English, picked based on their availability during the time of the study (AprilMay 2020), focusing on memes related to government decisions, precautionary
measures, and the economic impact.
The analysis is divided into three stages: analysis of method, analysis of
effect, and quantitative analysis. Analysis of method involves analysing how the
meme delivers its message, by analysing the pictorial metaphor used in each of
them and the role of intertextuality to give the metaphor its power. Analysis of
effect examines how these pictorial metaphors and tropes are used to create a
narrative about the virus, the government, businessmen, and the people. Finally,
the results are classified and quantified, to find out the most common metaphor
types and the overall narrative they portray.
1. Metaphors and Narratives
For many centuries, a metaphor was viewed as a rhetorical device used for
ornamental purposes to emphasize an idea. In 1980, however, Lakoff and
Johnson published their seminal book Metaphors We Live By, in which they
present a different view. They argue through conceptual metaphor theory (CMT)
that metaphors are not only a rhetorical device but a cognitive one; an intrinsic
part of our thoughts and actions, “our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of
which we both think and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature” (Lakoff
and Johnson 1980/2003, 12). They present a plethora of examples showing how
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regular concepts are governed by metaphors without which they would be
impossible to comprehend. Later, in the 20th century, Zoltán Kövecses
elaborated on CMT in several works and developed the interlocking metaphor
hierarchies (Kövecses 2017). In 1982, Canadian researcher John M. Kennedy
has presented a paper entitled “Metaphors in Pictures,” which does not cite
Lakoff and Johnson’s CMT, but shows how non-visual concepts are
conceptualized metaphorically in pictures (for example, loud noises or foul
odours are depicted by drawing lines or waves coming out of their source)
(Kennedy 1982). In the 20th century, Charles Forceville developed this tenet and
authored multiple works (1996, 2008, 2015) examining the phenomenon of
pictorial metaphors and how it is used in common works such as advertisements
and political cartoons (Kennedy 1982).
A significant body of studies has been conducted based on Forceville’s
pictorial metaphors typology, mostly to examine the impact of those metaphors
on the audience. For example, Pourebrahim (2016) and Namitcheishvili (2019)
use this typology to explore the use of pictorial metaphors in the press and in
political caricatures. Ghiasian, Vandhosseini, Zandi, and Ahmadkhani (2018)
and Chulvi Rodríguez (2018) examine the role of pictorial metaphors in
promoting environmental awareness. Several studies focus on advertisements
and promotion materials, such as Pamungkas, Sujatna, and Heriyanto (2016).
Other studies are more oriented towards how pictorial metaphors are perceived
and their effect on the public, such as Martos Fernández’s (2017) study on
metaphors in social media and Ojha, Gola, and Indurkhya’s (2019) comparison
between the effect of different types of pictorial metaphors.
Yet, with the spread of social media and digital means of expressing opinion,
it is noticed that the public are not only influenced by the metaphors they see,
but they also create their own metaphors and spread them. These metaphors, in
turn, reflect the narratives that the public endorse. According to Baker (2006),
narrative has been studied for years as an optional mode of relating events in a
temporal order, which is the view posed most notably by William Labov in 1972.
With the development of social and communication theory, other scholars such
as Fisher (1987) and White (1987) have argued that a narrative is not an optional
mode but rather “the principal and inescapable mode by which we experience
the world” (Baker 2006, 9). Misia Landau (1997) adds the conclusion that, in
this view, a narrative is not exclusive to the oral or any other mode and occurs
independently of the genre used (as cited in Baker 2006). It is this latter view
that Baker adopts and develops in her narrative theory (2006) and that guides
this study.
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Since Baker’s primary focus has been ‘renarration in translation,’ most
studies based on her theory tackle translated texts. Such studies often examine
how conflicts and different participants thereof are framed and reframed in texts
and translations, such as Pormouzeh (2014), who analyses narrativity in Iran’s
news in Western media; Qin (2020), who examines how China is reframed in
translation of the South China Sea dispute; and Hijjo (2018), who discusses the
portrayal of ISIS in Arabic editorials and their translations. After the outbreak of
the pandemic, Jaber (2020) calls attention to narratives within the pandemic as
he compares public narratives in relevant English texts and their Arabic
translation. Yet the global outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic has created a
new reality so that it has become an essential part not only of official statements
and news, but also of people’s daily communication. It can be argued that it has
thus developed its own discourse and, in turn, its own narratives. The present
study does not examine translated texts but examines contrastively the narratives
found in two different societies (Egyptian and American). It builds on previous
studies of pictorial metaphors and narratives to examine this emerging discourse
through analysing internet memes as a modern medium of expression.
2. Theoretical Framework: Metaphor Typology and Narrative Theory
As the study examines the types of metaphors delivered visually in internet
memes, and the narrative models they create, this study relies on the frameworks
of multimodal and pictorial metaphor topology, and narrative theory as
explained in the following.
2.1. Charles Forceville’s Multimodal and Pictorial Metaphor Typology
Charles Forceville is an associate professor of media studies who works
mainly on multimodality in metaphors. In his article “Pictorial and Multimodal
Metaphor” (2016), he presents a typology of pictorial metaphors, where he
explains that a metaphor is an element that ‘imposes an identity relation between
two “things” that are conventionally (or in a given context) considered as
belonging to different categories” (2016, 243). A metaphor takes place between
a source domain and a target domain, as they both “evoke a network of features
and connotations” (243). He points out basic features of metaphors including
that they have to be construed, whereby sometimes the target domain is found
through cues outside the text, while at other times the domains have to be
labelled by the analyst if they are not expressed verbally. After construing the
metaphor, the analyst maps the feature(s) in the source domain with the target
domain (244).
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In non-verbal or multimodal communication, this mapping presents a
challenge for the analyst. Similarity in monomodal metaphors is cued by
resemblance which can take many forms, whereas in multimodal metaphors it is
cued by either co-referentiality or co-occurrence (244). Co-referentiality is
identified where the same reference is used with both the source and the target
domains (for example, the picture of a smiling Orang-Utang with the words
‘Mona Lisa’ next to it, implying that ORANG-UTANG IS MONALISA). Cooccurrence is when the target item is depicted as the source item is cued by
elements of the source that frequently occur together (244).
Forceville presents five types of multimodal metaphors:
1. Contextual metaphors: metaphors that are cued by the context in which an
element appears.
2. Hybrid metaphors: metaphors in which target and source items are physically
integrated.
3. Simile: the target item is compared to the source item, shedding light on the
features they share by, for example, presenting them in the same form, or using
the same artistic features used in their depiction.
4. Verbo-pictorial metaphor: when a visual element is presented alongside a
verbal one, one of which represents the target and the other the source. Forceville
suggests that (in his example) the verbal element is the source and the visual is
the target, but it can be argued that in the case of internet memes it is the other
way round.
5. Integrated metaphor/Product metaphor: metaphors that are threedimensional; they resemble hybrid metaphors except that they actually exist in
the real tangible world. (245-249)
Forceville distinguishes between intradiegetic and extradiegetic source domains
in multimodal metaphors. This distinction depends on “the degree of salience
with which a source is cued” (250). If the cue is part of the fabric of the target,
that is a natural part of the context or the sequence of events, such as comparing
the character in a film to an item used in the setting, it is intradiegetic; if not, it
is extradiegetic, where the producer intends to direct the addressee to construe a
metaphor here (250, 251). Another important point that Forceville calls attention
to is the role of the genre in guiding the addressee’s expectations and hence their
interpretation of the metaphor (251, 252). He also comments that this model
applies only to metaphors, but studies in other visual tropes are still limited.
Thus, he implicitly calls for exploring the potentials of visual figurative language
(253, 254). These will be covered on case-by-case basis throughout the analysis.
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2.2. Mona Baker’s Narrative Theory
In her book, Translation and Conflict (2006) and, later on, her article
“Translation as Renarration” (2014), Mona Baker presents her view of
narrativity. Although her ultimate aim is applying it to translation, she creates a
solid synthesis of other models of narrativity that can be applied to other
disciplines as well. According to Baker, narrative is not merely a method of
relating past events, but it is as Fisher defines it, “the context for interpreting and
assessing all communication” (1987, 193). Baker elaborates her point about
narrative stating that “[n]arratives in this view are public and personal ‘stories’
that we subscribe to and that guide our behaviour” (2006, 19). She argues that it
is narratives that allow us to make sense of the world, and reality is always
filtered through a narrative (157, 159). Besides, Baker’s narrativity assumes that
narratives do not only present reality, but also “participate in configuring that
reality” (159).
Baker classifies narratives on the basis of the typology of narratives presented
by Somers (1992, 1997) and Somers and Gibson (1994), which she elaborates
on (as cited in Baker 2006). Accordingly, narratives are classified accordingly
into the following types:
- Personal narratives: narratives individuals tell about themselves and their
experience in the world.
- Public narratives: narratives circulated more broadly among a group of
people, which might be as small as a family or as large as the whole world.
- Conceptual or disciplinary narratives: narratives elaborated on within
scholarly and scientific settings to account for a relevant object of study.
- Metanarratives: narratives that have spread and thrived until they crossed
geographical and temporal boundaries, have become shared among people in
different locations and points of time, and therefore tend to be taken for
granted. (Baker 2014, 161-162)
Baker highlights here the interplay between personal and public narratives. On
the one hand, personal narratives are constrained by public narratives, and derive
their symbols and formulations from public narratives in order to be
understandable. On the other hand, personal narratives have the ability to support
or undermine public narratives (162-164).
Baker, further, lists eight features of narratives, derived from the Somers
model, as well as from the Somers and Gibson model, and Bruner’s model. The
most relevant of these to the present study are the following:
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1. Selective appropriation: selecting which elements to include in the narrative,
which to leave out, which to emphasize, which downplay, etc. as per the point
of view of the narrator (Baker 2014, 167).
2. Temporality: the way a narrative is arranged temporally and spatially as it
adds meaning to the narrative (167-168).
3. Relationality: the notion that elements of a narrative are shaped by it and also
make it up. They are its “building blocks”, and if they are transferred to
another narrative they will not function in the same way (168).
4. Causal emplotment: the most important feature of narrativity. It refers to how
narrators create links between elements of the narrative, such as cause, effect,
praise, blame, etc. (168, 169).
5. Genericness: how the genre in which the narrative is presented participates in
shaping the narrative (170).
6. Particularity: a narrative has characters and events which make sense when
they are embedded within “a familiar story type” (170).
7. Narrative accrual: how different stories are linked together to form a larger
narrative (170, 171).
This study attempts to examine these narrative features in the data and their
applicability to internet memes. Werner Wolf related narrativity to the media and
visual arts, stating the following:
Although the most typical realisation of ‘narrative’ as a fundamental
cognitive macro-frame is probably verbal stories, narrative is
basically medium independent or ‘transmedial’ […]. It consequently
does not come as a surprise that narrativity as the defining quality of
narrative has been attributed to a number of media and genres, verbal
and otherwise, and also to the visual arts. (Wolf 2005, 431)
In the light of this statement, this study therefore examines pictorial metaphors
involved in the data, and then attempts to infer the narrative portrayed throughout
the selected memes.
3. Analysing Egyptian and American Covid-Related Memes
This section presents the analysis of the selected memes, categorised into
Egyptian and American, then further categorised according to the assumed aim
of the meme author. Each meme is explained, providing its context and an
elaboration on both the source and target domain, mapped and classified in
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accordance with Forceville’s typology (2006), and interpreted in the light of
Baker’s narrative theory (2006).
3.1. Arabic (Egyptian) Internet Memes
Several memes are intended to criticize people’s reckless behaviour towards
the pandemic, and some of these include criticism of the government, often in
terms of how it should have expected this and taken the necessary measures to
control people’s behaviour. For example, figure 1 is a verbo-pictorial metaphor
that employs intertextuality as well. Werner (2004) defines intertextuality in
visual texts as follows:
the cartoonist's borrowing or quoting from prior visual or written
texts, and […] the viewer's interpreting of the cartoon in the light of
(i.e., through, against) those other texts. […] This echoing of themes,
quotations, symbols, storylines, or compositional elements from
older images and famous written texts may create visual metaphors
that encourage layered meanings in novel or ironic ways. (3)
In Figure 1, the meme “borrows” a shot from the
movie Saheb Sahbo. In the original film, a character
decides to style his grandmother’s hair and ends up
burning it. The same scene is pictured here except that
the subtext says (After we’ve laid a bet on the people’s
awareness [of the coronavirus, its risks, and the
measures that should be taken to avoid it], what do they
do? (Frame 1), they have [Ramadan] breakfast parties
together and drink subia from the same cup (Frame 2).
Figure 1. Saheb
The metaphor conveyed here is THE SITUATION Sahbo. 2020.
NOW IS THE DISASTER IN THE MOVIE. It www.facebook.com/
criticizes people’s behaviours as well as the niqabat.alttafihin/p
government’s decision to ease lockdown measures, osts/3118342914893
which did not take into consideration that the people 657
will not be careful. The narrative presented reflects
selective appropriation by foregrounding people’s wrong behaviour amid the
crisis. It also hints at the government’s wrong decision by reiterating the Prime
Minister’s words “[ ”نراهن على وعي المصريينWe are relying on the Egyptians
people’s awareness] in the subtext. Although criticism of the government’s
decision is less explicit, it shows through the feature of causal emplotment, as
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the meme author implies that it is the decision of the government that has allowed
the people to act in such a manner.
Figure 2 similarly criticizes people’s behaviours
after the government’s decision to reduce lockdown
hours. It presents a hybrid and verbo-pictorial
metaphor. The meme intertextually presents a famous
scene from the Egyptian film, Afwah wa Araneb, to
invoke the character’s expression of feeling fed-up,
except that the main character, Ne’ma, is replaced by
the Minister of Health, Hala Zayed, and the subtext
shows she is bemoaning the decision to reduce the
Figure 2. Afwah wa
lockdown and rely on people’s awareness. The Araneb. 2020.
metaphor
conveyed
is
HALA
ZAYED’S https://www.faceboo
FRUSTRATION AT THE PEOPLE AND THE k.com/ED777K/photo
GOVERNMENT IS NE’MA’S FRUSTRATION AT s/a.100526024656173/
HER FAMILY. Through selective appropriation, this 277778893597551/?ty
pe=3
meme focuses on Zayed who appears frustrated because
of the increasing number of cases. Again, in terms of causal emplotment, it
attributes the increasing number of cases to the people’s reckless behaviour, as
well as the government’s decision to rely on them by repeating the Prime
Minister’s words.
Figure 3 presents a hybrid metaphor that merges a
picture of coronavirus with Mitwalli’s (Majid AlKidwani’s) shot in A’skar fi AlMu’askar when he goes
to visit his friend on his wedding night. The metaphor
conveys CORONAVIRUS IS ONE OF THE
CONGRATULATING GUESTS. It is meant to
criticize that the doctors celebrating “Dr. Fatma’s”
birthday at the quarantine hospital do not adhere to
social distancing protocols and do not seem to be taking
Figure 3. A’skar.
any measures to avoid infection. It also employs 2021.
intertextuality as the scene from A’skar fi AlMu’askar is https://tinyurl.com/2
invoked to portray an undesirable guest. Selective p8k6p99
appropriation here shifts attention to the behaviour of
doctors at the quarantine, though it presents how they act as people rather than
as healthcare workers; and the feature of causal emplotment shows that doctors
are blamed for their reckless behaviour towards the virus.
The meme in Figure 4 presents a complicated verbo-pictorial metaphor that
relies heavily on intertextuality. It presents a scene from Al-Naẓer where
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Insherah (the lady) complains of feeling unwell, so Atef
offers to get her lemon tea, but she thanks him and says
she has just had koshari (an Egyptian dish that has
absolutely no use to her condition and should not be
compared to lemon tea). In this meme, Atef offers her
alcohol and face mask (items that can actually help fend
off coronavirus) but she thanks him because she has just
had shalawlaw (a herbal food). The metaphor thereby is
SHALAWLAW IS KOSHARI, as absurd as it sounds.
The elements of the meme are only understood in Figure 4. Al-Naẓer.
relation to a wider narrative of the pandemic 2020.
(relationality), as a rumour had spread on Egyptian www.facebook.com/p
hoto/?fbid=116186284
pages that some people claim shalawlaw has 4145208&set=a.11220
therapeutic uses against coronavirus. This meme mocks 2485777921
this untenable rumour by comparing the usefulness of
shalawlaw to corona patients to the usefulness of koshari to Insherah. The
elements of the narrative (shalawlaw and people who believe in its power) are
imbued with stupidity and uselessness as a result of linking them to the movie.
The meme’s focus here is clearly criticizing the people, as it selects for its topic
a rumour spreading among people, to reflect the ignorance of a group of them
(selective appropriation).
Figure 5 presents another complicated pictorial metaphor that relies on
intertextuality. Intertextually, it visually quotes a scene
from the Egyptian series Ra’fat El-Haggan where ElHaggan is an Egyptian spy who merges among Israeli
officials prior to the October War. In the original scene,
El-Haggan is talking to Ephraim and telling him a secret,
and Ephraim promises to keep it, yet in fact Ephraim
does not plan to keep it and El-Haggan knows that and
had planned for this to happen. Contextually, the meme
is created and has spread after the government had
Figure 5. Ra’fat Elannounced that the lockdown hours would be reduced in Haggan. 2020.
Ramadan to start at 9 (2 hours after Maghrib), thereby www.facebook.com/
allowing the people to move freely at the time of Iftar. Ex.officialls/photos/a
The meme features (1) a hybrid metaphor as it merges El- .244547409472477/9
Haggan’s face with a picture of coronavirus, implying 53912565202621/
CORONAVIRUS IS RA’FAT EL-HAGGAN; (2) visual
intertextuality, implying THE PEOPLE IS EPHRAIM; and (3) a verbo-pictorial
metaphor implying THE NEW GOVERNMENT DECISION IS RA’FAT EL215
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HAGGAN’S INFORMATION. The meme implicitly equates the coronavirus
with the government, as if it is the one making the decision. This reflects the
author’s mockery of the belief that the behaviour of the virus depends on the
government’s decisions (causal emplotment). The meme’s author ironically
assumes that, since the government has made that decision, then the virus is
allowing the people to meet at Iftar, and that it will not harm them, provided that
they leave right after they finish eating. Intertextuality here, however, the meme
implies that this is a deceptive sense of security and should not be followed;
comparing it to Ra’fat El-Haggan’s false information to Ephraim. In terms of
relationality, each element – the actors, the coronavirus picture, and the subtext
– derives its meaning from the overall narrative which sets the government in
charge of the people’s behaviour in the pandemic.
Figure 6, however, directs the criticism wholly to
the government. It is a verbo-pictorial metaphor that
also relies on intertextuality. It visually quotes a scene
from La Tarago’ La Istislam, where “Ms. Ashgan” is
interpreting for a foreign expert, and she is depicted as
a terrible interpreter who keeps making up her own
inferences about what he says changing most of his
statements. The metaphor thus reflects: EGYPTIAN
GOVERNMENT IS MS. ASHGAN, THE WHO IS
THE
FOREIGN
EXPERT,
and
THE Figure 6. La Tarago’.
2021.
GOVERNMENT’S RESPONSE TO WHO’S https://tinyurl.com/2p
INSTRUCTIONS
IS
MISS
ASHGAN’S 83ks9k
TRANSLATION OF THE FOREIGN EXPERT’S
INSTRUCTIONS. According to Forceville (2016), a verbo-pictorial metaphor
usually presents the target visually and cues the source verbally. Yet, here it is
the other way around. The metaphor relies on people’s knowledge of the movie
and cues the source visually, and uses verbal cues (text boxes) to point out the
target. The narrative endorsed here foregrounds the role of the government and
criticizing the decision made by the government regarding relaxing the
restrictions (selective appropriation). The narrative presents the government as
responsible (the cause), people’s irresponsible behaviour is only implied (the
effect) along with the spread of the virus.
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The meme in figure 7 conveys the same idea though
in a simpler manner as it relies on the visible
contradiction in the picture rather than on
intertextuality. It uses a verbo-pictorial metaphor, set
against a popular meme template which depicts the
upper half of a penguin going right and the lower part
going left. The metaphor simply is THE
CIRCUMSTANCES AND THE GOVERNMENT’S
DECISION ARE TWO HALVES OF A PENGUIN
MOVING IN OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS. Hence, it Figure 7. Awkward
also criticizes the government’s decision to reduce Penguin. Facebook.
lockdown hours despite the increasing number of cases, 2020.
by invoking this famous meme, which is often used to
imply someone making a decision that is contrary to common sense. This meme
supports the same narrative which foregrounds the government’s illogical
decision (selective appropriation). It blames the government for predicted further
increases in number (causal emplotment). Besides, it may be argued that since
this picture has become so common on the internet, it presents “a familiar story
type” that people expect, where one person makes illogical actions in relation to
the circumstances, and others are baffled by them. The meme, thus, puts the fact
of increasing numbers (the circumstances) and the government’s decision (the
illogical action) in the proper roles that are expected from the characters of that
story type.
Figure 8 presents another meme that criticizes the
government’s decision. It presents a hybrid and
contextual metaphor and also makes use of
intertextuality. It features in the background the hall of
the Prime Ministry, but in the place of the prime
minister, the character of Sultan in Ḡhabi Menno Fih is
integrated in the meme. The meme presents a hybrid
and contextual metaphor that implies THE PRIME
MINISTER IS SULTAN, i.e. making stupid
statements. The narrative selects the government for its Figure 8. Sultan. 2020.
www.facebook.com/10
object, and also uses relationality, as the face of Sultan 9036140534793/photos/
derives its meaning from the overall narrative which a.109048987200175/26
criticizes the government’s decision, and at the same 2244951880577/
time adds meaning to it.
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At the beginning of the coronavirus outbreak in
Egypt, the government took several measures to
prevent the outbreak, and repeatedly advised people to
stay at home, which harmed several businesses
economically. Several business owners, including the
one featured in figure 9, called for resuming work to
save their businesses. After the news of this demand
was spread, a meme was created criticizing him. Figure
9 presents a hybrid and a verbo-pictorial metaphor that
relies on visual intertextuality. In place of Sabbour’s Figure 9. Henry
face, the meme author puts the face of Henry Waternoose. 2020.
Waternoose from Monsters, inc. (or rather its Arabic Facebook.
version, Helmy Abu ‘Enkabout in Sherket ElMor’ebeen
ElMahdouda). In the movie, Waternoose presents the businessowner who has
low morals, and only cares about his company. The meme invokes one of his
most notable quotes in the movie, "I'll kidnap a thousand children before I let
this company die! And I'll silence anyone who gets in my way!". The hybrid
metaphor thus shows HUSSEIN SABBOUR IS HENRY WATERNOOSE. The
verbal element, however, is also key, as it is the cue that shows this is Hussein
Sabbour rather than the rest of his body. The intertextuality of the meme links
Sabbour’s declaration that people should go back to work and it is better for a
few to die than for the state to go bankrupt to Waternoose’s famous quote in the
movie. The author thus criticizes businessmen who put profit and economic
stability above people’s safety by creating a hybrid version of SabbourWaternoose, and maintains Sabbour’s declaration (the Target) while relying on
people’s memory to cue the source quote. In terms of narrativity, this meme
reflects the feature of selective appropriation, as it picks for its object
businessmen, criticizing and blaming them, rather than the government or the
people. Relationality shows also as the face of Waternoose derives its meaning
from the context of the pictorial narrative and the overall narrative of the
pandemic. It also presents a stock story type (particularity) in which Sabbour is
depicted as the typical evil rich man.
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Apart from criticizing the government, some memes direct their criticism to
the Ministry of Health in particular. An example of
these is Figure 10, which is, arguably, also a hybrid
metaphor as the icon of the ministry of health (MOH)
is attached to the character playing Muhammad Ali in
AlHarb Al’alamiyya Altalta, stating that THE
MINISTRY OF HEALTH IS MUHAMMAD ALI OF
ALHARB AL’ALAMIYYA ALTALTA. The metaphor
also employs intertextuality as the character of
Muhammad Ali is presented as refusing to listen to
reason (the character of Ahmad Orabi). The dialogue
originally is Orabi trying to dissuade Muhammad Ali
from an action but Muhammad Ali cuts his lines short. Figure 10. Orabi.
Facebook. 2020.
Here, Orabi in the first frame is someone suspecting he
might have contracted coronavirus, but the MOH’s
protocol insists on waiting until symptoms show. The person dies in frame 3,
and the MOH blames him for requesting hospital care at a late stage. The
person’s brother requests a test (frame 5) lest he has contracted the virus too, but
again the MOH refuses to admit him until symptoms show.
Narrativity of the metaphor shows in selective appropriation as attention is
directed to the MOH protocol rather than, for example, people’s behaviour or
government decisions, and causally the meme suggests that people die from the
coronavirus because the MOH insists on following a protocol that does not allow
for early discovery of the infection. The feature of temporality also shows here,
as the spatial arrangement of the meme projects that death comes after the MOH
refuses to test someone.
3.2. English (American) Internet Memes
Shifting to memes in the circles of the American
society, it can be noted that they share some similarities
and differences with the Egyptian ones. As the case with
Egyptian memes, several American ones are created to
criticize the government. Ironically, some of them
criticize the government’s calls for staying at home, and
others criticize it for wanting to end the lockdown.
Figure 11, for example, presents a verbo-pictorial
metaphor that presents a line stating the fact that the
government has ordered people to stay at home yet the
people need income to pay for their needs, and depicts a
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woman confused by a complicated maths problem. The metaphor, hence, implies
FOLLOWING THE GOVERNMENT’S INSTRUCTIONS IS SOLVING A
COMPLICATED MATHS PROBLEM. It criticizes the government’s orders
saying they are unrealistic, or at least that they do not take into consideration the
dilemma the people will face. The narrative in play here chooses to direct focus
on the conundrum of abiding by the lockdown without income (selective
appropriation). It projects that if the people abide by the government’s directive,
they will not be able to pay rent, and hence will not be able to stay at home
(causal emplotment). The overall coronavirus narrative gives meaning to the
elements of this meme (e.g. instruction to stay at home), and the elements change
the overall narrative: the people are not the reckless mob failing to abide by the
government instructions; they are forced to work in
order to survive despite the pandemic (relationality).
Figure 12 reproduces the same narrative. It presents
a verbo-pictorial metaphor that relies on visual
intertextuality. The meme states at the top a headline of
the government’s decision to pay each person a onetime check of $1,200, then below it features Lucille
Bluth from Arrested Development. In the original scene,
Lucille guesses a banana costs $10 which she estimates
is a small price. The show was aired in the 90s when a Figure 12. Lucille
banana was no more than $0.25, thus her statement Bluth. 2020.
shows she is so detached from reality. In the meme, www.reddit.com/r/Wh
itePeopleTwitter/com
however, Lucille’s banana is replaced by rent: “how ments/fps0s8/56maybe
much could rent cost? Ten dollars?” The meme _7/
metaphor thus implies THE GOVERNMENT IS
LUCILLE BLUTH [INVERTED], as instead of
guessing a high price it guesses a low one. The joke still
applies as the author projects Lucille’s detachment
from reality on the government.
As mentioned above, this meme reproduces the
narrative that picks the government as the object of
criticism, foregrounding its actions and its role living
through the pandemic (selective appropriation). The
author implies that the government is to blame for
Figure 13. Fox News.
people failing to abide by the instructions and staying at 2020.
home (causal emplotment). On the other hand, several twitter.com/crewcrew
memes were produced to criticize the government’s plan /status/124978303291
to end the lockdown and reopen America. Figure 13 2936960
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shows a shot of the original piece of news, announcing that Trump has formed a
council to consider reopening America to avoid a new Depression. The news
was met with great criticism, especially that the council turned out to include
Trump’s daughter and son-in-law. Two memes are discussed here that criticize
the council. Both of them present a context metaphor, as they maintain the
background of the news program and the headlines, but replace the members of
the council with other characters.
The meme in figure 14 replaces Trump’s council
members with movie and animation characters who are
known for their wealth and/or their selfishness (e.g. the
Disney character Scoorge McDuck and Jay Gatsby of
The Great Gatsby). The hybrid pictorial metaphor thus
uses intertextuality to state COUNCIL MEMBERS
ARE SCOURGE MCDUCK, MONOPOLY MAN,
MONTGOMERY
BURNS,
RICHIE
RICH,
HEATHER CHANDLER, ARTHUR SLUGWORTH, Figure 14. Council
AND JAY GATSBY. This implies that members of the Members. 2020.
council are the selfish rich who do not care about www.ebaumsworld.co
people’s lives as much as they care about having their m/pictures/council-tobusinesses back. The narrative presented here selects to reopen-americamemes-that-are-givingforeground the predicted personal features of the council us-life/86247121
members (selective appropriation). The chosen
characters fit a familiar story type where rich people are
selfish and rule the world in accordance with what is
best for their businesses (particularity).
In figure 15, the council members are replaced by the
funeral dancers who are shown in a viral video dancing
with a coffin (Ilevbare 2020). Thus, the metaphor is
COUNCIL MEMBERS ARE FUNERAL DANCERS.
The meme author implies that the members of the
council are playing with death. The narrative shown here
Figure 15. Funeral
shifts focus to the outcome of forming this council Dancers. Reddit.
(selective appropriation), and it suggests that reopening 2020.
America will lead to more cases and more deaths (causal
emplotment).
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The meme in figure 16 also criticizes the
government’s decision but in a more pessimistic
manner. It is a verbo-pictorial metaphor comparing the
pandemic to a trolleycar that cannot be stopped, and the
government has to choose whether to let it crush the
people or the economy first. The government chooses
to sacrifice the people first. It is a pictorial analogy in
which CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC IS TROLLEY,
GOVERNMENT IS EMPLOYEE IN CHARGE OF Figure 16. The Trolley
DIRECTING THE TROLLEY, and PEOPLE AND Problem.
2020.
ECONOMY ARE VICTIMS. The narrative in this www.admethics.com/th
meme relates the picture of the man pulling the handle e-new-coronavirusin the direction of the people to the overall narrative pandemic-cannot-beseen-as-a-moralwhere the government is making decisions to end the dilemma-of-thelockdown and get people back to their offices (relationality).
The meme puts the
trolley-problem-forgovernment in charge of the decision, yet it also shows public-management/
that the final outcome would be the same (causal
emplotment).
As this crisis has taken place during the rule of one
of America’s most controversial presidents, the
ensuing problems are often attributed to him. Figure 17
is an example of memes that put Donald Trump at the
centre of the crisis. It is a hybrid, verbo-pictorial
metaphor that involves irony. Trump is depicted
dressed as a Saint, with proper background effects. In
Figure 17. Saint
the text above the picture, he is referred to as Saint Donald. 2020.
Donald, but the subtext reveals the irony as it explicitly www.facebook.com/i
states he is “Patron Saint of the poorly educated and the mpeachdt/photos/
perpetually misinformed”. The meme refers to the
misinformed comments he has repeatedly made about the virus and methods of
fighting it. Of all the parties involved in the coronavirus narrative, this meme,
which is created by a page called Impeach Trump, focuses on Trump (selective
appropriation). It makes use of spatial arrangement by stating Saint Donald at
the top, implying that it is glorifying Trump, then at the bottom text it clarifies
that the authors are mocking him.
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Just like their Egyptian counterparts, several memes criticize the American
people’s behaviour during the pandemic, though not in
the exact same way. Figure 18 presents a verbopictorial metaphor and irony. The line at the top
stipulates one of the basic measures people should
follow to prevent the spread of the virus: avoiding mass
gatherings. Then, it’s followed by a note that reads
“Grocery stores 10 minutes later” and a shot from The
Simpsons show, featuring a large number of people
piling up together. The metaphor is PEOPLE AT THE
GROCERY STORES ARE THE CROWD IN THE Figure 18. The
SIMPSONS. Intertextuality is not a key element here as Simpsons. 2020.
much as irony. The author criticizes the people as the www.facebook.com/f
government orders them to stay at home and avoid mass unnyrooscomedy/pho
gatherings, but instead they run to gather their needs tos/a.12168689317382
19/2830533530371743
from stores and end up forming mass gatherings there.
/?type=3
The meme in Figure 19 also shows a meme criticizing people, particularly
those who set out protests calling for ending the
lockdown. The upper half of the meme shows a picture
of these people, including one of them holding a sign
that says “Give me Liberty or Give me Death,” and the
lower half depicts Jordan Peele, a comic who features
in Key and Peele stand-up comedy show, except that
he has a nametag that reads “Mr. Corona Virus” and
pictures of viruses surrounding him, and the subtext
reads “don’t mind if I do.” The invocation says that the
people’s actions are part of coronavirus’s [bitter] joke. Figure 19. Mr.
Thus, the author uses visual intertextuality as well as the Corona. 2020.
hybrid and verbo-pictorial metaphor implying ASKING me.me/i/i%E2%80%
99ve-spent-waaayTO END THE QUARANTINE IS ASKING too-much-timeCORONAVIRUS TO KILL YOU. This narrative in making-thisboth memes directs attention to the people rather than 03fe0c9f42fb4caf91ad
the government (selective appropriation), particularly fb4edd40f332
their state of unreasonable panic about lacking some essentials and their
negligence of the dangers of the virus. The authors imply that people’s faulty
priorities and behaviour (neglecting the government’s instructions and insisting
on ending the lockdown) will lead to the spread of the virus and, ultimately, their
death (causal emplotment).
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In figure 20, the meme presents a visual simile,
stating TOILET PAPER IS A PAYMENT METHOD.
One of the items that people were keen to stock up on
is toilet paper, leading to its shortage in the country.
The author implicitly criticizes people’s behaviour as
they responded to the pandemic and lockdown news by
buying absurd amounts of toilet paper leading to its
shortage. S/he suggests that it will soon have the same
value of money. Again, this meme directs attention to
people’s behaviours (selective appropriation) and they Figure 20. Toilet
2020.
are implicitly set as responsible for this crisis and the Paper.
en.dopl3r.com/memes/
author ironically predicts what it will lead to in the dank/how-do-you-wishfuture (causal emplotment). The meme itself does not to-pay-visamention people at all, but it derives its meaning from the mastercard/947835
overall narrative, which is made up of a myriad of
photos, headlines, and videos of people stocking up on and fighting over toilet
paper.
The meme in figure 21 criticizes the behaviour of the rich during, and perhaps
before, the pandemic. It presents a verbo-pictorial
metaphor that employs intertextuality. This scene is
from The Ballad of Buster Scruggs. This scene features
a cowboy who had been convicted and sentenced to
death by hanging in a prior scene, but was rescued at
last moment. When he is sentenced again to the same
penalty, he is sarcastic rather than scared, and looks at
another convict standing next to him who is weeping
and utters these famous questioning words “First time?”
The metaphor here implies THE POOR DURING Figure 21. First
CORONA OUTBREAK ARE THE EXPERIENCED Time? 2020.
knowyourmeme.c
COWBOY; THE RICH ARE THE FIRST TIME om/memes/jamesCONVICT. The scene is projected, through the text franco-first-time
above it, to the poor and the rich. During the virus
outbreak, the rich panic because this is the first time for
them to handle lack of essentials, but the poor, who are struggling to get by
throughout their life, are more confident. The narrative here selects for its object
a critical view of the people, and particularly the rich (selective appropriation).
It is based on two story types: the experienced doing better than the
inexperienced; and the rich doing injustice to the poor and receiving retribution
(particularity). It implicitly criticizes the rich for spending their whole lives in
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luxury without experiencing the hardships of poverty or feeling for the poor.
4. Discussion: Pictorial Metaphors, Intertextuality, and Narrativity
As per the first research question, this study has explored pictorial metaphor
as a recurring tool in internet memes. The analysis shows that meme authors
make heavy use of pictorial metaphors to deliver their message. In most of the
memes cited in the study, more than a single type of metaphor appears. For
example, the meme in figure 17 relies both on the hybrid metaphor of Trump
dressed up as a Saint, and the verbo-pictorial metaphor as he is given the title of
‘Patron Saint of the poorly educated and the perpetually misinformed.’ The same
applies to figure 8, which uses both a hybrid and contextual metaphors. Thus,
meme authors often blend several types of metaphors to enrich the meme and
deliver its message.
Results of the analysis also show that the most common type of metaphor
used in internet memes, both Egyptian and American ones, is the verbo-pictorial
metaphor, used in 50% of the memes. It is often merged with a hybrid metaphor,
which is the second most common type.
PICTORIAL METAPHORS
Context metaphors have been found in
Simile
only two of the memes analysed, and a
Context
simile has been found once. A possible
argument, though, is that all examples of
Hybrid
Verbointertextuality in these memes are, in a
Pictorial
way, context metaphors. For example, in
figures 1, 4, and 12, the scene depicted acts as the context that all viewers
recognize, and the verbal cue added is the target of the pictorial metaphor. This
view would include the aspect of intertextuality within Forceville’s typology.
Another key tool for the operation of the metaphor in these memes has been
visual intertextuality. The authors rely on the popularity of these movie scenes
and use them as the source domain to describe or criticize a real issue.
Although humour is not the primary concern of the paper, it is apparent most
memes aim at creating humour through their metaphors (all except for the
memes in figures 9 and 16), and a common system can be detected in the
analysed memes. In most of them, the text and the picture act as the main part of
a joke and the punch line. Consider, for example, the meme of La Tarago’ La
Istislam, (figure 6) the pictures along with the tags showing who is analogous to
who represent the main part of the joke, and the final subtext represents the
punch line. In the meme of The Simpsons (figure 19), it is the other way around,
as the text represents the main part of the joke, and the picture is the punch line.
The very fact that meme authors compare elements of their reality to elements
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of their humorous culture implies their dissatisfaction with the way the pandemic
is handled.
As for the second question, the analysis confirms the hypothesis offered based
on Baker’s narrative theory (2006) that internet memes present a complicated
form of narrativity, as the meme authors create a narrative using pictorial
metaphors and intertextuality. Each meme has its own narrative, yet, as Baker
has pointed out, one of the main features of narratives is narrative accrual. The
narrative in each meme adds to a larger narrative. The Egyptian memes cited
here create a larger narrative, where the government unreasonably moves
towards ending the lockdown, business owners want people to get back to work
so that their businesses thrive, the people behave irresponsibly towards the
pandemic, and the protocol used by the MOH does not prevent deaths.
The narrative presented in the American memes shows a conundrum where
the government’s instructions are illogical, and the people do not comply; the
government and the people want to end the lockdown, but it will only lead to
more deaths; the government is failing and the people are not acting reasonably.
In both narratives, there is a sense of dissatisfaction with the government and the
people, though for different reasons. The attitude shown towards business
owners is quite similar, though. Intertextuality is also a tool used in the operation
of the narratives in memes. It can be argued that, considering their popularity,
these movie scenes act as the familiar story type in their respective narrative
(particularity). The authors make use of these story types to assign roles to real
people and institutions and cast their actions in a specific light.
Setting the data contrastively, the study answers the third question, as it can
be seen that the noted features of internet memes are not culture-specific. The
table below shows the different types of pictorial metaphors used in each set of
memes, the frequency of employing humour and intertextuality, and the
overriding narratives.
Pictorial
Metaphors
Verbo6
pictorial
Egyptian
memes

American
memes

Hybrid

6

Context

1

Simile

0

Verbopictorial

7

Hybrid:

2

Humour

Intertextuality

Narrative
Criticizing people

9

9

9

6
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4

Criticizing the
government/MOH

6

Criticizing
businessowners

1

Criticizing people

4

Criticizing the
government/Trump

6
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Context
Simile

2
1

Criticizing
businessowners

0

This table shows great similarities between the use of memes in both sets,
except that Egyptian ones rely far more on intertextuality than the American ones
do. Other differences pertain to specific occurrences that took place in each
setting, as the case of criticizing businessowners in Egyptian memes and
criticizing Trump in American memes. Thus, while metaphors are mostly
cultural by nature, the way they operate in the memes in both cultures remains
similar.
Conclusion
This study concludes that pictorial metaphors play a major role in many
internet memes, as exemplified in the cited coronavirus-related memes, and a
single meme can use more than one type of metaphor. The most common type
is verb-pictorial metaphors, followed by hybrid metaphors. The metaphors in
most of these memes rely on visual intertextuality to deliver their effect. The
element of humour is evident in most memes, so that pictures and texts interact
to create the joke. All of these elements weave the narratives intended by the
meme authors, and the narratives created in Egyptian and American memes
share some similarities, particularly the attitude towards the people and
government.
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Bury seed, water life
Ben Rivers*
My family lives in Tasmania, an island that rests on the southern borders of our
world – nothing but icy oceans between our wild shores and the continent of
Antarctica. I grew up there, in a weatherboard house, surrounded by apple trees
and beyond that, tall stands of iron bark and wattle ‘bush’ we feared for its
summer fires and tiger snakes.
My mother would never accept this foreign country as ‘home’. Yearning always
for the landscapes of her youth, she recreated within the perimeters of our land
a forest of oak, beech, sycamores, and silver birch, with understoreys of scarlet
maples, scented azalea, rhododendrons and spring bulbs. The garden was both
my mother’s sanctuary and a place for purposeful action – long hours spent in
digging, planting, weeding, hauling, pulling, pruning, and shaping the unruly
into a place of form and colour. Though rarely a place to rest, there were
afternoons, harvesting for the evening meal, or bunching bucket loads of flowers
for tomorrow’s sale, where a sudden wave of satisfaction would arise in her, as
if the garden in all its sensuality had spoken back.
But even a garden has its limits.
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My mother lives alone and yearns for her annual trip to Egypt, where we’d meet,
usually during my holidays in Ramadan. I see now, an image of her sitting on
the faded pink balcony of Pension Roma, overlooking Sharia Emad Eddin, in the
heart of Wust el Balad. She never minded the clamour of car horns,
loudspeakers, and street hawkers, joking, instead that Cairo’s chaos and
pollution made her ten years younger.
Crossing the road each morning to 16 Adly St, my mother would take the lift (if
it was working), or walk three flights of stairs to Dawar Arts, where I lived in a
small room, big enough for a single bed, one desk and a chair. For years, I refuted
her advice (and that of friends) to move into a separate apartment. It’s true, there
were times where I missed privacy, my room opening onto the main hallway,
where during a busy cultural event, crowds of people would gather, animated
and excited to connect with one another. But this is also what I loved, the sense
that I lived in the heart of a small village, an artist’s commune, a vibrant
crossroads that brought together folks from all walks of life, a rainbow of
religions, nationalities, professions, social classes, and political persuasions.
We’d have breakfast on the tiled balcony, inspecting the potted yuccas and aloe
veras for signs of growth. My mother told me about her morning ritual, the
obligatory garden tour, checking on, and encouraging, each plant and its bed. It’s
a ritual I have adopted. At day’s break, bleary eyes sharpening into focus as I
behold with wonder or concern, the progress of plants that feel like kin. Today,
before writing, it was the fava bean shoots that brought special wonder, their
delicate leaf buds, held together like little prayers as they pressed through the
soil.
By 9:30 am, people would begin arriving. Mustapha, Menna, Younes, Jimmy.
The office opened, the lights on. Warm greetings, small talk, and the scent of
coffee. On some days, groups of women would arrive, women from Sudan,
Yemen, Syria and Eretria, as well as those from Egypt – all there to begin a day
of deep sharing and improvised theatre. The hallway and tearoom would fill with
their presence, a surge of energy, the pleasure of connection, a gladness for this
temporary reprieve.
In March 2020, I took my own annual pilgrimage, traveling from Cairo back to
Cygnet, my home town in Tasmania. What was planned as a one-month holiday
turned into a seven month stay. Two weeks in, and borders around the world
began to close. Lockdowns, travel restrictions, social distancing and quarantines
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came into full force. On our island, the drawbridge was hauled up and the gate
locked. Suddenly, mobility ceased. My carefully crafted schedules based on
movement and travel, unravelled overnight. Greater forces held sway, bringing
an abrupt halt to business as usual. For a moment, cities quietened, and the skies
shone, clear.
I turned my attention to the garden.
As winter came and went, eclipsed by September, then October’s warmth, the
garden beds began to rise and shake. Thick knots of purple-flowered bean stalks
bustled with wild bees. Yellow calendula sang under a sharp sun. Pots of salvia,
snap dragons and buttery violas began to shoot upwards and outwards, claiming
their own, turning my small wooden deck into a place of raw delight. I’d sit there
at dusk, surveying a day’s work. The apple and cherry trees I’d pruned (albeit
too late!), the blueberries transplanted to a wetter zone, the sturdy cords of couch
grass my mother and I had pulled out, only half triumphant, knowing that even
one part of a single, wiry root could multiply and invade, forming into a dense
and thieving mat.
Before summer arrived, I managed to find my way back to Egypt where work
and my other life awaited me.
It’s April 2021. Each afternoon, I cycle through the streets of Assala, past low
white houses, goat herds, and sheep that roam freely. Scraggly moringa appear
over courtyard walls, dangling long dry fingers, enticing me to snap them free.
Later, I’ll break them open, marvelling at the papery sheaths that cover their
sweet tasting seeds. I’ve planted them in a friend’s yard along with a hundred
other trees, shrubs, herbs, and flowers - a young garden that already has a life of
its own.
My family and I swap updates and photos from opposite hemispheres. Their late
summer harvests of tomato, corn and squash. Here, our first few seedlings
beginning to emerge, a surprise patch of fungi, a bunch of freshly cut greens, a
single butterfly, foraged leaves, seaweed and manure, breaking down into a dark
loam.
In this pause, the intermission, I have been pulled more closely into the orbit of
our living earth, drawn to collect and bury seed, to water life, to be nurtured
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back, to be urged and inspired by each tip and shoot, to lay down at night with
the visions of a garden merging with my dreams.
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The Collapse in the Quiet
Elmaz Abinader*

LEBANON, I HAD PUT YOU TO REST THIS SUMMER. Smoothed the last
page of the book that cost years of research, interviews, translations, and visits.
I’ve thrashed out the differences between interpretations, replayed old news
videos like they were dear home movies, called out to the soldiers in every army,
to the children hiding under the bed; to the women cooking hot in the bomb
shelters. I studied your war more deeply than my family tree.
I had put the book to rest. In a world struck with fever, how could I sustain and
develop the story? I kept writing: in gardens filled with wild tomato vines, in
giant forests where treetops fused together, on empty beaches, feet dug into sand,
words resting on my knees. Dreaming in an Arabic that was colloquial, illiterate
and insufficient, I finished, confidently, I thought.
From my first book, Children of the Roojme, to this fourth one, Almost a Life,
Lebanon and I dated, got to know each other, moved inside each other-Lebanon
into me, me into Lebanon. Hundreds of history books, interviews, letters, diaries,
news footage, journalism, poems, song, novels were exchanged, and l layered
what I learned under the stories I knew, told by my parents about their lives in
the old country. I witnessed their heartbreak when the Civil War (1975-1990)
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broke out and they watched Beirut burn on their television in Pennsylvania. And
I waited with them for words, any words from home.
When I visited the first time in 1973, my parents’ mythologies came to life.
Walking along a sea my mother said was more turquoise than blue, driving into
mountains that were laced by rock, cruising into the surprising greenness of the
Bekka Valley -- all of it romanced me to their notions of Lebanon’s grace. When
I entered our village, Abdelli, and peered into the star smeared sky, I understood
how this terrain can be inside of me, how my DNA was riddled with the pebbles
of my parent’s home town roads.
This final book -- final, I think -- is about a woman, Dede, who waits during the
Lebanese Civil War for her fiancé in the US to send for her. Her life had to be
constructed around the actual events of the war and the real experiences of those
who survived it. Because it has been dubbed The War of Amnesia, the research
stalled while contacts prepared themselves to speak about a time they wanted to
put behind them.
I visited the country time and again. Walked the streets Dede would take from
her flat in the Monot to her school at University of St. Joseph. I visited her cafes,
post offices and libraries. Along the way, I begged security guards, professors,
and shopkeepers to tell me a story, one story so I could understand more. The
research sound-tracked the words of the scenes in Almost a Life, and the stories
of the war became music to me.
Finally, it all ended. On the day of the Vernal Equinox, we were finished, the
book, the research, the longing for more information. Lebanon and I could rest.
I wrote 140,000 words of Dede’s life in the war and her struggles in the US. A
sigh of relief.
But Lebanon did not let me go. While I was polishing and querying and
manicuring, teaching and reading, the country did not sit still. On August 4, on
the news, I caught a view of Beirut: the port, the Corniche, Pigeon Rock. I
remembered strolls along the beach, the lingering on the rail watching the
fishermen and their long rods.
And then it exploded: the first time, a tremor in the chest; the second—I rose and
fell and rose again. A gasp that did not exhaled. When the city exploded, the air
became inhabited with flying glass, the sea burned a sickening ash, the trees in
Martyr’s Square collapsed as if they were never rooted. When the city ignites,
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all was fire: the frantic rush to rescue a body, the words calling for help, the
hearts who couldn’t imagine what could survive or how they could live. Just like
that, the cells shifted, in every living thing.
It became a day, days, of watching the news, emailing friends, looking through
social media to see who had their homes, who didn’t, who lost what, who was
running away. Like my parents in 1973, I studied photographs of the streets,
looking for familiarity. Is any of this near Dede’s home? All of it was. There’s
the walk along the Corniche, the favorite café, the steps of the university where
her fiancé proposed.
The explosion was just the beginning. Afterward, the government collapses.
While resources were flown in, there was no direction, no security and no
oversight. I could do nothing from California but write and write some more.
I had not let go, after all. The city of my obsession is in shambles: Beirut is
changed forever. Now my cells must recalibrate Lebanon, we are at the
beginning again: wondering how it will go, how the story will end. I keep
listening to Lebanon’s restless heart.

.
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Writing in Confinement: from Draft to Manuscript
May Telmissany*

When I began to visualize the novel that I would push for publication in 2020, I
was struck (and almost in total disbelief) by the news coming from China and
Europe about the pandemic. That was in February 2020. I was on my way to
Cairo to spend the wintertime away from the freezing Canadian weather. By that
time, I almost finished the third part of what seemed to have become a Canadian
Trilogy (three novels in the pipeline). In Cairo, I put the third part aside and
delved into the first part which was underway a few months before the pandemic
erupted. In the meantime, a second part began to materialize as a serial detective
novel. By the end of the spring 2020, thousands of words were waiting on the
computer, in three or more different files, without specific or final title, shape,
or structure. Three files waiting to be born in book format. No direct connection
between the protagonists across the trilogy; however, the events are all set in one
geographical space, Canada. The first part is now published under the title
Everyone Says I Love you (Shorouq, 2021) and stamped with Covid-19
ambiances; part of the third novel is set in an imaginative future post-Covid-19;
and the draft of the second novel is growing steadily in the face of the unknown.
For more than a year, the news of the pandemic came as if they were messages
from the universe, at a time when I was pursuing writing, and struggling to stay
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connected to the three projects for as long as possible. Creative writing usually
eluded me and lingered in the indeterminate zone called “the draft.” I never
brought a writing project to an end except with great difficulty; this time it
seemed to me that the world was changing clearly and rapidly, and me too. I was
mainly afraid that all future works, those that were still in the science of the
unseen, would remain incomplete, with no potential readers and no horizon of
expectation. I mostly feared the annihilation of the desire to write (and
convincingly to publish) as humans decline and perish, suddenly and in great
numbers.
By December 2020, I had joined a group of Canadian writers and friends who
met weekly on Zoom to discuss their prose over a glass of wine. As I write now,
two members of the writing group wittingly named “Apéritif littéraire,” finished
a novel in French and one of them started a short story collection. As for myself,
I finished the first part of my Canadian trilogy in March 2021. This time I did so
with a lot more ease and determination and submitted the manuscript to my
publisher in May 2021. When the novel came out in July, I considered it a record.
From the day of its inception to the day of its publication, only 20 months have
passed. While the entire world was mostly sitting under the sword of Damocles,
I was happily and increasingly writing novels.
No reasonable explanation comes to mind when I think of this sudden explosion
of creativity except that the pandemic had a profound effect not on my writing
style per se but rather on my writing habits. Over more than 30 years of creative
writing, I have never practiced the daily writing routine like disciplined writers
do. Was I suddenly inspired by the emergency of finishing a project before the
occurrence of a virus attack? Or death? I guess this could be one of the potential
explanations. However, I know from a practical and realistic perspective that my
writing habits were transformed by the gift of time. Instead of writing creatively
in the time interstices allowed by my job as a university professor, I was capable
of “finding” time on a regular basis, chasing a project, and creating enough space
for it to grow and come to completion. The “job” was still time-consuming;
teaching and fulfilling administrative tasks online became overwhelming; and
daily tasks remained equally challenging despite my expert knowledge of online
and hybrid teaching and learning. Nevertheless, working from home, and in
Cairo for that matter, was beneficial in my case. Despite the hustle and bustle of
the city, Cairo remains to date my favorite writing space, allowing me to practice
regular and disciplined writing activities and research. Against all odds, between
February 2020 and July 2021, I travelled back and forth from Canada to Egypt
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three times, every time spending a few months in Cairo. I seized the opportunity
to be in my hometown to write, and the opportunity to be back to Ottawa to
polish my writing.
The ability to manage time was enhanced by the social void and the global sense
of urgency generated by the pandemic. Suddenly, the world around me became
quieter. Confinement helping, silence pushed words and characters out to the
light. In the meantime, life occurs. I contracted the virus in April 2021, in Cairo,
a few weeks before I had an appointment to take the first dose of the vaccine.
That was a wake-up call; not that I feared death, but because I wanted to finish
the three novels first. The virus was a nuisance. Loss of smell and taste, extreme
fatigue, total lack of energy, and solitude in my Cairo apartment knocked me
down for almost two weeks.
As I was taking medication and closely monitoring my health situation, I kept
thinking that I was running out of time. That was my biggest annoyance. Being
out of time. And becoming dependent on my entire body not only on my two
hands, my two eyes, my brain, and my computer. I kept picturing the writing
files as if they were lifeboats drifting in some sort of a tumultuous ocean where
I was infinitely drowning. On my third week of home confinement, I slowly
came back to life and the first thing I thought I should do was to start envisaging
titles. I wrote down lists of potential titles for my trilogy. All had some
connection with the concepts of time and space or the lack thereof. Then I had
an epiphany: if writing is important to me to the extent that I became obsessed
with finishing my novels, I might as well call it a day and confess that I live to
write. Not to teach, nor to go to work every day. Despite the joy and fulfilment
these activities might bring, I live for another purpose. My true journey is not
biological, and therefore it cannot be threatened by death or any menacing
viruses; my true journey is the one I take alone, throughout the hours and days
of confinement, from draft to manuscript. The pandemic, as devastating as it
might have been and still is, was an occasion to meditate on why I should protect
myself from this dreadful virus, and how I can cope with its uncertainties
(different types of vaccine, detrimental impact on economy, restrictions and
regulations, transmission rates and social distancing habits, etc.). During the
Covid-19 weeks of house confinement, I was blessed with time out of time. This
was when I fully realized that I always had something to say to the world, and
that I always wanted to say it in writing. Nothing else matters, really.
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On Motherhood and the Cultural Scene
Samia Badih*
It took a year and a half from when it was first detected for the coronavirus to
hit our household. As I write this, my two children, aged 9 and 7 quarantine in
one room, while my husband isolates in another, after they have tested positive
for COVID-19. Our delight for the children being physically back in school was
short-lived, after their school closed its doors again when a student in my son’s
classroom tested positive. The days to follow were a game of testing and waiting,
until it was finally clear my son had also caught it. His brother, who had already
shifted to distance learning two weeks earlier, after another case was detected in
his year group, eventually got infected as the boys share the same room.
Amidst the disruption of our life, in which my two-year-old and I have moved
into our guest room and as I make my way through the constant stress of 'did I
get it?', the past two weeks have really made me think about what the past year
has truly been like for me and my family. No doubt, it has been a hard long one.
It’s been 15 months since I first started working from home (I still am) and since
the kids moved to online learning. It’s also been much more than that since I last
saw my parents. We’ve spent more days than I could count inside our apartment
rather than out under Abu Dhabi’s glorious sun. And the thought of going back
to our “normal” life, in what has now been dubbed a post-pandemic world, is
just laughable.
The pandemic has cost many people their jobs, separated families, and
intensified mental health issues for many - the count is endless and it's heartshattering. However, there has been a silver lining. In the arts world, which I
follow closely, there's been an opportunity for creativity and collective
collaborations. With people spending more time inside and with cinemas shut
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down, many organisations started making films available online, even hosting
virtual Q&As and live sessions with directors. In the Arab world for instance,
platforms such as the Palestine Film Institute, Beirut DC and Royal Film
Commission of Jordan put on film programmes. Art institutions and museums
started to think of ways to engage with their communities which didn't require
to be in the same space and productions were thinking of how they can continue
to make films and shows that would still be safe for their cast and crew.
In June last year, Last Floor Productions did exactly that. I interviewed the three
Lebanese friends who started the production company - Nasri Atallah, Firas
Abou Fakher and Daniel Habib - all creative in the production industry whose
first show was written, cast and entirely produced during the pandemic. With
Atallah in London and the others in Beirut, they talked about how they were able
to bring together a 10-episode psychological thriller from paper to the small
screen when almost the whole world was in lockdown. They thought: why not
let the pandemic be part of the story? 'Al Shak' follows the story of a Saudi
woman who has to deal with a past trauma while in isolation. Using GoPro
cameras, the show was filmed via a computer screen.
Tomos Roberts, a spoken-word poet and filmmaker from London, re-imagines a
post-pandemic world in a poem called 'The Great Realisation'. A video of the
poem went viral when Roberts posted it on social media. Filmed at home with
his younger brother and sister, the video had millions of views within the first
few days it was posted.
"I was trying to think of any good that I could even fictitiously create from this
situation. It wasn't easy, but I tried to imagine that in the future, we looked at this
as a dark moment where we made good decisions," Roberts told me when I
interviewed him in May last year. "I truly believe that people really need
something to be hopeful about, otherwise there's a strong probability that people
will start to feel scared, anxious, lonely and depressed, and that's not a good place
to be in if you want to overcome this bad situation."
Roberts is absolutely right. People need something to be hopeful about. Roberts
soon turned the poem into a book - a copy of which sits on my kids' shelf in their
room. It's also a book they pick up today to read as they look for ways to pass
the time.
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But away from the many stories of hope amid the despair, for me, as a mother
the pandemic gave me the gift of a lifetime. Before the World Health
Organisation declared the outbreak a global pandemic, like millions around the
world, I worked a 9 to 6 job. That included a morning and evening commute that
left me at best with an hour, out of the 24 hours in the day, to spend with my
three children. On some days, I got 15 minutes. On really bad days, they were
already fast asleep by the time I got home. Then, my baby was one and I was
still nursing, so the guilt was eating me alive. Overnight, all of that changed, and
suddenly I had all the time I was hoping for.
That's not to say that being a mother throughout this time has not come without
challenges. The pandemic also meant that I was doing more work inside the
house. My husband and I were all of a sudden taking shifts helping the kids with
online schooling. We were no longer ordering in and were cooking all of our
meals at home (not that we did that so much but we no longer had breaks from
cooking). We also were in a way working sometimes beyond our working hours
- logging in to get on with unfinished work. The lines between being online and
offline were so blurred. It was and still is hard to balance it all. The pandemic
gave me a year with my children - so much time that I was able to continue
nursing my little one until he was a year and nine months old - a record out of
the three. This summer, we fly home for first the time and by the time we are
reunited with the family, we would all be vaccinated and for that I'm thankful.
I'm not asking for my "normal" life. I'm hoping that no matter what comes our
way, we will continue to value the time we have with our family cause you never
know when that might be taken away from you.
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Covid-19 and Me
Seham Saneya Abd El Salam*
I was one of the earliest persons who witnessed the appearance of Covid-19 in
Egypt in March 2020. I was a guest of the International African Film Festival in
Luxor. One day, the policemen refused to let us go out of the hotel to view the
movies in the film theatres They told us that all workplaces will be closed
including the places of the film theatres, because a case of Covid-19 was detected
among the residents of a Nile cruise. They told us that we should stay in our
rooms waiting to be examined, and that the minister of health herself arrived at
our hotel. No one examined me, and I knew that a random sample only was
examined, and that the cabinet ordered that the festival should be precociously
closed, without even a closing ceremony. I was invited as the translator of a book
about African filmmaking, and the author was also invited, and we were
supposed to have a press conference about the book. Because of the curfew, no
official press conference was allowed, so, the director of the festival arranged a
casual tea gathering in one of the wide verandas of the hotel, where we
introduced the book to the guests and press. I was very eager to watch the
Sudanese movie “You Will Die at Twenty,” but its screening was canceled
because of Covid-19. So, as soon as I arrived at Cairo, I went to Zawya movie
theatre to watch it. The next day, all the public places, including movie theatres,
were closed.
In fact, I never stayed home during that time. I had two cats with renal failure,
and I had to take them to the vet clinic daily for infusion. During my stay in
Luxor, my friend Dalia El Nagger stayed with my cats and took them to the vet.
When I came back, she offered to stay more with me and that we share the trips
to the vet. Dalia and I used to feed the stray cats who starved after all of the
*
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restaurants and coffee shops were closed. Each of us fed the strays in the day she
goes to the vet with my cats. I used to go by bus, but Dalia used the cab for fear
of Covid-19 infection. Ironically, Dalia contracted the infection, and I did not,
but not for too long. Being a close contact with Dalia, I contracted the infection.
Fortunately, it was not a severe type of the disease. It started with loss of smell,
two days later I had fever and body aches, which resolved in a week or so.
Fortunately, also Dalia recovered before I got sick, and started to take the cats to
the vet.
Because of the universal closure of all activities, I became almost idle. No theatre
or film projects as a performer, the Film Critics Association was closed, the story
telling group meetings stopped, I was not even asked to translate anything. I
started to share Dalia in TV watching, which I usually consider as a boring
activity. To tolerate it, I started to resume my hobby of sewing. I made a lot of
masks of cotton fabric. When I was working as a medical doctor, I had an
experience in making surgical masks. We, the nurses and doctors, used to make
them as a pass time activity in our night shifts when we did not receive a lot of
casualties. I know that to be effective, a mask should be composed of three layers
of gauze. But the cotton fabric is thicker than the gauze, and three layers will not
allow easy respiration. So, I made them of two layers, with a pocket to
accommodate two layers of paper tissues, so that they become effective. I gave
them to friends, and they liked them.
One day my late friend Eman Salah told me that we were asked, as a story telling
group (Ana El- Hekaya), to be filmed while we tell two of our stories, Eman, in
participation with our drummer Ahmed, played the music. I told one story and
my friend Aya Sami told another. The filming took place in the Supreme Council
of Culture, and the stories were included in the ministry of culture’s canal online,
which had the title “Stay at Home.”
The curfew was not a nice experience for a person who likes mobility, like me,
nevertheless, it was tolerable, thanks to Dalia’s company and the alternative
activities that we did. At last, the curfew came to an end, though covid-19 is still
there. 2021 came with better circumstances for me. I performed in a graduation
project of one of Aly Badrakhan’s students, and he liked my performance. I am
offered a part in a play theatre directed by Tarek El-Dewiry, and I enjoy the
rehearsals. I am still trying to find a translation project. In fact, a friend contacted
a publisher and recommended me as a translator. He offered a very low rate,
assuming that this is because of covid, and I refused. This happened also with a
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performance project in a TV series, and again the Covid-19 was the producer’s
justification for paying peanuts, and I also refused. So, I am now focusing on my
volunteer work, where I spend a lot of time arranging the male and female
circumcision resource center which I established, and I contacted my friends
Sarah Enany and Maher Sabry, and we are co-authoring a book titled
“Circumcision of Atrees and Fouada Should Stop” (Khitan Atrees we Fouada
Batel). So, the idle situation of 2020 changed, and this proves that change is the
only constant.
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Tendrils of Hope
Seni Seneviratne*
It is January 2021, and as I write this, we are going into another national
lockdown in the UK. I am finding it hard to comprehend that we are in a New
Year. The year, 2020 seems in some ways to have passed by without anything
other than Covid 19 happening in the world though, in reality, so much more has
happened. This pandemic has highlighted the extent of global inequality and the
need to address issues of poverty, injustice, racism and the impact of climate
change across the world.
And how has all this impacted on me as a writer as well as a global citizen? On
March 4th, 2020, I wrote in my journal, “There is in the air the smell, the essence,
the aura of Spring, which brings with it a kind of lifted spirit – a kind of hope.”
How soon would I realise the importance of holding onto those tendrils of hope
in the difficult months that have followed. Ten days later I wrote, “There is a
virus travelling the world with no regard for borders, focusing everyone’s
attention on health, hygiene, who is vulnerable and who may or may not survive
the illness that it brings. The news informs us that economic markets are
crashing. Everything is closing down. People stand three steps away from each
other in public places. We are told to work from home if possible. I acknowledge
how fortunate I am: a writer who always works from home and old enough to
receive a state pension as some guarantee of income. At the same time, my heart
goes out to all those on zero hours contracts who have no guarantees and worry
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about how they will put food on the table; to all the front-line workers who are
required to be at work caring for the sick and the dying; to fellow workers in the
Arts sector who rely on public events for their income; and across the world, to
all those in refugee camps, all those struggling to survive and now faced with
this additional threat. Every day I offer gratitude for the gift of running water.”
Within a week, my sense of gratitude was overtaken by anxiety. My daughter
caught the virus and was quarantined with her family, an hour drive away from
me. I would normally have been there, but, in the weeks that followed, I had to
hear about the progress of her illness from a distance. Thankfully, she recovered
without any long-term damage to her lungs. There was gratitude then for her
recovery. Time again to notice my life become quieter, more measured. And yet,
in these spaces, I was finding it hard to continue with any writing projects,
wanting only to write down the moments as they happened. Nature and my
writer’s eye kept me going with its tendrils of hope. “On a woodland walk a yew
tree opens its bark to me like the page of a book.”
Thankfully I wasn’t one of the many people facing this time of isolation alone
since I live with a loving partner. I was blessed too by the privilege of our
growing garden making its way into Spring, with the first sight of the tulips. The
daily news informed me of the growing death toll, across the world, and the
continuing impact of the virus alarmed me, but I felt removed from the heart of
the storm. Then on March 31st, everything came closer to home with the news
that my dear sister-in-law had died after a long struggle with Alzheimer’s. My
grief was all the more painful with the realisation that I couldn’t be with my
brother at such a time nor attend the funeral.
In the midst of all this, I found some tranquillity in the simple tasks of the day:
walks in nature, preparation of food, tending the garden. I attempted to write
poems, but words eluded me or felt inadequate. Then one day in April, four days
before our anniversary, as I watched my beloved carving birds in the garden, I
told myself, “You have four days to write a poem for her.” “Ghazal,” the first
completed poem since my last book, was a milestone, but not enough to soothe
my crisis of confidence as a writer. The year 2020 had been planned as a year to
promote my recently published book, Unknown Soldier. But readings had been
cancelled, festivals didn’t go ahead and the feedback that would normally keep
me in touch with that belief in myself as a writer had been absent. But how could
I complain? This felt like nothing in the face of what many people were dealing
with.
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I needed something to feed my soul in the absence of the crafting of poetry and
it came to me as a gift: the opportunity to work with clay again. In the summer,
I found a shared studio space with access to kilns and began to make solid things,
relishing the feel of clay between my fingers. In the Autumn, poems began to
arrive again. Some of them crafted from journal writings, others appearing like
long lost friends out of the blue. Poems about the times I couldn’t write. Poems
about birds and breathing and light keeping. And a poem for my sister-in-law
about that funeral I never attended.
GHAZAL: HEARTSEASE*
Words out of reach, caught on the rambling rose
In the sycamore tree, but this place brings its heartsease.
A circle of grass, blueberries grown for my pleasure.
Clematis climbing an arch curved like wings, it’s heartsease.
Your quiet presence in the red and ochre of my present.
A growing garden between us, promising Spring’s heartsease.
The roses were always for you, now they grace the life we share.
Look, the lush profusion of the Poet’s Wife sings its heartsease.
And now this Poet, watching my beloved’s hands work wood
recalls the gold of oak and beech on wedding rings: its heartsease.

ARE YOU WRITING?
I would write but one side of the page
keeps slipping below the water level.
Diving’s not my thing, or I’d practice
going under and anyway doesn’t paper
have a tendency to float? I see it rising
to the surface, but alas too near
to the propellers of my boat to risk
me hanging over for a safe retrieval.

*
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These days only clay makes sense,
my fingers, sticky with the substance of it
try to feel their way back to something –
once my habit. It’s been wearing thin.
I make vessels that become more fragile
as they dry. They need fire for strength.

FOR TERESA
16 April 2020
Because I cannot be at your funeral, I make an altar
in my living room: an oak table with indigo shawl,
a lit candle on a birch holder with a heart in its bark.
I gather camellias – the petals fall, the way you fell
quietly away after all the sorrow of the incremental
losing of you, all the living with your present absence.
I send my love out to the broken heartache of them
a circle of held hands around the space you have left.
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‘Ravens in Lockdown’: A Poetic Diary of Data Collection
Terry Gifford*
Fairy Cave Quarry
I don’t think it was actually illegal, but it was certainly ‘against advice’, my
driving out just before dawn to visit Fairy Cave Quarry. Driving a short way
from my home, along the spine of the Mendip Hills in Somerset, UK, I would
meet the slowly rising sun ahead of me. When, seven years into my retirement,
I moved with my wife to the Mendips from Derbyshire to be nearer to our
grandchildren, I had no idea that this disused quarry was nearby. After a lifetime
of rock-climbing in Derbyshire, I did not expect to find, hidden in the local
woods, a rock-climbing venue that not only had slabs (easy-angled climbs for
the aged), but its own guidebook (conveniently cheap for the pensioner).
Furthermore, it was fenced and locked, with the gate code known only to the
climbers and cavers who had permission to frequent it. As the name suggests,
the caves exposed by the quarrying are apparently among the most spectacular
under the limestone hills of the Mendips. My personal preference is for airy,
open balance moves rather claustrophobic crawling in the dark.
It is hard not to be aware of the ravens nesting under an overhang on a loose face
of the quarry which is not climbed on. Their distinctive harsh calls greet every
visitor. This is a ‘good news’ story – climbers, cavers and birds co-existing
together on the crags. There would also be peregrine falcons nesting on these
cliffs if climbers and cavers were not so regular year-round visitors. Peregrines
come prospecting each February, having recovered as a species from persecution
and from years of post-war pesticide poisoning. Like Rachel Carson’s evidence
in Silent Spring (1963) in America, the research of Derek Ratcliffe in the UK
resulted in the banning of DDT just in time to save our peregrine and raven
*
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populations, at the top of their food chains. In 2017, I decided that it was time to
add to the data on Somerset’s ravens by having the young ringed at Fairy Cave
Quarry, hoping that eventually ring recoveries would tell us more about their
lives. So, I assembled a team of licenced ringers and experienced climbers to
gather on the quarry rim above the nest on April 6. Because ravens nest under
an overhang, it is impossible to see into the nest, but the abseiler called up that
there were three huge chicks in the nest before placing them in a bag for hauling
to the rim where they were duly weighed and ringed with an individual number.
Thus, we have proceeded each April since, more usually finding four young in
the nest. But during the lockdown, there was no chance of our being able to ring
the young for our records in 2020. However, I was determined that I would at
least monitor the nest, and record the date that the last bird left the nest, for a
successful fledging record. I had returned in early March, from a conference in
France on the work of the English poet, Simon Armitage (soon to be appointed
Poet Laureate) with Covid symptoms. After two days in bed and two weeks of
listlessness, I recovered without the need to consult a doctor. But a farmer in our
village who, on the day I returned, was at the crowded Cheltenham horse races,
sadly died from the virus. My wife, who also shared my symptoms, and I were
in isolation, but I knew that in a brief dawn visit to a remote locked quarry I was
unlikely to meet anyone, as indeed proved to be the case for all of my visits.
As I sat on my rocky viewpoint, in the empty quarry opposite the nest, with a
flask of coffee and binoculars to hand, everything around me became special,
heightened and imbued with significance. If it were not so cold, it might almost
have been spiritual. I was intensely aware of all the dimensions of my privileged
position. This scruffy, post-industrial jumble of abandoned boulders and
buildings was being reclaimed in front of my eyes by nature in its spring greening
of bushes and trees, ferns and mosses. But my attention had to be fixed on the
ravens and their nest. I looked and listened. I made notes. The language of the
pandemic was in my head. Incipient poems began to form on my notebook pages.
From my twelve visits the eight poems of ‘Ravens in Lockdown’ emerged.
Scientific data had turned into poetry. Data collection will contribute to a poetry
collection. In a small way, Covid has produced a special quality of care.
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Ravens in Lockdown
I
The Worm
(15 April 2020)
As the curtain of gold crept
down the crag, in air so soft
my breath was clouds of virus,
probably, although the lassitude
had gone, the on-duty Raven rose
to give me her health-check, black
fingers accusing, black wedge tail held
like a monitor, black cry a warning,
as if I needed one for this ‘against advice’
dawn drive to the locked disused quarry.
She turned above me, suddenly filling
with black movement my binoculars,
drifted over, dived down to a green ledge
on the grey quarry wall, and alighted.
First, looked at her feet, second, turned
about and stabbed, stabbed the thin grass,
pulled something out, and flew straight
to the nest where three gaping red mouths
raised themselves to their highest gasp.
I wriggled guiltily home through the lanes.

II
End of a Shift
(27 April 2020)
Well, the three birds
have been safely fed.
My coffee’s gone.
I’m getting cold.
I was here at dawn.
Nice to hear, now
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I’ve remembered
my hearing aids,
that Green Woodpecker
laughing at me
and bobbing,
bobbing high above
my flat rockperch at the base
of the Alpine Ridge,
a Pied Wagtail
waiting for my shift
to end. It has.
It’s eight o’clock.
Driving sleepily home
past the Mendip
Golf Course, suddenly
there’s a Red Kite
shouldering the wind,
a rare reward.

III
Hard to Focus
(1 May 2020)
It’s hard to focus, friends say, hard
to write anything. Too much time.
Too much sun. There’s nothing doing
here but two fleeting feeds an hour.
On my rock perch my bum aches.
I contemplate the apparent increase
in rabbits this year. One surprised,
scuttles across the quarry floor,
every other visit. I start to count,
without enthusiasm, the different
greens in the quarry, accepting
clichés: shimmering silver birch,
darker ash, some simple grass,
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then this single snow-heavy
thorn tree frothing at my feet.
Calls announce another feed.
Adjust the binoculars and, yes,
there are four young in that nest!

IV
Drone Surveillance
(4 May 2020)
Here he is!
So I see!
I hear their three-call exchange
from rim to rim across the quarry
as I turn the corner into their sight.
So, social distancing, I turn left, slip
through silver birches on spoil heaps
to my usual hard seat at the foot
of the Alpine Ridge, with nest-level
sight across to their sunlit crag.
This morning there’s a home workout
on the screen of their back wall:
wing-stretching, wing-flapping,
gripping tight with those claws
on the twiggy nest-edge, facing in.
Two youngsters get a bit giddy
and flap-hop off right, onto rock,
then hop-flap back home again.
Showing off, one hops further
to sit immobile, exposed, unsure.
Consternation! Cacophony!
Where did it come from,
this broad-winged intruder rising
brown and white from below?
Before it reaches the youngster
Mother drops screaming from
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her perch above the nest, diving
at the Buzzard who zig-zags away
up the west end, struggling
to evade the full force
of that truncheon beak.

V
Essential Journey
(8 May 2020)
I made it, alone, after all that anxious
preparation and getting in a flap. Now
I can’t stop pecking at this strange grass
or in crevasses and cracks of the cliff
edge above the overhung nest I left
yesterday, stinking, and quite white.
The amazing choices in this green
supermarkets are so much better
than the fleeting home deliveries
and sibling battles for the best bits
in that confined, over-heated space
of our wool-lined, tower block room.
Here there’s open sky all around
and flying has gone viral, it seems,
with calling Jackdaws. Good to leave
that noisy couple in the apartment
above our nest. Here one can flap-hop
and hop-flap away from lockdown.

VI
Klapping
(9 May 2020)
Again, the full-throated kwark echoes
round the quarry as I enter, a single sound,
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like a sarcastic clap, from a rock neb
on the thinly grassed rim opposite the nest,
now bedraggled, leaking white sticks
like a waterfall of wood under the shaded
apex of rock where two fat young remain.
A muted swarb attempts an imitation.
One sibling has found a flight over
the ocean of air to an adjacent neb.
In a post-flight quarantine here
there are red berries on the balcony.
Mother Zooms support over to the nest
in a two-beat clap: Hang on! Hang on!

VII
On Furlough
(10 May 2020)
from adulthood, the last one to leave
the family lockdown waits under this
overhang of rotten tottery blocks.
It really is a shithole now siblings
have flapped and flown. Now dawns
the true meaning of self-isolation,
making your own fun in jumping
off the nest to a block behind that
little bush offering shade and shelter
from the Buzzard’s prospecting scans.
Not just on Thursday nights, the others
can be heard play-fighting on the flat balcony
above and even seen on the broken branches
of its buddleia, tempting a break-out, up
onto all that greenery and open space.
One hop more and there’s a ledge deep
under another overhang, a cul-de-sac.
On the south rim Mother can be seen
taking off to lead two teenagers flying
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for a little local exercise down the west end.
VIII
The New Normal
(12 May)
There’s a frost melting on the Mendip meadows
as I drive into sunrise for the last time this spring.
In the grass patch of the quarry tiny yellow heads
have been burned by ice in May. It’s all change
here, at six-twenty, when I round the corner to see
that last youngster on the rim above the nest,
freed of overhanging rock, awaiting a feed.
Each year, the young family assemble on the south
rim where the other three now waddle into sight.
There’s a secret source of worms, and perhaps even
afterbirth, behind the trees of the west end
from where the adults fly to feed these juveniles.
The arching cloudless firmament is egg-blue
for their fledged future in the new normal.
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BOOK REVIEW

Lawrence Wright, The End of October: A Novel, New York:
Knopf, 2020; pp. 400.
Prophesizing the Coronavirus
What happens when you ask a New York journalist to write a script about the
end of the world? He imagines a full-on pandemic, right before a real pandemic
sweeps across the globe. Such was the case with Lawrence Wright, New York
staff writer and Pulitzer-prize winning author. His novel, The End of October,
first published in April 2020, eerily synopsizes the events of the coronavirus
pandemic, with a few twists.
The novel follows the journey of the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) microbiologist Dr. Henry Parsons, a man who although
possessed a loud and commandeering voice, was “short and slight” due to a
slight deformity during his childhood (Wright 2020, 11). The almost Nazi “Herr
Doktor” travels to Indonesia to look into a mysterious virus that sprung up in
Jakarta. He quickly realizes the danger of the air-borne disease, but he is far too
late, as others have contracted the fictional virus Kongoli and began to travel
around the world.
A carrier, Henry’s own driver, goes to Hajj in Mecca, but before Henry can
get to him, the carrier dies during Hajj and is trampled upon. The result is the
end of the carrier’s misery and the simultaneous spread of the virus to millions
of other pilgrims. As such, a political and religious dilemma ensues to convince
the Saudi administration to lock down Mecca, a task deemed nearly impossible.
However, heroic Dr Parsons steps in, vocalizing the necessity of the situation,
“I’m not just talking about containing a pandemic […] I’m talking about saving
a civilization” (Wright 2020, 120). Since the disease was first spread by
Muslims, spectators all over the world watch in horror as the deadly virus
spreads across the Americas, Europe, Africa and Asia, leaving no continent
unscarred. Distressed, people blame Islam for the sufferings of many innocent,
stimulating Iran to fire missiles in response to Russia’s launch of cyberwarfare
in the Arab World (Wright 2020, 272) and tensions continue to boil in the Gulf,
amidst the havoc.
Much like real life, the president of the U.S. contracts the deadly disease and
is one of the very first to be vaccinated. In the novel, other celebrities including
Taylor Swift, Brad Pitt and even Anderson Cooper die of the Kongoli virus.
Wright certainly does not spare us of detail. The novel is extremely well
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researched, with detailed descriptions of types of viruses, containing methods,
warfare plans, contingency systems, and shockingly detailed accounts of the
ways in which the Kongoli virus attacks the body until death. He details systemic
procedures governments take as cautionary measures such as an entire
lockdown, “police reinforced, borders closed, sports and entertainment facilities
shuttered, non emergency cases discharged from hospitals, schools closed,
public meetings postponed, and the government shut down. In addition, any
travelers need to get home at once before the pandemic takes root in America''
(127).
Wright even alluded to the evolving virus, “The problem is that we might be
able to design a vaccine for the virus we have on hand, but we can only guess at
where it’s going” (150). Sure enough, coronavirus variants Delta (first identified
in India), and Omicron (first identified in South Africa), have also begun to
spread across the world. Ironically, the novel discusses how the Russian vaccine
was deemed the least effective by other countries (277), which is also the case
in the real world. Russia’s Sputnik V, a viral vector vaccine, brought up
skepticism on its on-the-ground efficiency. The World Health Organization
halted its review into Sputnik V due to insufficient data and quality control
issues. Consequently, Russia’s vaccine is currently not approved for use in
Canada, China, the European Union, Japan, South Korea, South Africa, and the
United States.
After publishing the book, Wright admitted that he was impressed by the
selflessness of the medical workers who risked their lives to save others. In The
End of October, the nurses and doctors leave hospitals in complete chaos,
converting normally bustling institutions into ghost towns. As a result, he
dedicated the book “as a tribute to the courage and ingenuity of the men and
women who have dedicated their lives to the service of public health.” Heavily
influenced by Albert Camus’ The Plague, the book opens with one of his quotes,
“But what does it mean, the plague? It’s life, that’s all.” Yet it is also about death.
Tragedies of losing loved ones to the virus are heartbreakingly captured in the
novel. Characters either have to deal with death, death of loved ones, or even to
bury their own family. The story ends on a dismal note, leaving readers with an
uneasy feeling of impending doom.
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